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PREFACE

These are tile Proceedings of the Fourth Workshop on Experiments and Detectors for a

Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RttlC), held at Brookhaven National Laboratory on July

2 - 7, 1990. This has been a particularly important workshop for the RttIC program, given
the earlier announcement that the BNL RHIC project had been included in the President's

proposed FY1991 budget, as a new construction item. A call for letters of intent for RHIC

experiments was formally issued by tile BNL Director's Office at the annual AGS User's

Meeting 'L, May, and was repeated at the RHIC Workshop. Approximately 180 physicists
from around the world attended the workshop, with the main goal of forming collabora-

tions to prepare and submit letters of intent.

The presentations given at the workshop naturally divide themselves into four categories:

theory, the study groups devoted to a single topic ,the RHIC R & D projects, and the

experimental working groups,

The study groups, with the names of the conveners in parentheses, were:

• Collision Regions at RHIC: Beam Crossing Geometries, Layout of Experimental
Areas, and Radiation Environment (A. Stevens)

• Monte Carlo Simulation of Interactions and Detectors (O. tlansen)

• Proton-Nucleus Interactions a_ RHIC (R. Ledoux)

• The Physics of Very Intense Electromagnetic Fields in the Collision of Ultra-

relativistic Heavy Ions (M. Fatyga)

The experirnental working groups, with t,he names of the conveners in parentheses,
were:

• A Modular Array for RttlC Spectra (W. Busza)

• High pt Photons, Charged Particles, Jets _nd High Mass e _e- Pairs at RHI(', (P.

Braun-Munzinger)

• Elastic ('ross-section Measllre_Imnts at Rill(', (W. Guryn)

• 'I'w,_-Arm Lept,.,n Spectro_neter (R.llayan(_ and M.,I.'l'anneill)aum)

• A Parl, icle and ,Jet Pro(illction Experiment at Rill(: (,I. ]ta.rris)

• A 47r 'l'racking TPC Spectro,ne.ter f_,1 RlJlC (S. l,i_lderlbaurr_)

• ()pen Focusing Spectrometer (S. Nagamiya and l). I,issa.lJcr)

• l.)i_llu,_n W,_rking (:;__ul) (G. 'folJng)

()II bellalf _f til('. OrgaIliziIlg (_,,nl1_littce we wisll t,, tlla_lk ali ,_f ttl_' c,_rlve,lers, cc_rll:r'ib-

ut_rs a._l_l i_articil)arlls f_,r IJ_aki_lg tl_is a v,'ry _'x,:iti_lg a_(l s_ccessh_l w,_rksl_,_l). Sl_'cia.I

l,]_a_ks g,_ I,_ ali ,,f tl_,,s_, w[_, t_('lpcd i_) ,,rgaJlizi_g tt_, w_rksl,,,l_ , i_ i)articular, ll,_li('
She rw,,(,d, l_atricia T_ttl,;, lsab('lle Ilarril.y a.l_l Marie (laviga_. 'l'tla._ks a.ls_, _,_ ,,_t t,,
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(tl_' llnl, St, afr,q_ri, ices, eSl_'cially Patrick (;lyrln, f,,r l_rc:viding f,_,,rl and drink during a
h,,licla), week.
'l'he help ,_t"t,lle llNl, (Iral_hic's ancl ]llllstrai, i_}n l)cpartlneni, in preparing i,hese proceedings

fl_r pliblic!at, i{m, and the assisi, ance {}fZiping (?hen in the cc_ver desigvl, are most gra.i,eflllly
acknc}wledged.

Mirek Fatyga

Brllce Mosk,_witz

(editors)
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Physics at RHIC

E.V. Shuryak

Physics Department
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Upton, New York 11973

ABSTRACT

This Introductory talk contains a brief discussion of future experiments
at RHIC related to paysics of superdense matter. In particular, we consider
the relation betwe(_n space-time picture of the collision and spectra of the
observed secondaries. We discuss where one should look for QGP signals
and for possible manifestation of the phase transition. We pay more atten-
tion to a rather new topic: hadron modification in the gas phase, which is
interesting by itself as a collective phenomenon, and also as a precursor in-
dicating what happens with hadrons near the phase transition. We briefly
review current understanding of the photon physics, dilepton production,
charm and strangeness and J/¢ suppression. At the end we try to classify
all possible experiments.

1. Introduction

Starting this Introductory talk at the 4-th RHIC Workshop, I should probably not go

into detailed discu_ssions of the QCD-based theory of excited hadronic matter which has

essentially inspired the RHIC project. These theoretical expectations, especially phase

transitions into the so--called quark-gluon plasma (QGP) have been discussed in a number

of reviews 1. I am sure their main ideas are known to participants of the workshop, at least

all of them probably have the RHIC Conceptual Design Book 2.

Facing our experimental colleagues who came to Brookhaven with intentions of dis-

cussing RHIC detectors, I should probably not go into discussion of either current results of

BNL and CERN experiments, or their interpretation, and I will do so only if it is relev_mt

for RHIC. Many interesting 2deas were suggested during the la.st decade, some of ttmm are

in agreement with obser_'ations, but wc_.are still very far frc,m real understaiMing ()f exm:t

- 3-



properties of excited matter produced in these experiments. For discussions the reader

may see proceedings of latest Quark Matter conferences 3 and previous RHIC Workshops 4.

Planning a completely new round of experiments, we have to formulate once more

their main goals and select the main observables. Now we have to face difficult questions

of priority and the feasibility of different experiments. Certainly it is not an easy task,

especially for such a potentially rich field as "RHIC physics", but now we have to do our

best. Many of the important questions are still open and we have to formulate them now,

as homework for the next workshop.

Let me start with one very general remark, looking at RHIC physics in wider per-

spective. Nowdays, when ali branches of science are becoming more and more specialised,

we witness surprising phenomenon in physics of strong interactions. Two communities, a

part of the high energy one doing hadronic physics and nuclear physicists, are obviously

merging. RHIC is the most important example of such trend, but it is not the only one:

one can just pick up a volume of Nucl. Phys. B and A (or Phys. Rev. C and D) to become

convinced that many papers in them discuss essentially the same physics. However, such

convergence after decades of independent existence is probably not so surprising, if we

formulate the main goal of all this activity as: "Understanding QCD '_'.

In fact, two more communities also address the smmequestions. I mean (unfortunately,

not so numerous) theorists, trying to understand QCD as quantum field theory, and also

"numerical experimentalists" working with lattice gauge theory. These people have formu-

lated a more specific goal as a reasonable first step: "To understand the structure of the

QCD vacuum". Indeed, studying any complicated quantum system, one should probably

begin with its ground state.

However, experiments can only work with excitations. Those can be divided into

two main categories: "microscopic" and "macroscopic" ones, depending on whether the

total energy or energy density is fixed. The former is traditional "particle physi.cs", doing

hadronic spectroscopy and reactions, while at RHIC we hope to study the latter ones. But

why do we need to study macroscopic excitations?

The reason is simple: we hope theft they are simpler to understand. Pions, nucleons

and other hadrons are but collective excitations, like phonons in solids. Therefore, in

order to understand their spectra, scattering amplitudes etc. we have to know many

-4 -



details about the structure of matter. However, melting of solids into some liquid can be

predicted, without much knowledge, from genera2 considera_i.o_=a.Quite similarly, general

considerations suggest that at temperatures above about 200 MeV, the QCD vacuum is

"melted", changing its properties and a completely new phase of matter is expected. One

of the main goals of RHIC is to test this prediction of QCD.

in connection to this, let me discuss one point from the history of physics. About

a century ago people faced the strange world of atoms. As we now kn.ow, the key to it

was quantum mechanics. And we also know (and should explain it to curious students),

this key was found in a strange way: instead of working on the simplest atoms and their

spectra, some people have concentrated on a kind of side problem, that of "blac1<body

radiation". They have made nice experiments, and in the fit to these data the Planck

constant was first introduced. Was it a logical development or just an occasional event?

I think it was very much logical: free fielA, in the cavity is indeed muc_hsimpler than

atoms, that is why Planck could qu-_ the answer. Also to measure the energy density of

the "excited vacuum" (as we will call it now) at given T was indeed simpler than to work

with individual photons.

In many respects, we now have a similar situation in non-perturbative QCD. Its best

quantitative prediction available is probably the lattice measurements of the energy density

e(T). It is very difficult to calculate accurately such quantities like the proton mass, and

nobody knows how to calculate pp cross section at high energies. Therefore, we cannot

compare accurate measurements of these quantities with the theory. So, if theorists cannot

calculate what experiments have already measured, new experiments are needed to measure

what they can do.

These general considerations have practical consequences. We hope that AA collisions,

producing "macroscopic" excited systems, are easier to ,mderstand than pp coUisions. Let

me discuss this point in greater detail, for it always creates a lot of confusion.

We do not have a real theory of pp collisions. There exist only some models, fitting

the pp data with several parameters. We hope the picture of color strings breaking, etc.

is correct, but it is still far from being a solid fact. Of course, we use the "event genera-

tors"based on these models in order to get some ideas of what to expect in the AA case,

but certainly we are not making these experiments in order to test their predictions. (By



the way, most of these models are certainly flexible enough to fit practically any data to

appear. But, unfortunately, their parameters do not, have any direct connection to the

fundamental theory, so I do not think much understanding will come out of such fit. We

have had plenty of examples of such kinds before.)

In other words, coming from pp to AA we axe not looking for additional complications:

on the contrary, we hope that the mac_'oscopic system is insensitive to many details of the

dynamics (e.g., of the initial wave function of colliding nucleons) and is therefore much

simpler. The main hope is tha_ wc will manage to extract quantities like equation of

state (EOS) in a model-independent way, and then compare it with accurate predictions

of QCD.

Completing the introduction, one more general comment about connection of pp and

AA collisions. Many people have defined "new phenomena" in AA as something radically

different from what is seen in pp. However, such an attitude is a little bit da_gerous. What

we are going to do is to make systematic studies of this new field without any prejudice.

We axe not looking for miracles, and, after all, nucleons are made out of the same quarks

and gluons.

Let me give an example, explaining what I mean. CERN experiments with 160, 32S

beams have produced about the same pt spectra as the pp ones. Some people were discour-

aged saying that "nothing new is observed". That is certainly wrong: now theorists should

determine why pp spectra happened to be of such shape that rescattering of secondaries

(which axe by no means negligible) does not change them.

2. Main goals of RHIC experiments

Let me formulate the m'ain goals of RJtIC experiments as follows:

1. Produce as macroscopic system of hadrons as possible;

2. Perform detailed studies of properties of hadronic matter at energies densities

e < e0 (about 1 GeV/fm3);

3. Study matter properties at the highest available energy densities (e >_ 3 GeV/fm 3)

and check whether it is indeed the QGP.

4. Study hard processes and initiM thermolisation.
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5. Study properties of the phase transition region (the vMue of Tc, the first or the

second order, etc.);

Note, that these topicz aa,_ listed in order of increasing difficulty. Let me make some

general comments about all of them.

The point (1) is no longer a problem if RHIC is built: at central Au Au collisions several

thousands oi' pions will be produced. At breakup the size of this system is expected to be

20- 30 fm. At the stage just preeeeding breakup this system is certainly larger than mean

free paths of particles, so there is little doubt that macroscopic considerations are relevant

for its description. In terms of multiplicity, it is a significant step forward from present

BNL and CERN experiments. (By the way, the future LHC project can hardly increase

dn/dy significantly, for it grows with energy only logarithmically.)
i

, Comments for the point (2): hadronic phase takes most of the space-time volume

available, with energy density changing from about 1 to 0.03 GeV/fm 3. This field was

not studied much in the past, but potentially it is at least as rich as nuclear physics (only

that nuclear matter is mainly fermionic and this one maiIfiy consists of mesons). Many

interesting phenomena are expected here: in particular, mesons become quasiparticles,

modified in matter. Detection of these modifications is certainly one -,_'the most interesting

ways of testing whether we really approach chiral phase transition. We come to that in

sections 6 and 7.

Looking for QGP we have to rely on "penetrating probes", photons and dileptons (see

sections 9, 10). Their production rates axe calculable with reasonably good accuracy, so

we have some estimates of the expected yields. J/¢ and in particular ¢' suppression is

also important in this respect, although many complicated phenomena may affect it (see

section 12).

Hard collisions of pa._tons, then the so-called higher twist effects (parton rescattering)

etc. until initial approximate parton thermolisation is a separate field of investigation. We

discuss it in section 14.

I put point (5) above, although at the moment it is difficult to indicate what particular

measurements (if any) can be sensitive to the phase transition region. Some speculation,

can be found in section 8.
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3. Space-time picture of the collisions

Ali general discussions of heavy ion collisions mevltably start with space-time evolution

of the system and the values of parameters involved at its different stages. Lct me also

define four characteristic time values (having in mind Au Au 100'100 GeV collisions):

1. rp_ssi.g _ R/7 ,": 1/10 fm.

2. 7"mixing ,".,' 0.3 -- 1 fm.

3. vp.t. ,,_ 2 - 4 fm.

4. Tbrea_u p _ 30 fm.

During the time rp_-in_ two Lorentz-contracted nuclei pass each other, the energy

density is huge e ,,_ 30 GeV/fm 3, but most of the partons just move ahead, with only rare

hard collisions taking place.

By definition, rmixing is the (proper) time, at which scattering probability of co-moving

quarks and gluons become of the order O(1). Optimists (including myself 6) use pertur-
o,

bative estimates for gg scattering and get lower value, while more conservative people use

the Bjorken guess of 1 fm. Depending on that, we may say that "matter" in more or less

equilibrated form appears at RHIC at energy density not larger than 10-3 GeV/fm 3. StiU '

we have chances to see the QGP.

However, it does not exist long, and already at rp.t. indicated above we come to the

"mixed phase". Therefore, a gluon may happen to be scattered about 10 times in QGP, but

a quark may be scattered just several times. Certainly simple estimates of QGP kinetics in

Ref. 6 should be made much more detailed. Perturbative QCD provides estimates for all

possible types of processes, not only of rescattering of partons, but also of their production

and recombination. B. Muller with collaborators has started "partonic cascades" for RHIC,

and I hope at the next workshop we will have more detailed ideas of how well equilibrated

QGP can really be.

One more important comment. If we indeed have strong first order transition, the

system comes to mixed phase in ordinary sense, a mixture of two phases. If not (and the

latest lattice results show it is most probably the case), it is mixed in the sense that none

Of the simple description (in hadronic or quark language)is valid here. In this region the

equation of state is such, that increa_sing the energy density by a large factor we increase
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temperature very little (if any). The physical reason for that is that the number of effective

degrees of freedom is rapidly changing under these conditions, so most of the energy density

change is related to it. We return to this point below.

At Tbreakup tiadrons become independent, and this sta_;e corresponds to the energy

density e ,,_ .03 GeV/fm 3. In other terms, each pion occupies a volume of about 6-8 fm 3,

as nucleons in nuclear matter. Although pions interact weaker than nucleons, and although

they still have temperature of about 120 MeV or so, even at this point it is not exactly

the ideal gas of pions, as it is often assumed. It is obviously net so at more dense hadronic

matter, probably it is mu_ more like liquid 5.

Summarising, we have expanding matter with the energy density changing by about

two orders of magnitude! Certainly, it is a very rich field for investigations, but let me add

one more "experimental dimension" to it. One experimental year (107 sec) is about 1013

central colhsions, which puts limitations on what we can observe.

4. Different stages versus different kinemat_,c regions

While trying to understand how all these stages of matter evolution are connected to

observed spectra of secondaries, people often use the following assumptions:

1. Particles emitted at certain stage with temperatures T have momenta of the

order T.

2. Thermal spectra are always exponential, with the slope given by the corre-

sponding temperature T.

As we will show shortly, due to expansion of the system both are not exactly true, and

the difference is of importance for planned experiments. /

The space-time picture of the collision is complicated enough, and in order to come

to some conclusions we have to simplify it. One radical way of understanding all this 6

is to view the whole process in terms of "temperature history". Assuming local thermal

equilibrium we may describe ali properties of matter by one variable T. It is still _ function

of space and time, but the probablity of any reaction of interest P per collision can be put

in the following form:

P= f d4zWre_ction (x) = f F(T) Wreaction (T)dT
J J
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where universal function F(T), the so-called "temperature profile", cont ms ali infor-

mation about the space-time evolution. The function Wre_tction(T) depends on "matter

properties" and can be considered separately.

I do not have here a piace to derive any formulae, but I want to explain what these

functions look like and the implications this has to the experiments at RHIC, The typical

3hape of the "temperature profile" F(T) (incorporating our understanding of expansion

and E.O.S.) has three main components:

1. Huge peak near the break-up temperature where most of the seconda_'ies be-

come free, with strongly decreasing tail toward larger T, like T 1° (the power

comes essentially from the E.O.S. of the pion gas);

2. a peak at critical temperature Tc, where thesystem spends much more time

than at any other value (this statement , is true independent of whether or not

we indeed have mixed phase and first order transition);

3. QGP region, in which F(T) falls further as T 7 till the value of t:he initial

temperature Ti, above which there is no equillbrium and the concept of T is

meaxfingless.

Summarising: F(T) is the strongly decreasing function of T: powers involved axe large.

Now we look for another ingredient of our integral Wreaction(T) which, on the contrary, is

typically a rapidly increasing function of T. For example, production of dilepton with

invariant mass M goeQ as dW/dM ,',., M 3/_ exp(-M/T), and similar Boltzmarm factor

appears in production of a photon or a hadron with large transverse momentum, etc.

The central point: their product shows a very sharp peak at some T. This observation

leads to several important conclusions. First, observing e.g. dileptons with given mass M,

we actually probe the matter at a very specific stage of its evolut:_on, namely at T(M) =

M/b where b is a constant. The interplay of rapid expansion and strong Boltzmann factor

suppre,_sion results in very strong suppression of both earlier or later stages.

Second, the ratio b of the observed M, pt and relevent T is not of the order one, _

one may naively guess (see. point 1 at the beginning of this section), lt actually depends

on the process, but usually it is about 6 for QGP and 9 for hadronic phase. Therefore, if

we are interested in particles emitted e.g. at phrase trarmition (T = 200 MEV), we have to
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look atM, pt as big as 1.2-1.8 GeV. The hottest stage at RHIC is expected to correspond

to Ti = 300 - 400 MeV: from our simple "rule of thumb" given above, we get that QGP

component should be dominant at M, pt about 2-3 GeV. Detailed evaluation of various
p

processes (including direct parton scat Cering, such as the Drell-Yan reaction for dileptons)

more or less confirmed this simple estimate.

Third, after integration over the temperature history we do not get simple thermal

exponential spectra (point 2 above), but have instead spectra Which hare rather power-

like behaviour. (The only exception is the "mixed phase" contribution, which should really

give exponential ones, with exp(-pt/Tc).)

Summarising this discussion, going down in probablity we actually travel from the final

toward the initial stages of evolution of the system. On the way we meet contributions of

various components. Is it possible to separate them experimentally? Can one notice any
J

changes in the production mechanism, as he scans the kinematical region? In pm-titular,
I

is it possible to reveal the exponential contribution corresponding to T_., among so many

others? b'hture experiments will try _o answer these questions.

5. Mean pt and collective flow at RHIC

Transverse collective flow of excited matter is certainly the most obvious method to

measure the equation of state, press,xre versus energy density p(e). In this audience I

probably should not remind about the complicated history, describing how this idea was

put into reality at BEVALAC energies.

However, at higher energies the situation with observability of the flow is much more

difficult. Even if one takes the original Landau model, with naive equation of state p =

(1/3)e, it was shown by Milekl_n in the '60's that expansion affect < pt > very little, it

grows with energy, but only a.s s 1/12

Later it was realised 7'8 that when one api)roaches the pha._ transition region the equa-

tion of state becomes very "soft" (p << e), so e_-en much smaller flow velocity is expected

• unless the initial energy density significantly ,?.xceeds that needed for QGP formation.
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Explicit calculations of hydro expansion with the bag-model type EOS 9 gave predic-

tions shown in Fig. l(a). The existence of some plateau in its middle is the consequence

of softness of EOS in the "mixed phase".

Independence of mean Pt on Et or multiplicity was indeed observed by CEPdq ex-

periments. The first data which (I hope) show some QGP flow are TEVATRON data

which were first discussed in Lenox. Now this group has much better data for identified

secondaries 1°, see Fig. l(b) . Selecting large multiplicity events in 1.8 TeV pp interaction,

they have shown that < pt > of heavier secondaries start to grow withmultiplicity, if Nc

exceeds about 100. The shape of their observed dependence is provocatively Similar to

hydro calculations. These events indeed correspond to very high initial energy density,.

much exceeding critical ones for QGP formation. (Note also, that such growth is contrary
i

to _he obvious kinematic effects, as well as the "mini-jet" type models for the large pt tail:

small jets in few GeV e+e annihilation are very poor in nucleons and lambdas, so their

production should rather affect mesonic spectra, not baryonic ones as observed.)

Can these effects be studied at RHIC? The standard event has (1/A)dn/dy,.., 3, and

selecting special Au-Au events we can, perhaps, go to twice larger values. Comparing

this to the theoretical predictions and data given above, one can see that this is still

essentially smaller than what is needed for significant flow and smaller than those reached

at TEVATRON. However, if the statement about "no flow" can be made strong enough

at RHIC, it will be very important.

Of course, this question should be studied in cascades first, but I think Au-Au collisions

will not fluctuate much. Also, as we need for the flow large energy density and not

necessarily very big systems (let me remind here, that flow is caused not just by pressure,

but by the pressure gradient), it is probably also reasonable to try pp mode at RHIC (or,

maybe He-He?), using an extra few orders of magnitude in the number of collisions for

triggering for much stronger fluctuations.
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6. Spectra at smallest pt and physics of the "pion liquid"

Whether or not QGP will be produced at RHIC, there certainly will be thousands of

pions per event. At break-up these hadronic systems will reach radii 20-30 fm, so they are

significantly larger than the heaviest nuclei. In some sense this is "another nuclear physics",

only .:,dth .w_e_sonsinstead of baryons and density decreasing with time. We expect collective

effects like common potential well, so familiar in nuclear context. Certainly, properties of

this kind of matter should be investigated.

In the past, hadronic matter at finite temperatures has not b_n studied much, as it

was considered to be the "known and next-to-trivial physics". However, recent theoretical

development as well as data from CERN and Brookhaven has shown it is very far from

being correct In particular, it was expected theoretically that at the breakup this n_atter is

nothing else but ideal pion gas, taken at the breakup temperature T 7. This asstunption was

not a bad approximation for pt spectra of secondaries seen in pp collisions, (although one

should not expect it to work in this case because the system is not really macroscopically

large). Applying these ideas to AA collisions, at much higher multiplicities, one might

expect them to work even better. And still, experimental data for AA collisions obtained by

WAS0 and HELIOS (as well as recent data from ES10 at BNL) have seen the unpredicted

enhancement of very soft pions, with small pr. This phenomenon, known as "_ft pion

puzzle", shows that we have to understand a lot. even about rather dilute pion gas.

Recently interest in such a system from the theoretical point of view was much in-

creased, in particular to its thermodynamics 11'13. The results essentially supported obser-

vations made long ago 12 that _(T) _ T 6, not T 4. Also kinetics of particle scattering iv it

was studied 14, and it was realised that pions, kaons and perhaps nucleons in such matter

are rather good quasiparticles in the sense that they are not absorbed too strongly. Third,

the real part of the "mass operators" (or, rather energy operators, for they depend on the

momentum in respect to matter in the non-trivial way) is not in all cases that small, so

renormalization of such quasiparticles may in many cases be very important.

Summarising conclusions of these studies: pion matter is far from being the ideal gas,

but is rather a hquid in which strong attractive interaction among secondaries plays an

essential role 5. Having density comparable to nuclear density or larger, mesons in this
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matter develop collective potential similar to nuclear one. The only important difference

is that this potential is strongly momentum-dependent. However, just like in ordinary

liquid, particles have difficulties if they try to leave the system, and this makes important

observable effects.

In order to explain what type of collective potential is built-in by the pion-pion interac-

tion, let us first recollect some general facts about the pions. They me the lightest hadrons

because they are Goldstone modes, the remnants of spontaneously broken symmetry. If

u, d quarks axe massless, pions should be massless too, exactly for the same reason as e.g.

acoustical phonons. Another consequence of their Goldstone nature: in the "chiral world"

with massless quarks, the pions with k --4 0 cannot interact with anything. (Exactly due

to this fact, acoustical phonons propagate distances nmch larger than molecule free paths,

thus we can hear each other.)

This means that the discussed collective potential cannot be strong at low momenta.

However, at larger momenta it becomes substantial, especially when two Pions can form p

meson. This potential is negative below the resonance, but positive above it (a phenomenon

well known e.g. in the physics of low energy neutron). Thus, the resulting quasipion

dispersion curve at large T may develop a secondary dip, as in the famous dispersion curve

of elementary excitations in liquid He". At breakup temperatures 120-140 MeV it is just

"fiat" up to momenta of the order of 300 MeV, which means that in this momentum range

the pion energy does not change much. (Explicit calculations of this effect axe now in

progress.)

Now we return to the "soft pion puzzle". Several explanations of this observation were

suggested. One of them is related to small T at break-up, say 50-100 MeV, supplemented

by significant transverse flow 15. We think this is contradictory to pion gas kinetics and to

interferometry, giving us not that big size of the system at breakup. Another suggested

explanation, due to the positive pion chemical potential 16 claims to have a kinetic expla-

nation, but that was not explicitly demonstrated. One more explanation is the resonance

decays 17, but this is essentially the same physics as discussed above (if the system lifetime

exceeds that of the resonances, that language should be used).

Pion modification plus boundary phenomena discussed above can provide a semi-

quantitative explanation of the soft pion component at small pt 5. Climbing out of the
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potential well, the outgoing pion reduces its momenta, and if the dispersion curve is flat

at low momenta, large phase space inside corresponds to soft outgoing pions. Monte Carlo

simulations 5 have demonstrated very effective production of nearly stopping pions, which

roughly correspond to data. Another consequence of the collective at_rax:tive potential is

that some pions are reflected from the boundary which makes the system lifetime longer.

This can be checked by interferometry, also it is very important for photon production,

discussed in the next section.

7. Restoration of chiral symmetry and modification of other hadrons at

non-zero temperatures

In this section we try to look at modification of hadronic "quasiparticles" in wider

,_ perspective, connecting it with what is expected to happen to them at the chiral restoration

' phase transition. We will especially concentrate on possible experimental signatures of

these modifications.

In the first approximation, one may start with the naive _onstituent quark model,

and say that roughly speaking mesonic and baryonic masses are nothing else but 2 or 3

"constituent quark masses". As these masses are related to chiral symmetry breaking too,

o_e may expect that at T = Tc ali ma.sses oi hadrons turn to zero. The simplest scenario 18

is that all mass scales are the same, _herefore

rnhadrons (T) ,_' f_ (T) ~l (¢¢) (T) [1/3,., (1 -- T2/Tc _) 1/6

In the second approximation 19 we discuss why all mesons axe not alike. This is es-

sentially due to instanton-induced interaction between quarks and anti-quarks. For ex-

ample, 170 is so heavy because this interaz.tion is repulsive, while the pion is so light

because it is attractive. Asking what happens to these effects at higher T, one gets a

simple answer: instantons are suppressed at high T (see Ref. 1). Let me speculate, that

these phenomena which are first order in the instanton density, should disappear eaxlier

than effective mass (proportional to its smaller power). If so, then first all meson masses

come together, and only later their masses all come down. In particular, r/0 mass is ex-

pected to decrease faster tha.n tliat of "normal" me.c_ons like p,w,¢. For pion we have

the competition of two trends, and chir_l pert,,:rbation theory gives even slight increa_se
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mr(T)/rnr(O) = 1 + T2/48F2 r + ...20, in agreement with this hypothesis. However, such a

shift takes place (if at aU) only at small momenta of the pions.

In the third (and, at the moment, the most realistic) approximation we take into

account the effects of resonance interaction, p in the 7rTrcase, K in the KTr case, etc. It

is much stronger and it produces significant attractive potential. These effects axe now

investigated in detail.

But how can one observe all that? I think the best case is the ¢ meson. There axe

several reasons for this:

(i) ¢ lifetime is about 45 fm/c, which is comparable to the expected lifetime of hadronic

fireball in heavy ion collisions. It means that (unlike J/¢) there should be a significant

fraction of ¢ decaying inside the matter. Kaon modification, to be discussed below, makes

this conclusion even stronger.

(ii) The ¢ mass is just a bit above the double kaon mass, but-still its dominant decay

mode is the KK one. Therefore, its modification is very sensitive to relative shifts of

dispersion curves of ¢ and K. (this point was also independently made by tL Pisaxski)

(iii) ¢ has isospin zero, and pion scattering at low energies is proportional to isospin.

No strong resonances, decaying into ¢- _r axe known. So we expect ¢ to be modified less

than K. If the K mass goes up a little as suggested above, the main decay channel of ¢ is

blocked, if it goes down, F¢ is much enhanced.

(iv) Two modes of ¢ decay, the KK and e+e ones, axe measurable, soone cfu1 directly

check whether the branching ratio is different from that in the vacuum. (This point was

suggested by D. Lissauer in a discussion.)

(v) With good enough resolution, one may also look for the changes of the ¢ peak in

invariant dilepton mass: modifications in question should produce some change in the peak

shape, and its stfift by few MeV. Unfortunately, we do not really know much about lr¢

interaction, and there axe no resonances strongly coupled to this channel, so it is difficult

to estimate what exactly should happen.

Summaxiaing, I suggest the following. Let us consider the central region and Pt £ 600

MeV. Such ¢ should decay into two K, each with momentum pt g 300 Mev in the n_atter

rest frame, lt mea.ns they are most strongly affected by KTr interaction via Ix" resonance,

and this creates negative shift in energy of the order of 20-40 MeV (dependent on density).



If so, ¢ decay rate is increased significantly, by factor 3, thus nearly all of them decay

inside the matter, the peak is shifted and widened, etc. If one increases pf of ¢, this effect

should come away, for we are far off K . (Moreover, for relative collision energies above

the resonance, the scattering amplitude changes sign and induces repulsive potential[)

The next interesting candidate is c_ meson. Its width in vacuum is 8.5 MeV, so it again

has a lifetime comparable to those of the excited hadronic system. But inside matter its

width should be essentially increased. There are two reasons for that:

(i) Induced radiation. If the quantum state for the outgoing pion is occupied (the

probablity for that is n(E) = [exp(E/T)- 1IF1), transition is inhanced by (1 + n(E)).

Omega decays into three pions, so there are three such factors: as a result its width nearly

doubles. (This consideration is discussed as a pedagogical example in my book 1).

(ii) Each pion gets in average mw3 in energy, but with the pion modification included

it corresponds to somewhat larger piol_l momenta. As a result, there is more phase space

and respectively another factor enhancing w decay in matter.

I hope it is quite possible to measure w width with few MeV accuracy, and notice this

modification.

Other res_.mances, e.g. p, are also interesting (note that in this case the produced
l

pions may be modified stronger, but it is two-body decay, less influenced by phase space.)

Speaking about other ha_lrons such as nucleons, hyperons or p mesons, one should remem-

- ber, that these are not Goldstone modes and therefore their significant modifications in

the pion gas can take place even for zero momenta. However, recent studies of the nu-

cleon modification 21 showed that the nucleon mass is shifted only by about 10 MeV up at

T = 150 MeV, while its imaginary part at this T is already about 100 MeV.

Summarising this section, I can say that neax chiral symmetry restoration temperature

Tc all hadronic excitations are modified strongly. However, most space-time the system

spends at much less den_ matter, essentially the pion gas. Still some "precursor" modifi-

cations of r, K, ¢, w mesons in matter can, in principle, be observed. We look forward to

hear from our experimental colleagues which of them are feasible in the proposed detectors.
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8. Spectra of secondary hadrons

Rapidity distribution of secondaries, especially of nucleons, is too controversial a topic

to be discussed now in such a short time. But even considering pt spectra, we certaiifly have

several components with different production mecha_fisms. We observe a superposition of

hadrons (and quarks, fragmenting into hadrons), "evaporated" during the whole tfistory

of the system. Even for a very big system, with really significant suppression of surface

effects compared to volume ones, one can see all of them just by going a little bit further

in p,, because cross sections atop significantly there and even a small factor in fl'ont is not

fatal, providing the mechanism can give larger pt particles.

Rough),y speaking, pt spectra of pions should contain the. following components:

(i) a peak at small p, < 200MEV, related to pion collective interaction;

(ii) pions with larger p,, not modified by matter but evaporated at temperatures in the

whole interval T I - Tc;

(iii) contribution of the nfixed phase which is difficult to describe except that it should

(iv) evaporation of quarks and gluons from QGP ("thermal jets"), fragmenting to

hadro_s later;

(v) products of jet fragmentation.

I will not go into :letailed discussion here, but just adopt a very pragmatic experimental

point of view, namely, ask whether one can separate M1 these contributions on a purely

experimental basis, without using any theory.

One possible way of attempting that was suggested by O.V.Zhirov 22 many years ago.

He has differentiated spectra and plotted "local slopes" Trl = dlog(da/dp_)/dMt versusefr

Mt = (p2 + m2)1/2. He indeed found two regions of growing T_.tt separated by some

funny "plateau" (Te_" = const(M,))in various hadronic reactions studied at ISR. I will

not speculate here about the interpretation of these phenomenona, b,lt certainly they

demonstrate that some different mechanisms are responsible for different parts of spectra.

I think this example teaches us that if we go.t pt spectra in AA collisions of compar,dfle

quality, we czal stied some light, on til,: _lndcrlying mechanisms by 11:sirlgthi:s id(_a.
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Unfortunately, existing CER2q and BNL data are not yet at such level of accuracy.

Let me demonstrate the best I could do with a rather sophisticated analysis I recently

attempted myself. The idea is to get "temperature profile" F(T) from the pion pt spectra 5,

writing it as a convolution of F(T) with the thermal spectum. In practice, it was written

as four terms with different temperatures, taken with fixed step. The results are shown

in Fig. 2. Being perhaps too optimistic, I see some enhancement in the bin with T = 225

MeV (close to expected Tc) if AA data are compared to pp ones.

(One comment is probably needed here. Most experimentalists just smile when I show

this figure: they say I see enhancement as one-point effect. Actually it is not: just look at

the error bars, they are small exactly because it was obtained from the fit to many data

points in real spectra. But let me also confess that I preser, t this provocative picture on

purpose: it is a challenge to experimentalist to supply us with data good enough for such

a sophisticated analysis.)

9. Photon physics

There are three regions of interest in the photon physics, depending on the photon pr:

(i) 1-100 MeV; (ii) 2-4 GeV; (iii) 5-15 GeV; which we consider subsequently. At the end

of this section we also consider double photon production.

We have concluded above that the observed spectra consist of several components

with completely different production mechanisms. In the case of photons we have to

a_id one more important contributions: bremsstrahlung, dominating in the domain of soft

processes. This, in turn, we divide into two parts: (i) radiation from initial nuclei and

their forward-moviug fragments; (ii) radiation from outgoing secondaries.

The former is coherent radiation of all nucleons sensitive to the (much discussed)

"stopping" properties of the colUsion: this forward-peaked radiation is due to the f_t

that outgoing currents axe less than ingoing ones. The second one in the soft photon

limit should be proportional to multiplicity, and in general the corresponding spectra are

simply connected with the spectra of charged secondaries. One may find estimates of these

contributions in Ref. 23.
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One may say that these estimates are but a simple exercise in electrodynamics and that

one cannot learn much from their experimental check. However, we have to understand

the soft photon physics for the following reasons. First of all, at the moment all existing

observations of soft photons 24 report significant excess over the theoretical expectations.

Certainly, this should be checked in case we are really missing something.

The second reason: their emission is indeed described by classical electrodynamics in

wide energy range, but simple bremsstrahlung from outgoing secondaries is the main effect

only if the photon energies w are small compared to inverse lifetime of the radiating system.

If this is not true, radiation from the excited system contibutes as well, and this is very

interesting.

Indeed, let me consider simple model of the dilute pion gas near breakup. Still pions

are rescattering there, say via p meson. Any scattering is some change in the current,

so it contributes to radiation. If these contributions can be added incoherently, we have

a term proportional to the number of pion rescatterings. Certainly, it would be very

interesting to measure it. The exact boundary (as a function of the photon energy) where

we can or cannot add radiations from different rescatterings provides information on space-

time evolution near breakup. Certainly we welcome suah information too as a valuable

"second check" after pion interferometry. Discussion of these topics with estimates in the

"quasipion" model can be found in Ref. 5.

Unfortunately, experimentally this soft photons physics is considerably restricted in the

small "window" below the huge background due to _r° decay (say, for photon pt less then 70

MEV). Can one really see something interesting there, other than trivial bremsstrahlung?

The answer may be positive, especially for very large systems. Indeed, the signal we

are looking for is proportional to the number of pions times the number of rescatterings

per pion. The second factor is expected to be few tens in Au-Au collisions, so it is certainly

is not small correction to bremsstrahlung. Existing data24(however questionable they are)

seems to show nearly quadratic dependence on multiplicity which is consistent with the

importance of interparticle interactions.

Coming to the second "window", we start with the comment that production of the

"penetrating probes", direct photons and dileptons, was suggested as the best signal for

QGP formation already ia the first paper on this subject 6. Explicit calculations 6'25 differ
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slightly in details, but use the same model of ideal QGP with the lowest order cross sections

for qq -4 vg, qg -'4 3'q processes. All of them agree that these photons should be looked for

using another "window" at pt about 2-4 GeV, where they presumably dominate both over

hadronic decays and hard "Compton scattering" qg --4 3'. Estimates done by Kajantie and

Hwa also included bremsstrahlung-type processes in which photon is emitted by a quark

moving in the same direction. They did not emphasize it, but from their results it seems

to follow that these effects are not important in this window. Actual experiments in this

pt region (so far done in pp collisions, mainly at ISR) also proved that no hadrons seem to

be much correlated with photon, even in hard processes.

Coruparison between various production mechanisms is discussed by P. Braun-Munziger

at this workshop, so the interested reader should look at his compilation. My only comment

is that neither background from hadronic decays nor photon production from the hadronic

matter are not yet really calculated, and this is one of our hometasks. It is important in

order to realize how low in pt we should go, in search of an interesting signal.

Unfortunately, not much can be said on this point from the experimental side. WAS0

has recently looked for direct photons in nuclear collisions up to Pt = 2 GeV/c, but did

not find them there (as expected). Efforts to go further are continuing.

Now we come to the last kinematic region (iii), that of hard photons. The main idea

of this kind of physics is: "photon is a jet without fragmentation". Therefore, observation

of hard photon is the ideal trigger for hard "Compton scattering". If it is observed, then

we know that a quark with about the same Pt is going in the opposite direction. Two-arm

experiments based on this idea were done at ISR. Trying to answer the question "what

happens with a quark in very dense matter", one may repeat them, comparing pp and

AA cases. At such momenta and in a heavy ion environment it is probably impossible

to see jets by calorimeters, as it was possible at ISR, so one has to look for large pt

hadrons. Therefore, we cannot check the balance of pr, but can only measure to which

extent photons and recoil hadrons are in the same plane. Whether it is a good measure of

quark rescattering or not, deserves further study.

;'_.few words about direct photon pairs. There was one experiment at ISR 27 which

was able to see this phenomenon. The rate is about 4 times larger than for dileptons,

but backgrou d is more difficult. However. matching both is interesting: if we have only
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quark-antiquark annihilation in both cases, the ratio is fixed. Simplicity of the prediction

makes these difficult experiments probably sufficiently interesting.

10. Dileptons

We have already discussed ¢,w physics above, and we return to J/¢ below, so in this

section "dileptons" _re those produced not in direct hadronic decays, that is, not in the

peaks in dilepton invariant mass M.

Generally speaking, production mechanisms of dileptons are about the same as for

photons. For example, for the smallest mass (M about 2 me) it is certainly two-photon

collisions, and for the largest M it is the hard Drell-Yah annihilation process. But dileptons

are more informative, for they have not only total Pr, but also invariant mass M and angular

distribution. All this information, if experimentally available, can certainly shed some light

on the production mechanism.

The first interesting "window" i think is at M about 2mr, connected with physics of

the pion annihilation threshold. Gale and Kapusta 26 were the first to suggest it in another

context, in iow energy nuclear reactions in which p_on modification inside nuclear matter

were considered. Recently, motivated by the "soft pion puzzle" considered above, there

were a number of suggestions like non-zero chemical potential 16 or modification of the pion

dispersion curve 5. Both predict significant enhancement of pions with energy near 2mr.

Unfortunately, there is huge background from hadronic decays etc., so it very questionable

whether one really can see this enhancement.

The second region of interest is "between ¢ and J/¢" in invariant mass, where QGP

signal was first suggested 6. Detailed calculations were done by many authors, let me

present here Fig, 3 from Ref. 28. (Most people have probably already seen it several

times: it is the most complete one. The problem is that it is somewhat more optimistic

then expectations for RHIC conditions, where initial temperature is not expected to be so

high.) A recent review on the subject can be found in Ref. 29. I think the conclusions

drawn from this picture still need some comments. First, DY curve traditionally goes with

its famous K-factor about 2, not yet incorporated into the QGP cal_'_llation (for discussion

of radiation correction iri QGP see Ref. 46. Second, nucleon structure functions at l_trger
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z are used. However, M = 2 GeV corr_ponds to zl "_ z2 _-, 0.01, and here shadowing

is already important in nuclear structure functions. Tiffs shifts the ratio QGP/DY up by

another factor 2, so I think ali dileptons below J/¢ are mostly of "thermal" origin.

Distinquishing two production mechanisms is in principle easy' one should measure

angular distribution of the pair compared to beam axis. DY give (1 + cos 2/9), while QGP

gives isotroplc distribution. Another possibility is connected wit_. pt distribution of the

dilepton. Thermal production gives (/92) about 2MT, or growthing pt with M, while DY

suggests constant value of the parton pr, modified slightly by QCD radiative corrections.

One more important comment: experiment, ally it is also possible not to look for "back

_,o back" pairs, but for small M and large pr. In other terms, we may look for annihilation

of quarks going transverse to the beam. I think DY is less competing here, also the

b_ckground Dalitz decays are less important in such kinematics. Therefore, in this case

we probably have a better chance to see "thermal dileptons".
T

Another important thing to do is to go to very small M and match "virtual photon

production" to that of real photons. Consistency between both sets of data, with their

completely different backgrounds etc. is a non-trivial test.

Unfortunately, I do not have much to say about present experimental situation. NA38

dilepton data are still not presented inabsolute normalisation form, and (as far as I know),

the dilepton continuum seen by them was not really analysed. Much better data (in

particular, with heavy ion beams) are needed, in order to get reliable information about

the hottest stages of the collisions.

And last (but not least): dileptons outside peaks have huge background from Dalitz

decays. Thus, it is not good to have magwetic field everywhere and just throw away soft

particles: it will then lead to many false dileptons. A lot of Monte Carlo is needed here,

. in order to understand where it is not hopeless to look for "thermal dileptons".
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11. Production of new flavors
f

Enhanced production of new types of quarks, charmed and strange ones, in the plasma

phase has been repeatedly emphasised starting from the very first works on the subject 1.

It was suggested to be a very nice "thermometer", similar to the one used by doctors,

sensitive to the highest temperature of the process. However, this thermometer needs a

careful grading.

For charm the theoretical situation is simpler, for both direct processes (mainly gg

collisions) and those in QGP seem to be under better theoretical control. But experi-

mental observation of charmed hadrons is next to impossible, especially in the heavy ion

environment. The only hope (or, may be, danger) is connected with semileptonic decays

of charmed hadrons. Just at p, about few GeV this produces a serious source of leptons,

thus we have to understand it anyway. For doing this it is important to have at least one

detector, capable not only of comparing "same charge lepton pairs" to "opposite charge"

ones, as is done traditionally, but also of looking for, say "opposite charge ep pairs" in a

single event.

The theoretical situation with charm production was recently discussed in Ref. 30, with

the conclusion that at RHIC charm production in QGP still does not dominate over direct

gg process. (The latter gives about 3 charmed hadrons per Au-Au collision at RHIC!) Still

there remain some open questions, like charm production in QGP plasma in more-than-two

gluon .collisions. Also one should keep in mind, that gluonic structure functions of nuclei

at such small x are actually unknown, and can be significantly "screened" compared to

extrapolations from larger z and pp data, used in these works. I think we more detailed

studies of "partonic cascades" (which is quite possible to do in perturbative QCD frame-

work) can provide more reliable estimates of total charm production at RHIC. If we find

additional mechanisms to increase charm production by factor 5 or so, it will reach the

equilibrium density of charm in QGP.

Now we switch to the strangeness production. Here the situation is quite the opposite:

the current experimental situation is becoming more interesting, now there _re data on
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production of K, ¢,A, XI,_,, E,E, although some of them are still in very restricted kine-

matics. At the same time, understanding of these data still remains very poor. (I briefly

return to this point below.)

I think at RHIC the situation with strangeness will be much simpler than it is at AGS.

The reason for this is based on the observation known for some time (see review Ref. 31

and references therein), that perturbative processes in QGP (especially gg -4 ss)lead to

strangeness equilibration time rs which is pretty short, about 3 fm/c at Tc and 1 fm/c at

T - 400 MeV (about Ti expected at RHIC) . One new idea, pointing in the s me direction,

was recently suggested in Ref. 32. These authors argue that if gluons obtain large effective

mass above 2ms one has direct decay of the gluon g--, s_. If so, it makes rs even few times

shorter.

Therefore, strangeness equilibration time is presmnably smaller than system lifetime

at such temperatures so one hope strangeness equilibration in QGP will take place. If so,

an admixture of strange quarks can be calculated from simple equilibrium formulae for

QGP.

Now, can thisstrangenessbe annihilatedat a laterhadronicstage,when the system

becomes cooler? Estimates have shown that it cannot be a significant effect. As a result,

we do expect at RHIC much higher ratios of say ._/16, or E/I_ Ref. 31 than observed in

the pp case (or in nuclear collisions at AGS). Another good measure of the strange quark

admixture is ¢/(w + p) ratio.

Although it is not stricly related to the topic of this talk, let me briefly say why

I find present situation with strangeness so confusing. Let me start with experimental

observations at low energies. Significant strangeness enhancement is seen in antiproton

annihilation on nuclei at energies as low as 4 GeV, 33 where particle spectra show in this

case, temperature as low as 60 MeV, so the excitation energy density is orders of magnitude

smaller than in QGP. (Nevertheless, some authors 34 still ascribe it to QGP production.)

Another important fact is that strangeness production starts to grow lr. nuclear collisions

• already at AGS energies, or already in hadronic matter. For example, K+/Tr + ratio in-

creases from about .04 (pp or pBe at such energies) to about .2 in Si-Au collisions 37.

If one uses equilibrium thermodynamics and K +, K , A data at AGS 3s, he gets T = 100

MeV, nB -- .1 fm F3. But it certainly cannot be true, for ordinary processes in hadronic
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matter cannot keep strangeness in equilibrium at such low temperatures, even lower ones

than those seen in pt spectra. Therefore, we certainly have a non-equilibrium situation,

and have to study kinetics of strangeness production in hadronic matter. Unfortunately,

in literature one can find quite different estimates for strangeness production rates. Some

people 35 use large cross section a(Tr_" _ K/() of the order of 3 mb. On the contrary,

in Ref. 36 it is argued, that the standard one-meson exchange model gives for this cross

section estimates about ten times smaller. If so, the ordinary hadronic cascades do not

explain these numbers.

An interesting point made in Ref. 36 is that production of strangeness is very sensitive

to meson modification in matter. The simplest effect (in fact, not discussed in this paper,

but considered above) is that attraction between pions (or modified dispersion curve) leads

to essentially larger pion density at the same temperature. This by itself can increase the

rate by more than one order of magnitude near Tc. The second effect is that in hot matter

the kaon mass is expected to b shifted. In pure pion gas we argued above that the shift is

a small increase, but according to Ref. 36, the interaction to nucleons (and there are many

nucleons at AGS energies in the matter) is more important and this makes mK smaller.

If so, it can much enhance the K production rate, for it contains exp(-2mK/T). Similar

shift in m a makes the process pp _ K[f also very important 36. Concluding, we have to

understand rates of strangeness production in hadronic matter (even in a rather dilute

one) much better, in order to explain the whole bulk of low energy data.

Coming now to the situation with strangeness in CERN experiments. We have a set

of new data, with ratios like E/a = 0.43 4- 0.07 (WA85), A/A about 1/4, A/Ks about

2 (NA35), etc. It was recently noticed by C. Dover 4°, that they all can be more or less

described by equilibrium thermodynamics of hadronic gas, now at T = 200 MeV and

#B = 180 MeV, #s = 45 MeV. (Note, that, here we have one parameter, not three: the

first is taken from the observed slope of pt distribution, and two others are related by

strangeness and baryon number conservations, so it is very nontrivial fit.) The question is

then, does it really mean that we have strangeness equilibration in hadronic phase, or is

this agreement occasional, and is it just an interplay of much higher production rates with

small lifetime of the plasma, so that in QGP strangeness equilibration was not reached.
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As for the ¢ enhancement recently observed by NA38, we have to warn the reader, that

they correspond to high pl, well above 1 GeV. If one adopts an "evaporation" scenario for

this pc region, he finds that the main effect here is probably the larger mean free path for

¢ relative to p,w mesons in the pion gas, so that ¢ can be "evaporated" from inside and

its enhancement may be just a volume-to-surface effect 39. Again, a direct check is to do

the same at small Pr. Also, it is interesting to make the system larger using lead beam,

and see whether enhancement is changed.

Concluding this section, let me emphasize that non-perturbative QCD is only now

approaching the question of flavor mixing, both in the vacuum, in hadrons and at non-zero

temperature. One may hope that till the RHIC operation time we will learn much more

about it.

12. J/¢ suppression

The original.idea of Matsui and Satz 41 was that color forces are screened in QGP, so

that for the c quarks no bound states remain in the resulting effective potential. NA38

experiments indeed found such suppression, but exact interpretation of this observation

still remains a matter of dispute. Not going into it in details, I only outline existing

possibilities and make some comments, related to future RHIC experiments.

My first theoretical comment is that this statement depends on the particular value of

the c quark mass. Therefore, it is not exactly true that such suppression is "a signal of

color deconfinement", but rather a measure of the screening radius. Say, if we will be able

to see T suppression as well, we will have stronger limit on that. But the screening length

is also extremely important: experimental demonstration that it is indeed small means, in

practice, that we have found QGP!

However, as one wants to understand whether the observed J/¢ suppression is indeed

due to QGP, a lot of questions arise. The obvious question is whether J/¢ can be "split"

into a pair of charmed hadrons in hot hadronic matter 43. In order to answer it one may

use the idea suggested by Karsch and Petronzio42: J/¢ can jump out of the "hot spot" if

its p, is large enough > Pc, where Pc = M¢(T_Gp/7"'_ -- 1)1/2. And indeed, at pt > 2GeV

the observed suppression disappears. Taken literally, it means that the plasma lifetime
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VQGP only slightly exceeds the J/¢ formation time rC. This seems strange, a kind of "fine

tuning", also usually people assumed r_, to be small, 1/2 - 1 fm/c, and it is not clear

why plasma lifetime should be so small too. Thus, I would not say data are so naturally

explained by QGP suppression.

However, these data seem to rule out hadronic mechanism of suppression even stronger.

In such a scenario one obtains suppression till much larger Pr (remember, the system size

at breakup is as big as about 8 fin, so it is not easy to jump out of it).

Another possible reason for more J/tl' at larger pt is "initial stage rescattering" of the

gluons, producing the charmed quarks 44. It got support from recent FNAL experiments

E772 in which similar suppression in pA collisions were observed.

One more possibility (M. Strikman, private communication) is based on the old obser-

vation at ISR. that about 40% of J/¢ seems to come from X radiative decays. There is a

significant difference betweem J/¢ and X size: tile latter is believed to have nearly as big
d

cross section as the pion. Can,it be that it is actually X, not J/¢ that is absorbed? Data

on ¢0suppression (it is similar in size to X) can tell us more on that. (By "_he way, NA38

data gives a hint that ¢0is suppressed nearly completely.) Unfortunately, the cross section

drops by about two orders for V(},so luminosity (including that in the P HIC project) does

not really allow us to say much about its production.

Some of these questions wiU presumably be clarified by future experiments with Pb,

Au beams at CERN and BNL prior to RHIC. In this case we certainly have larger plasma

lifetime _'QGP, so if the QGP suppression idea is right, this suppression should persist in

this case up to essentially higher pr. If the initial gluon rescattering or X absorption is _.he

case, we will see no big differences between 016 and heavy ion collisions.

13. Interferometry at RHIC

Ata previous RHIC workshop interferometry was discussed very nicely by W.A. Zajc 45,

so I really add orfly a few comments on this issue.

First of all, what size of the source at breakup is expected at RHIC (Au-Au collisions)?

Naive extrapolations from existing data with R _ (dN/dy)a,a = 1/3- 1/2 gives R=20-30

frn. As the momentum difference at which interference is seen should be aboui l/R, it
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makes it rather diffic_flt to work with the typical pt pions and it is better to use as soft

pions as possible. This by itself probably implies a specialized detector.

Second, is this number interesting? Yes, it is, and even existing CERN data on the

source size (which are not yet really very accurate) has already played an important role.

In partucular, the measures R about 8 fm may appear large, but it is not so if one calculates

the density of particles. It has already ruled out a scenario in which pion gas can be cooled

to such low T as 50-100 MeV.

The density of oions at breakup is sensitive to pion modification quite significantly.

Attraction among them increases the density, and I think lower value R about 20 fm is

preferable. At the same time, these effects make it more difficult for the pion to leave the

" system, so the lifetime becomes longer. Whether it is the case or not, we will learn from

interferometry.

One more important point which was not discussed much in recent years is a possibility

to try interferometry with pions with pt about 0.5-1 GeV. It may appear crazy in view

of what was just said above, but on the oi_her [land these pions are probably produced

at earlier stages, where R is still of the order of the size of colliding nuclei (about 5 fm),

and also the lifetime is only few fm/c. (What kind of detector is needed for that should

probably bc discu.'-_ed. I think it may be some hole in the detector with its part put fxrther,

or a section with e:specially good segmentation.)

14. Initial tbermalisation and jets

= Discussion of jets at RHIC was made in Ref. 47, and I cannot add anything valuable to

it. Let me only briefly discuss the region between QGP and initial hard scattering, which

is potentially ve_ interesting.

People working in perturbative QCD predicted a huge number of "mini-jets" of energies

1-2 GeV at RHIC, and at the same time they said that "there will be no quark-gluon

' plasma". But it is easy to see that these predicted gluons will be thermo]_ised very soon,

in _ess than 1 fm/c, so these "mini-jets" are nothing else but the plasma.

Of course, we need a more quantitative thcory of what is going to happen _t. the

initial stage of the collision. I think one can do a lot of work in this direction, using the
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well-developed perturbative QCD. After the first estimates of quark and gluon mean free

paths 6 people for a long time discussed methodical questions like how to incorporate the

color field into the kinetic equation etc., and only recently have first attempts been made

to make straigtforward Monte Carlo with quarks and gluons (see thetalk by B. Mueller

in this proceedings). I think that still not ali necessary features are incorporated in this

approach. In particular, reactions which diminish the number of partons (say, 3 _ 2) are

not included, so in this approach they will multiply like cockroaches. Another problem is

#hat subsequent collisions are not really completely incoherent (one should add amplitudes,

not cross sections). But all this can well be included, remaining in perturbative QCD.

One more difficult question is that we know initial conditions only partly, from structure

functions, which are one-particle distribution without correlations. However, one may hope

that such details are not important for such global quantities like thermolisation time,

although it may affect some reaction rates.

Experimentally it is very difficult to look for jets with just several GeV in pt in RHIC

environment. Still one may try correlation of say two high pt hadrons to look for them.

But let me express here the main idea of this type of physics anyway. If one sees two

jets (or jets and the photon) with well balanced pr, he says it is a hard collision which

took place at one point. If it is completely unbalanced by another jet (which means it is

balanced by nearly all secondaries together), we call it "evaporation" from matter, or jet

absorption.

15. Classification of the experiments

This section is a kind of a summary, in which experiments are classified according

to the kinematical regions studied and physical problems addressed. One should not of

course mix "experiments" in this mearfing with detectors: the latter should certainly be

as univ_.rsal as possible. In fact, there is a general feeling that it is probably a correlation

of several signals, not just one of them, which will allow to reveal reliably enough the

complicated physical phenomena we are going to study at RHIC.

1. Physics of hadronic matter
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• Pion spectra at typical pt- Soft pion enhancement, its dependence on multiplicity,

atomic number and rapidity.

• Composition of secondaries: strangeness and antibaryons.

• Exact form of low-pr spectra of heavier secondaries (especially antiprotons and A's, if

possible). Analysis for possible manifestation of collective flow. Dependence on multiplicity

(or rather local dN/dy). Selection of special events (may be even in pp or He He modes).

• Interferometry using the soft pions. System size and lifetime versus multiplicity.

Interferometry with kaons.

• Search for ¢ and w modification. Measurements of both KK and e+e modes of the

former with the test of branching. Precise (up to few MeV) measurements of their masses

and widths in dilepton mode.

• Soft photons (pt below r ° decay background limit). Test of bremstrahlung predic-

tions, search for possible signal due to multiple pion rescattering.

• Soft dileptons. Very small invariant masses" matching to real photons. Studies of

whether one can see pion annihilation below Dalitz decay background.

2. Physics of QGP

• Hadronic spectra at pt about 1-3 GeV. Accurate measuremets of slopes. Composition

of secondaries.

• Possible measurements of interferometric correlations between these particles (mea-

surements of the size of their source: the size of colliding nuclei or more?).

• Dileptons outside resonance, either with M = 1 - 3 GeV, or small mass but pt of

such magnitude. Angular distribution (polarization of virtual photon), e - # pairs as a

charm signal.

• Direct photons with p_ about 2-4 GeV.

• J/¢ and ¢ suppression. (The latter, definitely only with some luminosity increase.)

Dependence on pr, multiplicity, atomic number.

3. Hard trigger experiments

• Spectrum of hadrons with pt > 5 GeV.

• Search for jets, whatever its definition in RHIC environment can be.

: • Direct photons with maximal possible pr.
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• Study of the opposite side correlation: how p_ is compensated, by a jet, or all system

reacts as a whole?

4. Experiment with high multiplicity trigger

(At RHIC Au Au collisions one may skip about 5-6 orders in probablity of the events,

and still have about a thousand of them, presumably enough to answer these questions.)

• What the spectra looks like in these events, in particular mean pr?

• What is the particle composition in these speciaJ events?

• Is the size and lifetime of the system different?

Certainly, these types of experiments need quite different detectors. For example, for #

1 one does not need large solid angle (there are so many particles anyway), butneeds very

high resolution (for interferometry and resonances). # 2 presumably needs strong field

(to get rid of the soft component), and reasonably big solid angle, especially for dileptons

(pairs are wide enough in angle, also rates are small). Hard trigger (# 3) should probably

be two-arm ones, while "special events" (# 4) need large solid angle, to take maximal

information from such events. And still, it is better to have all features in one detector, to

the degree it is practically possible.

As a parting remark let me say that certainly my llst is far from complete (in par-

ticular, I said nothing about forward region, fragmentation, stopping, etc). Maybe my

experimental considerations are too naive. But this is the topic of this workshop, and I

hope at the end of this week we will know much better what people want to do at RHIC.
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Flavor Flow From Quark Gluon Plasma

Johann 1Lafelski

Department of Physics, University of Arizona Tucson AZ 85721

In thislecturepresentedat theJulY1990RHIC-BNL-Workshop Idiscussdiversehadronic
observableofthereactionsbetweenrelativisticheavyionsrelatedtotheproductionand flow

offlavor,and itssignificanceforthe observationand identificationof quark-gluonmatter.

This discussioninparticularincludesa briefsurveyof our currentunderstandingofthe

strangeparticlesignatureofquarkgluonplasma.

1 Looking For Quark Gluon Plasma

The inherentdifficultyofthe studyofQuark-Gluonmatter isitsexpectedfleetingpresencewhen two

heavynucleicollide.Therefore,an importantelementintheoreticalinvestigationofrelativisticheavy ion
collisionshas beenthe identificationofobservableofthisnew stateofmatter.We must from outsetre-

aUzethatan observablecan be either'characteristic'and/or_descriptive'.A characteristicmeasurement

would tellus unequivocallythatsome timeduringthe nuclearinteractionquark-gluonmatterhas been

formed.A descriptiveobservablewillnot necessarilybe characteristic,but shouldallowus tostudy the

propertiesofthequark-gluonmatterphase,_fwe can withcertaintyassume itsformation.

FirstInotethatwe can inprinciplemeasureas functionofrapidityand transversemass thefollowing

simple hadronic observable:

® the yield of charge;

• the yield of baryon number;

e the yield of strange particles and in particular that of:

- single strange particles (_q, sq, gqq, sqq),

- multi strange baryons (ssq, g_'q,ss_, _g_),

- C-mesonyield(_s),

- HBT correlationsofstrangeparticles,

- strangeexotica.

Inordertopresenta comprehensiveand completedescriptionofthediverseprocessesoccurring,a theo-

reticalinterpretationof the data must necessarilyaccountfordetailsof the collisiondynamics. This

information is at present not available for the energies accessible at RHIC and theoretical models are
by necessity dependant on a number of assumptions, in absence of a truly fundamental approach to the
collision dynamics. Furthermore, there are additional uncertainties related to carrying through a simu-

lation of the collision dynamics involving a possible phase transformation. Thus it is of essence for the
discussion here presented that initial RHIC experiments determine:

• the "stopping power" of the constituent quarks in the colliding nuclei, as measured by the rapidity
distribution of the electrical charge;

• the baryol_ number stopping power of the nuclear medium, as measured conveniently by rapidity

distribution of (strange) baryons;
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• the entropy produced in tile collision, as measured e.g. by _he partl le multiplicity, iii particular
pion to baryon ratloas function of rapidity; '

• the characteristic "temperature", as measured e.g. by tile slopes of transverse mass spectral

The primary observable we address here is the strange quark flavor and in additicm to the above I would
like to see a measurement of:

• the high density, above-equilibrium nature of the over saturated strangeness phase space density,
which is noted for by the abundance of multistrange baryons and in particular their anomalous
abundance enhancement as compared to singly strange antibaryons, which in turn are enhanced
as compared to antiprotons produced; and

• the overabundance of strangeness flavor as measured by overabundance of strange particles pro-

duced in A-A collisions compared to p-p and p-A reactions;

• kaon HBT correlations, which should show a smaller source than pionic HBT size of the fireball.

The remainder of this lecture is organized as follows: Next, I explain why strangeness flow is viewed as
an observable of quark-gluon matter. This is followed by a brief consideration of lessons from the present
strangeness data.

2 Why Flavor- Strangeness?

I proposed about ten years ago [1,2] strangeness as an observable of quark-gluon matter. Following on
early equilibrium considerations it became soon apparent that strangeness production must be treated

in a kinetic approach [3]. Furthermore, in a review prepared for QM'82 [4] I noted "..measurement
of production cross section of strange antibaryons could be already quite helpful in the observation of
the phase transition ..... Measurement of the relative K+/K - yield, while indicative for the value of the

chemical potential (in hadronic gas phase} may carry less specific informa/,ion about the plasma. The
K/r ratio may indeed also contain relevant information - however it will be more difficult to decipher
the message ...it appears that otherwise quite rare multistrange hadrons will be enhanced .., hence we
should search for the rise of the abundance of particles like E, '_, li, (1_¢ and perhaps highly strange pieces

of baryonic matter (strangeletts), rather than in the K-channels. It seems that such experiments would

uniquely determine the existence of the phase transition to quark gluon plasma..." This is in a shell nut
my position today, though in the elapsed decade the initial simple ideas have undergone a substantial

evolution [5,61 and have come under intense scrutiny, see Ref.[7] and references therein.

I think that those who have been critical of "strangeness" have never taken time to study the detailed

ideas related to flavor (strangeness) flow, of which the simplest point of view I have quoted myself above.
It seems indeed that we have just gone more than 8 years back, as in the strangeness review at QM'90 we

can read ( see [7]) "S_rangeness has been proposed as a signal fox"quark- gluon plasma formation in RI-II
collisions. Subsequent to the original proposal several papers appeared which considerably weakened (hie)
the early claims (which???) made for strangeness production in heavy ion collisions (references follow
from 1985,1986,1988 addressing the question what Kaons can tell us or not..). Representative of several
I (J.Cleymans) quote...'...we conclude that there is no natural large difference in flavor composition be-
tween th, _ ...QGP and an equilibrium hadron gas' ". Clearly, the key which the experimentalists working

presently in the field well comprehended and which eludes nxany theorists, most recently Cleymans, Satz,
Suhonen, von Oertzen [8], is not how much strangeness there is, })tit what happens to the .stranqe and
antistrange quarks, and how thin compares with controldatae.g, from p-A collisions.

Cleaa'ly, the interest t.o measure strangeness is there even discounting ali theoretical controversy, as every
l fexperim:ntalist hopes tosee aspectacular phenomcz_on, a sm :)king gun' of tlte phase transition Interest
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in observing strange particles also derives from tile second objective of experiments involving relativis-
tic nuclear collisions, the study of equations of state of highly excited nuclear matter. Namely, even
without the formation of quark-gluon phase, that is in case that the collision proceeds via the interme-
diate stage of a fireball consisting only of highly excited hadron gas, the strange particle flow provides
essential information about the properties of matter under extreme conditions. However, the relation

between observable pax_,icle spectra and the equation of state presents many difficulties of detail, and
much theoretical modeling will be required; for quark-gluon phase these difficulties axe compounded as
the observable of a quaxk, gluon state can be seen only aSter undergoing a phase transition back into a
hadronic form. The phasetransition in turn depends on the equations of state. Hence the study of strange
particles emanating from collisions at conditions believed not to lead to quark-gluon phase is extremely
important as it helps us understa.nd the backgrounds to the quark-gluon phase signatures, at the same
time as we learn about confined nuclear matter.

A comprehensive survey of the status of the theory of strange particle production and eTolution in

hadronic collisions before 1985 can be found in ref.[5]. The progress of experiments and thec,ry has been
recorded at the Tucson HMIC meeting [6]. An update has been recently prepared by EggeL_ et al. [9l:

2.1 Strange signatures of quark-gluon plasma

Let us consider the situation in some more detail: as is apparent several experimental options for the

study of the flavor-strangeness signal of QGP in heavy ion collisions are available. The most obvious
measurement is the determination of the multiplicity of various strange hadrons, often represented as
ratios to reduce the influence of the experimental bias (trigger). In this class of measurements, however,
components originating from all the different producti_ n processes are included; for example, strange
hadrons may be formed in

• initial high energy h'adronic collisions,

• inside the QGP,

• during QGP hadronization,

• in the final expanding hadron gas,

• rescattering from spectator nuclear matter,

or, if the QGP is not formed at all, duriaLg the various (equilibrium and non-equilibrium) stages of a
hadron gas fireball. This means that the Q_'_P strangeness signal must be evaluated in relation to proton
nucleus reactions and detailed conventional wisdom cascade calculations.

Somewhat more specific approach to identify strangeness signal of QGP is to measure strange particle
rapidity and transverse energy or momentum spectra. The above mentioned distinct physical processes
normally emit paxticles into different windows of rapidity or transverse energy, making it possible to
select paxticles from a specific process by introducing appropriate cuts in the differential cross section
data. '_ansverse energy spectra are often divided into sepaxate, although overlapping, regions in which a

specific physical process dominates [10]. This conjecture is supported by the fact that ratios of different
particle species wu'y strongly with rn±. At low m±, one finds particles formed in the rescattering of

the spectator nucleons. At slightly higher m±, particles produced in the hadron gas, which decoupled
at the freeze-out temperature of the fireball are dominant. Particles emitted with moderately high m.L
originate from hot and dense form of matter, conceivably the early QGP. A number of mechanisms can

be responsible for this sector of the particle abundance. For example in Ref. [11] two processes were
considered: in the first a quark or diquark from the high-momentum tail of the QGP strikes the phase

" boundary. It than may create a qq pair e.g. via string-breaking and so a high rn± meson or baryon is
emitted in such a micro-jet process. Alternatively, a b_h, on or meson like cluster in the QGP leaves the
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Figure 1: Strange particle quantities fordiagnosisof QGP

QGP in unison. In particular it follows from this consideration and the high 5 density that the differential

measurement of multistrange antibaryons should have a good (QGP) signal to (HG) noise ratio, If such
multistrange antibaryou yields can be analyzed in terms of their transverse and longitudinal flow, the
signature for new phenomena will be clear.

From this discussion it is clear that the most interesting part of the particle spectrum involves central
rapidity, median (e.g. 125 GeV/c) transverse momenta. To sum up the different ways of measuring

strangeness, a schematic diagram is shown in Figure 1.

2.1.1 Arguments for strangeness as a QGP observable

The correlated factors why strange particles possess a priori a distinct diagnostic function of the behavior
of highly excited nuclear matter and are well suited as a signal distinguishing quark-gluon phase from
the had.ron gas are as follows:

1. near flavor symmetry for antiquarks $, t2, d in ali conditions (baryon rich and basTon poor),

2. strongly differing production rates in different phases and strangeness mass thresholds which are
of the same magnitude as temperature;

3. extremely high ._$-quaxk pair density in the quark-gluon phase.

4. the predicted strange antibaryon abundance is greater than background p-p ISR results.

We now discuss in more detail each of these points.

1. Anti-flavor symmetry: Recent BNL and CERN experiments indicate that up to currently available
energies the fireball usu_.lly has a sizable baryon number and therefore a relatively large baryo-chemical

potential #B. This means that, for quark-gluon phase in chemical equilibrium, the number of light anti-
quarks is suppressed. Dec0nfined strange aIld antistraage quarks, on the other hand, are not affected by
Pp and so axe suppressed in quark-gluon phase only by their non zero mass. Consequently, but provided
that strangeness production has saturated the available phase space, the abundance of antiquarks _2,d,
will be nearly equal. In baryon free region, as possibly established at RHIC, this flavor symmetry of
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hadronic particles is also in part a result of the fragmentation of the numerous gluons.

2. Production rates and thresholds: Rates for production of s$ pairs in the quark-gluon phase

were often calculated, the latest reference being [9]. The strangeness production time constant in the
quark-gluon phase is of the order of I0 -`23 s, while in hadronic gas phase it is 10 to 30 tim s slower [12]
at the same temperature and baryo-chemical potential. This difference is mainly due to the presence of
gluons in QGP and different reaction thresholds. The typical time scale for the creation and decay of
a fireball can be estimated as the time to traverse, say, a distance of 15 fm i.e. _ 5 x 10-23 s, and so
strangeness in a thermM hadronic gas will not likely reach equilibrium values, contrary to quark-gluon

phase expectations. Thus we expect that any kinetic description of strangeness production involving the
usual hadronic particles will give a total strange particle yield significantly below the limits obtained from
an equilibrium picture of haAronic gas fireballs. The most accessible reaction (if allowed} is usually the
creation of a AK or K/_" pair and requires at least 700 MeV. In the quark- gluon phase, on the other hand,
the threshold is given by the rest mass of the strange-antistrange quark pair, i.e. only 2rh0 _- 350 MeV.
.'_'.2s difference between the two thresholds though insignificant at the initial high energies, is noticeably
impacting the time scale of strangeness production in a _thermalized " glob of hadronic matter. It is
anticipated that at KHIC temperatures of 250 4- 50 MeV will be reached. Here I note the trivial, though
important point that in general strangeness production occurs in the numerous rescattt ring processes,
not in the highly energetic initial parton-parton coUisions. From this we expect in particular substantial
enhancement of strangeness in Nucleus-Nucleus collisions, as compared to scaled p-Nucleus yield, (this

subject to the validity of the hypothesis of formation of a hadronic fireball of any 'texture'}. I recall here,
however, the discussion of Koch and Rafelski [13] concerning the abundance of strangeness in regular
hadronic interactions. It was found so close to the expected equifibrium abundance, that it seems as if
quark-gluon plasma like phase were formed, permitting to saturate the available strangeness phase space
in most hadronic collisions. However, Wr6blewski [14] determined that regular hadronic interactions are
about three times less ,_ffective in ma_king strange flavor as compared to light flavors. Since QGP based
estimates lead me to expect flavor symmetry in QGP, some strangeness enhancement must be expected
in comparison to p-.A scaled result.

S. as--density: Even at the time of hadronization, s_ density (now half as high as at it peak} is about
0.4 strange particle pairs per fm 3. As consequence, most of baryons and antibaryons emerging is strange,

and non- strange nucleons are expected to be only 20% of the total baryon-antibaryon abundance [5].
In the hadronic gas phase, by contrast, ali antibaryons are suppressed, particularly those with high
(anti)strangeness content [5}, leading to the expectation that quark-gluon pha_e be distinguishable from
hadronic gas phase by relatively enhanced numbers of anti-strange hadrons [1,4]. This argument, initially
developed for baryon rich quark-gluon matter remains valid without change at RHIC energies at central
rapidity region, i.e. in the central fireball. As detailed calculations [5] have shown, there is an abundance
anomaly expected for strange antibaryons arising primarily from the enormous strange pair density in
thequark-gluon matter.

4. Expected direct reaction _background' It is helpful to consider the magnitude of backgrounds ex-

pecteo for the multi strange (anti} baryons. The ElY ratio seen at ISR at V_ = 63 GeV is only 0.06:i=.0.02
in the central rapidity region [15I. The expected quark-gluon matter result at RHIC is predicted to be
ten times greater [5], or even up to 50 times greater [11], at relatively high mx. The parallel ratio _/]_

is 0.27±0.02 _ measured in the same experiment at ISR, my expectation is that F/1_lpmo,.,.,_ --. 2 + 0.5.
We thus see that both _/_ and the _z/l_" ratios a interesting, with the former being characteristic of the
new form of matter, a.s it ts more difficult to imagine how an enhancement along the theoretical QGP
prediction could be made otherwise.

In conclusion: The enormous strangenes: pair density to be expected in RHIC-QGP is in my opinion

the main experimental objective of flavor based RttIC experiments. This property of the QGP state
is particularly i.nteresting, since the primary production mechanism of strangeness is by gluons present
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in the deconfined phase. Measurement of strangeness density removes interpretational ambiguities, re-
lated to our present ignorance of reaction dynamics, in attempting a comparison of the respective total
strangeness content of quark-g!uon pha_e and hadronic gas phase, a.s enhancement of quark-gluon phase

straug-ness may be diluted by the geometry of the ensemble of collksions and can be argued away on
the basis of the perpetual ignorance of tile lifetime of the hypothetical hadronic gas phase fireball. Thus
strange particle abundance per se, though perhaps most interesting 'barometer' and 'thermometer' of the
quark-gluon matter phase, is to be employed to study QGP properties only once the high strangeness
density has been established.

2.1.2 Paths to observe multistrange (anti) baryons

Even though at RHIC the *common knowledge" is that the central rapidity region is baryon free, I will
not assume here this prejudice and hence refer to the (strange) anti-baryons, which are characteristic
for QGP irrespective of the degree of stopping of the baryon number. However, practically every point
discussed applies both to baryon flow in baryon free region, and it is of preference ii both strange baryons
and antibaryons are measured. I will assume that any detector aiming at the measurement of baryon
flow will permit the observation and measurement of the charged decay 'V' of the neutral _. particles.
The decaying _ particles originate in part in the {rapid) electromagnetic decays of the _0 particles. Ali
anticascades ultimately become _, while only half of all anti-hyperons F" will be in the J_-decay chain, of
which 64.2% are giving they typical 'V' decay pattenl. Assuming full acceptance for the 'visual' detector
for ali V's, the total sample of ali seen V-events is

= 0.6427( + ) (1)

and, should the abundance ratio _/Y .-- 1/2, we see that half of the observed V's would be associated
with the primordial _ abundance.

The difficulty is that the observable E-, _+ decay over a significantly shorter path (cr = 4.92 cre)than A
(cr = 7.89 cre), making necessary a novel detector directly outside the beam pipe. This poses particular
instrumental problems, related both to the interface between the two detectors, but more significantly,
to the need for extremely high resolution in view of the enormous multiplicity of charged particles, in
which the occasional cascade 'kink' has to be searched for. Probably this path to the measurement of
multi strange (ant) baryons will be ultimately attempted. However, I would like to draw attention to
an alternate approach [16]: in order to find out how many /t descend from the cascade decay ali that is
needed is the measurement of the longitudinal J_ polarization.

There is a significant difference in this polarization of the h descending from the weak _ decays. The
weak decay polarizes the ._-spin longitudinally, the mean value of its helicity being given by the decay
asymmetry parameter a=. In the subsequent weak h decay this polarization is effectively 'analyzed'. The
practical approach is to consider the so-called up-down asymmetry of the _ decay with reference to the
plane normal to the _-momentum, i.e., to measure how often in the ._ rest frame the antiproton appears
'above' az compared to 'below', with respect to a plane normal to the direction of h-momentum.

The simple criterion which determines the up-down asymmetry is identified boosting the antiproton
momentum to the A rest frame and considering S, the vector product between J(-momentum and
momentum. I obtain:

S "= i5,, • f zp'_ ....E_/E;_ - { positive for up (_)
P/ A . negative for down

Here we have, a_ usual, .ft/, "-=i_, + i_ for the respective pa, ticle ,nomenta and similarly tor their energies

E = _/m--_-@--i¼1rf. At this point, I note that the longitudinal p,,!r_ization co,,sid,.,red here is ,J entirely

different origin and nature than the transv(:rse polarization of A associated with hadronic form_,tion pro-.
cesses of these particles. Multiple scattering in the hadronic ga._ cannot cr,_ate longitudina]ly t)(_larized
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i out of primordial transverse polarization. However, the longitudinal polarization will be influenced by
spin rotation in a _nagnetic field.

This up/down asymmetry is given by [16]:

g,,- Na 1

gu + Na -- 2 ah ph' (3)

where IvA is the A polarization and is equal to the a._ decay parameter. This polarization is analyzed
by the a/t decay parameter. The different values of the parameters found in the data tables _xe: c_, =

-aZ = 0.642:i:0.013; a__o= -azo = 0.4135=0.022; and a_+ = -c_- = 0.4555=0.015. The total up-down
asymmetry of ali V-events is

N_,- Nd N_ 1.... aAc,__, (4)
N_+Nd _%2

where we have included the relative abundance of all polarized X to the total abundance of V's:

N_/N¢ = {2_/?)/(1 + 2_/]z). With _/F in the range 1/2{ resp. 1/3) we expect a negative up-down
asymmetry of 14% (resp. 1'1%). For the 'normal' value 2/17" ,,, 0.06 there is the hardly obse,-_able asym-
metry of only 1.6%. Hence observation of the longitudinal polarization is QGP specific!
I further note that l_lweak decays have a negligible influence over the particle abundances and, in parti-
culax, their polax_ations, since _, fl are at least five times less abundant than 2, = [5] and their decay
asymmetry parameter ('polarizer" capability) is 5-20 times weaker {depending on the decay channel).
The fact that some _, _ are descendants of strong decays of _(1385), _(1530), etc. is also of no cons.e-
quence, as abundances of these particles haz been considered part of Y resp. __abundance.

2.1.3 Gluons in plasma

The key role played by gluons in making high strangeness density an important observable is self-evident.
Not only do gluons produce strangeness flavor dominantly (see below) but more importantly they provide
the key distinction between the quark-gluon phase and the hadron gas. The high gluon abundance and
density in the plasma impacts the entire history of the plasma state, in particular also the process of
hadronization at the end of the quark-gluon phase lifetime, in which appreciable strangeness production

occurs again. Indeed, strangeness can be considered a signal for gluons til the quark-gluon phase. We
will briefly summarize here the expectations about the gluonic component in the plasma. We note that
since gluons do not carry electrical charge, but only the strong charge, they can be observed (indirectly
of course} only by suitable measurement of strongly interacting particles.

Including a first-order perturbative effect [17] the gluon number density can be estimated from the
equilibrium density as

p_, (fm -3) = 1.04 160 MeV 1- 4---'_ (5)

giving for a typical temperature of 200 MeV a value of 0.55 fm -3 for a, = 0.6 and 0.8 fm -3 for a, = 0.5.
For a quark-gluon phase volume with radius 4 - 5 frn, we therefore have 200-300 gluons. Note also
that this density rises as the cube of the temperature. Because gluons can be created and annihilated

easily in interactions with other gluons and light quarks, the gluon density closely follows the evolution
of te_11perature in the course of the qua.rk-gluon pha.se lifetime. The equilibrium gluon energy density is

8rc2T4 ( 15c_, )cg-- 15 l 4_" (6)

and the gluon partial pressure is

4

Pg (GEV. fm -3) =:: 3a-_ :== 0.15 ,
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which for T = 200 MeV and a, = 0.6 yields 100 MeV fm -3 and forms ttle major component of the
quark-gluon phase pressure. (The total quaJk-gluon phase pressure must, of course, be larger than both
the vacuum pressure B t/4 and the pressure of the hadron gas surrounding it.)

Gluons also play a major role in the dynamics of the quark-gluon phase-hadronic gas phase transition:
they carry much of the quark-gluon phase entropy, contributing an entropy density of about

an(fm_3) = 32W2T,(l 15c_,)45 4z" (8)

)3,0( 00 o,)
which forT = 200 MeV and a° = 0.6is2 unitsper fm3 (3.6unitsper gluon}.This largeamount of
entropyplaysa majorroleinthehadronizationphasetransition,forcinggluonstofragmentintoquarks.

2.2_ Strangeness production in the quark-gluon phase

Sincethetimescaleina typicalnucleus-nucleuscollisionisveryshort,thestrangenesscontentofboth
quark-gluonphaseand hadronicgasphasecannota prior/beassumedtobeinequilibrium:itisnecessary
todetermineexplicitlytherateofstrangenessproductioninboth phases.The key resultwas obtained

in the work ofRa.felskiand MfiLler[3].The plasma initiallycontainsveryfew,ffany,strangequarks

asthoseproducedin pre-quark-gluonphasedirecthadron-hadronreactionswillgenerallybe athigher

rapiditythan the fireball.Essentiallyallthes_ productionisthereforedominatedby coLlisionsof the

centralgluons,which in a firstapproximationcan be assumed to be ina practicallythermaldistribu,-

tion;lightquaxk-antiquarkcollisions,itturnsout,playonlya minor role.Thereforethe timeevolution

ofstrangenessdensityduringthe productionprocessisonlya functionof temperatureand not ofthe

baryo-chemicalpotential.Iwillgivehereabriefsketchofthetheoryofstrangenessproductionand show

how strangenessdensitygrows withtime.

The t-averagedcrosssectionsforstrangenessproductionareshown [9]inFigure2. At thispointitseems
thatbothglueand quark inducedprocessesaxeofcomparablemagnitude.However,aswe willjustsee

thestatisticalfactorsenteringthethermalaveragewillstronglyfavorthegluoninducedprocesses:there

axesimplymore glue-gluethan quark-antiquarkcollisionsof suitablequantum number in plasma. In

ordertoidentifythe energyrangecontributingtotheproductionofstrangeness,itisusefultowritethe

productionrateas an integraloverthedifferentialratedA/ds [9]:

A,= ds(dAi/ds)= dsOi(s) Pi(s) i=g,q (9)
rts _ rl,_ 2

The weightfunctionPa(s)dsisthenumber of (gluon)collisionswithinthe interval(s,s+ ds)per unit

timeperunitvolume,witha similaxinterpretationforPq(s).Ina thermalsystem:

pa()=f d3po d% -(po+ph):]
I

(10)

In principle, non-equilibrium momentum distribution functions should be used for ]'a, presumably evolving
from the structure functions of the incoming reacting hadrons towards their equilibrium forms. However,

because of the high gluon-gluon cross sections, this should happen very quickly [18,19]. In first approxi-
mation, one can therefore use the (thermal and chemical) Fermi and Bose equilibrium distributions. In

Figure 3, the product of the weight functions P_(s) and Pq(s) with the respective cross sections is plotted
for T = 250 MeV and rn = 170 MeV. In one case, a, - 0.6, in another, the running coupling constant
was used with A = 200 MeV. Note that most s5 pairs are made at V3 _ 0.5 GeV, giving at least some
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Figure 2: t-averagedstrangenessproduction crosssectionsfor a, - 0.6,rn = 170 MeV

credenceto theuseofperturbativeQCD, and inparticularthe valuea, ---0.6selected.

In Figure4, the time evolutionof the densityof strangequarks in quark-gluonphase is shown

(ai - 0.6,me = 170 MEV). As expected,thereisa strongthresholdeffectat temperaturesaround
150 MeV. A similarcalculationwhich includedan expansionmodel ofthe fireball[5]showed thatthe

strongdependenceof s_ productionon the temperaturealsoimpliesthatthe strangenessabundance

freezesout with avaluecharacteristicofthe highesttemperaturesreachedduringthe collision.No sig-

nificantstrangenessannihilationoccursduringthefireballexpansion.

3 Lessons From Present Experimental Results on Strangeness

Iwillfocushereon theaspectsofcurrentexperimentalwork instructivetothe describeddevelopments,

givingonlya schematicinterpretation.The experimentalmethod employed todetermineth_ enhance-

ment istocompare theyieldofstrangeparticlesas a functionof the inelasticityof theinteraction.In

orderto demonstratethekindofanalysiswe willhaveto implementforRHIC experimentsletme now

considera hypetheticalquark-gluonphase fireba/has beinga_,the originofthe latestresultsinstrange-

nessproduction.Iconsiderthe ezperimenta2situationas itpresentsitselfin May 1990,followingon the

Quark Matter'90meeting.InallBNL and CERN experimentsreportedsofarstrangenessenhancement

by a factor2± 0.5hasindeedbeenseen,but can notbe takenwithoutprejudicetobe a signalofquaxk-

gluonplasma.

In thisdiscussionIwilluseexperimentalresultstoestimatethe valueofthe temperatureand chemical

potentialatwhichthestrangeparticlesarelikelyto havebeen born and willtrytodetermineifthereis

any glaringinconsistencyofthepresentdatawithsuchahypothesis.Alas,aswe willsee,totalstrangeness

data of from BNL can not pointto a particularphase ofmatter,much as expected.Nevertheless,in

orderto testthe consistency,ratherthan two parameters(T,/_B)we must considerthreequantities

characterisingtheaveragethermodynamicalpropertiesofthe fn'eball,e.g.:
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Figure 3: Differential production rate dA/ds = P(s)e(s), with T =250 MeV and m = 170 MeV,
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1. The temperature T, as obtained directly from particle transverse energy spectra. Here we laust
take care to distinguish the projectile and target rapidity regions fi'om the central region which of
greatest interest to us here. For most particles with large cross sections such as pions, the observed
slopes of transverse mass particle spectra provide us with the temperature T g at freeze-out of
the particular particle species in the hadron gas. However, strange particles can exhibit higher
temperatures as their interaction length is larger. For the thermal picture to be applicable, a
similar temperature should be found in the corresponding rapidity spectrum.

2. As a direct measure of the baryo-chemical potential, we can consider the entropy per baryon S/B,
which We assume here to be mostly produced durL-Lgthe initial stages of the nuclear collision. Dur-
ing the subsequent, in particular hydrodynamical evolutkm of the quark, gluon phrase or hadronic
gas phase, no entropy is produced and the baryon number is also constant. For the case of the

perturbative QCD equation of state, ¢onstant-S/B implies T _x/_ with a determined constant [20].
The value of entropy per baryon reached in the reaction is obt_.i',cd under the assumption that a

gas of nucleons and pions dominates ali central fireball secondaries (counting all mesons as pions,
b o.. asnucleons}1 11:

s s,, (..}
+<..>B

where the entropy per pion is about 4.05 and the entropy per nucleon outside of the degeneracy

region is S/B - 2.5 + (mN -/_B)/T.

3. The baryo-chemical potential _g in the (final stage} hadron gas phase can be determined conve-
niently from the K +/K- or K,/h ratios, which are sensitive to Ug [22], because of large strangeness
exchange cross sections which rapidly establish the so-called relative chemic.J equilibrium between
different species of strange particles. This is true even if absolute chemical equilibrium is not at-
tained for strangeness in thehadronic gas phase [5]. If the values of T and /_HBdo not disagree to
much with the entropy based QGP constraint (see above), this can be taken as a first indication
that we axe possibly close to the quark-gluon phase.

3.1 BNL - RHI results

There are two experiments at BNL measuring strange particle spectra, of which the more ambitious
TPC-based F_,810has just begun to collect data [23], while the magnetic spectrometer experiment E802

has essentially completed its data taking [24]. Both experiments see an appreciable strangeness signal in
14.6 A GeV/c Si-Au collisions (the beam rapidity is 3.44), with a central collision trigger. The common
result of both experiments is that strange particles have a rather "thermal" shape in the central rapidity
region, and that the temperature is in the vicinity of 150 MeV, but with a statistical error which is
presently 15 MeV. While F_,810expects to measure the abundances of diverse multi strange baryons and
antibaryons in the near future, experiment E802 provides already today precise data on ratio of meson

abundances [24]. Additional data including in particul0a the antiproton spectra has recently been pre-
sented at the BNL-HIPAGS workshop [25]. It therefore seems justified to assess the results oi' E802 with
a simple fireball model in mind. We will need just the most naive of the pictures for further discussion:
the tube model of the nucleus-nucleus collision leads to the formula for the number of participating target

5 2/3 a 1/3 predicts A_ _- 80 for the Si-Au case and hence a total baryon contentnucleons A, = 1. Aprojectile..target
of the fireball B _--z_108. This corresponds to a theoretical rapidity yl_, _- 1.23 for a fireball made out of

(Ap + A,) nucleons, closely corresponding to the experimentally inferred central rapidity y = 1.2. This
assumes complete .atopping so that the accessible CM energy v_ = 261 GeV is mostly transferred into
the internal excitation of the fireball,suggesting an energy content of 2.42 Gev per baryon, less energy in

excitation of spectator matter.

From rapidity particle densities we can now derive the central pion to baryon ratio: for 1.1 < y < 1.6,
the proton rapidity density dN/dy is 16.2 =i:0.3, implying a baryon rapidity density 38 J: 0.7 (given the
baryon to proton ratio of 2.35 in the tube model for Si-Au collisions). Both the _'+ and 7_- rapidity
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density is quoted at 16 5: 1. Allowing for an equal number of neutral pions the pion central rapidity

density is 48 5: 1.8. This results in a pion to baryon ratio 1.25 5: 0.05. For T _ 125 MeV (observed pion
temperature), the pion gas entropy per pion is _- 4.3, and hence the pion entropy per baryon is 5.4 units
of entropy. This implies that we axe still in a rather degenerate nuclear gas phase, and hence the entropy
contribution of baryon gas is, relatively speaking, small. For/_n = 840, T = 125 MeV, the baryon gas
contributes about 3.7 units of entropy, while at/_n = 500, T = 150 MeV we have 5.4 units additional

entropy. Hence we axe at S/B _ 8 - 10, the lower value for the higher range of baxyo-chemical potential.

The observed relative abundance K+/r + = 0.203 5:0.019 is obtained by ignoring the possible distortions
of the low energy spectra due to 'low energy' phenomena; both K and x spectra axe extrapolated assuming
the Bolt,.mann form controlled by the fireball properties. Similarly, the K-ratio K-/K + = 0.19 5:0.03 is
found - with same limitations as described above. The question now is if these results on particle ratios,
temperature, and other inferred fireball properties axe consistent with the assumptioP of a paxticulax
phase of hadronic matter and the above constraints. Before beginning this discussion we note that the
first of the particle ratios is indeed a lower limit, in the sense that whatever the reaction mechanism,
we do not expect to saturate the strangeness phase space fully, and hence the preliminary equilibrium
picture we develop should predict a laxger value than is actually observed.

Let us first make the hypothesis that hadronic gas was made [26]. I fix the K-/K+-ratio at 0.2. There
axe two options:

• I take T = 125 MeV az the freeze out temperature. I infer following Koch et. al (22) a value of
baxyo-chemical potential of 520 MeV; the expected K +/r + ratio is about 0.26, allowing for pions
from A-decays, and assuming that the strangeness phase space has been saturated.

• Taking instead as basis the strange paxticle temperature T= 150 MeV (under the tacit assumption
that pion spectra axe distorted by A decays and rescattering on spectator matter) the K - ratio
implies a slightly lower baD, o-chemical potential of just below 500 MeV and the K+/r + ratio is
slightly higher at 0.334.

Thus with the proviso that 'only' 80, resp. 60_ of the strangeness phase space is saturated both tem-
perature hadronic gas scenario seems fully consisteILt with the data, with the exception that we do not
understand how so much strangeness could be made by hadronic gas processes. At this point I note that
this discussion disagrees in its detail with Ref. [8], which assumes fully saturated strangeness phase space.
Therefore a rather low temperature is found, incompatible 'with the transverse spectra, or said differently

(allowing for flow effects), with the mean energy per particle. Interestingly, the difference between our
(and L_vai'a [26]) analysis and Ref. (8] is the predicted d/p ratio which is highly sensitive to the entropy
per baryon: assuming to much strangeness, additional pions axe needed in order to 'dilute' the strange
particle abundance, an effect which I estimate at about 3 units of entropy per baryon. By implication

the expected value for Ref. [8] of the dip = 0.05, our discussion suggests 2 - 3 times laxger value.

For both above considered choices T, ph, the energy per baryon, which in this region of paxameters is

mainly controlled by the K-/K+-ratio, turns out to be below 1.9 GeV. To get a slightly higher value,
as it may seem required within the simple fireball model presented above, we should have set the Kaon
ratio to a larger value, allowing for an unseen low energy fraction of K-. Taking a value 0.25 at T -- 150

MeV would lead to energy per baryon somewhat above 2 GeV and at the same time a r+/p ratio near
1.3, in agreement with the value reported at central rapidity.

Next, let us see how the data fare under the assumption of quark-gluon plasma phase: Naturally, the
advantage of this assumption _s that we have little difficulty swallowing the saturation of strangeness
phase space, thanks to the described rapid strangeness production. Furthermore it turns out that in

region of (/_B, T) = (850,130) MeV there would be a similar amount of entropy in the quark-gluon phase,
as in the hadronic gas phase at (/_n, T) : (500,150) MeV. The supposition is that in the phase transition
of the isolated glob some reheating from about 130 to 150 MeV takes place, and there is corresponding
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reduction of the chemical potential. As any pre - transition emission from the plasma would in such
environment be covered by the soft component of the hadronic gas phase, we should not expect any
visible quark matter effects in kaon spectra. Thus solely from the observation of singly strange particles
we can not make _ definitive statement about the presence of QGP in nuclear collisions at BNL. However,
it is interesting to note that the BNL conditions axe near to the baryon-rich quark-gluon phase domain.

This conjecture is supported by the recent finding of antiproton multiplicity [25], which in the central
rapidity region is less than one part in thousand of the proton multiplicity.

But presently the only argument one could make in favor of QGP at Brookhaven is that the values of the

parameters estimated above imply that even at BNL energies strangeness production in the quark-gluon
phase will be rapid and will nearly saturate the available phase space. It is therefore most interesting to
look at BNL for strange antibaryons, which without quark-gluon phase formation should hardly be pro-

duced at these energies. Given the suppression of antiprotons, which is expected for a baryon-rich fireball
consisting of either hadronic gas phase or quark-gluon phase, observation of a grea$er strange antibaryon
yields would strongly suggest that already at BNL energies this state of matter may be formed. It is to
be hoped that the results from experiment E810 will allow us to conclude this issue.

3.2 CERN - RHI results

At CERN the available energy is much greater and ranges from 60 up to 200 GeV per nucleon. However,
the laboratory has not taken full advantage of the available machhle resources as yet, by limiting its main
experimental runs to the highest available energy. In the asymmetric reactions such as the S-W collisions

studied by WA85 [27] there is the advantage over the S-S collisions studied by NA35 [28] of the much
greater baryon number stopping. But there are difficulties in interpreting the data, which are associated
with overlap of the different kinematic regions (target, central and projectile). In this regard, one has
here in principle less of a problem than at BNL since the rapidity window is almost twice as large as at
BNL: the projectile rapidity at 200 A GeV/c is 6, compared to 3.4 for BNL. The particular advantage of
the S-S data is the symmetry of the kinematics, permitting a much better understanding of particle flows.
The disadvantage is the likely presence of significant transparency at 200 GeV per nucleon. However,
the central rapidity region is 3 (for symmetric collisions), making a particle in the laboratory very fast.
Consequently an experiment similar to E802 is impossible, as the time of flight does not permit particle
identification. Thus the small aperture spectrometer experiment at CERN, NA34, is concentrating on
the target fragmentation region. In view of the currently available results and this discussion it would
seem that it would be of considerable advantage to study the symmetric S-S collisions at lowest available
CERN energy, viz. 60 A GeV, in expectation of the lead beam run initially at a similar energy.

Points of importance to our work in the most recent results of NA35 are:

• The A-X rapidity distribution, which shows two pronounced peaks within the projectile and target
rapidity regions, an indi¢.ation of a severe depletion in the central region. This shows that much

of the A signal derives from re-scattering in the baryon rich projectile and target fragmentation
region.

• The _ multiplicity is sharply confined to the central region y = 3 =t=0.5. The rate of _ production in

S-S collisions is about 120 times greater than in p-p collisions (the error quoted is large). The per
trigger event multiplicity of h is given to be 1.5! This (120-fold) enhancement has to be confronted
with the 36-fold enhancement of the negatively charged tracks (i.e. pions). This truly surprising
result cannot even remotely be explained by cascading in hadronic gas, as the probability of
formation is decreasing during the moderation of the beam energy.

• The general strangeness flavor production is up by a factor 2.5 on top of the factor 36 for negatives:

the K/r-ratio at mid-rapidity y = 3 is 0.15, to be compared to 0.06 for similar energy p-p system.
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Alltheseresultsremindusofthequark-gluonphase.Unfortunately,we do not havecomparabledataon

productionof/5or_ and thuscannotconcludethattheexpectedsystematicsignalofquark-gluonphase
has beenfound.The l_ckofdataon theessential/5and _ productionisbeingfilledby the largeaperture

til-spectrometerWA85 experiment,whichhas presentedthefirstresultsfrom thestudyofS-W collisions

at200 A GeV. Becauseofcomplex Monte Carlostudiesrequiredtounderstandthe relativesensitivity

of theexperimentto _,and _, thisratioisnot known as yet,thoughWA85 has alreadyreportedfirst

observationof_. The followinghas nowbeen reportedby WA85 [27]:

• The temperature(inverseslope)ofnegatives,A and _ isthe same and is227 MeV, i.e.higher

tl_anthe temperatureseeninS-S collisions.Becauseofthegreaterstoppingexpected,thisresult
can be takenas a confirmationthatthe highcstenergyand baryondensitieswere reachedinthis

experiment.Unfortunately,we cannotdeterminethebaryo-chemicalpotentialforthisexperiment

as yet,nor can we determinethe entropyper baxyon.To thisend we would need data on kaon

(K,),pion(negatives}and alsopositiveparticle(protonsand positivekaons}spectrainrelation

tothestrangebaryonsand antibaryons.

• The yieldof both A and A per negativetrackinthe centralrapidityregion2.4 < y < 2.65is

enhanced by a factor1.7incomparisontothecontrolp-W data.Both enhancementsaresimilar
and theratioofA to .__-0.2doesnot change.

• There seemstobe an enhancementinthe anticascadetocascaderatioinS-W collisions(,,,0.43±

0.07)ascompared to thecontrolp--W run (,._0.27-4-0.06).Clearly,more statisticsareneededto
reconfirmthisresult.Also,itisimportanttoknow by how much the_/A ratioisenhancedinS-W

reactionswithreferenceto p--W reactions.

InCERN data,we henceonceagainseea clearstrangenessenhancement,accompaniednow by a highly

significantenhancementofstrangeantibaryonyield.We cannotimaginehow tointerpretthisdataother

thanintermsofquark-gluonplasma.However,thedataaxestillfragileatthelevelofonlya fewstandard

deviations,and requiresome improvementinthestatistics.Also,we needa more completeevaluationof
allavailabledatainordertobe ableto givemore detailedcharacterizationof theconditionsreachedin
theS-W and S-S collisions.

3.3 Concluding comments

Without a substantial interaction between experiment and theory, the most spectacular measurements

remain, especially in this subject matter without much concrete insight. The situation is further compli-
cated by numerous superficial if not wrong publications (as exemplified above) relating to the subject, as
well as the process of _reinventing the wheel m, which so often leads not only to the repetition of the old
mistakes. The particular reason why flavor flow experiments axe very attractive in the beginning of any
nuclear collider operation is the fact that the high expected strangeness production allows event by event

analysis. Even if event rate should initially be small, strangeness will be clearly visible. The experiments
suggested here are based on the following key observations:

1. At sufficiently high energy densities, heavy ion collisions may lead to formation of a deconfined
phase of strongly interacting nuclear matter, the quark-gluon phase, in which flavor symmetry is

partially restored and strangeness becomes abundant. The full event characterization is needed
to fix the thermodynamic variables of essence for the basic understanding of reaction kinematics

needed in understanding (strange) particle flows.

2. Compared to a hadron gas, in quark-gluon phase strangeness is produced faster and strangeness
density is greatly higher. Also, strangeness is produced in quark'gluon phase almost totally by
glue-glue processes. Uncertainty about the hadronization process makes global strangeness mea-
surements less attractive as a signal of quark-gluon phase than observation of specific (multi)strange

particles.
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3. Anomalous (large) strange and multistrange antibaryon multiplicities can be viewed as tile clearest
signal that something unusual is happening in central collisions, particularly when viewed in specific
windows of (pa_, Y).

4. Multistrange antibaryons can provide crucial information as they are predominantly formed in
phase space regions characterized by a very high strangeness density.

5. As the theory of stra_lgeness production and hadronization relies on key parameters of QCD,
these will become accessible to measurement in heavy-ion collision induced reactions, through the
measurement of diverse flavor and particle flows and detailed comparison of experiment with theory.
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Space-Time Quark-Gluon Cascade for R.H.I.C.
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1. Introduction

In order to provide a numerical simulation of the time evolution of ultrarelativistic

heavy ion collisions we have formulated a fully relativistic space-time approach based on

a parton cascade model. This model hopefully sets the stage for a detailed and realistic

study of heavy ion collisions on the microscopic level of the dynamics of quark and gluon

interactions within the framework of QCD. For earlier work in this direction see D. H.

Boa/, [1].

Ultimately, the goal is to make predictions for, e.g.i the thermalization time-sca/e and

the energy densities associated with the quarks and gluons in the central region of the

nuclear collision system. Of major importance will be to analyze whether the system will

temporarily form a quark-gluon plasma during the time of collision.

Such a study is of fundamental importance, insofar as some of the most essential

questions regarding the experimental search for the formation of a quark gluon plasma in

ultrarelativistic nuclear collisions are, first, whether the energy densities achievable in such

reactions will be sufficiently large to force the transition, second, whether the duration

of the high density phase is sufficiently long to allow for an approach to thermal phase
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space equilibrium, and finally, whether there are characteristic signatures that for the

identification of an actual occurrence of such a transition.

2. Hadron Collisions at large and intermediate pa.

The picture of a nuclear collision as a cascade of independent parton-parton collisions

is based on two fundamental assumptions, namely, the short range of (hard and semi-hard)

parton-parton interactions, and, the factorization of parton scattering and hadronization

process. There is no doubt that the first assumption is questionable in the presence of a

dense medium, but at high energies it should be much better satisfied for a parton cascade

than for a cascade of nucleons with an internal size cf 1 fm. The second assumption

has been extensively tested in 'large pa.' (large angle) scatterings of individual hadrons.

Theoretically it is known to hold for "inclusive" processes, but it is often found to be

approximately valid also in semi-exclusive processes.

To illustrate these concepts, let us first review how they apply to an inclusive reaction

between individual hadrons. We consider the reaction

A A-B ----, C-4- X, (1)

where A, B are two colliding hadrons, C is the detected particle and X symbolizes all other

particles that may have been produced but which are not observed. At high energies, this

is a typical 'large pa.' process, where the particle C has a high momentum perpendicular

to the A- B axis. Kinematically we have the situation shown in Fig. 1.

The transverse momentum is defined as pa. = /YcI' sinS, where 8 is the scattering

angle with respect to the A- B axis. Furthermore

s = (pA+ps)5,
8

t = (pA- pc)= = pi_
8

u = (pB-pc) 2 = -v/_pa.tan_. (2)
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A G

Fig. 1: The process A + B --+ C + X

If s, t, u, p_. and M 2x (the missing mass of all the nonobserved particles in A + B --+ C + X)

are all large, i.e. larger than rn2A,B,C,then one may hope that no intrinsic mass scales are

governing the dynamics and that the basic scattering can be represented as in Figure 2.

The essential hyp.otheses of this picture are:

a) Soft fragmentations A ---+a,..., B ---, b,... occur, where the partons a, b... carry

finite fractions x,,,xb.., of the momenta of the initial nuclei A,B.

b) All _he large p± scattering arises from the hard parton- parton scattering ab ---,cd.

c) Recombinations c ---,C..., d _ X happen such that the final hadron C is carrying

J
_
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Fig. 2: The reaction A + B -+ C + X at large pa. arising as a result of fragmentations A
a..., B ---+b..., hard scattering of constituents ab ---,,cd, and recombinations
c ---, C..., d ---,X (hadrons).

off a finite fraction zc of the momentum of parton c, and simila.rly for all the nn-detected

hadrons X.

The inclusive cross section for A + B _ C + X can then be represented in the form

/01/0EC-_pC.(AB ---,CX) = _ dx,, dxbfA(x,,,Q2)f_(xb,Q2) •

dO (ab _ cd) • dz¢O b , Q_• _ Ec • 1, (3)
d

where a, b,c,d specify the parton types (gluons, u,d,a.., quarks), z_,xb are the fractions

of momenta of A,B ca,"ried by the partons a, b a'ad lA(x,., Q_),.fB(zb, V2) are the prob-
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abilitydistributionsof the parton flavorsin xa,xb,which depend alsoon the momentum

transferQ2 in the collision(scalingviolations).Furthermore dS/d3pc isthe differential

crosssectionfor the parton-partonscatteringprocessab --.cd, zc isthe fractionof the

parton c momentum carriedoffby the hadron c and 2)_(I/z¢,Q2) isthe 'fragmentation

function',which isthe probabilitydistributionofthe finalhadron C in Zc.

Thus, we requirethreeingredientsto d_cribe the hadron hadron collision(I)at large

p±:

a) The parton distributionfunctionsfA/hB, which describethe structureof A,B in

terms of theirparton distributions,,

b) The p_'ton-partoncrosssectionsd&/dSpc foralltypesof 2 ---+2 scatteringprocesses,

c) The fragmentationfunctionsD_, which describethe probabilitythat the detected

hadron C takesa fractionzcof the leadingpartonsmomentum, thus,the momentum

compositionof C in terms ofparton momenta.

The structurefunctionsa) and the fragmentationfunctionsc) containessentialnon-

perturbativeQCD effectsand can.uotbe derivedfrom perturbationtheory.Hcwever, the

momentum distributionsofpartonsin hadrons,i.e.the structurefunctionslh(z,Q2) are

very wellprobed in deep inelasticeN-scatteringin the range 10-a<x<l at specificQ2.

Similarly,the fragmentationfunctionsD_(z, Q=) can be measured in e+¢ - --,jetsor in

e.]V--.jetsfora broad range of z and fixedQ2. With thesedata,forsome particularQ=,

the charge of f_(x, Q2) and DJh(z, Q2) with Q2 can then be calculated by means of the

evolution equations (see e.g. [2],[3],[4]).

= ) 7 °=)P;-'J

dln O 2 --: c_,( ) T _. Dj y' O2 pj_.,(y), (4:J

where the P___ (_-_ axe the 'sDlittinz functions'. These appear as the lowest order e×pres-
, \y/ - _
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sions for the variation per unit Q2 of the probability for finding the parton i in parton j

with a fraction x/l/of the parent parton momentum (y > x).

From these evolution equations one can determine the parton distributions/_ and the

fragmentation functions D_, for sufficiently large values of Q=, provided they are known

(i.e. measured) at some value Qo=. Finally, the remaining ingredient b), the cross sections

d_/d3pc (ab ---, cd), can be cMculated in QCD perturbation theory, if Q2 is large enough

(Q2>l- 2GeV 2) and the strong coupling a,(Q 2) between the partons becomes sufficiently

sma_.

Thus, putting it all together it is possible to calculate the inclusive cross section for

A + B _ C + X from Eq. (3). For a more detailed presentation see e.g. [2],[3] and

references therein.

3. Dynamics of relativistic nuclear collisions

In order to describe the dynamics of a highly relativistic nuclear collision within the

picture outlined in the previous section (i.e. in accordance with Eq. (3) and Fig. 2), we

have formulated a parton cascade model to simulate the time evolution of such a reaction.

Basically, we 'solve' Eq. (3) by means of a Monte Carlo sampling method, i.e. by

simulating many collision events on the computer and taking their average.

How do we simulate such a nuclear collision?

The goal is to find a realistic description based on the fundamental QCD-interaction

of quarks and gluons, with a maximum of calculable theoretical input, supplemented by

a minimum of experimental data (e.g. the structure functions), where our limited present

knowledge of strong interactions requires.

Clearly a fully relativistic space-time description is necessary. As a guideline we use

the picture of hadron interactions, sketched in the previous section, and incorporate the

factorization of the reaction in the three essential elements, namely, fragmentation of
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o.) 6) c)

Fig. 3: The three essential building blocks of our dynamical description of a nuclear
collision A + B --, . .. :

a) Initiaaization with parton distributions in the nucleons of the colliding nuclei A, B
according to the structure functions fA, rbS.

b) Collision of the nuclei, described in terms of the space-time evolution of parton
cascades, governed by elementary parton-parton collisions and parton decays.

c) Hadronization occurs after a certain thermalization time and is controlled by

the fragmentation functions D_ yielding the final hadron states and momentum
distributions.
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partons from the colliding nuclei, parton-parton collisions and recombination into final

hadrons (c.f. Fig. 2, Eq. (3)). Such an approach would then allow for a study of

ultrarelativistic nuclear collisions on the microscopic level of the dynaxaics of quarks and

gluons, both in momentum space and configuration space.

The model we employed is a parton cascade evolution. The concept (illustrated in

Fig. 3a)-c)) is the following:

We consider central colfisions of two highly relativistic nuclei A + B _ ... in their

center of mass (CM) frame.

In accordance with the three-stage picture, the model consists of three building blocks

a) Initialization (fragmentations of A and B into partons, (Fig. 3a)),

b) Parton collisions and parton decays (parton cascades, (Fig. 3b)),

c) Hadrordzation (formation of final state hadrons, (Fig. 3c)).

In the following we will describe the details of these elements.

a) Initialization:

The nucleons of the two colliding nuclei A and B are assigned initial positions ran-

domly throughout the volume of A, respectively B.

The nucleons themselves are pictured as em;embles of partons (i.e. valence quarks, sea

quarks and gluons). Since the structure functions lA(z, Q2), f_(z, Q2) are the probability

distributions of the parton flavours in z = Pparton/Phadron, the fractional distributions

of the initial momenta ofA and B among their constituent partons will be given by

zafA(x,Q 2) and zbfB(zb, Q2). Thus, the partons of A and /_ are randomly assigned

fractions za, zb of the CM-momentum per nucleon according to the distributions

, { N = proton, neutronx f_ (x, Q2 ), i = gluons, valence quarks, sea quarks, (5)

from which the longitudinal momenta Pll = z 'PN were determined. The expficit forms of

the zr(z, Q2) that we use, axe shown in Fig. 4. They are the EHLQ structure functions
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Fig. 4: Structure Functions zfi(x, Q2) for Sampling Longitudinal Momenta of Initial Partons.

in the parametrization of Eichten et al. [5]. So far we assumed that the parton structure

of the nuclei A and B are well represented by simple superposition of their nucleons'

structure functions. A more reaJJstic description (which we plan to implement) is to include

'shadowing' and 'EMC-type' effects [11] that modify this simple picture.

The transverse momenta P.L of the partons are sampled from a normal distribution

with zero mean value and variance of 0.I8 GeV [1]. This transverse momentum spread
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results essentially from the partons 'Fermi motion', which is due to the fact that they are

confined within the radius of a nucleon (of the order of 0.5-1 fm). Thus, by the uncertMnty

principle, the partons must have a momentum spread of Ap __ h/(0.5fm) __ 0.4 GeV

transverse to the nucleon's direction. The corresponding pl-distribution is found to be

approximately a normal distribution, roughly indepdendent of s = (E A + ES) 2 and Q2.

The positions of the partons in configuration space are randomly chosen within a

sphere of radius rN = 1 fm around the nucleons CM positions. These positions are then

boosted into the CM frame of the initial nuclei A, B, which establishes the strongly Lorentz

contracted shape of the nuclei as viewed in the CM frame (see Fig. 8).*

Each parton is therefore described by its flavor f, its coordina'ges _"in configuration

space (the CM frame of A and B), its four momentum p = (E,p-') and its restmass m.

b) Collision:

Once the initialization is complete, the time development (described in discrete time

steps of the nuclear collision starts. In each timestep the flavor f, position r, energy

E, momentum p-"and virtual mass My (which the parton can acquire through off shell

scattering as described below) are stored for each parton. These quantities are updated

after each time step. Since we incorporate particle creation processes, the number of

partons will increase with time, and we need to consider partons with ali possible flavors

f = g, u,d, s, _, d, _. Heavier quarks c, b are not taken into account at this time.

The evolution of the collision now proceeds as cascades of partons and is described as

follows:

* The informed reader may wonder whether this is correct because it was shown some-
time ago that a moving object would look rotated, and not contracted, if viewed by an
observer at rest. However, this is not what is shown in Fig. 8. The positions of the par-
ticles are plotted as if they would be instantaneously seen by a multitude of syncronized
local observers, not by a single distant observer.
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The partons propagate along classical trajectories until they collide. 'InternM' parton

collisions, i.e. very soft collisions between Mmost colinear partons are ignored if the totM

energy of the pair is x/_ _< 1 GeV, (quantities with a 'hat' i.e. _,{,t2,5 etc. refer to the

partons).

To decide, whether in a given time step a collision between two partonsoccurs, the

total cross sections 5 for parton-parton scatterings are used to define a specific area of

interaction. If the distance of closest approach of the two trajectories (defined as the point

where the product of relative velocity and separation of the parton pair under consideration

is zero) is within this area of interaction, then a collision occurs (i.e. if I_'1- _'2]min< Ro --

The cross sections we use are evaluated from the lowest order 2 ---+2 processes of QCD.

The relevant processes axe depicted in Fig. 5, the corresponding amplitudes for the case of

massless partons are summarized in Ref. [6]. In order to avoid the Coulomb-like singularity

of the scattering amplitudes at small four momentum transfer t, between the partons, the

cross sections were set equal to a constant below a cutoff momentum po - _ = 0.5

GeV. However, since we will also take into account 'off-shell' scattering, we generalized the

cross-sections for massless partons to include also virtually massive partons.

Once a collision occurs between a specified parton pair (1,2) the nature of the process

(cf, Fig, 5) has to be chosen. For example, for the scattering of two gluons, where there

are the four processes

gg _ gg,u_,dd, s_, (6)

we sample the type of process and thus the type of outgoing partons according to the

relative probabilities(depending on _= (pl +p2)2). Notice that, beside ordinary scattering

gg _ gg, there is the possibility of producing particles of different flavor via gg _ q-_.
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Fig. 6: Lowest order diagra.m_ to evaluate the cross sections for parton-parton scattering

processes. Shown are the {,_,._ channel contributions. For gg _ 9g in addition

there is the four point vertex,
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Similarly for q_-scattering we have to choose from

w

qq _ u_, dd, s_, gg. (7)

Next the partons (3,4) that emerge froma collision are distributed in _ = (pl - pa)2 and

- (pl - p4)2, or equivalently in scattering angle 0 and invariant masses M_, M_.

The distribution in mass corresponds to 'off-mass shell' scattering and effectively in-

cludes higher order QCD diagrams, For example, for the scattering of a quark and a gluon

the outgoing quark line is not necessarily that of a 'free' quark but possibly connected to

another vertex, as illustrated in Fig. 6. In this case the quark obtairm a virtual mass M,,.

Its square M_ is defined as the inverse squared quark-propagator since

2

_ p2_m 2 = _'v2'

,, , _ ,, ,

o

Fig. 6: Scattering of a quark and a gluon, a)with the outgoing quark on mass shell, b)
with the outgoing quark scattered off mass shell, resulting in a virtual mass.

The invariant mass distribution, which determines the degree of how fax the par-

tons are off mass shell, can be calculated from QCD. Since the magnitude of the partons
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virtual masses corresponds to their lifetime, the invariant masses are determined by the

decay probabilities of the partons. These probabilities are given by the splitting functions

Pj__jIj2(z) for the decay of parton j into new partons Jl,j2 which carry off fractions z and

(1 - z) respectively of the summed energy and momentum of parton j. The invari,'mt mass

distribution one then obtains, is (see Ref. [71).

_,(t)

where t _=M_, j = q,g and

, _,g(g) j (gb)
d; = 2,rj(zo)/Zo (9_)

l -zt
7y(zc) = Pi--.an(z)dZ (9d)

c

4_r

_,(t) = 50tog(q=/A2), (9e)

/3o = 11 - 2/3n/. (9f)

The function _rj(t, tc ) in (gb) is the probability that the parton j of invariant Mass t = M_2

decays only into 'unresolvably' soft partons until its invariant mass M 2 has been degraded

to tc = #_. We will use both, an invariant mass cutoff tc = #_ and a cutoff in z at

zt. Partons with M a < #_ are considered not to decay and to propagate freely until the

next time step. Also we treat partons with z < zc as unresolvably softj as explained after

equation (13). The invariant mass cutoff tc and the cutoff in z at zc axe necessary in order

to avoid the production of an infinite number of very soft partons.

According to this picture with partons possibly being off mass shell, we choose the

scattering angle and the invariant masses of the outgoing partons (3 and 4) from probability

distributions which axe determined by the differential cross section for the specific process

sampled before,

da(a,_,a) d_(_,_o_0,M_,M,)
dt = d(cosO)dM2adM_. (10)
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When a parton has been scattered off mass shell, it can 'decay', which means it can either

radiate off a gluon (Bremstrahlung) or, if it is a gluon, it can also produce a q_-pair (cf.

Fig.7).

Fig. 7.: Basic QCD diagrams, for splitting processes of quarks and gluons described by

the corresponding spLitting functions Pi-iri= (z).

These decays occur with a lifetime A_-, determined by the degree towhich the phons

are off-mossshe]],

1 (E+ Ip_)
_ ~ E-f ~ u_ " (_1)

where M_ is the squared virtual mass of the decaying parton.

The processes illustrated in Fig. 7 are described by the 'splitting functions' Pj_jtj=(z)

which are defined as

Pj_j,j,(z) = z(1 - z) IVj_i,j=l=
spin

COlOr
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As mentioned before, they are essentially the lowest order probability densities for the

splitting process j --+ jlj2 with products jl ,J2 carrying off fractions z = Pit Pi and (l-z) =

pj_/py of the energy momentum of j. Furthermore, k.L is the transverse momentum spread

between Jl and j2 with respect to the direction of/7 i. It depends on the squared virtual

mass M_ of j via

kl= -

In each time step, for every parton that is off mass shell it is chewed, whether it

decays or not. Since the distribution 7ry(t,te) in (9b) gives the probability for a parton j

with invariaJat mass t = M_ to emit only unresolvably soft radiation we generate a random

number r between 0 and 1 and decide, if r < 7ry(t = M 2, tc) then the parton will only emit

unresolvably soft radiation and propagates freely to the end of the timestep. On the other

hand, if r > 7rj(t = M_,tc), then it is allowed to decay.

If the parton decays in a given time step At is produces two new partons which carry

off fractions z and (1 - z), respectively, of its summed energy and 'momentum according

to the corresponding splitting function. In addition, the decay products receive momenta

k.L and --k.L, respectively, transverse to the direction of the decaying partons momentum.

The magnitude of Ik.LI is sampled from the appropriate kL-distribution for the process

under consideration.

In case of quark or antiquark the splitting process is clearly determined. However, in

case of a gluon we have four competing processes

m

g ---+gg, u_,dd, a'_, (14)

and the nature of the actual process by which it decays is sampled according to the relative

probabilities, determhned by the splitting functions.

If the parton does not decay in this dme step, it continues to propagate and can either

decay in a later time step or may scatter with another parton before it decays.
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Thus, the st"_ce-time evolution of the nuclear system proceeds by means of parton

cascades and parton showers, described by elementary parton-parton collisions and parton

decays calculated from QCD.

Since the computer code i_ still in the process of development, we will present only

a few preliminary results. We considered a central collision of two equal nuclei with their

center of mass chosen as the reference frame. For the initialization, three valence quarks,

q five gluons and no seaquarks were assigned to each nucleon according to the struc_llre

functions (5) so that the gluons carried about 50% of the nucleon's momenta on the valence

quarks the other half. The contribution of seaquarks is known to be comparatively small

in the region 0.02 _< x < 1 and was neglected so far. For Q2, occur,ng in the structure

fu_ctions (5), we took an average value depending on the collision rate of partons for the

chosen CM energy of the initial nuclei (Q2 m,5 GEV2).

The size of time steps was taken to be 0.05 fm, small encugh to resolve the density of

parton collisions and decays.

We took a running coupling constant

a,(Q2) = 12v
(33 - 2hf)log(Q2/A 2) (15)

with ni = 3, A = 0.2 GeV. The value of Q2 is determined by the momentum transfer, i.e.

the kinematics of each individual partea-parton collision.

For the rest masses of the quarks we took

rnV=rod=0, m,=0.15GeV' (16)

In Fig. 8 we show the time evolution of a (A = 32)+(A = 32) collision in the CM frame

,l cf the nuclei at a toa.al energy of 1280 GeV, corresponding to an ECM=20 GeV/nucleon.

The series of pictures are a _t through the z - z plane in configuration space from t = 0,

corresponding to the initialization of _he nuclei, until . = 10 fm. Fig. 9 shows the dN/dy
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distribution (i.e. the number of partons per rapidity interval) for the initial stage. The

full line is the total distribution (gluons and quarks), the dotted and dashed lines

represent the individual contributions of gluons and quarks, respectively. The two

peaks at Y "_ =1=3.7correspond to the rapidity of the initial nuclei. While the quarks are

absent in the center around y - 0 arid form two peaks around the nuclear rapidities, the

gluons have a much broader distribution and are strongly present around y = 0. This is due

to the dominance of gluons in the structure functions at small values of the scaling variable

z, corresponding to small longitudinal momenta and thus to small values of rapidity 5' (c.f.

Fig 3). As mentioned, seaquarks have been neglected so far. Their contribution should fill

up a bit the gap in the dN/dy-distribution of the valence quarks around y = 0 since the

seaquarks appear in the structure functions oilly at very small x, corresponding to 5' "__0.

The time evolution of this dN/ds' distribution (not shown here) shows a strong en-

hancement in the central rapidity region due to production of new, hard partons with

relatively large transverse momentum.

c) ._[tadronization

After a certain time, the majority of partons has radiated off most of their energy,

and the system is expected to thermalize locally. At this stage, non-perturbative effects

become essential and the picture of hard parton-parton interaction governing the nuclear

dynamics ceases to be valid. For example, when the average energy per parton fails below

a critical value Ec the number of soft partons, characteristic for the confinement regime,

increases dr_tically. At this point of time hadronization mechanisms become important.

Up to now we have not formulated a realistic model description of this third stage

of the nuclear collision (c.f. Fig. 3c). In nuclear collisions the situation is complical,ed

by the competition between rescattering and fragmentation of partons. We propose to

treat the parton fragmentation along the Lines of the Field Feynman approach [8]. Rescat-
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tering and/or fragmentation of a parton will be determined on a ra udom basis. When

the system has become sufficiently dilute, so that rescattering events become rare, we

will allow the remaining partons to hadronize or to recombine into hadrons, in the spirit

of a fragmentation-recombination model developed earlier in the context of strangeness

production in ultrarelativistic nuclear collisions [9].

An alternative description of the hadronization process is to use the results from the

parton cascade calculation (stopped ata certa;.n time, when the momentum distribution

of partons starts to become thermalized) as an input for a hydrodynamical computation,

an approach which is reasonable for a thermM distribution. This would then allow for

a rather different analysis of the hadronization stage and e.g. the resulting momentum

distributions of the observed final hadrons.

4. Future Improvements

Besides detailed tests and analyses of the results of the program at its present stage,

we want to include, and explore the effects of several important aspects that have been

neglected or not completely worked out so far in our parton cascade calculations:

a) The initial nucleons contain not only valence quarks but also sea quarks, whose dis-

tributions are well known experimentally. This contribution is especially important

in the case of strange quarks, for which there is no valence quark c,_ntribution, and

for antiquarks generally.

b) The apparent parton distributions depend on the momentum transfer in an individual

parton-parton collision as mentioned in Section 2. The change in the distribution

functions, as described by the evolution equations (4:) is particularly drastic for sea

quarks and gluons where no conservation law restrincts the shape of the distribution,

and for small values of the scaling variable z. This effect may play an important role

_,_ ,h,_ ,-,.,_,,-,l r,pid_ity reg_,_n at very. high energies [10], where it could facilitate the
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formation of a baryon free region of high energy density.

c) The nuclear structure functions differ from a simple superposition of nucleonic struc-
j /,"

ture functions by 'sh.a:i,,:iw_rag,, "EMC-type' effects and effects of Fermi motion [11].
, , ' ¢

j i ' ' /, '

These corrections comi!me¢/[.wit, h the improvements a) and b) will be taken into ac-

count and their in.fluence will be tested in future calculations [12].

d) Electromagnetic processes such as gg ---, "Tq, q'q -"* e+e-, /z+#- etc. cou]c_ easily be

included in the calculation.

e) We will allow for a competition between parton rescattering and hadronization, which

may occur through fragmentation or recombination of partons. A parton that has not

scattered for a time _h (in the comoving referen,:e frame) will be allowed to hadronize.

The magnitude of th wili determine whether an equilibrated parton phase (quark

gluon plasma) can form or whether the partons hadronize before equilibration occurs.

Observables which are sensitive to the size of th can then be considered as signatures

of the quark gluon plasma.
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1 Introduction

The state of hot and dense matter which could consist of deconfined quarks and

gluons has only been a theoretical topic for more than a decade until tim notable

experiments of relativistic heavy ion collisions[1] at CERN and BNL, which at least

give us some respectable feeling, if not understanding, of what is happening in

these heavy ion interactions. With the results from these experiments and the

accompanying controversy on whether quark gluon plasma(QGP) is created, we are

now looking forward to the experiments at Relati ¢istic Heavy Ion Collider(RtIIC).

At v_ = 200 GeV/n, one would expect that hard parton scattering or jet production

becomes important, since it has already played a major role in every aspect of p_

collisions at Sp]_ energies[2]. However, in heavy ion collisions nuclear effect on the

jets mutt also come in. First, due to the large number of binary collisions in heavy

ion interactions, the number of jets produced will also be large. Iris estimated[3]

that half of the transver._ . energy in a central U + U collision at RHIC comes from

mini jets. Second, the involvement of many nucleons and the particle production in

the central rapidity region over a large transverse space will give rise to the effect of

initial state and final state interations on the jets production, the former resulting

in the Cronin effect[4] and the later causing jet quenching in hadronic matter.

The problem of jet quenching is particularly interesting in heavy ion collisions.

Unlike .1/• supression or strangeness enhancement, the original rate for jet produc-

tion and its PT distribution can be reliably calculated by perturbative QCD which

agrees well with experiments in pp or p_ collisions[5]. With some modehng[6,7], the

fragmentation of these jets in free space into hadrons can also be well understood.

Since the hard partons are created before the other soft interactions or the forma-

tion of QGP if possible, they mta-st travel through tlm dense matter produced in the

collision. Therefore, jets could serve as an external probes of the nucleus-nucleus

collisions. Previous calculations[8]-[lO] of the final state interactions of jets in nu-
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clear collisions considered the enhmaced acoplanarity of jets as a probe of multiple

scattering in dense matter. Unfortunately, tile initiM state interax:tions also give

rise to large acoplanarity and as empha.sized in Ref. [9,10], increased acoplanarity

is expected to occur in both confined and deconfined phases of dense matter. How-

ever, a sudden change accompanied by the phase transition, especially a reduction,

in the energy loss of the jet when it interacts with the dense matter would be an

outstaxlding effect[ii]. Then jet quenching could provide us a viable signal of the

formation of QGP. Puthermore, the effect of jet production and quenching oi1 parti-

cle production is also important. To provide a conventional picture of the problem,

we developed HIJING Monte Carlo progra_m _vhich uses perturbative QCD to sim-

ulate jet production in nucleus-nucleus collisions. The interactions of jets with the

excited strings then provide the mechanism for jet quenching.

2 Jets Production in Nucleon-nucleon Collisions

We first briefly review jet production in hadron, ic interactions. In nucleon-nucleon

collisions, one can calculate the cross section of h,_rd parton scatterings asi12]

daj,t

dP#dwdy2 = E zaz2 [ f,,(x_,P_)fb(x_,P_)da"b(_,[, ft)/dra,b

+ fb(x,,P_)A(x2, P_)da"b(_,_,t)/d[] (1 - 62'--/b), (1)

where the summation runs over all parton species, Y1,9_ axe the rapiclities of the

scattered partons and xi,x2 axe the ft'actions of momentum carried by the initial

partons and they are related by xi = xr(e vI + eV_)/2, z2 = xr(e -v' + e-V2), ZT --

2PT/v_. This calculation as shown in Fig. 1113] agrees with experiments very

well for different range of Pr and x/_. Due to the backgro_md of soft interactions,

it becomes more and more experimentally difficult to detect the jets with small

PT,whose production rates giwm by Eq. 1 are, however, tlle largest. Therefore, even
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though not directly observable, minijets whose PT still validate the perturbative

QCD have be,a shown to be dominant in hadronic interactions and the correponding

multiparticle prod,action[14].

We can calculate the total inclusive jet cross section by integrating Eq. 1 with

a low PT cutoff Po,

= ['14dP].dyldy21 daiet
a i=t Jvg 2 dP_y'[dy2" (2)

Since the dornina_lt mini jets have relatively small energy, we can assume that they

are independently produced. Therefore, the average number of minijets produc-

tion(i.e, pairs of minijets) for a hadron-hadron collision at impact parameter b

is ai,,A(b), where A(b) is partonic overlap fur ction between the two hadrons. In

terms of semiclassica] probabilistic model[15], the probability for multiple _minijets
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production is then

gs(b)_ [ai_,A(b)l_ -o,,,A(b)j! , (3)
i

Similarly, we can also represent the soft interactions by an inclusive cross section

a,o/¢ which, unlike ajar, can only be determined phenomenologlcally. Then the total

inelastic cross section of the hadron-hadron collision is,

crl. = d2b[1 - e-_"°/'"t(b)]¢ -a'''A(b) + d2b _----:v--- , (4)
, j=l

where tile first term is the cross section for only soft interactions and the second

is the cross section for at least one hard with or without soft interactions. After

summation, the above equation becomes

ai,_ = / d2b[1 - c-(_'°1'+_,")A(b)]. (5)

Using eikonal approximation, we can also calculate the total cross section atom.

By assuming Po = 2 GeV, which is the lowest cutoff one can have for Duke and

Owens[16] parametrization of structure function and requires a constant a,or_ at

high energies, we found[17] as shown in Fig, 2 that the production of minijets

describes well the increase of atot and the violation of geometrical scaling.

I_bllowing the same arguement, we can calculate the particle distribution[17][19]

in the case of minijets production,

dnp

_o [aj_,A(b)]Je_o,,,A(b)E daPj(n ) (6)
j=l

where EdaP.(n)/cIap is the invariant distribution for particles from soft interactions,

EdaPj(n)/d_p is for particles from j number of jets and the accompanying soft,
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Fig. 2 (a)The calculatedcrosssections,a,ot(solidline),a_,,,(d_hedline)and a,(dot-
dashed line)versus_/_.(b)act/(7,o,versusV_. See referencesof the data in

interaction. Using the information from e+e - annihilation experiments for particle

production of jets and the geometrical branching model[18] for the soft particle

production, we can cMculate the multiplicity distributions in pp and p'p collisions[17],

as shown in Fig.3,4. The non-log increase of average multiplicity and broadening

of the distribution with energy or KNO scaling violation are clearly attributed to

jets production. Furthermore, the correlation between <pr > and multiplicity n

can also be calculated[19], as shown in Fig.5, and j*.'ts production again explains

why <PT> ,ncreases with n and the over all increase of <Pr> with energy. One

point needs special attention here. As explMned in Ref. [19], the first increase of

<pr > with n is due to the change of ratio between the probabilities of soft and

hard interactions. However, when one increases n to some very large numbers, he

might have biased the events to those of large PT jets production, which could give

a large <pr> of the totM charged particles. Since experiments[20] at the Fermilab
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rise of the correlation curve, it is necessary to look at the structure of those events

with large n. If a non-negllbible fraction of these events have large PT jets, then

van Hove's scenario[21] of a rise-plateau-rise structure in <lOT> and n correlation

can not serve as a clean signal of QGP formation.

0{i. --1 I l " • 0 _ " 1 "' 1 .... I ' I""

¢i', 63 Gtr ,,IX • 200 Gev

> o >=o;- ,
• A c

="-

V 0 _ - O=
tr#.-

0] ,, I I , I ,I , 0! I t t ,I t,, -
20 40 60 60 0 20 40 _0 80

e_¢l_ I"t¢_

0.6 = i = .... = 06, l = = ="

4" • 540 GeV ,._ I ..._

v 0,4 0.4 O0 GeV

!

t J J, l O_ ; I I I
0'30 20 40 60 80 20 40 60 I0

fttt _ ft_

]Fig. 5 Calculated <Fr> versus n from Ref. [19].

3 Jets Production in Nucleus-nucleus Collisions

Similar to nucleon-nucleon collisions, one can have the number of jets production

in a nucleus-nucleus collision as

dN(b) T_ts mN= (b)daj_t , (7)

where TAB(b) is the overlap function of nuclei A and B at impact parameter b which

is essentially the number of binary nucleon-nucleon collisions. This calculation is

straight forward and one can show that jet production rate is much higher than in
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nucleon-nucleon collisions. What we are rnost interested now is the nulcear effect on

the jets production. Basically, there are two aspects of the nuclear effect, one being

the initial state interactions and the other being final state interactions. The effects

of initial state interactions include the shadowing effect and the Cronin effect which

have been thoroughly studied in many experiments. The final state interactions are

then more sensitive to the property of the dense matter that a jet has to go through.

It is the difference between the energy losses of a jet when it travels through a QGP

and a hadronic matter that we hope to signal the QCD deconfinement transition.

Let us first look at the energy loss of a jet when it propagates through nuclear

matter in e- A scatterings. In such scatterings, the jets produced in the e- N collision

have to interact with the other target nucleons and then be attenuated on their way

out. For jet energies v = E,- E,, ,-_ 10 GeV, data from SLAC[23] on e-Sn

indicates a substantial nuclear suppression of hadrons produced with fractional

energies z > 0.1. On the other hand, EMC data[24] show that jet quenching in nuclei

is virtually absent for u > 20 GeV. Three mechanisms for the suppression of large x

hadrons are studied[22] on the basis of a phase space extension of the Lund string

model[7] and the resultant ratio of the fragmentation functions in e-A and e-N

for two different jet energies are shown in Fig.6122] together with the data[23,24].

The G-curves assume a zero formation length( distance from jet production point

to hadron formation point) and _he final hadron cascading. They best fit the data

for v = 10 GeV, but can not account for the rapid onset of jet transparency beyond

v >_ 20 GeV. The C-curves also have hadron cascading but with a constituent

formation length £c "_ z(1- z)L, where L = v/_ is the overall hadronization length

scale and _ _1 GeV/fm is the string tension. This scheme however underestimates

the large suppression of small x --, 0.1 hadrons in e-Sn for 10 GeV jets. The

third mechanism represented by S-curves, which assumes color string flip when the

end-point partons of a string interact with a nucleon, is most consistent with the
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Fig. 6 The ratio RA(x) for Sn targets at <v>=10 GeV and <v>=62 GeV, taken
from Ref. [22].

available data among the three schemes. In this string flip model, the hadrons from

the leading string always form outside the nucleus and hence do not suffer final state

cascading. When the leading string emerges from the nucleus its energy has been

reduced by _R due to the kinematic rearrangement of string end points. Therefore,

the jets have

(dE/dx)H -z t_//= t_ (8)

when they travel through nuclear matter.

In a QGP, the string flip scenario breaks down because the string between two

color charges does not exist any more. The source of energy loss for jets in a

QGP can only come from the collisions with the other partons in the thermalized

system. It was first estimated by Bjorken[25] that such energ:# loss for a quark of
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energy E in an ideal quark gluon plasma at a temperature T is

..... (dE/dx)Q w, 6a2oT21n(4ET/M2)e-M/T(1 + M/T), (9)

where M ,',, 9T is an infrared cutoff on the order of Debye mass. The energy loss

for gluons is expected to be 9/4 larger. A full calculation[26] of dE/dz via finite

temperature perturbative QCD only shows a slight correction to the above result.

The magnitude of the energy loss is clearly 'very sensitive to the effective coupling

constant a,. Recent QCD lattice studies[27,28] of the static heavy q_ potentiM

indicate that the coupling strength of heavy quarks is quite small, a _, 0.1, just

above Tc _ 200 MeV. A possible reduction of the static string tension just below

Tc is also indicated[28]. While these results all refer to static interactions in dense

matter, they may suggest the possibility that both the dynamic coupling in Eq.9 in

the plasma phase and the string tension in Eq.8 in the mixed phase is also small.

For E -,, 20 GeV jets in a plasma at temperature T ,,_ 250 MeV, a value of a° <_ 0.2

would imply that (dE/dz)q _ 0.4 GeV/frn. This energy loss is significantly smaller

than the energy loss (dE/dx)H = _ ,_ 1 GeV in the confined phase via the string

flip model[22]. Eventually at very high temperaturs the collisional energy loss will

increase with T 2. But hydrodynamic studies[29,30] show that a QGP system will

spend most of its expemsion time in the mixed phase, where there may be a moderate

reduction of dE/dz.

Taking into account of the expansion of a QGP, the total energy loss of a jet

when it is out of the system is then,

where C. is the color factor such that Cq = 1 and C_ = 9/4, r is the initial
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Fig. 7 DijetreductionfactorforcentralU + U collisionsat v/_ =200 GeV/n as
a function of the Clijet energy E = Prl + Pr2, for different valuesof _Q/_I
assuming _u=l GeV/fm.

transverse coordinate, ¢ the azimuthal angle of the jet and rl(r, ¢) the escape time.

Assuming only Bjorken[31] scaling longitudinal expansion and a Bag model equation

of state[31], one can find the time dependence of dE(r)/dz and get the reduction

rate of jet production at fixedPr by averaging over the initial coordinates (r, ¢)[22],

In the plasma phase, the temperature decreases as T(r)/Tc = (rQ/r) '/z. According

to 9,dE/d denoting the energy loss in the plasma phase by

_Q. Fig.7 shows the calculated reduction factors for central U + U collisions as

a fucntion of the dijet energy at ,,/7 = 200 GeV/n. The Bag model parameters

were chosen such that Tc = 190 MeV, B = 0.5 GeV/fm z, eQ = 2.5 GeV/fm z, and

eH = 0.5 GeV/fm _. The initial conditions for these calculations were assmned to
3=
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be ro = 1 fm/c and

eo = e,A 1/3 + ehA 2/3, (12)

where the energy density due to soft processes is ¢, _ 0.5 GeV/fm 3 and the energ3 _

density due to semi-h_d minijets is ch(V_ = 200) _ 0.08 GeV/fm3[3]. Note that

the overtdlmagnitude of jet quenching in heavy nuclei is quite laxge, reducing the

expected number of jets by _round ma order of magnitude. The quenching is iso

very sensitive to the ratio of dE/dz in the two phases.

Because jet quenching depends on the size of the dense matter and the energy

of the jet, one should consider the reduction factor for fixed A and dijiet energy

E, but vm'ing the c.m. energy vG or the initial energy density to. If the reduction

factor is plotted as a function of e0, we would see ma increases in RAA as illustrated

in Fig. 8, where U + U is considered. In obtaining Fig. 8, the low bound of the

correlation of thermalization time with initial temperature To > 1To is taken, with

_0 _ (E0- B)/12. We note that for reduced energy loss in plasma phrase transition

10 0 ....... ,[ ..... ,,,[ • _. , ..... ._

0.2

;>
QJ

o
03
II

10

l • J J I _ t'J.,.-n I L i , , , i i

aU --

100 I01 102 I03

co GeV/fm 3

Fig. 8 Dijet reduction factor for central U + U collisions at _ =200 GeV/n for
di jet energy E = 30 GeV as a function of the initial energy density eo assumin
a thermalization time ro = 1/To(solid lines) and ro = 1/3T0(dashed lines).
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there should be a period of increase in RAA with eo just above cO. If we assume the

estimation of the initial energy density e0 by Eq. 12 and a linear increase of eh with

v_, we could see such an increase in the energy range of x/_ = 20 ,-, 200 GeV but

only for A = 45 ,-, 90. For smaller nuclei, eQ can never be achieved and for larger

nuclei we would miss the phase transition point where dE/dz might be small.

4 HIJING Monte Carlo Program

In nucleus-nucleus collisions, there are larger number of jets production than in

nucleon,nucleon interactions. One would expect that it is easier to study the jets.

However, as we have mentioned before, among the numerous jets most of them
i

have relatively small Pr of a few GeV, characterizing that of mini jets. These mini-

jets then will have large background in the ET distribution of the events. The

continuation from mini jets to high PT jets will make the detection of di jets very

difficult. To estimate the background of the mini jets and to study the overall effect

of jets production is our main purpose to develope HIJING Monte Carlo program

for nucleus-nucleus collisions at high energy: The program also tries to study jet

quenching in hadronic matter and its effect on the particle production.

The genealogy of the Monte Carlo programs related to HI,]ING stems from

Lund/JETSET[7] which was developed for jet fragmentation in e+e - annihilation.

From there emerged two programs for hadronic interactions. FRITIOF[32] consid-

ered that the hadronic interactions in hadron-hadron,hadron-nucleus and nucleus-

nucleus collisions can be described by the excitation, of the strings formed between

the leading quarks and diquarks(or anti-quarks). Later on, it also took into account

of the Glauber geometry for nuclear collisions which was introduced first in the

ATTILA[33] version and the soft radiation was also considered[34]. The philosophy

of PYTHIA[35] however is to employ perturbative QCD as much as possible in

hadron-hadron interactions. It uses Eq. 1 to simulate multiple hard or semi-hard
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parton interactions and conducts initial and final state radiation. The final partons

are connected as strings and fragmented via Lund/JETSET. What we have done in

HIJING is basically to combine FRITIOF and PYTHIA together to simulate mul-

tiple jets production in nucleus'nucleus collisions and consider the effect of initial

and final state interaction of the scattered partons. Therefore HIJING contains:

1. The Glauber geometry of nuclear interactions. The probability of inelastic

nucleon-nucleon collisions is described by eikonal formalism in Eq. 5.

2. FRITIOF soft excitation and soft radiation. We also have a low pr cutoff for

the radiation to aviod producing jet-lit'e gluons.

3. Multiple jets production which could also include the production of two hard

jets of fixed Pr with initial and final state radiation.

4. Jet quenchiag mecahnism.

5. JETSET hadronization.

6. Shadowing effect and multiple initial state interactions are also going to be

included.

Our scheme of multiple jets production is based on Eq. 3, which determines the

number of jets produced per nucleon-nucleon collision. Then PYTHIA is call to

determine the four-momentum and flavors of the scattered partons. After each call

of PYTHIA the initial momenta of scatterd partons are subtracted from the incident

nucleons. Each nucleon-nucleon collision is also accompanied by FRITIOF soft

excitations. Finally the accumulated partons which have been scattered are linked

with the valence partons and soft radiations are performed. The fragmentation of

the strings is via JETSET.

In principle, the interaction of jets with the excited hadronic matter must be
]

considered in a space-time evolution picture. A large Pr gluon jet must begin to
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fragment on its way to interact with an excited string which also have to break up.

The jet will lose its energy and therefore be quenched by stretching the string which

links it with other partons. The interaction or string flip only happens between the

reduced jet and a section of the excited string. This scheme of jet quenching,

however, can not be realized now in HIJING due to the limited computer power..

We have adopted an approximate scheme in which we do not consider the space-time

evolution. We determine the interaction point via

. dR= (13)
hs

where ,_, is the mean free path of the jet interaction, r is the distance the jet has

travelled after the last interaction. Then we subtract _r from the jet's energy a,:d

add a gluon kink with the same amount of energy to the excite:t string tha_. the jet

interacts with. We continue the procedure until the jet is out of the whole excited

system or the jet's energy is below the cutoff for the jet production.

One must be reminded that the calculations we present here are very preliminary.

In order to investigate the background of mirdjets and how it will affect the detection

of high PT jets, we show in Fig. 9 the lego plot of the transverse energy ET of two

central Au + Au events, one with minijets production and one without. In addition,

two jets with Pr = 40 GeV are also added in each ewmt. Each cell of the plots has

577= 0.2 and 5¢ = 13°. In the event without minijets, the two high Pr jets stand out

very well. V_rhen minijets are included, the background and the fluctuation are quite

large even though the two jets with PT = 40 GeV can still be detectable. However,
'

for PT=20 GeV or less the fluctuation of the background will be comparable to

the signal of the jets. It can be estimated that for a central Au + Au collision

at RHIC, there could be about 6 jets with Pr _ 5 GeV. E_en though one could

mm'lage to detect a single jets with such PT, it is not trivial to find so many di jets



at the same time. For the bulk effects of multiple mini jets we show the rapidity
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Fig. 9 Lego plot of the transverse energy distribution in central Au + Au collisions
at. _/s =200 GeV/n (a)without and (b)with minijets production.
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Fig. 10 Rapidity distributions of charged particles in p+p, central p+Au, Ca+Ca,
and Au + Au collisions at vG =200 GeV/n.
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distributions of charged particles in Fig. 10 for p + p, central p + Au,Ca + Ca and

Au + Au collisions at V_ = 200 GeV/n. The dashed lines are the same plots without

jets production. We note that the contributions to particle production from jets

becomes more important for heavier nuclei. For Au + Au collisions, almost half of

the charged particles come from the fragmentation of jets which are about 400 in

number. These results are in agreement with the estimates of Ref. [3]. When one

goes to even higher energy, at v/.¢ = 2 TeV of the proposed LHC for example, the

contribution from mini jets production will become the dominant effect as shown in

Fig. 11. Of cause, the effect of shadowing will reduced the number of minijets and

the initial multiple parton interaction will increase the PT of the scattered partons.

Fig. 11 Rapidity distribu- -_ _**

tions of charged particles in
central Au + Au collisions at "_

v_ =2000 CeV/n. '_
d lfr00

$O0

.... I , , , , I , . • , t .... I , , , , ! ....

°o 1 2 3 4 _ t

As we have noticed that numerous mini jets will complicate the detection of high

Pr jets especially those with PT <_ 20 GeV. However, we are most interested in

these jets because they are most affected by jet quenching from the study of e-A

interaction. Since jets are finally represented by large Pr secondary hadrons, we

can study the inclusive Pr distribution of hadrons as a supplement to the study of

jet properties. In Fig. 12, we show the pr distribution of charged particles from

central Au + Au collisions at vrs = 200 GeV. The solid histogram is for the case

- 9G -
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when jets are quenched via interactions while the dashed histograxn is for tile case

_J_G.01 _4_,_j{IO0).,4,u(l0())D" 0 withond witho_.#,_I qtJQ_h_g

104 _L_

%

%

| |.l,I . N.h,,

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Fig. 12 'I_nsverse momentum distributions of charged p_rtieles in eentr_ Au +Au
collisions at Vt_ =200 GeV/n with(solid line) _nd without(dashed fine) jet
quenching.

_4 -

t_

_. 4

_ _ lA JJ i A , L i , i i , i J • lJ lJ , * • i | I I _ i
_ 0 1 2 3 4 S I_ 7 8 9 lO

J_

Fig. 13 The ratio of Pr distribution of charged particles in central Au + Au over
• that in Ca + Ca collisions at _/_ =200 GeV/n.
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that has no final state interactions between jets and the excited strings. We note

'that jet quenching indeed suppresses the production of high Pr hadrons and should

also enhance hadrons at small Pr. "I'o look at the effects of jet quenching more

closely, one should compare the Pr distribution of heavy nucleus interaction with

that of lighter nucleus or nucleon-nucleon collision for the best result, because in the

later case jet quenching should be smaller than the formal one. Fig. 13 shows our

calculation of the ratio, between the PT distribution of charged particles from central

Au + Au collisions and that of centrM Ca + Ca. It indeed shows some enhancement

of pax ticle production at. pr _ 2 GeV az,d a substantial suppression at large PT.

If initial state interaction are taken into account, Cronin effect will compensate

' the suppression via jet quenching at high Pr and one would see an increase of the

ratio again. Similarly to the discussion at the end of last section, one should also

investigate the variation of the ratio with energy at fixed PT where je_ quenching is

most prominent. HI,lING will give a constant ratio at all energies because the only

energy dependence in HI,lING is cancelled out. If any form of vm-iation of the ratio

with energy, _.speciMly like the one in Fig. 8, are to be observed, something beyond

the conventional understanding of HIJING must have happend.

5 Conclusions and Remarks

We have discussed the effect of hard or serrfi-hard parton scatterings in heavy ion

collisions a.t RHIC energy and beyond. Due to i.heir calculable production rate, hard

jets can serve as external probes of the excited nuclear matter in relativistic heavy

ion collisions. HIJING Monte Carlo program, which is near completion can provide

us with the conventional production of QCD jet: and their quenching. We motivated

that a noval reduction of energy loss dE/d:r for a jet in a dense matter near QCD

phase transition Tc would result in an abnormal behavior of the jets production rate.

By studying tile suppression factor of jets in heavy nucleus-nucleus collisions and
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its energy variation we could get some information about the state of the excited

nuclear matter and hopefully to indentify the formation of quark gluon plasma.

We would like to thank B. Andersson, M. Bloomer, J. W. Harris, R. C. Hwa,

P. Jacobs, S. Nagamiya, R. D. Pisarski, M. Pli_mer, A. Poskanzer and other col-

leagues for their helpful discussions. Some topics presented here were studied in

collaboration with M. Pliimer and R. C. Hwa.
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Farton distributions in hard nuclear collisions
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Abstract. Current calculations of nuclear shadowing for parton

distributions are reviewed.The analysis of _A data is performed
using exact QCD sum rules for the total momentum and baryon charge

of nuclei. The evidence is found for an overall enhancement of GA
in nuclei (>4% for A)I). Combined with the calculation of

nuclear shadowing at small x, our analysis indicates enhancement
of valence quark and gluon fields in nuclei for x ~ 0.i of about
10(20)% for A=40(A=_), as well as suppression of sea at least for
x<0.1 and of valence quarks at x<0.02. It is also pointed out that

due to scaling violati_ sm_ll shadowing observed in the Drell-Yan
data at x=0.04 and <Q-> ~ 25GEV corresponds to much larger

shadowing for sea at the Q2 range probed by NMC. Implications for
disentangling the origin of nuclear forces are discussed. We
emphasize also that thisphysics leads to significant differences
between effective parton distributions which enter into
description of peripheral and central nuclear collisions.

l. Introduction

Recent years observe resurrection of experimental and

theoretical interest in the nuclear shadowing phenomenon in deep

inelastic scattering off nuclei (for a review of these studies

see1'2'3).To large extent this is due to the borderline character

of this phenomenon - between reasonably well understood

perturbative QCD and poorly understood nonperturbative QCD.On the

pragmatic level, the interest in small x parton distributions

arises from the necessity to take into account the difference of

parton distributions in free nucleons and in nuclei in modeling

hard interactions with nuclei (Note that to model collisions at

RHIC energies one has to know parton distributions at xzl0-3).

The aim of this talk are to describe the current level of

calculations of small x parton distributions in nuclei, and to

demonstrate that nuclear effects lead to significant depletion of

parton distributions in nuclei at x<0.01 (by a factor ~ 2 in heavy

* On leave of absence from Leningrad Inst. of Nuclear Physics

_* presented by M.Strikman
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nuclei) and to a related enhancement of valence quark and gluon

distributions at x~0.1 (by a factor -1.2 for heavy nuclei).These

effects lead also to an even _ bigger difference between parton

distributions which enter into the description of peripheral and

central nuclear collisions.

2. Shadowing of parton distributions at small x.

The above mentioned specific properties of low x Parton

distributions stems from the old observation 4 that in the x_0,

v-_ limit, the longitudinal component of the mean distance,2r ,
,

between the points where ¥ is absorbed and emitted becomes large

in the nucleus rest frame:

2 1/Q2 (i)z= c )il l i2mNx, rt -

In QCD, shadowing is the leading twi_t effect,originating

from nonperturbative QCD.Therefore the main problem is to
2

calculate parton distributions at small x and Q0 ~ 1 - 2 GeV2.The

main idea of calculating nuclear shadowing is to use "a flanking

maneuwer" - to work in the nucleus rest frame, i.e."the

antipartonic reference frame':,using the experience of _,trong

interaction physics, and at the final step to interpret the

calculated structure functions which are invariant under Lorentz

boosts using the QCD parton language.lt is natural to start with

the Gribov representation for @_* N. In QCD one has to modify it in*

order to take into account that configurations in the _ wave

function with different transverse separation of color have

different interaction cross section (which is roughly proportional

to the transverse area,S, occupied by color if this size is
2

smaller than the typical hadronic scale):

(2)

* cQ2 i R M2)M2
@_ A ,w)=-- dS @(S) (Q2 w), for x _ 1/4RAm N.

3_ (M2+Q2) 2 _ "M2''A '

Here R(M 2)=@(e+e - _hadrons)/@(e+e - _+ ").In QCD the wave function

* M2 _ 2
of _ with _MO ~(1.5-2)GEV 2 is dominated by quark-antiquark

jets (the effect of gluon emission can be separately taken into
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account).It is easy to demonstrate by a quantum mechanics

calculation that for qq jets aligned along _ (Ikqtl=Ik_tl< kot,

where kot is the typical parton transverse momentum) the
2., 2 .1/2

transverse separation is AYt~2/(mq+KotJ , i.e. it is similar to

the light mesons one, while for nonaligned jets with kt-Q ,

the transverse separation is small:AYt-i/Q.Thus we can approximate

the high mass contribution in eq.2 as a sum of two terms:aligned

jets, which are shadowed essentially as normal hadrons,and

nonaligned jets which in the first approximation are not

shadowed: 2,s

w

_*A(Q2'V)=AA_¥ *N_-+3-_-_J R(M2),M2 dM2 , (3)
(M2+Q2)2 _"aligned jet"A 3k_t/M2'

M2
o

for x<I/4RAm N. Here the first and second terms correspond to the

contribution of nonaligned and aligned jets respectively.Taking

2 0 2 GeV 2 one finds by using eq.3
_"aligned jet"N- _pN' and kot ~ .
for A=I, A=0.3-0.4,Eq.3 provides an extension to QCD of the

original parton idea of Bjorken6.A new element introduced by QCD

is a possibility to understand "the mysterious mechanism which

aligns the vector dominant "jets" along virtual photon direction ''6

as a consequence of color screening. As a result, differenly

from the parton model, it is possible to calculate the absolute

value of the soft contribution to _ , (Q2)
2 _ A

Eq.3 predicts that at Q2 ) mpand x "¢ XA=I/4mNR A _*A is

noticeably shadowed for large A:

tot

_"aj "A
-_AeLL==-- (i - A ) + A = 1.3 A-0"18 (i - A) + A (4)A _ tot

AO'" aj "N

tot tot = 25 mb Note: that in eqs.3,4
for A>I0 and _"aj"N = _pN

shadowing for the interaction of the small size components of

_* with nuclei is neglected. This is an definitely oversimplification

of the real picture since even for configurations in _* with _eff =

10mb a noticeable shadowing is present for the interaction with

heavy nuclei at small impact parameters.We will return to the

discussion of this point in the end of the talk.
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Within the Glauber approach one can generalize eq.3 to

include the x-dependence of nuclear shadowing s :

2 (5)

Aeff (x'Q0) 1 _r R(M2)M2 dM2

_] 2 _"aligned jet"A 3kot/M2_
I +

A A _¥*N M2 (M2+Q 2)
o

_!  d2b Cbz CbX A_"aj"N 2 aj"N idZ2PA ' 1 A 'z2)_(z2-z I)

z2

x exp[-iqlM)(zl-z2._]exp [-½ _"aj"N _ PA(b'z')dz'l} "
zI

Here PA(ri is the nucleon density in a nucleus normalized

according to IPA(r)d3r=A,and qlM)=(Q2+M2)/2v accounts for the
nonconservation of energy in the ;* _M transition.

Eq.5 proVides a reasonable description of the current small x

data. s Similar results for _ nuclear shadowing were obtained

recently in models with somewhat different inputs 7'8, thus

illustrating that within the Glauber approach shadowing is mostly

sensitive to the size of the nucleus and to the elementary cross

section.

One can demonstrate 2 that at small x essential longitudinal

distances for all parton distributions (sea and valence quarks,

gluons) are given by eq.l. Consequently similar shadowing is

expected in these channels for low x and Q2 of few GeV 2.

3. Enhancement of parton distributions at x-O.l and scaling

violation effects

Let us now consider implications of these shadowing effects

for higher values of x(x ~ 0.I) which correspond to the

kinematics where essential longitudinal distances in deep

• inelastic processes in the nucleus rest frame are comparable with

mean internucleon distances in nuclei - rNN:

rNN = 1.7fm > i/(2mNx) > rN =0.6fm (6)

At the first step of our analysis we use only exact QCD sum
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rules (7), (8) for the parton distributions in nuclei. While at the

second step we add information from calculations of nuclear

shadowing at small x briefly described above.The sum rules for the

baryon charge, and the total nucleus momentum conservation ca _ be

written as :

A 1

• 0 0

A 1

0 0

=0. (8)

Here G,V,S _are the gluon,valence and sea parton distributions and

x=AQ2/2mAqO=AmN/mA x. These equations are valid for Q2>Q20~ 2 GeV 2.

We use the NMC data 3 for Ca for the ratio of the second

moments of F2C a and F2D and the exact QCD sum rule (5) _n order to

calculate the ratio of momentum fractions carried by _gluons in Ca

and in a free nucleon,_G(Ca ) .NegleCting the change of the gluon

momentum in D and possible change of the strange sea we find 9:

_G(Ca) =(2.31 ± 0.35 -+0.50)% (9)

By including these effects _G(Ca) would increase by O.2-0.7%.For

A~200 an overall enhancement of GA is estimated to be >4%.Since

for small x, GA(X,Q2 ) is expected to be shadowed, the enhancement

of GA(X ,Q2) in nuclei is likely to be concentrated at
2 2

0.03<x<0.15 where it can exceed i0 (20) % for A=40(A=_) and Q ~Q0

. Q2(Fig l).Indications of an enhancement of GA(X , )in this x range

where reported in z0.

It seems now that we somewhat underestimate depletion of GA

by assuning _"alignedjet"N " const at x _ O. More natural
-2 c

behaviour at x_lO is _"aligned jet"N ~i/x , where c=0.08 as
observed for cross sections of soft hadron processes. Besides,

should decrease at x _ 0 since more configurations in the wave

function of _* are shadowed at x _ O.

Using QCD evolution equations and the above estimate of the

gluon enhancement we find that R-(x,Q2)-!-=qA(X,Q2)/AqN(X,Q2 )-I

increases for x=0.04 between Q2=3qev2(corresponding to the NMC

measurements of F2A/F2D ) and Q2=25 GeV 2 by at least a factor ~2

z (Fig. 2).Using the QCD Aligned Jet Model (QAJM) 2.s to calculate
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8R_(x,Q2), we find results for Ca to be in a reasonable agreement
with recent Drell-Yan data. .I Thus we conclude -small shadowing

for qA observed _n I, for x~O.04 and Q2>I6GeV2 corresponds to much

larger shadowing for Q2~ QO'2

• The presence of shadowing for sea at x_0.1 implies a

considerable enhancement of VA(X~0.I,Q2) (Rv(x,Q2)-I_0.1(0 2) for

A=40(A=_)) which, when combined With the baryon charge sum rule

(5) implies a considerable shadowing of the valence quark

distribution at x<0.03,is in line with the prediction of

,2,2 ,s(Fig" 3)

Note also, that shadowing of small kt qq configurations in

the 7* wave function leads to an enhancement of relative
1

contribution of large kt qq configurations. Thus the

distribution over kt in the small x parton wave function of nuclei

should broaden as the atomic number increases. Since for A~, 200

the contribution of soft config]/rations drops by a factor -3, the

increase of <kt> with A at small x may be rather

strong.Quantitative estimates of this effect will be presented

elsewhere.

To summarize, current data are consistent with the parton

fusion scenario first suggested in*2: all parton distributions are

shadowed at small x, while at larger x only valence quark and

gluon distributions are enhanced.Consequently the EMC effect at x

< 0.15 is dominated by effects related to shadowing. Note also

that the original fusion scenario 13 (which was also assumed

inV'S)according to which momentum fractions carried by sea quarks

and gluons in nuclei remain the same as in a free nucleon is

hardly consistent with deep inelastic and Drell-Yan data. The pion

model of the EMC effect and the so called energy binding models

(which are closely related to the pion models) are also in a clear

conflict with the Drell-Yan data 11.

4. Possible implications for internucleon forces

Let us briefly consider the dynamical ideas that may be

consistent with the emerging picture of the small x(x-<0.1) parton

structure of nuclei. In the nucleus rest frame the x=0.1 region

corresponds to a possibility for the virtual photon to interact

with two nucleons which are at distances of about 1 fm (cf.eq.6).
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But at these distances quark and gluon distributions of different

nucleons may overlap. So, in analogy with the pion model of the

EMC effect, the natural interpretation of the observed enhancement

of gluon and valence quark distributions is that intermediate

range internucleon forces are a result of interchange of quarks

and gluons. Within such a model, screening of the color charge of

quarks and gluons wouldprevent any significant enhancement of the

meson field in nuclei(which is ruled out by the data1*). Such a

picture of internucleon forces does not necessarily contradict the

experience of nonrelativistic nuclear physics. Really in the

theoretical description of high energy processes where quark and

gluon degrees of freedom can be excited it is impossible to

integrate them out to obtain chiral a Lagrangian which seems

' relevant for the existence of nuclei. On the contrary in the low

energy processes where such integration seems possible the

exchange of quarks(gluons) between nucleons may be equivalent

within the dispersion representation over the momentum transfer,

to the exchange of a group of few mesons. Another(the same?l)

option is that the discussed change of parton distributions is a

consequence of the difference between structure functions of bound

and free nucleons. Both options suggest "melting" of nucleon

degrees of freedom with the increase of nucleon density, i.e. the

tendency to phase transition in superdense nuclear matter,e.g, in

the cores of neutron stars.

It's also worth emphasizing that the deduced above

comparatively large(_20%) enhancement of valence quark and gluons

in infinite nuclear matter for x=0.1 should lead to a comparable

change of bound nucleon properties, for example to a change of the

bound nucleon elastic form factors at intermediate Q2(though not

to a noticeable change of the radii or of large Q2 asymptotes).

Thus we conclude: investigation of the nuclear structure

functions at I/2mNx ~ rNN (x~0.1)may provide new information on

dense(superdence?!) nuclear matter. Direct mesurement of valence

and gluon nuclear distributions are badly needed,eg. Drell-Yah
+ + +

pair production in _-A,pA scattering, production of leading _-(h-)

in the current fragmentation region in _A scattering, production
2

of direct photons,etc (see for the list of options). New type of

information can be obtained also by searching for correlations

between current and target fragmentation regions.
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5. Impact parameter dependence of nuclear parton distributions

In the case of nuclear collisions one usually compares

characteristics of events corresponding to central and to

peripheral collisions. It is evident from the above discussion that

the effective nuclear _ parton distributions at fixed impact

parameter b,PA(b,x,Q2), which enter into the description of these

collisions, are different for peripheral and for central

collisions.
Really for peripheral collisions pA (b--RA,x, Q2)

PN(X,Q 2) since shadowing is a correction, while for central

collisions shadowing and hence antishadowing effects are somewhat

larger than for inclusive parton distributions PA(X,Q2). The
- ,

' effect of shadowing for small x (i/2mNx) 2 RA) and given b can be

written as (for PA=SA,GA)

PA(b,x,e 2) 2(l-exp{ _i _"a_"N TA(b) ))=_ + (l-_)--

PA (x'Q2) e"aj "N TA(b) (i0)

where

TA (b) =/PA(b' z)dz (ii)

lt was demonstrated ins that in the shadowing region the

= shape of the x-dependence of PA(X,Q2)/PN(X,Q2)-i is a
rather

weak function of A, for A>10.Consequently it may be reasonable for

hard nuclear collisions, to use for PA(b,x,Q2) themodeling

parton distribution of a nucleus B with

PB(X_0,Q2)/PN(X_0,Q2)=PA(b,x_0,Q2)/PN(X_0,Q2).

For heavy nuclei where PA(b~0,xg0,Q2)/PN(X_0,Q2 ) is slightly

than PA(Xg0,Q2)/PN(Xg0,Q2 ), one can use
smaller followingthe

approximation:

= (12)

PA(b'x_0'Q2)/pN (x_0'Q2)-I Q2
PA(b,x,Q2) -I - (Pa(X, )-i)

PA (x_o, Q2)/PN (x_0, Q2) -i
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At present sufficiently accurate data exist only for As40, so for

the time being, we suggest to use for modeling PA(blx,Q 2)
'the

parameterizations for Ca which are presented in the Appendix

though scaled according to eqs.10-12.
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" Figure Captions

Fig_l Ratio R-RG(X, Q2) = (2/A)GA(x,Q2) /GD(x,Q2) plotted vs.

x, for different values of Q2; full line- Q2= 2 GeV 2, dot-dashed

line'Q 2= 15 GeV 2

Fig.2 Ratio R = (2/A) UA(X,Q 2) / UD(X,Q 2) plotted vs. x, for

different values of Q2. Notations as in Fig.l. Experimental data

from Ref.ll.

Fig.3 Ratios R(X, Qo2) = (2/A)F2A(x,Qo2) /F2D(x, Qo 2) (dashed line),

R_Rv(x,Qo2) = (2/A)VA(X, Qo2)/VD(X, Qo 2) (full line) and R_Rs(x, Qo2)

= (2/A) SA(X,Qo2)/SD(X,Qo 2) (dot-dashed line) in 40Ca. All curves

have been obtained at Qo2=2 GeV 2. The low x behaviour (XSXsh)

corresponds to the predictions of the QAJM of Refs.2 and 5; the
z

antishadowing pattern (i.e. a 10% enhancement in the valence

channel whereas no enhancement in the sea, leading to a less then

5% increase of F2A at x=0.1.0.?), has been evaluated within the

present approach by requiring that sum rules (7) and (8) are

satisfied. Experimental data are from Ref.3 (diamonds) and Ref.ll

(squares), the latter representing the sea quarks ratio Rs (cf.

Fig.2) . The theoretical curves are located below the data at small

x, due to the high experimental values of Q2: <Q2>= 14.5 GeV 2, in

Ref.3 and <Q2>=16 GeV 2 in Ref.ll, respectively.
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Appendix

In order to make easier quantitative calculations, the x and

A dependence of the ratios between the nuclear valence and gluon

distributions and the free nucleon ones have been parametrized as

fol lows :

R (x, q2) = 1
(ci-c2) {clexp(-_ (X-Xo)) - c2exp(-_ (X-Xo)) } (Al)

where R = RG, RV. For 40Ca and Q2-Qo2-_ 2 GeV 2, we found

Cl= 1.125 c2=0.125 _ = 0.5 _ = 27.5

when R= RG and

Cl= 1.125 c2=0.125 (_ = 0.6 _ = 30.0

when R= Rv. In both cases Xo represents the value of x at which

RG and Rv cross unity, given by Xo = 0.04. Moreover, the above

parametrizations were obtained by requiring that the baryon and

momentum sum rules are satisfied within the accuracy of = 0.05%

at Q2=Qo2= 2 GeV 2, such requirement being naturally fulfilled at

higher values of Q2 by letting eq.Al evolve according to QCD

evolution equations. Note that the range in which eq.Al applies

is given by 0<x<0.4; nevertheless it can be used in the evolution

equations also at x>0.4, without noticeably affecting the x<_0.2

region discussed in this contribution. The dependence of the

ratio R upon A, which is governed in principle by the nuclear

density (see eq.7 in Ref.5), has been parametrized for x -9 0 in

the following way2, 5" R--RG = aG A-_ (i-_) +_, with aG=l.3, y= 0.18,

_=0 4 and A > [0; R=Rv = av(A/Av) -v with av=0 7, v = 0 33, Av =• _ , , • •

12 and A >_ i0. Such parametrizations have shown to give

reasonable results (see figs. 2 and 3), and can thus be properly

extended, at higher values ,of x also.
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A note from the editors.

Experimental working groups were convened with an intent to work on Letters of In-

tent for experiments at RHIC. Some groups chose not to submit a contribution to the

proceedings of the workshop due to a short deadline for a submission of Letters of Intent.

The List of Experimental Working Groups.

• A Modular Array for RHIC Spectra (W. Busza)

• High pt Photons, Charged Particles, Jets and High Mass e+e- Pairs at RHIC (P.

Braun-Munzinger)

• Elastic Cross-section Measurements at RHIC (W. Guryn)

• Two-Arm Lepton Spectrometer (R. Hayano- merged with the group convened by

M. Tannenbaum)

• A Particle and Jet Production Experiment at RHIC (J. Harris)

• A 47r Tracking TPC Spectrometer for RHIC (S. Lindenbaum)

• Open Focusing Spectrometer (S. Nagam.iya and D. Lissauer)

• Dimuon Working Group (G. Young)
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Abstract

The concept for an experiment to study global event signatures of Quark Gluon
Plasma formation and to investigate the propagation of jets through strongly
interacting matter at high density is presented. Both event-by-event and inclusive
measurements of physical observables can be made at rnidrapidity over a large solid
angle (I q I < 1 ) with full azimuthal coverage (z_{= 2_:)and azimuthal symmetry. The
detection system consists of a vertex detector and time projection chamber (TPC)
inside a solenoidal magnet for tracking, momentum analysis and particle
identification; a time-of-flight system surrounding the TPC for particle identification at
higher momenta; and electromagnetic and hadronic calorimetry to measure and
trigger on jets and the transverse energy of events.

I. Physics

A. Overview

The aim of this experiment is to search for event signatures of Quark-Gluon
Plasma (QGP) formation and investigate the behavior of strongly interacting matter at
high energy density. The experiment utilizes two aspects of hadron production that

" The author list includesali thosewho have contributedIo the conceptoi this experiment.This is not
necessarilythe sameas thosewhowill be on the Letterof Intent.
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are fundamentally new at RHIC. These are correlations between global observables
on an event:by-event basis and the use of hard scattering of partons as a probe of
the properties of high dansity nuclear matter. The event-by-event measurement of
global observables - such as temperature, flavor composition, collision geometry,
reaction dynamics, and energy or entropy fluctuations - is possible because of the
very high charged-particle multiplicity densities (dnch/dT1 = 2000) expected in
nucleus-nucleus collisions at RHIC. Furthermore, measurable jet yields at RHIC will
allow investigations using hard QCD processes.

Correlations between observables on an event-by-event basis can be used to
isolate potentially interesting event types. A systematic study of particle and jet
production would be useful over a range of colliding nuclei from pp through AA, over
a range of impact parameters from peripheral to very central, and over the range of
energies available at RHIC. The experiment_would momentum analyze and identify
charged particles (___:+,rc-, K +, K-, p, p, d, d), as well as various neutral strange
particles (Ko, ¢, A, A) via their charged-particle decay modes. High P.Ljets could be
identified and measured event, by-event using segmented electromagnetic and
hadronic calorimetry.

B. Products of Hard QCD Processes ,

The goal of studying products of hard QCD processes is to gain an understanding
of the propagation of quarks and gluons in dense nuclear matter, hot hadronic matter
and quark matter. Various calculations have predicted that the propagation of quarks
and gluons through matter depends strongly upon properties of the matter.l,2, 3,4,sA
comparison of thz measured yields and energies of products of hard QCD scattering
processes in nucleus-nucleus collisions with predictions for their propagation
through nuNear, hadronic and quark matter should furnish valuable information on
the composition of the matter in these collisions.

High P.LJets

Hard parton-parton collisions will occur within the first fm/c of the start of the
nucleus-nucleus collision process.6, 7 To be observed at midrapidity, products of a
single hard parton-parton scattering (dijets) must traverse distances of several fermi
through high density matter in a nucleus-nucleus collision. The energy loss of these
propagating quarks and ' gluons is predicted5, e to be very sensitive to the medium.
Passage through hadronic or nuclear matter is predicted to result in a dampening
and broadening of jets, whereas in the case of a QGP a transpar, ancy and enhanced

1 J.D.Bjorken,FermilabReport82/59/59-THY(1982).
2 j. Appel,Phys.Rev.D33(!986) 717.
3 j.p. Blaizotand L.D.McLerran,Phys.Rev.D34(1986)2739.
4 M. RamrnersdorferandU. Heinz,Phys.Rev.D41(1990)306.
5 M. Gyulassyand M. Pluemmer,LawrenceBerkeleyLaboratoryReportLBL-28531(1990),submitted
to Phys.Lett.B.
6 E.V.Shuryakin Proceedingsof this Workshop.
7 T. Matsuiin Proceedingsofthis Workshop.
8 X.N.Wangin Proceedingsof thisWorkshop.
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yield is expected relative to the damped case, The yield of jets should be measured
as a function of the transverse energy of the jet, The jet events can be correlated with
other event observables to deduce Information on the dynamics of the collision
process. The jet studies require systematic measurements of pp interactions in
addition to heavier mass systems. Systematics as a function of impact parameter for
heavier systems are also particularly Important.

The jet production rates at RHIC have been calculated, g For Au ions at 200
GeV/n and a luminosity of 2 x 1026 cm-2sec -1, the expected singles rates for jets are
approximately 3 x 104, 60 and 1 per day for P.L> 20, 40 and 60 GeV/c, respectively.
These rates are somewhat independent of the mass of the beam when the
luminosities as a function of the beam mass are taken into consideration.

Mini-Jets and, High p_LTails of Distributions

Mini-jets are expected to be copiously produced in collisions at RHIC, 1°,11As is
the case for high P.Ljets, the yield and tOPology of mini-jets is expected to be strongly
influenced by the state of the high density medium through which they propagate.t2
However, direct measurement of mini-jets is virtually impossible due to their large
opening angle and to the strongly varying background, at large particle densities,
relative to the mini-jet energies. Thus, it is important to study the degree of fluctuation
of the transverse energy and multiplicity as a function of rapidity and azimuthal angle
(d2E.t/dyd¢) of individual events, which should be strongly affected by the mini-
jets.8,13 Likewise, the yield and spectrum of individual hadrons at P_L> 3 GeV/c would
also be affected by modification of the jets and mini-jets by the medium. However, it
should be emphasized that the single particle cross sections fall off more rapidly as a
function of P.L,i.e. with 'O'inv_"P_L-8, than the jet cross sections, 14 which fall off as O'inv
,., p_L-5.

C. Particle Production

" Particle Spectra and Yields

The transverse momentum (P_L) distributions of charged particles can be
measured and studied inclusively with high statistics for effects such as collective
radial flow 15 at low Plt, critical temperature 16 at intermediate P.L, and mini-jet
attenuation 8 at high P_L.Comparison of these spectra for pp and AA as a function of
impact parameter is important. Large unexplained differences in spectral shapes

T. Ludlam,L. Madanskyand F. Paige,Proc.of LBL Workshopon detectorsfor RelativisticNuclear
Collisions,cd. L,S.Schroeder,LawrenceBerkeleyLaboratoryReportLBL-18225(1984)115.
lO K. Kajantie,P,V.Landshoffand J,Lindfors,Phys.Roy,Lett. 59 (1987)2527,
11K,J,Eskola,K, KajantieandJ. Lindfors,Nucl.Phys.B323(1989)37.
12 P,V. Landshoff,Nucl. Phys.A498 (1989) 217; X.N. Wang,LawrenceBerkeleyLaboratoryReport
LBL-28790(1990),submittedto Phys,Rev,D,_=

13 X,N.Wang,LawrenceBerkeleyLaboratoryReportLBL-28789(1990),submittedto PIys. Lett. B,
14seeW. Geistet al,, CERN/EPReport89-i59 (1989)to be publishedin Phys.Rep,(1990).

, 15P,V,Ruuskanen,Z. Phys,C38 (1988)219.
16 L. VanHove,Phys.Lett, 118B(1982)138;K, Redlichand H. Satz,Phys.Rev,D33(1986)3747,
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have been measured in pp, o_o_and higher mass nucleus:nucleus collisions at the
CERN ISR and SPS.17,la At RHIC, because of the high multiplicities .in central
nucleus-nucleus events, the slope of the P.Ldistribution for pions and the <pl>'s for
pions and kaons can be determined event-by-event. Thus, individual events can be
characterized by temperature to search for events with extremely high temperature,
predicted 19to result from deflagration of a QGP. Displayed in Fig, 1 are two spectra
generated from Boltzmanndistributions with T = 150 and 250 MeV each containing
1000 pions. This is the average number of pions of a given charge sign expected in
the acceptance I q J< 1 of this experiment for central Au + Au collisions. The slopes
of spectra with T = 150 and 250 MeV can easily be discriminated at the single event
level. Fig. 2a shows the standard deviation in measuring <pj_>as a function of the
charged particle multiplicity measured in a single event. From Fig. 2a it can be seen
that the determination of <p_L>for pions and that for kaons (for 200 charged kaons
per event in the acceptance) can be made very accurately on the single event basis
in this experiment.

The difference between the P_Lspectra obtained for A and A or p and p should be
indicative of the distribution in phase space of valence quarks originating from the
initial nucleons of the target and projectile. The amount of net charge and net baryon
number, which are proportional, reveals the stopping power of quarks and
determines the baryo-chemical potential #B(Y)in the medium. 2°

Fluctuations in Energy, Entropy and Transverse Momentum

The large energy, entropy and multiplicity densities at midrapidity in central
collisions allow event-by-event measurement of fluctuations in the transverse energy
(E.L),entropy and flavor flow of different types of particles as a function of Pi, rapidity
and azimuthal angle. They also allow measurements of local fluctuations in P_Las a
function of rapidity and azimuthal angle. The study of these fluctuations may reveal
aspects of the existence and hadronization of a QGP.21 In addition, inclusive
measurements of the E_L and multiplicity distibutions at midrapidity provide
information on the energy and matter densities, respectively.

Flavor Composition

One of the first predictions of signatures for the existence of a QGP was an
enhancement in the production of strange particles 22 resulting from chemical

17 W. Bell et al., Phys. Lett. 112B (1982) 271; A. Karabarbounis et al., Phys. Lett. 104B (1981) 75;

A.L.S Angelis et al., Phys Lett. 116B (1982) 379.
18J.W. Harris et al., Nucl. Phys. A498 (1989) 133c.
19 E V.Shuryak and O.V. Zhlrov, Phys. Lett. B89 (1980) 253; E.V. Shuryak and O.V. Zhirov, Phys. Lett.
B171 (1986) 99.
20 R. Anishetty, P. Koehler and L, McLerran, Phys. Rev0 D22 (1980) 2793; W. Busza and A.S.
Goldhaber, Phys. Lett. 139B (1984) 235; S. Date, M. Gyulassy and H. Sumlyoshi, Phys. Rev. D32
(1985)619.
21 M. Gyulassy, Nucl. Phys. A400 (1983) 31c; L. Van Hove, Z. Phys. C27 (1985) 135.
22R. Hagedorn and J. Rafelski, Phys. Lett. 97B (1980) 180; J. Rafelski and B. Mueller, Phys. Rev. Lett.
48 (1982) 1066; P. Koch, B. Mueller and J. Rafelski, Phys. Rep. 142 (1986) 167,
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equilibrium of a system of quarks and gluons. A measurement of the K/_ ratio
provides information on the relative concentration of strange/nonstrange quarks, i.e.
<(s + s)/(u + -u + d + d)>. This has been suggested23 as a diagnostic tool to
differentiate between hadronic gas, QGP formation and rh8 role of the expansion
velocity. This ratio can be measured very accurately on _:t_i_'lclusive basis and with
sufficient accuracy event-by-event to classify the events for cross-correlatlons with
other event observables.This can be seen in Fig. 2b where the standard deviation of
the measured K/_; ratio event-by-event is plotted as a function of the charged particle
multiplicity measured in the event.

The production cross section of C-mesons can be measured incl_usivelyfrom the
decay _=_K++K -. Measurement of the yield of the ¢, which is an ss pair, places a
more stringent constraint on the origin of the observed flavor composition24than ttle
K/= ratio and is expected to be more sensitive to the presence of a QGP.

Measurement of the multiplicities of A, A and multiply-strange baryons requires
detection of secondary decay vertices. Due to the short decay lengths, a vertex
detector close to the beam axis is necessary for these measurements. The
measurements provide a better determination of the strange/nonstrange quark ratio
than the K/= ratios. Like the _, multiply-strange baryons are more sensitive to the
existence of a QGP25 than singly-strange particles.

Particle Correlations (Bose-Einstein and Speckle Interferometry)

Correlations between identical bosons provide information On the freezeout
geometry, 26 the expansion dynamics 27 and possibly the existence of a QGP.28
These correlations can be measured on an event-by-event basis for like-sign
charged pions and on an inclusive basis for like-sign charged kaons and pions. With
high statistics over many events the dependence of the source parameters as a
function of the transverse momentum components of the particle pairs will be
measured. On an event-by-event basis the source parameters can be determined
from the pion correlations and correlated with other event observables. Displayed in

= Fig. 2c are the number of like-sign pion pairs in a single event as a function of the
.. measured charged-particle multiplicity in the event. The two-pion correlation

statistics for a single central Au + Au event at RHIC will be similar to the accumulated
statistics published in most papers on the subject. However, since pion source sizes
may be as large as 30 fm., the correlation in momentum space will be limited to very
small differences in momentum of the pion pair. This could make event-by-event
analysis of such large source sizes extremely difficult, due to the limited pair statistics

23 N.K. Glendenning and J. Rafelskl, Phys, Rev. C31 (1985) 823; K.S. Lee, M,J, Rhoades-Brown and
U. Heinz, Phys. Rev. C37 (1988) 1452.
24 A. Shor, Phys, Rev, Lett, 54 (1985) 1122.

25 j. Rafelski, Phys. Rep. 88 (1982) 331.
26 F.B, Yano and S.E. Koonin, Phys. Lett. B78 (1978) 556; K. Kolehmainen and M. Gyulassy, Phys.
Lett. B180 (1986) 203; A. Bamberger et al,, Phys. Lett. B203 (1988) 320; B. Andersson and W,

- Hofmann, Phys. Left. B169 (1986) 364,
-_ 27A. Bamberger et al., Phys, Lett. B203 (1988) 320; R. Stock, University of Frankfurt Preprint (1990).

28S. Pratt, Phys. Rev, D33 (1986) 1314; G, Bertsch, M. Gong and M. Tohyama, Phys, Rev. C37 (1988)
1896 and G. Bertsch MSU Preprint (1988).
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at small momentum differences, lt also places stringent constraints on the two
particle-track resolution. To supplement the two-particle correlation data, higher
particle number correlations can also be analyzed.

Inclusive measurement of KK correlations should complement the == correlation
data since K's are expected to freeze out earlier 29 during expansion than the _'s.
Also, depending upon the baryo-chemical potential and the existence of a QGP, the
K+ and K" are expected to freeze out at different times. 2e Furthermore, the KK
correlation is less affected by resonance decays after hadronic freeze-out than the
pion correlations30, thus making interpretation of the KK correlation data easier.

With the high pion density in phase space, unique to RHIC, a novel aspect of
multi-pion clustering analogous to optical speckle interferometry31 should be
observable for the first time. 32 These "speckles" are a collective multi-particle effect
which leads to macroscopic structure in phase space. They may offer information on
the hadronic source which is complementary to that deduced from traditional Bose-
Einstein pair correlation analysis. However, prior to any interpretation of "speckle
interferometry" data, significant theoretical progress on the Coulomb multiparticle
corrections is rlecessary,

Expansion Dynamics

Anti-deuterons and heavier anti-nuclei can result from the coalescence of

combinations of p and n during expansion when the antinucleon density reaches
freezeout density. The "coalescence ratio" < d >/< p >2 not only.depends on the
dynamics of source expansion (radial flow, temperature, etc.) at this stage but also
on the source size, which reduces this ratio with increasing radius. This observable
can provide information complementary to the particle correlation analysis. 33

Correlations between Event Observables

lt should be emphasized that the capability of characterizing events in terms of
the values of observables measured event-by-event is unique to this experiment.
Events can be characterized by their temperature, flavor content, source size,
transverse energy density, multiplicity density, entropy density ai_d degree of
fluctuations. Events with extreme values of these observables may be of special
interest.

!1. Detectina and Measurina Jets at RHIC

Various methods of generating jet events, studying properties of jets and
measuring jets in nucleus-nucleus collisions at RHIC have been investigated.

29 K.S Lee, M.J. Rhoades-Brown and U. Heinz, Phys. Rev. C37 (1988) 1463.

30 M. Gyulassy and S. S. Padula, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory Report LBL-26077 (1988)o

31 A. Labeyrie in Progress in Optics, ed. E. Wolf, North-Holland Publishing Co., Amsterdam Vol. 14
(1976).

32 W.A. Zajc, Phys. Rev. D35 (1987) 3396.

33 S. Mrowczynski, Regensburg Report (1990)to be published in Phys. Lett.
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Displayed in Fig.3a is a 40 GeV dijet event generated by Isajet 34 for a qs = 200 GeV
pp collision as viewed by the calorimeters in EL vs ¢ and q space. The two jets are
easily identified and their energies and directions measured. When this same hard
parton-parton scattering is mixed into a _/s= 200 GeV/n Au + Au event, gene,ated by
the Lund/Fritiof nucleus-nucleus code 3s at impact parameter b = 0, the resulting plot
of E.Lvs ¢ and q in the calorimeters is shown in Fig. 3b. ,.Jetsin the background of a
central Au + Au event are qualitatively more difficult to find and measure. The CDF
jet-finding algorithm 36 was used to study the feasibility of identifying and measuring
jets in collisions at RHIC. "i'he results are summarized in Fig. 4. Displayed in Fig. 4a
are the efficiencies for finding one and both jets of a pair in the nucleus-nucleus
background as a fu;_,;tion of the E.Lof the jet. The efficiencies increase as the E.Lof

; the jet increases. Displayed in Fig. 4b is the measured E.Lof the jet as a function of
the E.Lof the jet known from the simulation. The measured E.Lis extracted from the
background by subtraction of the average background Ez from the locus of the jets
determined from the jet-finder. The error bars shown in Fig. 4b are the standard
deviations of the measurements, without effects of detector resolution. Displayed in

Fig. 4c are the standard deviations for determination of ¢, 1"1,and E.Lfor jets in the
simulations. The jet energies can be well determined on the average, but fluctuations
of the background increase the error in the measurements over those measured in
pp interactions. Determination of the jet direction is less affected by the background
and 'the accuracy less important than the jet E.Ldetermination. Precise determination
of E.L is critical because of the steeply falling jet cross section as a function of jet E_L.

- Some of the problems associated with jet finding may be solved by improvement
and careful tuning of the jet-finding algorithms, particularly the energy determination,
for the nucleus-nucleus environment. Likewise, careful consideration of the fur_ction

and design of the calorimetry is necessary to improve the jet energy
- signal/background. Perhaps the most complicated and most important effect is that of

misidentifying fluctuations of the soft background as jets. ]his requires further
investigation.

Wang and Gyulassy have developed a code to simulate nucleus-nucleus
collisions at RHIC using as a basis the Pythia code 37 for pp interations plus inclusion
of the nucleus-nucleus geometry. Partons are propagated through the matter in the
collision and their energy loss is calculated depending upon the type of matter
traversed (partonic, hadronic or QGP). Results from these simulations exhibit a
strong attenuation of jets and mini-jets in hadronic matter. The attenuation decreases
dramatically for traversal of deconfined matter (QGP). The results of the calculations

.. are very much dependent upon the dynamics of the collisions, but the effects are
, largest at midrapidity. A detailed study of the effects of mini-jet and jet attenuation on

the transverse energy measured in calorimetry is underway.

34 F.E. Paige and S.D. Protopopescu, ISAJE'f, Brookhaven National Laboratory Report BNL-37066

= (1985).

35 B. Andersson et al., Nucl. Phys. B281 (1987) 289.
_ F *'^ " Rc;'. _'_" _ (.iQna) nl_

37 T. Sjostrand and M. van Zijl, Phys. Rev. D36 (1987) 2019.
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Effects on the jet energy resolution of momentum cutoffs due to magnetic fields,
absorPtion and subdivision of the measured energy into electromagnetic and
hadronic fractions have been investigated using the Pythia simulation code. These
calculations indicate that independent determination of EM or hadronic energy alone
is insufficient for accurate jet energy determination, due mainly to the low particle
statistics (10-15) in the jet. The primary source of fluctuations of the background is
minijets.

The use of both jets in a dijet event allows better identification. Furthermore,
measuring the dijet momentum balance provides additional information which may
be useful in determining the presence of a QGP. A measurement of the two-jet
differential cross section for nucleus-nucleus collisions may in itself be of interest to
understanding the parton fragmentation functions in hadronic matter.

III. Layout of Experiment

A. Overview

The physics goals were used to specify the design of the experiment. The
experiment consists of tracking, particle identification and calorimetry at midrapidity
over a large solid angle (I q I < 1 ) with full azimuthal coverage (z_@= 2_) and
azimuthal symmetry. The detection system consists of a vertex detector to locate the
primary and secondary vertices and a time projection ct_amber inside a solenoidal
magnet for tracking, momentum analysis and particle identification; a time-of-flight
system surrounding the TPC to extend particle identif!cation to higher momenta than
achievable using dE/dx alone; and electromagnetic and hadronic calorimetry to
measure and trigger on jets and the transverse energy of events. A diagram of the
experiment is shown in Fig. 5.

B. Magnetic Field

The magnet is a solenoid with uniform magnetic field along the beam direction.
This magnet design is chosen for complete azimuthal symmetry and high tracking
accuracy. A field strength of 0.5 Tesla provides adequate resolution for momenta as
high as 10 GeV/c with only modest spiralling of low P.Lparticles. With a TPC inner
radius of 0.5 m. the acceptance extends to transverse momenta as low as 40 MeV/c.
The magnetic coil radius is 2 m. and the radius of the yoke 4 m., both 8m. in length.
The magnet is a room temperature design which minimizes the coil thickness.

C. Charged Particle Tr_,_ckingSystem

Momentum analysis and particle identification of ali charged particles at
midrapidity are necessary to achieve the physics goals of the experiment. The
tracking should operate in conditions at higher than the maximum track density,
dnch/dy = _500, and multiplicity, rich = 3000, in the lq ! < 1 acceptance of tile
experiment expected for central Au + Au collisions. Momentum resolution of Ap/p <
0.01 at p = 0.1 GeV/c is required by two-particle correlations, and Ap/p < 0.02 at p =
10 GeV/c is necessary to accurately measure spectra at high P_Land particles from
mini-jets and jets. Particle identification of pions/kaons/protons over momenta p < 3
GeV/c and measurement of decay particles from secondary vertices should be
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possible. An additional constraint on the tracking resolution specified by the particle
identification resoluticn is Ap/p = (0.01 x p) for p < 3 GeV/c. lt is anticipated that the
momentum resolution for high P.Lcan be improved by further design, optimization
and integration of the tracking detectors.

Time Projection Chamber (TPC)

The TPC consists of two sections each 2.5 m long as shown in Fig. 5. Ionization
will drift to two end-caps, located on the outer ends. Each end-cap is instrumented
with 75,000 pads, each of dimension 8mm x 20mm. Each pad receives 512 time
samples. Singly-charged particles with Pi < 40 MeV/c spiral inside the inner TPC
radius of 50 cm. and do not reach the TPC. Particles with 40 MeV/c < Pi < 150 MeV/c
spiral inside the TPC and most exit the end-caps. Particles with Pi > 150 MeV/c
traverse the TPC and exit the outer edge at radius 200 cm. Details of the TPC design
can be found in Table 1. i

The gas inside the TPC is expected to be neon in order to reduce multiple
scattering which dominates the momentum resolution at low momentum. The
momentum resolution is displayed in Fig. 6a for the low momenta and Fig. 6b for the
high momentum range of the experiment. These were calculated for the TPC using
neon gas, without vertex determination. The momentum resolution at high
momentum is dictated by the two track resolution at the outer' radius of the TPC for
two tracks close in both momentum and coordinate space.

Vertex Detector (VT×)

The function of the Vertex Detector, coupled with the TPC, is to locate the position
of the primary interaction vertex, to improve the momentum resolution for high
momentum tracks and to locate secondary vertices with approximately 1mm
accuracy. The VTX must be able to provide three dimensional space points and
vectors for traversing tracks with high spacial resolution. These tracks can be linked
to tracks measured in the TPC. To cover I q I < 1 the VTX is located at a radius of
approximately 0.1 m. from the beam and has a length of 0.5 m.,as shown in Fig. 5.

The design of the VTX depends upon developments in silicon detector
technology.3a, 39 lt should be cylindrical in shape and either a multilayer pixel
detector or a superlayer strip detector with stereo layers. Silicon technology should
be able to provide a detector with approximately 300,000 pixels of size 1mm 2 per
layer. The VTX must be of low mass so as to minimize secondary particle production,
secondary interactions and multiple scattaring.

D. Time-of-Flight (TOF) Detector System

To supplement the particle identification capability of the TPC, which is mainly at
momenta p < 0.8 GeV/c, a TOF system is used. This extends the particle identification
up to approximately 2-3 GeV/c in momentum depending upon the particle. A
summary of the specifications of the ]OF system is provided in Table 2. The particle

38 S. Parker, Nucl. Instr, Meth. A275 (1989) 494.

39 "SSC Detector R&D Proposal: Development of Technology for Pixel Vertex Detector," O. Hygren -

spokesperson (1989).
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identification that can be achieved with the TPC - TOF system combination is
displayed in Fig. 7. The region outside the largest semi-circle (3_ separation)
constitutes the allowed region. The calculations assume a 2 m. flight path and _ =
170 ps for the entire TOF system. With a slightly improved time resolution (c = 100
ps) the TPC-TOF combination would meet the overall requirements for particle
identification. At a distance of 2 m. from the beam, the TOF system with a 6 cm 2 pixel
size and 100,000 pixels has a maximum occupancy factor of 2 percent.

The TOF system has not been designed. A TOF system that operates in the
magnetic field is preferred. Due to the high segmentation (100,000), lower cost
detector systems than presently available must be developed.

E. Midrapidity Calorimeters

The primary purpose of the midrapidity calorimeters is to measure and trigger on
high P_Ljets and the transverse energy of events. The calorimeters consist of
separate electromagnetic and hadronic sections with a lateral segmentation of/_¢ =
10 ° and/_q = 0.1, for a total of 720 towers. The inner diameter will be 2.5 m. and
outer diameter 3.8 m. Fig. 5 displays the calorimetry relative to the other detectors in
the experiment. The necessity to measure precisely the transverse energies
suggests the use of a compensated calorimeter with a linear response down to low!
energies. Corrections to the calorimeter measurements for distortions of the
trajectories of charged particles in the magnetic field can be made using the tracking
data.

Hadronic

The hadronic calorimetry consists of Pb/scintillator sandwich (1 cm. Pb, 2 mm.
plastic scintillator) with energy resolution of approximately 0.35-0.40/_/E. The
modules are designed to point towards the interaction vertex region and are 6
interaction lengths deep. The lateral segmentation may change after more extensive
simulations are completed.

i Electromagnetic

- The design of the electromagnetic (EM) calorimeters has yet to be determined, lt
should be noted that an appreciable fraction of the deposited energy is in low energy
charged pions. There is little or no difference in shower profiles for charged pions vs
EM showers for these low incident energies. The effect of the magnetic field must be
considered in the design. The most straightforward choice for the EM calorimeters is
to utilize a section of the same Pb/scintillator sandwich structures which form the

hadronic section. The EM section would be approximately 0.3 to 1.2 interaction
lengths thick, depending upon the jet resolution and calorimeter simulations. In
practice, a compensated section with the same response as the hadronic section
produces a system which is much easier to construct and calibrate than a high
resolution EM section. The EM energy resolution is expected to be approximately
0.22/_JE.

For better jet energy resolution the burden rests on the design of the EM section
which must operate in high background. The effect of the lateral segmentation and



energy resolution of the EM section of the calorimetry requires more investigation. A
lateral segmentation identical to that of the hadronic segmentation will be simulated.

F. Intermediate Rapidity (1 < Iq I < 5) Detectors

The region I q I > 1 is presently unspecified. An extension of the calorimetry to I q I
< 1.5 - 2 is being considered to improve the definition of jets. Since jets are observed
to spread energy over a region of pseudorapidity (q) and azimuthal angle (¢) of size
approximately _/(Aq2 + A¢2)= 1 about the direction of the jet, edge effects are
minimized by calorimeter coverage extending beyond I T_ I = 1. For event
characterization, full calorimeter coverage is preferred. Likewise, there are similar
event characterization arguments for expanding the charged particle multiplicity
coverage to include the region 1 < I q } < 5. Insights into these possibilities are being
sought from simulations.

G. Triggering

The triggering scheme is still beil_gdeveloped. A three level trigger is anticipated.
The first level trigger will consist of decisions at the "hardware" level. Several parallel
triggers are expected at this level - multiplicity, E.L, to,'¢:-=td energy, total energy and
various ratios of these quantities. First level decisions are made in less than a
l_second. The TPC readout and digitization of counters commence on this trigger.
]'he second level trigger is decided in tens of _seconds. lt could consist of
topological configurations of interest from the detectors, such as single jets, back-to-
back jets, or fluctuations of various observables. The third level trigger operates on a

z timescale of milliseconds up to seconds, lt should consist of trackfinding, momentum
reconstruction, particle identification and data compression, lt should be noted that
the various parallel triggers will be prioritized such that triggers with the smallest
cross sections can receive priority interupts.

H. Spectator Calorimeter

A spectator calorimeter to measure the forward energy at rapidities near that of
the beam must be developed. This is a detector that might be common to al'

o experiments. The forward energy information from a spectator calorimeter can be
correlated with the midrapidity calorimeters to characterize events by the centrality of
the nucleus-nucleus collisions.

I. Data Acquisition Rates

At present the maximum expected data acquisition rates for this experiment range
from 1 central Au + Au interaction per second to 10 minimum bias Au + Au
interactions per second, limited by data acquisition and storage rates. The event size
for central Au + Au collisions is expected to be 80 MB. After reduction by the
maximum filling factor expected for the TPC (10%) this becomes 8 MB per event, lt is
possible that with some developments in data reduction and compression the data
rate could be increased, as much as tenfold.
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J. Data Acquisition Philosophy

The goals of this experiment require data acquisition utilizing a range of
projectiles (from protons to Au), available beam energies and impact parameters, lt is
expected that longer data acquisition periods will be necessary for studies of jet
production in p + p, Au + Au and an intermediate mass system. Furthermore, the data
acquisition requirements of this experiment are inherently different from those of
experiments which measure observables with small cross sections. Those
experiments willrequire data accumulation with a fixed projectile and energy for as
long as possible.
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Appendix- RHIC Detector R&D Projects

Several detector R&D projects are necessary for the success of this concept. One
project, already funded, is to develop Integrated TPC Electronics which includes
preamp, shaper, analog storage and ADC on a single integrated circuit.
Development of high resolution (cs ..- 100 ps) time-of-flight detectors, which are
inexpensive compared to the cost of photomultiplier tubes, is important when

= considering 100,000 channels of detectors. In addition, possible operation in a
magnetic field has led to consideration of Pestov Spark Counters and Silicon
Avalanche Diodes for development. A project is underway to study the feasibility of a
High Track Pair Resolution TPC which uses a parallel plate avalanche readout with
resistive' mesh to increase the two-track resolution, possibly tenfold. To be able to

" increase the data acquisition rate Online Data Compression via specialized
hardware for track processing and analysis will be pursued. The development of a
Vectoring Vertex Detector is necessary for this and possibly other RHIC experiments.
Either a pixel vertex detector system or one with silicon superlayer strips will be
developed. The calorimetry must be designed and the Calorimeter Readout
optimized for use in this experiment. Various readout techniques, for example the
use of wavelength shifter (WS) bars or WS fiberoptics, will be investigated. For
calibration of the TPC a unique 3-D TPC Laser Calibration System, utilizing time
modulation of ultraviolet laser light to produce three-dimensional space points of
ionization in the TPC, will be developed.
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Tables

Table 1. TPC Detector Specifications

Tracking- "rime Projection Chamber

Two Sections
Uniform field (solenoid) B = 0.5 T
Inner radius 0.5 m
Outer radius 2.0 m
Length of each section 2.5 m
# pads at each of 2 endcaps 75,000

== Pad size 8mm x 20 mrn
Tracking accuracy 100 I_m
Time samples 512
Drift time 50 _sec
Maximum interaction rates 104/sec Au-Au, 106/sec p-p

Table 2. Time-of-Flight Detector Specifications

Time-of-Flight

Radius 2 m
Area 60m 2
Cell occupancy < 0.02
Pixel size 6 cm2
Channels required 100,000
Time resolution < 100 psec
Channel dead-time < 1 msec

..F.igures

Figure Captions

1. Simulation of dn/dp_Lvs.p_Lfor an event generated using a Boltzmann
distribution with 1000 pions. The curves correspond to single events generated with
T = 150 MeV and 250 MeV, as labelled.

2. As a function of the charged-particle multiplicity measured in an event are
plotted a) the standard deviation of P_L,b) the standard deviation of the ratio K/_:
(assuming <K/_:>= 0.1) and c) the number of like-sign pion pairs. A central Au + Au
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event at RHIC is expected to produce 2000 charged particles (1000 pions of each
charge) into the acceptance of this experiment.

3. a) A plot of dE_Lvs ¢ and "rlof a 40 GeV dijet event generated by Isajet for a qs =
200 GeV pp collision, b) A plot of dE_Lvs ¢ and _ for the same hard parton-parton
scattering mixed into a _/s = 200 GeV/n Au + Au event, generated at impact
parameter b = 0 by the Lund/Fritiof nucleus-nucleus code. A lateral segmentation of
AC = 10 ° and ATI = 0.1 for the calorimetry is assumed. No effects of detector
resolution have been input into this calculation.

4. a) The efficiency for finding dijets in a simulation using the CDF jet-finding
algorithm plotted as a function of the transverse energy E.Lof the jet. A lateral
segmentation of /k_ = 10 ° and Aq = 0.1 of the calorimeters is assumed. The 400
events were generated using the Lund/Fritiof model for ",is= 200 GeV/n Au + Au at
impact parameter b =0 and superimposing dijets generated with Isajet at the same
incident energy. Plotted are the efficiencies for finding one jet of thepair _1,2 and
both jets of the pair ¢2. Also plotted is a point for the efficiency for finding jets in a pp
event with the same code. No detector resolution has been input into the calculation.
b) The measured transverse energy E.LOf the jet as a function of the actual
transverse energy E_Lof the jet for the same sample of events, c) The standard
deviations in determining the azimuthal angle ¢, pseudorapidity _ and transverse
energy E_Lof the jet as a function of the jet transverse energy EL.

5. Conceptual layout of the experiment. See text for description.
6, Momentum resolution for two ranges of momenta.
7. Particle identification using a combination of energy loss and time-of-flight. 4o

Displayed is the time difference and energy loss difference between pairs of particles
(K-p, K-_:, =-p). The 3 lines correspond to the 3 types of particle pairs considered.
The momentum of the particles is given along each line. The semi-circles correspond
with increasing radii to 1, 2 and 3_ separation, respectively. The region outside the
semi-circles represents the allowed-region. The calculations assume 2 m. flight path
and 170 ps time resolution for the time-of,flight system.

I

40 H.G. Pugh, GoOdyniec, G. Rai and P. Seidl, LawrenceBerkeley LaboratoryReportLBL-22314
_. (1986).
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Introduction

With the advent of RHIC, the study of nuclear matter will enter a new realm of

extreme conditions of temperature and density. An exciting possibility is that the

collidingnucleiwillinteract_uificientlyto come to equilibriumso that the energy

of the incidentbeams willbe dissipatedby compressionand heatingin _,helarge

volume of nuclearmatter. Under such conditions,itisexpected that the system

wiU undergo a phase transitionfrom a stateof nucleonscontainingbound quarks

and gluons to a stateof deconfinedquarks and gluons,in chemicaland thermal

equilibrium,coveringnearlytheentirevolume ofthecollidingnuclei,a volume much

largerthan thecharacteristichadroniclengthscale.Thisnew stateofmatteriscalled

the Quark Gluon Plasma,or Quark Matter [i][2].
=

ltispossiblethatthe QGP willbecome self-evidentwhen justa few ultrahigh

energy central nuclear coLLisions are observed. A more likely outcome is that the exis-

tence oftheQGP willhave tobe determinedfrom a comprehensiveand systematicset

of experimental data exhibiting several striking signatures "which can be interpreted_

in a unified way as manifestations of QGP production"[3].

The signatures proposed for the QGP include both hadronic and leptonic modes.

For instance, chemical and thermal equilibrium are tested by measurin_ the tem-

perature (< Fr >) and relative abundance of identified charged hadrons[4][5]. The

' existence of a phase tr_msition,may be inferred[6][7] from the variation of the temper-
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ature with increasing particle or energy density, drt/dy or dE.r/drl, correlated with
large fluctuations in these densities in a limited region of rapidity (_ 1 unit), on an
event-by-event L_asis.Identical particle interferometry [8]may be used to estimate the
size of the thermalized QGP. Lepton pairs are importrmt in at least two ways: low-pr,
low-mass lepton pairs are a probe of the thermal equilibrium of the system and of the
tra:.-.itjon temperature[9]; while J/_/ production (suppression)[10] is a probe of the
deconfinement and Debye screening of color charge in the QGP. uJet quenching" may
be another example of a process that demonstrates deconfinement[11] and jet effects
can probably be observed at R.HIC by measurement of one or a few leading high pr

hadrons[12], or by direct single photon production[13].
In order to discover and prove the existence of the QGP, it would seem desirable

to have a detector which is sensitive to as many of the proposed "signatures" as
possible, so that they could ali be observed ,madturned on and off in a predictable,

reproducible, controllable and unified way. By emphasizing an open geometry exper-
iment, optimized for detecting low-mass, low-pr electron-positron pairs, we believe
that a reasonably comprehensive measurement of the majority of the QGP signatures
can be obtained.

Overview

The m_in focus of this working group was to design a detector system which is capable
of measuring soft low-mass e+e - pair (M¢+e-) production from .._ 4 GeV/c a down
to a few hundred MeV/c a in the central rapidity region, together with associated
hadron charged multiplicity and transverse neutral energy of the event. The soft
dilepton production in :his mass range and direct photon production are expected
to he a sensitive penetrating probe to study the properties of the high energy density
matter (hot hadron gas, mixed phase, and QGP) created in the heavy-ion collisions

RmC[9].
The measurement of low-mass e+e- pair production with low pr, is a nontrivial

task due to the overwhelmingly large combinatorial background from w0 and ,7Dalitz
decays. The key to the successful measurement of the low-mass continuum is to
effectively reject Dalitz-decay pairs. This requires an identification of e+e- pairs with
relatively small (0 < 10°) open.ing angles before they enter a magnetic volume.

The detector system we studied during the workshop is schematically depicted
in Fig.1. It has two identical arms on both sides of the beam pipe (each coveting
-0.2 < 7/ < 0.2, -20 ° < q_< 45°), has a gas ring-imaging Cerenkov (RICH) counter

on each arm. The RICH counters are placed close to the beam pipe_ in a field-free
region, and are used to identify electrons and to reject small-angle e+e- pairs.

Charged particle tracking starts at 1.5 m from the collision diamond. Each arm
has a time projection chamber (TPC) placed in an H-type dipole magnet. The ex-
pected number of charged particles entering each arm is about 80 (for central Au+Au

1The use of segmented (,-- 2000 segmentation) non-imaging (_erenkov detector is also being
studied.
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collisions).
Behind the tracking volumes, we propose to install highly-segmented high-resolution

electromagnetic calorimeters. The calorimeters provide additional electron identifica-
tion power, and can be also used to study "y, _r° and 7/spectra.

Another major issue is the ability to trigger on electrons of a minimum pr and
e+e- pairs of a minimum invariant mass in real time. This would involve a first level

trigger on a cluster in the EM calorimeter followed by a second or higher level trigger
in which the cluster would be correlated with an electron track identified with the
RICH.

Physics Motivation and Goals
_I

The followingprobesareproposedtostudysystematicallythehighenergydensity

matterin the centralregiontogetherwithassociatedchargedhadron multiplicity'

dN±/dy and alsothetransverseneutralenergyflowdE_,/d_I:
q

1. Di-electron Production ( 0.3 __ M_+_- < 4 GeV/c 2)

• Yield of low-m_s, low-pr e+e - pair production ("anomalous" production, QGP
enhancement- the rate is proportional to the square of dN+/dy),

- • Vector mesons (p,co,_b (yield and mass shift of which the latter may be related to
the chiral symmetry restoration[14]) and J/9) production (distortion of the spectra

and melting).

2. Direct Photon Production

• Singlephoton (excess at low and high Pr, 7/_r ratio, associated particles),
• Diphoton production (back-to-back) at high Fr-

3. Charm Production

• Single electron production (e/vr ratio, excess at low PT?),
g Associated charm (DD) production with a high Pr electron trigger.

4. Jet Production

• Away-side jet tagged with a high pr photon,
• A high Pr _r° as a leading particle in a jet.

5. Identified Hadron PT Spectra

• Neutral hadrons (vro, _7)(with the EM calorimeter),
• Charged hadrons (Tr:_, K :L,p_, .. )
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Brief Description of detector components

Tracking -

Tracking starts at 1.5 m from the collision diamond. Each spectrometer arm has
a dipole magnet with the maximum strength of 1 T..m, a TPC inside the magnet.
High-resolution drift chambers (projective readout) will be placed at the entrance of
the magnet, and at lm behind the magnet.

The TPC is our primary pattern recognition device; the drift chambers, which
have better spatial resolution and better two-track separation as compared to the

TPC, are used to achieve good momentum resolution (6p/p < 0.5% at 1 GeV/c).

Electron-pair reconstruction and Dalitz-decay rejection

Electrons are identified by a gas RICH counter which fills the volume between the
diamond and the magnet. Electron track candidates found by the RICH counters
are matched to the tracks reconstructed in the TPC, and are further verified by the

electromagnetic calorimeter placed at R - 3.6 m. An overall e/_r separation of 10-5
to 10-4 should be achievable with this scheme.

It will be shown in the following that Dalitz decay background events from _r°
and r/decays can be effectively rejected if we throw away en electron track associated
with an adjacent positron track.

RICH Optics (very preliminary) -

The RICH counter wiU consist of a mirror system and a photon readout system. They

will be installed in a container, fLlled with suitable radiator gas at 1 atm. The RICH
counter is installed in front of the magnet placed at R=l.Sm. In the current design
summarized below, the mirror is placed at 1.3m from the diamond, and the radiator

length is about lm; the expected number of detected photoelectrons per single track
is i0_ 15.

number ofmirror: 2 modltles/ arm (planesymmetry atz=0)
: mirror curvature: 1700mm

mirror position: 1300mm from the beam axis.

coverage angle: AO = 20 degrees / module, and
A q_= 65 degrees.

tilt angle: 16 degrees.

number of detectors: 2 modules / arm (plane symmetry at z=0)
detector size: 400mm x 50Omre / module

detector position: 550rnm from the beam axis
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RICH Optical readout

One of the possible RICH readout methods is to use a multi-anode PMT tube with
fine-mesh-dynodes. In near future, UV-sensitive multi-anode tubes with the following
specifications should become available:

outer dimensions 120mm square
sensitive area 100mm square
no. of anodes 10 x 10

40 x 40 maximum

window UV glass (> 180nra)
material 3.Smrn, t window and 16#m Cu foilx no. of dynodes
no. of dynodes 16
thickness about 70mm

amplification 2 x 10e w/o field

Single-photon sensitivity of such tubes and its applicability to RICH readout is our
high-priority R&D project for RHIC.

EM Calorimeter

A highly-segmented electromagnetic calorimeter will be placed at R = 3.6 m; the area

covered is about 8 m2/arm, each segmented into about 5000 blocks of crystals, such
as PBF2. In Fig.2, we show a result of a Monte Carlo simulation which demonstrates
the lr ° reconstruction capability of the EM calorimeter. The choice of the calorimeter

crystal is an important R&D subject.

Global event characterization

A coarse-segmentation electromagnetic barrel calorimeter covering 0 < [r/I < 2, and
a coarse-segmentation electromagnetic endcap calorimeter coveting 2 < [r/[ < 4 will
be used as our global event characterization device. Conventional lead-scintillator
scheme appears to be sufficient.

Optional forward spectrometer

Since there is an open space in the forward (1 < [771< 4) region, addition of a forward
spectrometer to measure charged particle single spectra is being considered.

Expected performance of the proposed detector

Electron-pair reconstruction and Dalitz-decay rejection -

An extensive Monte Carlo study on the electron-pair reconstruction efficiency and
Dalitz-decay rejection efficiency was done. We assumed a Au+Au central collision,
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and included both _r° and 17 Dalitz decays (the 77rate was assumed to be 8% of the

_.0 rate). Decays of p, w and ¢ were also included in the simulated events.

The distribution of the opening angles between the Dalitz-decay e+e - pairs is

peaked at small angles. We found that if we discard an electron/positron if there is a

(_erenkov hit within a cone angle of 15°, We can improve the Signal-to-noise ratio of

the e+e - pair measurement by a factor 35 (at 1 GeV/c _) with only 30% loss in the

true-pair reconstruction ei_ciency.

In Fig.3, we show the e+e - pair invariant mass spectrum without Dalitz decay

rejection (dashed histogram), and with rejection (_vHd histogram), plotted in 10 MeV

bins. The statistics corresponds to about 2 × 107 Au+Au central collisionr_. The

discrete peaks ofw and ¢ decays are clearly visible.

Overlaid, we show in Fig.3 two curves; the solid curve is t!he estimated pair con-

tinuum from QGP (Kajantie et al.[9], for initial temperatuxe; To = 500MEV, and

critical temperature; Tc = 160MEV ), and the dashed curve is the magnitude of the

anomalous continuum enhancement observed so far in various measurements[15].

The M,+c- acceptance of the detector system is shown in Fig.4 (we assumed that

do'/cIydMT ¢x MTexp(-MT/T) with T = 160 MEV).

A note on the "two-photon" e+e - pairs

It was shown at the workshop by M.I_hoades-Brown that a large number of e+e - pairs

should emerge from relativistic heavy-ion collisions. It is our great concern whether or

not the "two-photon" pairs can become an important background to our lepton-pair
measurement.

A rough estimate of the number of single electrons with Fr > 10 MeV (lower-

energy electrons can be safely neglected because they are below the gas (_erenkov

threshold) which appear in our detector acceptance, is about 500/see. If this oc-

curs randomly, this is no threat to our e+e - measurement. If, on the other hand,
central collisions always lead to multiple-pair production, and more than 1 elec-

trons/positrons withFr >> 10 MeV are ejected into our detector acceptance, overkilling

of true events should result. This problem still needs much study.

Performance summary

The following table shows a summary of the expected performance of the proposed
detector:
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Pseudo rapidity range -0.2 < r/< 0.2

¢ coverage -20 ° < ¢ < 45°, two arms
Single-particle momentum resolution _ = 0.5% at 1 GeV/cp

Single-particle acceptance 17 % / 7/
Charged partR:le multiplicity / arm .-_80 (Au+Au central)

e+e - pair acceptance + 0.7% at J/_, 0.4 % at ¢(1020)
e+e - pair mass resolution 7 MeV at 1 GeV/c 2

Dalitz-pair suppression 1/35 at Mc+ e- = 1.0 GeV/c 2

e+e: pair S/N at 1 GeV 0.01 (Anomalous pair, without Dalitz rejection)
0.5 (Anomalous pair, with Dalitz rejection)

0.3 (QGP a la Kajantie, without Dalitz rejection)

15 (QGP a la Kajantie, with Dalitz rejection)
J/_ yield 20/day (Au+Au, L = 5 × 1026)

_byield 60/day (Au+Au, L = 5 × 10_)
da

+) Event rate = L x B_ × Acceptance

Major R&D Items

1. (_erenkov detector RICH or segmented (_erenkov?, (_erenkov optics (mirror,

image size), and photon detector.

2. EM Calorimeter Study of crystals (CsI and PBF2) and readout - PMT and
diode.

3. TPO Read-out plane fabrication and readout electronics cost reduction.

4. Trigger and data-acquisition system to correlate a cluster in the EM calorimeter

: with an electron track identified with the RICH.
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Figure Captions

Fig.1 (a) Top view and (b)end view of the two-arm electron pair spectrometer.

Fig.2 A Monte-Carlo result of the two-photon invariant-mass spectrum (Au+Au, cen-
tral collision), with ET cfff at 1 GeV to each photon.
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Fig.3 The e.e- pair invariant mass spectrum without Dalitz decay rejection (dashed
histogram), and with rejection (solid histogram), plotted in 10 MeV bins. The
statistics corresponds to about 2 × 107 Au+Au central collisions. The discrete
peaks are cv and _ decays. The solid curve is the estimated pair continuum from
QGP (Kaj_,_l_ie et al.[9], for initial temperature; To = 500MEV, and critical tem-

perature; Te = 160MEV ), and the dashed curve is the magnitude of the artoma-
ious continuum enhancement observed so far in various measurements[15].

Fig.4 e+e - pair acceptance of the detector system for a magnet field of 5 kG over
1.5 meters of the magnetic volume, under the assumption that da'/dydMt ¢x

Mt exp(-Mt/T) with T = 160 MEV).
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TOTAL and ELASTIC pp CROSS SECTIONS AT RHIC
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: ABSTRACT

We have examined the feasibility of studying elastic protomproton (pp)

scattering at v G = 500 GeV, in the small angle scattering hall at RHIC. The

requirements for the intersection region and the detector are described. The

lattice configuration and the angular coverage of the detector will allow the

simultaneous stJdy of ali three regions that characterize elastic scattering,

namely the Coulomb dominated region, the Coulomb-hadronic interference

region and the hadronic dominated region.

This manuscript, ha_ been authored under contract number DE-AC02-76CH00016 with the U.S. Depart-

ment of Energy. Accordblgly, the U.S. Government retains a non-exclusive, royalty-free license to publish or

reproduce the published form of this contribution, or allow others to do so, for U.S. Government purposes.
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Motivation

RHIC presents the opportunity to measure several basic parameters in low momentum

transfer pp collisions at center of mass energies up to 500 GeV. These parameters include •

(i) the total and elastic cross sections, atot and aet.

(ii) the ratio of the real to the imaginary part of the forward elastic scattering am-

plitul le, p.

(iii) the nuclear slope parameter of the pp elastic scattering, b.

(iv) the structure of the differential elastic cross section claet/dt.

While these parameters have been measured for p_ interactions up to center of mass

energies V/s = 2 TeV, the pp measurements are available only up to V_ = 63 GeV. It is

of interest to compare pp and p_ interactions by extending the pp measurements to the

highest possible energies.

We summarize the results for elastic scattering which are discussed in greater detail

in Refs. [1]-[6]. The differential elastic pp cross section is given by

doel
= _[/_+ AI2 (I)dt

where fc and fh are the Coulomb and the hadronic amplitudes respectively.

The spin independent hadronic amplitude fh is usually parametrized as

fh =\47r ]

The Coulomb amplitude fc is given by

(exp(ia¢)) (3)A =2_e2(t)× Irl
where a is the fine structure constant, G(t) is the proton electromagnetic form factor and

¢ is the Coulomb phase, which is

¢ = t_ \ Irl] -0.577. (4)i

The dependence of the differential eiasuc''" crt_s _lu,,--_,,__ _'/_'_-/z,on t _,m__'_,,_div ;'_A ;,'_',

regions; the Coulomb, the interference and the hadronic regions. At low t, the Coulomb
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term dominates and dzr/dt has a (1/t 2) dependence. As t increases, the interference be-

tween the Coulomb and hadronic contributions becomes maximal. Finally the hadronic

contribution dominates and da/dt falls off exponentially.

The total cross section is related to the differential elastic cross section by applying the

optical theorem,

(167r (he) 2) da dO_o_= 1+p2 -_-I_-0. (5)

From general considerations of unitarity and analyticity, the difference in the total pp and

p_ cross section is predicted to tend tozero at large values of s

°tot(p_)- _to_(pp)-_o, (e)

and the rate at which the pp total cross section increases is limited by the Fr3issart bound,

1

(_)< -_log_o (7)
a_ot

The UA4 collaboration has measured atot, aet and p in p_ collisions at v/s = 540 GeV

[6]. Their measurement of p = 0.24 =i=0.04, which is higher than the predicted value of

p = 0.15, suggests that the total cross sections rise more rapidly with energy than that

expected from extrapolations from low energy measurements. Some models which have

tried to account for this discrepancy predict that the pp and p_ total cross sections diverge

at very high energies° It has been pointed out that pp measurements at v/s = 500 GeV

could help to differentiate between the models [1],[2].

Finally there are some speculative topics which could prove promising. The possibility

of having polarized proton beams at RHIC would allow measurements of spin dependent

effects in small angle scattering. Low momentum transfer AA collisions are interesting

but are complicated by contributions from poorly understood processes such as low mass

electron pair production and nuclear excitations. VCeare consulting theorists on the above

- matters.
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Experimental Technique

In this section we sketch the technique that we intend to use. A more detailed dis-

cussion may be found in Refs. [5]-[8].

For forward elastic scattering we have

t = -4p2 i,2(0/2) -po Cs)

where pis the beam momentum and 0 is the scattering angle. Using the known parameters

of the accelerator lattice, one can calculate the deflection y* and the scattering angle 0_

at the interaction point knowing the deflection y and the angle 0_ at another point. For

example, at a point where the phase advance from the interaction point is • and the

betatron function is 8, Y is given by

y= _(_, ) [cos (_) + a*sin (_)]y* . V/i_*)sin (_P)O; (9)

where a* is the derivative of the betatron function at the interaction point. We have

considered a lattice configuration such that a* is zero. If the value of • is an odd multiple

of r/2, the above expression simplifies to

y = VZ(_/3*)sin(_)0;. (10)

Therefore, if the detector is located at a point where the phase advance is an odd multiple

of 7r/2, the scattering angle is determined just from the measurement of the displacement

alone. When the above condition is satisfied, rays that are parallel to each other at the

interaction point are focussed onto a single point at the detector.

At v/s = 500 GeV , the hadronic and Coulomb amplitudes are equal in magnitude

when t _ 1.1xl0 -3 GeV 2. This corresponds to a scattering angle of 0.13 mrad, which sets

the scale for measuring the interference between the Coulomb and the hadronic terms.

- In practice, the observed scattering angle has to be larger than the angular spread of

the beam aey at the collision point

aoy= 6_* (11)
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where e is the 95_ emittance and _* is the betatron function at the interaction point.

Thus a large betatron function is required at the interaction point. The magnitude of the

betatron function _* determines the size of the beam spot a_, which is given by

a_ = tF/_*. (12)¥ 67r

The detectors are placed at suitable points along the lattice inside thin walled re-

entrant vessels ( "Roman pots" ), whose insertion can be controlled remotely. During

injection, the pots are moved away from the beam. After the beams stabilize, the pots are

moved closer to the beam. Events are selected by requiring a coincidence of two counters

on opposite sides of the interaction point, which experience has shown leads to a clean

trigger. The longitudinal position of the collision point is determined from time of flight

measurements.

: We intend to measure da/dt over ali three regions simultaneously. Since the Coulomb

contribution is calculable, the parameters can be determined without having to normalize

to the luminosity or the total cross section.

The Intersection Region

In the RHIC lattice configuration, the horizontal and vertical betatron functions,

/3z(s) and/_(s), are related by the expression,

(8)=

where s is the longitudinal distance from the interaction point. This constrains the allowed1

values of vertical and horizontal betatron functions. Although _* can be set as high as

700 m, _* = 200 m appears to be a reasonable operating point. In our preliminary study,

we have assumed that that /_z = /_ = 200 m. Fig. 1 shows the horizontal and vertical

betatron functions. Fig. 2a(b) shows two curves. The first curve is the 6a width (height)

of the beam in the interaction region. The second curve _hows the horizontal (vertical)

displacement of a particle from the axis when the scattering angle is 0.1 mr. The 900 and

2700 phase change occur at about 100m and 140 m from the interaction point i.e. the

Q4-Q5 arid the QS-Q9 locations. Fig. 2 shows that the beam and the scattered particle
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are well separated when the phase change is 90o. It also suggests that scattering angles

as low as 0.08 mrad can be measured. We will position Roman pots at about 100 m and

somewhat closer to increase the t coverage (see discussion below). As the systematic errors

for measurements made in the vertical plane are different from those that are made in the

horizontal plane, we intend to make measurements in both planes. In this preliminary

lattice configuration, the 90o phase change in the horizontal and vertical planes do not

occur at the same point. This could complicate the measurement of the scattering angle.

We are therefore pursuing a more detailed study of the lattice configuration. It should be

pointed out that the length of the Q6 quadupole in this intersection should be about 1.5

m instead of 1.13 m to achieve a value of/3* = 200 m.

The aperture of the first quadrupole magnet limits the maximum angle that can be

measured by the detector described above to 0.6 mrad ( t _, 20× 10 -3 GeV 2 ). While this

is adequate to measure p and atot, it is desirable to extend the angular coverage to larger

angles so that the structure in the differential elastic cross section dael/dt can be studied.

We are examining ways of placing detectors within a reentry pipe in the straight section

between quadrupoles Q3 and Q4 for measuring scattering angles up to about 1.5 mrad

and in the intersection region for measuring angles greater than 1.5 mrad.

The maximum luminosity for pp interactions with this lattice configuration will be

about 2×1029 cm-2sec -1. However, the cross sections for low angle scattering are large

and we could run at lower luminosity. The UA4 collaboration took data at a luminosity

of 2×1026 cm-2sec -1 [6].

The Detector

We propose to use arrays of scintillating fibers as the detector elements. Scintillating

fibers are fast, resistant to radiation damage, robust and convenient to operate and cali-

brate. An inexpensive detector with the required segmentation can be constructed from

fibers. Each Roman pot will contain six planes of fibers and a trigger scintillator. The

active area of the detector in each Roman pot will be about 32 x 32 mm 2.

Currently scintillating fibers of size less than lmm and resistant to radiation damage

up to 10 Mrads are available. We are considering rectangular 0.4 mm (active) x 1.0 mm

fibers. The narrower side (0.4 mm) will face the incoming particle. We believe that the 1
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mm depth will produce 4-6 primary photoelectrons, which is sufficient for detection [3] .

The fibers will be arranged in "ribbons" consisting of 64 32 mm long fibers, ( the effective

width of each fiber will be 0.5 mm when the contributions from the cladding, glue, black

paint etc. are included) to give a 32 × 32 mm 2 detector size. Each fiber will optically

isolated from its neighbor. For sufficient accuracy and redundancy, we are considering six

planes; two vertical, two horizontal, and two oriented at an angle of +450 to the vertical

(U and V planes). The centers of the two horizontal (vertical) planes can be staggered by

0.25 mm to improve the position resolution. The U and V fiber planes will consist of 90

45 mm long fibers each to cover the active 32 x 32 mm 2 area.

Each scintillating fiber will be optically coupled to a plastic fiber and each plastic fiber

will be read out independently by a channel of a multianode photomultiplier tube [9]. The

combined length of the scintillating fiber and the optical fiber will be about 25 cm, which

corresponds to an attenuation length of lessthan 0.25. At this time we are considering

multianode tubes made by Hamamatsu and Philips. They are sufficiently compact and

the cross talk between the channels for the Amperex tube is about 5% [10]. Electronic

: cross talk is reported to be greatly reduced in a new Hamamatsu photomultiplier tube

type R4135-01 [11].

= We estimate the total number of channels to be about 6400 or 100, 64 channel mul-

tianode PMTs. The signals from the PMTs will be fed directly to discriminators and to

TDCs. The timing information will be required to locate the interaction point and to reject

backgrounds. The collision point can be located to within 15 cm if the time resolution of

' the trigger scintillator is 0.5 ns. Hits from either the beam halo or beam gas interactions

in general do not satisfy the trigger requirement of a rough coincidence between upstream

and downstream counters. For further background rejection, we will cover the central

region with small scintillator counters to detect inelastic collisions and veto them.

Conclusions

= (1) The experiment measures some basic parameters which are of topical interest.

It is inexpensive and fits in well with the RHIC program. We are pursuing a

detailed design and will submit a Letter of Intent.
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(2) Although the experiment is feasible with present technology, given the long lead

time, we anticipate that advances in detector technology could improve the per-

formance. Therefore we plan to pursue R & D, particularly in scintillating fibers

and nmltianode photomultiplier tubes.

(3) We are studying the parameters of the intersection region, the resolution and

precision of the detector, and the backgrounds.

(4) We are considering applications to AA scattering. However, more work is re-.

quired to understand the contributions from low energy pair production and

nuclear excitation effects at low momentum transfer.
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Figure Captions

(1) The horizontal and vertical betatron functions, (fix) and (fl_), in the small angle

scattering hall intersection region, ft,, f_ are depicted by continuous and dotted

= lines respectively, ft* is chosen to be 200 m.
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kJ

(2a)The horizontaldisplacementofa particlefromtheaxiswhen thescatteringangle

is0.1mr. The beam momentum is250 GeV/c and thebeam emittance_Iv= 207r

mm-mrad. The dottedcurvedepictsthe6_ widthofthebeam.

(2b)The verticaldisplacementofa particlefromtheaxiswhen thescatteringangleis

0.1mr. The dottedcurvedepictsthe6a heightofthebeam.
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=

PHYSICS OBJECTIVES

The primary physics objective of the 47r TPC magnetic spectrometer proposal 1-3 is
to search for the Quark-Gluon Plasma. In previous workshops we have discussed what the
possible hadronic signatures of such a state of matter would be. Succinctly, the QGP is a

= direct prediction of non-perturbative QCD, Therefore the question of the existence of this
new state of matter bears directly on the validity of non-perturbative QCD. Itowever, since
non-perturbative QCD has never been established, it is apparent that what may await us
is a host of new phenomena that will go beyond the standard model.

* This research was supported by the US Department of Energy under Contract Nos.
DE-AC02-76CH00016, DE-AC0?-83ER40107, DE-FC05-87ER40309 and the National
Science Foundation.
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In order to maximize the probability of observing new phenomena, the apparatus
is designed to cover nearly 47r solid angle and to track and measure the momentum of
individual particles produced in the collision' In addition the spectrometer will incorporate
particle identification by measuring dE/dx and time-of-flight for the tracked particles.
These capabilities should enable us torecognize the hadronic signals associated withthe
formation of a QGP, and to very likely establish its properties if it is produced at a sufficient
rate.

The following list of what we hope to measure summarizes our physics objectives.

1. We will track and measure the momentum over nearly 4_r of the charged particles
emanating from A + A and A -t-A _ collisions where A, A t range from protons to Gold.

2. We will identify charged particles by time-of-flight and dE/dx in a TPC Magnetic
Spectrometer. We will be able to separate r/K/p up to u 2.7 GeV/c and (Tr+g)/p
or p up to 4.5 GeV around the central region (I Ay iu 2 for p,p,I AY Iu 2.5 for
K+,K - and lay iu 3 for _r+r -.

3. If strange and antistrange quark production is enhanced at higher momenta, we will
be able to identify fast/t, A, and K°'s in each event. Future vertex detectors could
allow the identification of slower A_.,K ° and possibly other long lived particles.

4. The proposed techniques will allow the search for correlations of various signals from
any unusual events to indicate the properties of the mechanisms involved. It is im-
portant to note that the enormous amount of information we obtain from each event
will act as powerful constraints on its interpretation. In parallel we will generate
predictions of what to expect from conventional effects by extensive simulations with
cascadeand other conventional models.

This program of physics goals can be most efficiently met by the type of spectrometer
being proposed here.

WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES AND ACTIVITIES

The collaboration plans to submit a Letter of Intent this fall for a first round RHIC
experimental program. Therefore the group's activities during this workshopwere concen-
trated on expanding and improving the existing proposal.

A 4r tracking TPC magnetic spectrometer for RHIC was proposed by various members
of this collaboration in ali three prior RHIC workshops. 1-3 Figure 1 shows the configuration
primarily considered in the prior two workshops with the addition of the time-of-flight walls
described later. It consists of a central TPC, 5 meters along the beam by 5 meters wide
by 2.8 meters high located inside a 5KG window frame dipole magnet. A 40 cm high by

: 40 cm wide region* around the beam was omitted from the TPC since track densities in
some cases were considered too high to be handled at smaller distances. This central TPC

will have dE/dx capability. The two end TPC's shown will track but not measure dE/dx
since it is not considered Useful for the generally higher momentum tracks entering there.

* This 40 cm region may be extended in the vertical direction into a slab over the beam
interaction region at the height of tile TPC for various practical purposes.
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A dipolemagnet was selectedasthemostpracticaland economicalway ofcoveringa large
solid angle while maintaining good momentum resolution for forward and backward going
particles.

The AGS BNL, CCNY and RICE E-810 experimental program atthe AGS has pro-
vided valuable experience in TPC construction, operation, pattern recognition and data
analysis. In manY respects AGS E-810 serves as a valuable prototype program for this
RHIC proposal. In addition, BNL/CCNY/LBL/Rice have engaged in a RHIC TPC R&D
program. A Notre Dame group joined the collaboration so that the collaboration now
consists of the BNL/CCNY/Notre Dame/Rice personnel listed on the first page.

THE MAIN TOPICS CONSIDERED IN THIS WORKSHOP
!. Time-of-flight walls to extend the particle identification range and there-by enhance

the rapidity coverage of the TPC system.
2. Consideration of various dipole configurations to best accommodate experimental ar-

rangements and time-of-flight.

3. Methods of incorporating the dipole in th_ RHIC accelerator ring with the generous
assistance of S.Y. Lee.

4. Monte Carlo simulations to evaluate detector performance and optimize its design.
5. Consideration of which experimental halls can be used to house this detector system

and some practical considerations in regard to its assembly and maintenance.
6. Finally, we considered what questions remain to be worked on.

TIME-OF-FLIGHT SYSTEMFOR PARTICLE IDENTIFICATION

It was felt that a "_ 75 picoseconds time resolution although somewhat optimistic
at present should be realizable for RHIC. This opinion was presented by others at the
workshop. 4

Figure 2 shows/_ vs. momentum in GeV/c for _, K, and p for a length of 9M and
a = 75ps. Each particle curve is accompanied by =h3a bands. It is then assumed that
when these bands overlap for two particles they are no longer effectively identifiable.

With this criterion we find r, K and p are individually separable up to about 2.7
GeV/c. Protons and anti-protons are separable from the other two particles up to about
4.5 GeV/c. When combined with our dE/dx particle identification in the central TPC
we cover rapidity ranges of AY _ ±3 for pions, Ay _ 4-2.5 for kaons and Ay _ i2 ibr
protons and antiprotons. Only pseudorapidities can be determined for particles with larger
rapidities. The particle separations quoted above can be achieved with a time resolution
of a = 105ps if the requirement is relaxed to 2a (95% C.L.). The final choice of design will
probably be driven by cost rather than ultimate time resolution technically feasible.

CONSIDERATION OF VARIOUS DIPOLE CONFIGURATIONS

Figures 3a and 3b show the configuration of the time-of-flight walls with the additional
. open dipole magnet options considered. The configurations considered attempt to optimize
_ their general usefulness and extend particle ID and thus rapidity coverage for individual

particles. At the same time the TOF system should contain _ 20,000 channels to keep the
: occupancy at <10% and also contain costs. The time-of-flight walls will be placed around

the beam in sections. These new magnet options will be further investigated. Their
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advantage is that openness is preserved for future use. Their disadvantage _s that the
better uniformity and probably lower cost of a window frame dipole will be compromised.

In any event the magnet should be built in a symmetrical manner so that RHIC
accelerator correcting malznets can be designed simply. In this regard the dipole may be
the simplest for the RHIC designers. It should be noted that the time-of-flight walls are
positioned to measure the partMes going out the forward and back ends of the dipoles.
Our Monte Carlo simulations indicate that this is where they will be most necessary to
extend the ra_idit3' range coverage. However we can of course in principle redeploy some
of them in the open arrangements in the wide angle region if for any reason we decide to
identify faster charged particles in these regions.

MATCHING THE DIPOLE TO RHIC

S.Y. Lee has designed a system for matching our 2.5 Tesla meter dipole magnet into
RHIC. This system and some of its charact, eristics are shown in Fig. 4. S.Y. Lee is of the
opinion that this procedure is feasible and forsees no problems.

MONTE CARL.) SIMULATIONS

For our Monte Carlo simulations we have develo,_ed two new event generators. The
first is a cascade generator called RHIC EVENT. We use the HIJET approach with the
following important modifications:

1. We included all relevant conservation laws, and conserved quantum numbers (energy,
momentum, charge, baryon number, and strangeness).

2. In order to attain the generally expected flat central plateau and proton fragmentation
peaks the stopping power was reduced phenomenologically by allowing each cc,lliding
nucleon to fragment each time it hits by losing _ 3 units of rapidity {the width of the
fragmentation region) which then goes into fragmentation. The r_.mainder proceeds
as a particle for additional collisions. This led to flat central plateaus and proton
fragmentation peaks.

Thus we simulate what is generally expected at RHIC. When we get RHIC data this ap-
" ploazh will be modified as indicated. At RHIC energies the effects of secondary interactions

is being worked on in a program called HADGAS.
We have also developed a program called RHIC PLASIv_A EVENT. We considered

the case of 100 GeV per nucleon gold on 100 GeV per nucleon gold. We tag a region of
impaco parameter + 1.25 fermis and allow the nucleons in this tagged region to produce
a QGP bubble of the Van tIove type, around y = 0 in the cms, and allow it to break up
according to the model desc.-ibed below. This progrum models as plasma b,_i_ble breakup
according to the work of P. Koch, M. Mueller and J. Rafaelski. 5 The particle production
probabilities depend on the critical temperature and the gluon fragmentation function.
Simple combinatoric weights a,'e used to produce particles according to these probabilities
with a momentum distribution of that of the critical temperature (chosen as _ 170 MEV).
About 6% of the available ener;,y waz thus allowed to go into plasma. This is a ree.sonably
conservativo gu_s._. However the chanzes in RHIC EVENT behav',or the plasma bubble

- introduces can of course be scaled up or down according to the percentage of plasma

s,,lected. The results of RttIC EVENT _cascade without plasma) and RHIC PLASMA
EVENTS "RHIC EVENT + 6% plasma) are shown for lr- or 7r+ in Figs. 5a and 5b.
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Figure 5b shows dN/dy for an average over 10 RHIC EVENTS to show the nature of the
cascade plateau with good statistics. Figure 5a shows a single RHIC PLASMA EVENT

with actual counts on the left scale and dN/dy on the right scale.

Our TPC system with the time-of-flight wall would allow a rapidity range of Ay _ =k3

for pions to be detected and thus this phenomena would be clearly observed. Figure 6a

shows one RHIC PLASMA EVENT for K + or K'-. Figure 6b shows an average of ten

RHIC EVENTS (cascade), revealing an even more striking rapidity peak for the plasma
over the cascade. Our TPC system with the time-of-flight wall would allow a rapidity

range of Ay _ :i= 2.5 for kaons to be detected.

Figure 7a shows one RHIC PLASMA EVENT for ft. Figure 7b shows an average

of ten RHIC EVENTS (cascade) for #, again revealing a striking rapidity peak for the
plasma over the cascade. For # and p we can detect the rapidity range Ay ,_ -t-2. Figure

8a shows one RHIC PLASMA EVENT for p. Figure 8b shows an average of ten RHIC

EVENTS (cascade) for p. The upper event clearly shows a central peak accompanied by

two fragmentation peaks. Although we could detect the central peak with Ay _ -t-2 we

would not see the fragmentation peaks.

Of course moving multi-bubbles would spread these peaks but tile total number of

extra particles would tend to remain about the same. There could be fluctuations in

which considerably more or considerably less plasma is created. However, one should note

that assuming that signals of this nature survive in a sufficient number of events we expect

it would be very difficult to explain them without a Quark-Gluon Plasma.

The ability of our apparatus to see a great deal of detail is an advantage in a new

field, since no one can be sure what will occur when the experiments are performed. If

there are fast enough A, A or K°'s we should be able to observe them. However one of

our planned future projects, a close in vertex detector should if it materializes allow the

detection of slow A, A and K°'s. It also possible in that case that we may see _- _ At-

and i2- _ AK-. Our proposed apparatus has great potential for observing the unexpected

which may well in the end be its greatest virtue.

Simulation of RHIC 100 GeV Per Nucleon Au on Au

D_ring the workshop we addressed the question of helical tracks which spiral in the 5

KG magnet for momenta of p " 0.25GeV/c. The result is shown for 10% of the tracks in

Fig. 9. Since the TPC essentia y sees in 3D, we found the helical spiraling did not cause

a problem. In fact with the 500,000 channels of readout we plan we estimated that only

1% of the available pixels were occupied.

Before discussing other prior simulations a description of the TPC's is in order.

THE TPC_S

The magnet is filled with TPC rr Mules at atmospheric pressure, occupying the entire

- volume except for a region _0 cm wide by 80 (or nacre) cm l,igh centered around the beam

pipe.* This TPC (TPC1) is read out by a conventional anode _ire and cathode pad sysLem

like that used for the original PEP-4 TPC. In this case, however, the readout is located

over the two poie faces of _e" u_p_-_.'"_'- A _",u,,,,_...... ,,,r _,_.._.,_.:_ _,,_,_ r_,_ ,_,_1_...... _n.gIo._
_

* A vertex detector of suitable resolution is anticiFated to be placed within this region._
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greater than 15 ° from the beam axis. The i_seudorapidity interval covered is -2 < r/< 2.

For most, of the volume at least 100 energy loss samples will be made for each track. For

tracks at small anglc_, to the field lines momentum is not well measured.

Two oth,r TPC's (TPC2) are located outside the magnet at each end _o measure the

small angle tracks. They cover the angular range from about 4° to the beam out to 24 °

(pseudorapidity from 1.5 to 3.5 and -1.5 to -3.5). These detectors use the short anode
wire readout scheme developed for AGS Experiment 810, which gives better two-track

separation but yields no usable dE/d:r, information. Anode wire spacing of 2.5 mm is used

arranged in rows 5 cm apaa-t. The angle and position measurements in TPC2 will enable
the reconstruction of the track, measurement of momentum and assignment to the primary
vertex of these tracks.

TPC READOUT ELECTRONICS

TPC1 has a 50m _ readout area (read out top and bottom for speed) coveled with
closely spaced anode wires and cathode pads underneath arranged irl rows locally roughly
perpendicular to the average track direction with 0.5 cm pads on 0.5 cm centers.* TPC1

requires about a half million channels of readout electronics each capable of recording

multiple sets of measurements of time and pulse height (up to 16 segments of 8 amplitude

samples each). The device should separate hits in the time dimension which are 0.2 cm

apart so the bbl size should correspond to 1 mm. This requires 10 or 11 bits of time
resolution. The result is to divide the volume of the TPC into about a billion cells and to

present each track with the equivalent of 150 detector planes each with pixels 0.2cre x 1.5cre

(assuming 3 pads corresponds to the pixel length).
The track density _/dn is estimated to be _ 400 in the central region at RHIC even

for the 6% plasma events. As shown in Fig. 10 we have successfully handled track density
twice this at 40 cm from the target in AGS E=810 where the pixel size is approximately the

same. For an approximately constant dN/dy the hits per pixel are approximately constant
at a constant distance from the RHIC beam pipe. Therefore we believe we can handle the
rates at 40 cm from the RHIC beam.

We have estimated that in the very unlikely event that a_l the available energy in a

100 GeV Au and Au collision goes into plasma, track densities _ a factor of six higher
than we have considered could occur. Thus we could in these events :eparate tracks at

distances _- 1 meter and still have sufficient path length to do dE/dz. A similar statement

applies to other possible high density fluctuations.

In order to implement such a large fast sampling analog and time measuring system,

work is under way to develop large scale integration elec tronics utilizing the concept

of the segmentable analog memory. At the 1987 RHIC Workshop the basic design of

a chip set was acheived. 2 It was based on a low noise, low power amplifier shaper chip

and a segmented analog memory chip each having 8 channels per IC (Fig. 11). The

amplifier design is straight-forward and should not require high priority for prototyping.

-- Tne analog memory was based on an adaptation of an LBL development by Nygren and

Kleinfelder. De,_ign changes were made to implement the segmented memory function.

This is important because desparisfying or compacting the data on the fly is mandatory
-m

- * The arrangement of the cathode pads can be customized as desired.
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in a system of 5 x 105 channels. It is also important to reduce memory size to minimize
power consumption and silicon cost. This design reached the point that prototype chips
could have been produced. Subsequently the process used in this design has been replaced
b_ a more advanced process so a redesign is required. In order to verify the efficacy of this
concept it is important to proceed with prototype production, test and evaluation. Most
likely several itera'Aons of the chip will be required for debugging and optimization.

A prototype chip run through MOSIS costs about $10,000. A conservatve estimate of
the manpower and equipment to successfully develop such a chip is 5 or more man years
and several hundred thousand dollars for computer and software systems, test facilities,
interfaces etc. At the end of this effort, however, is the prospect of very low production
costs estimated to lead to "_ $10.00 per channel for the readout electronics.

The two modules of TPC2 each have 5m × lm area readout on top and bottom for a

total of 20m 2. Since no dE/dx measurement is contemplated in TPC2, 20 rows each with
elements on 2.5 mm spacing should suffice (equivalent pixel figured at 2 x 7.Smm). This
requires an additional 160,000 channels of electronics which needs to record only the drift

time.

DATA ACQUISITION FROM THE TPC

Organizing and compressing time and amplitude sampling information from a half mil-
lion pads raises some challenging issues. The raw uncompacted data from TPC1 produces
> 109 bytes of information, > 99% of which are samples empty of relevant information.
Therefore the first strategy is to record, even temporarily, a.s little of the empty samples as
possible at the front end of the electronics chain. It is proposed at this level, to reduce the
empty samples by a factor of 100-200 using the concept of the segmentable analog memory.
This will leave analog data encompassing the time samples that have been triggered by an
analog threshold detection.

The next level of compaction is to fit the analog samples in time yielding another
factor of two nr three. These two levels oi"compaction can be accomplished with electronics
mounted on the TPC, reducing the event size to 2 - 5 MB for further processing. Higher
levels of organization would be done remotely from the TPC. Electronic systems for these
first two levels of compaction would be organized in 1000-2000 serial links to this external
processing system.

TPC TRACK RECOGNITION

Track reconstruction efficiency for the proposed RHIC TPC was estimated by analyz-
ing the plasma events using an existing TPC reconstruction program from AGS E-810.
GEANT was used to convert the HIJET events into hits in the TPC padrows. Each hit
was then converted into a simulated TFC readout taking into account Landau iiuctuations,
ion drift time and diffllsion, and readout electronics characteristics. Backgrot, nd noise was
added, and a randoInly distributed. 5% of the readout channels were assumed dead. A
readout signal w_ generated based on the expected amplifier characteristics. The resulting
detection efficiency for individual hits was ,_ 90%.

The simulated readouts were _hei, analysed by the track reconstruction program de-
veloped for AGS E-810. The E-S10 TPC is rectangular wi_h parallel readout pad rows.

: The proposed RHIC TPC1 will have segments whose padrows are oric_cd iJi d "_.... 'III_I Cllb
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directions to optimize track reconstruction. In order to use the existing program to inves-
tigate the track recognition efficiency for a segmented TPC system, the proposed RHIC
TPC was simulated with three different configurations.

90 ° Chamber: 100 cm by 140 cm by 200 cm TPC centered at
(X,Y, Z) = 90,70,0 cm relative to the beam in-
tersection point; readout plane normal to X (beam
along Z).

0 ° Chamber: 100 by 140by 200 at 90, 70, 150 cre; readout plane
normal to Z.

30° Chamber: similar to 0° chamber, but with readout planes ro-
rated 30 degrees

Efficiencies were computed for correctly reconstructing tracks which spanned ten or
more padrows. Overall efficencies achieved in the 0, 30, and 90 degree chambers were,
respectively, 94%, 98%, and 95% for positive tracks; 97%, 81%, and 90% for negative
tracks.

Using the configuration which gave the highest efficiency for a given pseudorapidity
region, the efficiency for tracks with at leazt ten hits is greater than 95% in the pseudora-
pidity range I rI I< 2.

MOMENTUM RESOLUTION

The momentum resolution in the TPC1 detector will be dominated by multiple scat-
tering _ald can be estimated by comparing the momentum of the reconstructed track with
the generated momentum. For this comparison only tracks that spanned 25 or more
padrows were used. The fraction of tracks with AP/p < 5% was 74%, 83%, and 85% for
the 0, 30, and 90 degree chaznbers, respectively. The fraction with AP/P < 10% was 87%,
95%, and 94%. The average momentum resolution was about 2%. It is anticipated that
the cathode pad readout in TPC1 will give better momentum resolution than this present
simulation predicts. The average angular resolution is about 10 mrad.

Due to the generally higher momentum of the tracks the momentum resolution of
TPC2 will be dominated by measurement accuracy. An estimated position resolution of
1 mm leads to an angle resolution in TPC2 of about 3 mrad and a m,_mentum resolution

Ap/p = .O1P(aeV/c).

TPC ACCEPTANCE

The GEANT program tracked all charged particles (assuming their identity was
known) through the detector shown :(n Fig. 12. Hits were recorded as the tracks passed
over pad rows. If a particle decayed, uo further hits were recorded. Figure 12 is a GEANT
plot of the hits from a small fraction (_ 2%) of the tracks from one central event in the
proposed TPC. Because of the larger number of tracks involved it is difficult to produce a
presentable figure of a full RltIC event. The pattern recognition results are based on com-
plete events, of course. The track was defined as "accepted" for momentum measurement
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if there were 10 separate hits recorded.The particle was "accepted" for particle identifica-
tion if there were 80 cm or more of track samples recorded. The resultant acceptance is

indicated in the following table.

C_ENT12:AL EVENT ACCEPTANCES

" i' TPC1 TPC1 TPC2

[YI Range T_ck_t > 10 hits Particle I.D. > 10 hits

0 to 1 445 95.0% 81.8% 3:9%

1 to 2 513 88.3 81.7 33.7

2 to 3 497 35.8 19.7 84.;,
3 to 4 _ 384 0 0 70.6

above 4 266 0 0 16.9

PLASMA EVENT ACCEPTANCES

0 to 1 1284 88.6 74.1 4.3

1 to 2 556 86.4 80.1 29.4

, 2 to 3 433 35.9 20.6 85.9
3 to 4 335 0 0 72.0

above 4 279 0 0 16.1

TPC1 is quite efficient for [ Y I< 2 and TPC2 complements the acceptance for larger Y
where it is quite efficient. It should be noted that the above simulations assume particles

are identified. In reality when we combine dE/dx and time-of-flight particle identification
the rapidity ranges the TPC detector system can effectively cover are Ay _-, 4-3 for pions,

Ay NN=t=2.5 for kaons, and Ay,,:,_ +2 for p and p. At rapidities of larger magnitude only

the pseudorapidities canbe detern:;,ned.

PARTICLE IDENTIFICATION

Particle identification is of particular importance for the aforementioned physicsgoals.

In Fig. 13 is plotted the momentum spectrum for r's, K's and protons in the central

rapidity region. As has been demonstrated by PEP4, the TPC is particularly effective

in separating particles by ionization loss in the region between 100 and 700-1500 MeV/c

depending on the particle species; see Fig. 14. It should be noted that clear r/tr separation

is possible below 100 MeV/c. 7r/K/p separation is obtained between I00 MeV/c and 700/

MeV/c, p/(K + + r +) to > 1000 MeV/c and deuterons to 1500{MeV/c. There are narrow

bands of electron contamination (see Fig. 14). One should note that PEP-4 operates at a

pressure of NN5 atmospheres but we have a length of about 2.5 time,,, greater so that the

particle identification capabilities should be approximately comparable. Extending r/K/p

: separation to as low a momentum as possible imposes difficult requirements on electronics

dynamic range. A dynamic range of 50:1 is required to distinguish K's from p's down to

100 MeV/c although 7r/K separation should work to 50 MeV/c. With a nominal 100 cm of

sampled track (100 cm of gas) the sigma of truncated mean samples at minimum ionization

is 5-6%. In order that the sampling granularity does not materially reduce this resolution,

minimum ionization should be more than 5 times the least significant bit of the digitizer.
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Thus to cover 50 times minimum, 8 bits of dynamic range is essential (10 bits would be
more comfortable). The effort in progress mentioned in _readout electronics" has as a goal
a dynamic range of 10 bits. dE/dx is the major element in our particle ID since it covers
the high track density low momentum central region where prominant hadronic plasma
signals are expected. However in order to extend our rapidity coverage in tile non-central
regions with higher momentum cascade particles we have in this workshop added _ 20,000
channels of time-of-flight as discussed previously.

QED ELECTRONS
Before and during the workshop Mark Rhoades Brown 6 reported on e+e'" pairs pro-

duced by heavy ion beams in the crossing region is proportional to the production cross
section a = constant x(Z,a)2(Z2a) 2. Obviously Au and Au is the worst case. For

q --100 Gold on Gold he obtained ac+ e- = 3.36 x 104 barns. This now seems to be
about the consensus cross section for perturbative calculations. L -- 2 x 1026cm-2sec -1
for Au on Au beams in RHIC. The event rate is L_e+ e- _ 7 × 106 events per second for
L = 2 × 1026crn-2,_ec -1. For 28# sec "on time" of our TPC the event rate _ 200 events

per second. However from his distribution curves for Pll, approximately 14 slow single
electrons would, he calculated, _ enter our TPC. Allowing for non-unitary effects this could
be -_ 50. They would be concentrated near the 40 cm distance from the beam pipe and
due to drift they would be uniformly distributed in the vertical direction. Therefore we
consider this to be a manageable problem. However we will keep an eye on this effect.

THE TRIGGERING SYSTEM AND OTHER D_TECTORS

A small calorimeter surrounding the beam pipe and subtending a pseudorapidity range
from 4 to 5 will measure an energy that depends on the impact parameter of the collision.
A large plane device located just behind the central TPC which measures multiplicity
will give a more direct measurement of the interest of the event as far as TPC response
is concerned. Count information from the To F counters can also be used as a trigger
element. Note that the region 80cre wide by 80cm (or more) high immediately around the
interaction region is available for insertion of a special device capable of dealing with the
very large track densities. Such a device would have to have very low mass, of course, to
avoid compromising the TPC.

COMPUTATION AFTER TRIGGERING

For 100 GeV × A Au on 100 (]ev × A Au, the inelastic event rate _ aL ._ _J.8 ×
10 -24 "<2 × 102G _ 1400 per sec. The trigger reduces the rate by _ a factor of 100. Pattern
recognition would take about 0.5 sec per track on VAX780 based on AGS 810 experience.

Thus _ 14 × 4,000 × 0.5 _ 28 KiloVAX780 to process as we run. Approximately 20
KiloVAX780 should be sufficient when allowing for percentage on time. We now Can get
one 780 equivalent for < $1,000. We expect to gain a factor ,-_5 or better when RHIC is
available, so _ $4M is sufficient. We plan to improve the trigger, and all run time will not
be analyzed so allowing _ $3M - $4M for computing should be reasonable.
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COST ESTIMATES

Cost estimates were made for the TPC Magnetic Spectrometer system and published

in the LBL Workshop. 2 Salaries of the collaboration, EDIA and contingency were not

included. The total cost estimated for the window frame magnet, TPC system, trigger

system, and computer System was 18.5 million dollars. The time-of- flight wall we have

added at this workshop is expected to increase the costs by about 5 million dollars.
A cost estimate will be included with the Letter of Intent.

EXPERIMENTAL HALLS

This detector can be installed in either the wide angle (Fig. 15) or the major facility

hall (Fig. 16) without significant modification to the halls. Use of the narrow angle hall or
the open region Would require major reconstruction and will not be pursued. A preliminary

look at the possibility of moving the magnet and attached detectors in order to simplify

assembly and maintenance of the system indicates that it will not be a major difficulty,

and is being studied further.

AGS E-810 PROGRESS ON TPC SYSTEM

The success of the AGS E-810 TPC Program is a clear indication that We have the

appropriate expertise for this project.
The experimental arrangement for AGS E-810 is shown in Fig. 17. The AGS E-810

TPC system consists of three modules of twelve anode rows each. They al e placed along

the beam in the MPS 5KG magnet (Fig. 17) with the Si ion beams passing through the

TPC to provide large solid angle coverage. We have been able to handle 5,000 to 10,000

Si ions per AGS pulse passing directly through the center of the TPC. When the booster

becomes available at AGS to accelerate Au ions it will become necessary to deaden the

beam area unless one chooses to run at rates of a few hundred incident Au ions per pulse.

The anode readout wires are 25# gold-plated tungsten 1 cm long rows parallel to the

beam direction. There are 10 wires to the inch between cathode structures. A gate which

opens only when events of interest occur is included for operation at high ion beam rates

(~ 1/2 10'/pulse).

14.5 GeV/c × A Si on Au events with up to 90 track s were reconstructed with good
pattern recognition efficiencies. The event shown in Fig. 18 contains 68 tracks including
a h. Clear A and K ° peaks were obtained. About 700 single h events were obtained for

14,5 GeV/c Si × A on Au events during a running period of about o_,e day. Over 50

double h events were observed, and 2 triple A events were observed (see Fig. 19). These

experiments were described in references 8-10.

dN/dy distributions for negative tracks assuming they were pions were obtained and

dN/dy for protons was obtained approximately by subtracting negatives from positives

(see Fig. 29). Temperatures were estimated for the various particles. 9 About an order of

magnitude more data was obtained for various targets .anging from Si to Tungsten in the

most recent Heavy Ion run. This data is currently under analysis. A Physics Letters B on

: the h and K ° data is in press. I°
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SUMMARY
1. A 47r tracking TPC magnetic spectrometer for RHIC haz been proposed by members

of this collaboration in all four RHIC Workshops.
2. During this workshop the only basic change was the addition of time-of-flight walls to

enhance particle ID and thus increase the rapidity ranges covered. We also considered
various open dipole options.

3. S.Y. Lee designed a system to match our dipole into the RHIC ring.

4. The BNL/CCNY/Notre Dame/Rice collaboration believes this proposal will allow a
sensitive search for a Quark-Gluon Plasma and possibly other new phenomena which
go beyond the standard model.

5. Recent successes with the BNL/CCNY/Rice experimental program in AGS E-810 haz
demonstrated that the collaboration has the expertise required for such a project:
This has been further enhanced by a successful RHIC R&D program for developing a
TPC at RHIC. 11 A summary of this is given in Table I.

6. The BNL/CCNY/Notre Dame/Rice collaboration plans to submit a Letter of Intent
this fall for a first round RHIC experimental program with a device of this type.
Therefore at the Workshop we concentrated on preparing for this.
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, FIGURE. CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Horizontal section (containing the beam) of the previous 2,3 experimental arrangement.
The central TPC (TPC1) is in the 5RG window frame magnet (field vertical). The
external TPC's (TPC2) is only shown on the right side, but the left side contains these
also. Trigger calorimeters (between I n I= 4 - 5) and trigger multiplicity counters
(beyond TPC near yoke) are not shown. The time-of-flight arrays have been added
in this workshop.

Fig. 2 Beta Vs. momentum in GeV/c for r,K,p for a length of 9mm with TOF a = 75ps.
Each curve is accompanied by 3a bands.

Fig. 3a I!orizontal section (confining the beam) of an open dipole option with time-of-flight
walls. The left side external TPC (TPC2) and trigger elements are not shown.

Fig. 3b Open dipole option with time-of-flight walls. The opening is in the central region.
The left side external TPC (TPC2) and trigger elements are not shown.

Fig. 4 Design by S.Y. Lee for matching our 2.5 Tesla meter magnet into the RHIC ring.
Fig. 5a _r+ or Tr- counts and dN/dy vs. Y for one central RHIC PLASMA EVENT.
Fig. 5b The average _+ or 7r-dN/dy vs. Y for 10 central RHIC EVENTS.
Fig. 6a K + and K- counts and dN/dy vs. Y for one central RHIC PLASMA EVENT.
Fig. 6b The average K + or K-dN/dy vs. Y for 10 central RHIC EVENTS.
Fig. 7a i_ counts and dN/dy vs. Y for one central RHIC PLASMA EVENT.
Fig. 7b The average pdN/dy for 10 central RHIC EVENTS.
Fig. 8a p counts and dN/dy vs. Y for one central RHIC PLASMA EVENT.
Fig,. 8b The average p dN/dy,for 10 central RHIC EVENTS.
Fig. 9 10% of the spiraling tracks with p < 0.25GeV/c are shown for clarity. The simulation

used 100°/0 of the tracks. Since the TPC detects 3-dimensional points, there is no
significant confusion.

Fig. 10 dN/d,f_ 'vs. 0 measurements obtained in AGS E-810.
Fig. 11 RHIC '1'PC on chamber electronics. There are 256 channels per hybrid.
Fig. 12 2% of the tracks generated in a IOOGeV × A Au on a IOOGeV × A Au central collision.

Since theTPC detects in 3D it can handle the actual track density.
Fig. 13 Calculated momentum spectrum for _r:t:, K :k and p in the central region.

Fig. 14 dE/dx(KeV/cm) vs. momentum (GeV/c). This data was obtained in the PEl'4/9
TPC.

Fig. 15 The TPC detector is shown in the wide angle hall. The time-of-flight walls are not
shown.

Fig. 16 The TPC detectors is shown in the major facility hall. The time-of-flight walis are
not shown.

Fig. 17 The experimental arrangement for AGS E-810 showing the TPC system in the MPS
5-meter-long 5KG magnet.

Fig. 18 h 68 track 14.5 GeV/c x h Si on Au track event containing a h. (a) With ali tracks
shown; (b) with h only.

Fig. 19 A triple h event.
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Fig. 20 Pseudorapidity distribution of charged tracks from central collsions.

Fig. 21, Rapidity distribution of pions (circles) and protons (triangles) from central collisions.
Proton data are scaled one decade for clarity.
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Table I

TPC R _ D PROGRAM:
199(} PROGRESS ANl) FUTURE GOALS

_ress Goals

Electronics assembly method found and Develop multilayer circuit boards for chips

tested (260 contacts). Developed elastic under development.
interconnect devices.

Constructed cathode pad endc_p assem- Fully assembled test TPC).
bly for test chamber

Gas system designed for accurately mix- Completion of gas system.

ing a variety if gases.

Three-dimensional field mapping pro- Completion of field mapping program and

gram development including acquisition testing against actual chamber configuration.
of 387SX computer and MATHCAD
software.

Laser system review of existing lasers Purchase of laser system and integration
and multipliers, with test chamber.

Review of amplifier-shapers suitable for Acquisition of chips and test and evaluation.

a RHIC TPC. Installation of chips on assembly P(','s. Test
on TPC.

Review of existing memory chip proper- Acquisition of memory chips and test and

ties as tested by others, evaluation. Installation of memories on as-

sembly PC's. Test on TPC. Design of seg-

mented memory version. Prototype produc-
tion. Test and evaluation at 13NL. Installa-

tion on assembly PC's.

Design IC test facility. Acq_lire test electrol_ics - includes wa,veform

generator, digital oscillosc_)t)e and al)propri-

atc coIlll_llt¢',r i11terfaces, h c¢tuire ¢:_lnl_llter

allitabl_" a,_ ¢lriver a Il_l data ac¢t_lisi(.i_,ll f,,r
l,i_'s_, i11strut1_cl_ts all(l 'l'l_(J l,_'sls.
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Figure 3b
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ABSTRACT

A description is given of the physics Opportunities at RHIC regarding

quark-gluon spectroscopy. The basic idea is to isolate with appropriate

'triggers the subprocesses pomeron -5 pomeron -+ hadrons and -)'* -50'* --+

hadrons with the net effective mass of hadrons in the range of 110 to 3.0

GeV, in order to study the hadronic states composed of u, d, and 8 and

gluons. The double-pomeron interactions are expected to produce glueballs

and hybMds preferentially, while the two-offshell-photon initial states should

couple predominantly to quarkonia and multiquark states. A plethora of

JPC-exotic mesons can be produced either directly in both types of inter-

actions or in association with a single recoil photon in the final state.
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1. Introduction

In this note is described a conceptual design for carrying out a study of quark-gluon

spectroscopy at RHIC.

The idea is derived from a douple-pomeron exchange trigger which was successfully

implemented in R807 (an ISR experiment at CERN) 1. The resulting 7r+_r- (see Fig.l) and

K+K - spectra provided key ingredients in the identification of three jPO _ 0++ states

with masses near 1.0 GeV, one of which may be the scalar glueball 2.

For the trigger to succeed, it is necessary that for p x p file recoiling beam particles

come off at a very small angle, 0 < 2mr. At RHIC energies this corresponds to installing

a set of four 'Roman pots,' two on each side up and down, 10m away from the intersection

region. Precision 5x5cm mini-drift chambers and scintillation counters will be installed irt

each Roman pot to de_ect and trigger on the scattered beam particles. The intersection

region _ill be instrumented with a 47r-detector consisting of cylindrical drift chambers,

ring-imaging Cerenkov counter and lead-scinti]tator barrel counters, all within a 5.4m-long

solenoid magnet with a 3.6m coil diameter, patterned after the Mark III 3 and the ARGUS

apparatus.

It was shown in R807 that imposition of momentum balance in the direction perpen-

dicular to that of the beam particles results in pure exclusive events, as follows:

p p -_ p ('zr+ Tr- ) p

v; -, ; p

where the systems shown in the parentheses indicate the particles detected in the central

detector. In the proposed RHIC experiment, the central detector will be optimized for

charged as well as neutral particles with momenta up to 3 GeV/c, so that the following
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reactions can be studied:

pp---+ p(Tiq)p

pp _ p(_ow)v

vp-_ v(¢¢)v

pp ---* p (wTrTr)p ,

vv --, v (x_) v

pp--, v (p;_)v
where the parentheses indicate again the central system.

The momentum transfer squaxed from initial to final protons is given by

-_ __(v_)___q___0.025(G_v/_)_

where p = 250 GeV/c is the momentum of the initial proton and a _ 2rr_r is the scattering

angle of the proton in laboratory and q __ 0.5 GeV/c is the momentum of the final proton

perpendicular to the beam. Since the slope of -_ distributions is expected to be around

10 GeV -2 at the top end of R.HIC energy 4, the value -_ is suf_cient!y small to guarantee

a pomeron exchange, emd a double pomeron exchange reaction will result if both the

final protons come off with -_ < 0.025 (GeV/c) 2. In this case the central rapidity region

corresponds in effect to the reaction

PP -+ hadrons

where P stands for a pomeron axld the x/_ for this subprocess ranges from 1.0 to 3.0 GeV.

The upper limit on the vG is not au inherent limitation; for a study of the states with the

c quark, it should be extended to 5.0 GeV.

Let M denote the invaxiant mass of the total hadronic system, i.e. the _ for the

process given above. Then,

M2 _'_ ele2 (2P) 2 + _;1 + _2 -- 2ql 'q2

where subscripts 1 and 2 denote fine2 deflected beam particles and 1 - e stands for the

Feynman x variables _. l_epl_cing -t by q2, one obtmns

M____ (2p)_- (q_+ q_)_
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From this one sees that
M

el '_ _2 _ -- "" 4 x 10 -3
2p

for M -- 2 GeV and p -- 250 GeV/c.

According to S. Y. Lee (BNL), one can choose an insertion mode in which the angular

dispersion of the beam can be held to as low as 1.0mr at 10m from the intersection. At

this point, the deflected particles may range from 10mm to 40mm measured from the beam

center. This corresponds to q in the range of 0.'25 GeV/c to 1.0 GeV/c for a proton beam

at 250 GeV/c. Within the Roman pots there will be a set of four drift-chamber modules

and two scintillation counters, each with an active area measuring 50x50mm.

The same experimental setup can be applied to heavy-ion collisions, e.g. those involv-

ing gold. M. Rhodes-Brown (BNL) points out that in the extreme low-momentum-transfer

region the photon-photon interactions become competitive with the double-pomeron pro-

duction,

o" ,-,-, a ,-,-,0.1

for Au x Au at 100 GeV/u. The heavy ions of RHIC thus provide an opportunity for a

study of two offshell-photon interactions,

9'*'7" --_ hadrons

where V_ for this subprocess is in the range 1.0-3.0 GeV. Note that the photons involved

are highly offshell indeed; the -_ corresponding to the photon is given by

-, (px _~ 20(GeV/e)

where p = 197 x 100 GeV/c and lmr is the a/lowed angular dispersion of the beam.

The coherent production of hadrons by the two-photon process involves extre _ely

sharp -t distributions. According to A. Skuja and D. H. White6_ the slope of the -t

distributions is 700 GeV -2 for Au × Au at 100 Ge\r/u, indicating that tile beams simply

pass through undeflected in the region where the cross section is appreciable. The energy

loss is also extremely small,
M

_1 _ _2 .... _5 × 10 -_
2p
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for M = 2 GeV and p = 197 x 100 GeV/c. It is seen that this loss factor is well within

the allowed beam dispersion of RHIC.

It therefore follows that a proper q'*3'* trigger calls for something other than the Roman

pots, i.e. it has to rely on a veto on the deflected beam, by a set of four lead-scintillation

sandwich barrel counters located at 10m and 40m away from the intersection point. A

barrel counter coI, sists of six truncated wedge detectors with widths 5cre and 20cm and

50cre long. Its design is identical to that of the EM calorimeter in the central detector, as

described in the next section. Note that each barrel counter covers radial distances down

to 5cre radius from the beam line. With this setup, one can span the deflection angles

from 1.25mr to 5mr.

It is necessary, in addition, to veto on the diffractive dissociation of the beam. For the

purpose, the end iron-plates of the magnet will be cut out at 100cre radius, and a hadron

calorimeter will be installed, which consists of 30 iron-scintillation sandwiches, designed to

veto hadrons above 10 GeV/c. Additional material on the calorimeter is given in the next

section.

The quark-gluon spectroscopy" is a study of hadrons with mass in the range between 1.O

and 3.0 GeV, if the constituent quarks are comprised only o£ u, d and a. The initial state

of the double-pomeron production is in reality a flavorless and colorless gluonic bundle. It

follows therefore tha{ the final state should be rich in gluonic excitations, i.e. glueballs and

hybrids. In contrast, two offshell photons couple preferentially to charged quarks, e.g. ug

or cV.if the. energy is high enough, leading to the production of quarkonia and multiquark

states.

What quantum numbers are ai.lowed for the initial state? Assuming a pomeron to

be a JP¢ = 0++ state, one can expect for the double-pomeron initial state I c' = 0+

and jP6' = 0++ 2++ 4++ e_c. For the two-offshell-photon initial state, one may expect} , ,

I G = 0+,1 - and .1.Po = (0,1,2,3,4,..)++,(0,1,2,3,4,..) -+. It should be noted that

jPC = (1: 3_5, ..)-+ is exotic and cannot couple to quarkonia,. Observation of such a state

would imply an exotic multiquark state. Study of .1/'#2 radiative decays proved to be a

prolific source of information for hadronic states. One can perform a similar study at

RHIC by examining the hadronic system recoiling off a single photon.
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2. Central Detector

The central detector consist._ of a neutral and charged particle detection device with

a 47r coverage, ali housed in a moderate-size solenoid magnet with an inner radius of

155cm and 540cm long outside. The magnet uses AI coils inside the yoke producing a field

strength of 0.5T. It is designed to identify up to a dozen particles with momenta in the

range 0.05-2.50 GeV/e, for a study of meson systems with mass 1.0-3.0 GeV. The central

detector is thus given the name QGS, for Quark-Gluon Spectrometer (see Fig.2).

The QGS consists of a drift-chamber module surrounding the beam pipe, followed by

a ring-imaging Cerenkov counter (I_CH), a time-of-flfight (TOF) hodoscope and a lead-

scintillation sandwich EM calorimeter, all within the magnet coil. Each end of the magnet

is instrumented with a hadron calorimeter. These items are described briefly below.

The drift-chamber module is' 3.2m long along the beam; it starts at a radius of 5cre and

extends to 75cm. The size of drift cells is dictated by the time interval of 225ns between

bunch crossings. The whole module is divided into 9 layers, each containing two axial

sense wires and two stereo wires at angles from 40mr to 80mr. In all there will be some

9100 sense wires. The rms error on the transverse momentum is estimated to be

Sp±
= pz

Pi

assurrfin_; a measurement accuracy of 200#rn and a £eld of 0.5T. The angular resolution

is, from multiple scattering,
1.3rn.r

60=

The particle identification is provided by the dE/dz measurement. Assuming an average

of 36 measurements per track, the resolution is expected to be 15% FWHM. This provides

a 3ct 7r/K separation up to about 0.6 GeV/c.

The RICH detector envisaged here ;_ patterned closely after the conceptual design

worked out by B. Ratcliff 7. It extends from a radius of 75cm to 100cre and is 370cm long

on the outside. The front segment consists of a lcre-thick liquid Freon (C6fi'14) with an

index of refraction rr = 1.277, so that a relativistic particle produces Cerenkov light of

17cre radius at the end of a 13cre drift, region, lt is t}_cI1 followed by a 4.4cm-tllick photon-

- conversion region containin_ C2H6 and TMAE (Tetrakis Dimethyl Amino Ett_ylcne). 'rim
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readout is accomplished by a system of 2950 10xl0cm electronic pads. The drift time is

about 25/ts, which implies that this RICH counter is not a trigger device. The ofltine rr/K

separation is impressive, starting at 0.03 GeV/c and extending to 3 GeV/c.

The TOF system is located at a radius of 100cre and is 3.8m long. It consists of

128 5x5cm scintillation counters, each viewed by two photomultipliers. The resolution is

conservatively estimated to be 250ps, providing a 3ct 7r/K separation from 0.08 GeV/c to

0.6 GeV/c. Thus it can be used as an independent check of both the drift-chamber module

and the RICH counter. It cart also be used as a component in the charged particle triggers.

The EM calorimeter covers radii from 105cre to 155cm and is 480cm long outside. It

consists of 3200 10xl0cm towers, each with 84 layers of 6mm lead-scintillation sandwiches

(1mm o£ lead and 5mm of plastic scintillator) for a total of 15X0 and viewed by a pho-

tomultiplier through a wave-length shifter. A similar device was used by ARGUS s. The

energy resolution is expected to be

5E 7%

E v/E (c v)

for the photon energy from 0.07 GeV to 3.0 GeV. This device can be used to detect

_.o _ 77, 77_ 77 and w --_ _'°7.

The end caps oi" the magnet have cutouts with radius 100cre, and two hadron calorime-

ters with the active areas at rad.ii from 5cre to 100cre will be installed in this space. The

calorimeter consists of 30 iron-sciutillation sandwiches. Both the iron plate and the plastic

scintillator are lcm thick, and the periphery of the scintillator is edged with a wave-length

shifter, which is read out by a photomultiplier, lt is estimated that the energy resolution

is
5E 60%

E (tcv)

so that a 10 GeV/c particle can be measured with an accuracy of about 20%. For the

Au × Au run, the two hadron calorimeters will be used to veto on any particle with energy

greater than 10 GeV/c. It is expected that about 90% of all the diffractive dissociation

events can thus Lc eliminated at the trigger level.

m
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3. Triggers

The trigger for PP interactions relies on a set of four scintillation counters within

the Roman pots. For p × p runs, two triggers are possible with the Roman pots, 'up-up'

and 'down-down.' This means that both of the counters above (below) the beam line at

either side of the intersection region are triggered for 'up-up' (:down-down'). The triggers

will be augmented with signals from the QGS, utilizing among others the hits in the ]SM

calorimeter. Each hit above the minimum energy threshold, but below the maw..imum

allowed energy, e.g. 10 GeV, is treated with equal weight; a fast microprocessor sums up

. independently the x, y and z projections of the location of the hit with respect to the

midpoint of the intersection region. The trigger requires that the three sums are within

a small preset range. This algorithm ensures that an event with a large missing energy

in any direction will be eliminated, on the average. Note also that this technique treats

charged and neut;ral particles on an equal footing.

For Au x /ix, runs, instead of the Roman pots, the trigger relies primarily on signals

from the QGS to pick out two-photon events, accompanied by vetos at two end-cap hadron

caJorimeters and the fo'.tr lead-scintillation barrel counters located 10m and 40m away from

the intersection region. The vetoes guard against the small-angle beam deflections and the

diffractive dissociation of the beams.

A Monte Carlo study is planned to assess the efficacy of the x-, y- and z-projection

methods described above in selecting production of low-mass hadrons in the central region.

I



4. Conclusions

In this note a brief description is given of an exciting opportunity to carry out a

hadron spectroscopy experiment at RHIC. The key idea here is that by concentrating on

the extreme double-peripheral region at RHIC, the machine is used to produce hadronic

systems at low v_ in the range 1.0-3.0 GeV.

The subprocesses responsible for the hadronic system in the central region may be

expressed either as pomeron q- pomeron _ hadrons or as _,* +'r* --_ hadrons. The double-

pomeron interactions are expected t _ produce glueballs and hybrids preferentially, while the

two-off`shell-photon initial states should couple predominantly to quarkonia and multiquark

states. A whole gamut of JPC-exotic mesons (0 +- , 0--, I -+, 2 +- , 3 -+, 4+-, ..) may be seen

either directly in both types of interactions or in association with a single recoil photon in

the final state. Another important distinction is that the hadronic system from a double-

pomeron interaction has zero net flavor, whereas an I G -- I- meson can couple readily to

a two-photon initial state.

The salient feature of this proposal lies in the fact that, for the first time, a study of

the pomeron-pomeron interactions can be mounted with the same experimental setup as

that of the pi, oton-photon interactions.

The authors acknowledge with pleasure the opportunity for learning about the RHIC

machine and the experiments being proposed at the 1990 BNL RHIC Workshop. They had

useful conversations with _. Y. Lee and M. Rhodes-Brown of BNL during the Workshop.
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Quark- Gluon Spectrometer (QGS)
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Figure 2: The Central detector' Quark-Gluon Spectrometer (QGS)
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Efficiency and Background Simulations

for J/¢ Detection in the RHIC Di-Muon Experiment

Charles F. Maguire

Centre de Recherches Nucl6aires, Strasbourg, FRANCE

Department of Physics and Astronomy, Vaa'lderbilt University, Nashville, TN 37235

TheRHIC Di-Muon experiment 1-4 has for one of its principle goals the investigation of

J/¢ production andpossible dimunition in the quark-gluon plasma expected to be formed in

central collisions. Over the course of an extended period of discussions summarized in Ref. 1-

4, the working group has identified the principle obstacles to such an experiment. Essentially

the J/¢ production is inherently four orders of magnitude suppressed with respect to pion

production in the Central collision zone. Since the pions themselves decay to muons, one is
,

faced with the prospect of a fierce combinatorial background from pion decay muons and

from pions which cannot be directly resolved from muons. The sole chance of success is to

introduce an absorber system which will operate in a delicate balance between filtering out

most of the initial pions, but not so effective as to destroy the emciency and resolution for

the soft muon pairs arising from the true J/_b production.

The working group has presently arrived at a solution which consists of a split, ellipti-

cally shaped absorber with its semi-major axis along the beam direction and extending over

approximately 15 pion interaction lengths. The transverse, semi-minor axis will cover some 9

pion interaction lengths. The split occurs at 9 interaction lengths in the beam direction, and

at 4.5 interaction lengths in the transverse direction. Between the first and second parts of

the absorber is to be a 1 to 2 meter magnetic field, momentum analysis region, whose task has

been rendered more tractable by the particle suppression afforded in the first, absorber.

E'his contribution reports on the results of simulations for the performance of such an

absorber, in particular for the backgrounds arising from combinatoria! pairs of tracks emerg-

- _ __ rj_ing from the first absorber. I'hese simulations were carried out using the GLAN . detectori

program s into which has been incorporated an accurate representation of tlm ab'_orber config-

uration including a small central cavity and 2° conical openings for the beam pipes. Analytic

forms for pion and kaon background sources were utilized whose spectra in rapidity and t,rails-
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verse momenta are equivalent to those coming from the HIJET or VENUS reaction codes.

The pion and kaon particles were tracked through the first absorber by tile GEANT program

using the GHEISHA hadronic interaction interface. Ali particles emerging from the first ab-

sorber, including unreacted direct particles, shower products, and decay offspring, had their

three-position vector coordinates, four-vector momenta, and particle identification number

stored in output files for subsequent kinematic analysis.

An invariant mass is to be constructed for the unlike sign particle pairs exiting first

absorber, assuming each partner to be a muon and requiring that each particle have at

least 0.3 GeV total energy. The invariant mass construction in turn requires that the four

momentum of eacil particle be reconstituted to its value before entering the first absorber.

This is done by calculating the energy loss in an energy and position dependent fashion based

on calib:ation curves developed for muons of specified initial energy and direction. The same

procedure was also applied to the true muon pairs arising from the decay of a random J/_b

source having the same rapidity but higher transverse momentum distribution. The peak

of the reconstructed true J/_b invariant masses hud a width of 0.13 GeV/c 2 (RMS), so an

acceptance window of 10.5 GeV/c 2 was chosen as the condition for a background invariant

mass to masquerade as a J/_b.

A total of 500,000 pions and 50,000 kaons (half positive, half negative) were tracked in this

simulation, and all their products were regarded as a single ensemble in the invariant mass

reconstruction. That is to say, about 7 x 101° initial pairs are possible. The reaction codes

predict an average of 10,000 pions per central event, so here one is looking at the equivalent

of 502 events, or pairs among 25 million pions taken 10,000 at a time. lt can be shown (see

Mark Tincknell in Ref. 1) that one should obtain not more than 500 fake J/_ pairs in such

a set in order to have a feasible experiment.

From this background source, some 11,700 particles were seen to emerge from the first

absorber, with a particle lD distribution as detailed in Table 1. The 32 million possible

pairs available from such a set were not actually calculated, but instead immediate cuts were

made in order to reduce the computational effort. The first cut was simply a vertex cut

requiring that at the exit of the absorber the particle's position and three-momentuln vector

be consistent with the original source vertex. The consistency condition, like the invar}ant

mass reconstruction, was developed as an energy and position dependent parameterization

" based on a study of direct muons of specified energy and initial direction. As seen in Table 1,
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the vertex condition reduced the accepted inter-absorber track count by almost 60%, but this

still allowed some 66,000 f_ke J/#_ masses which is far in excess of any fm_sibility condition.

TABLE 1. Fake J/tb Rejection from a Set of 500,000 Pioris plus 50,000 Kaons

Initial inter--absorber tracks > 0.3 GeV = 11,700 (87% Tr, 11% #, and 2% K)
.... [, ' .....

Cut Description Accepted Tracks F_d_e J/_/_ Pairs a
,.... ,,, , , , , , ,, ,,, ,,

Vertex Consistency (V) 4700 66,500

Second absorber hadron shower (H) + V 830 10,100

Timing cut (T) of 0.5 ns + H + V 165 237

-2.2 < Y2- YI'< +2.2 (D) + T + H + V 165 0
.....

V + H + D (no timing cut) 830 15
.......... .....

H + D (no timing or vertex cuts) 2171 562
.................

_Invariant mass between 2.6 and 3.6 GeV/c 2

The second cut was on the effect of the second absorber which allows a last chance for

. emerging hadrons to shower. In spite of the large reduction in accepted inter-absorber tracks,

this cut still left over 10,000 fake masses. A third cuts was then introduced on timing, While

it has been well known that time-of-flight measurements would be useless to distinguish

primary pions from muons of the same energy, it was realized in this simulation study that

time-of-flight immediately after the first absorber might serve to discriminate secondary

products from primary products even for those secondaries which had by chance escaped the

vertex cuts. This is shown to be the case in row three of the table where it is seen that such a

cut reduces the fake mass yield by 98% relative to just the vertex and second absorber cuts.

The final cut is not on individual particle parameters, but rather o_i the rapidity difference

of the pair of particles. In Fig. 1 is shown a contour of true J/_/) a.ccept, ed muon pairs as a

function of the rapidity of each partner. The maximum of the yield is seen to lie along the ridge

line Y2 = Y1 which just reflects the focussing power of the initial J/tb rapidity. By contrast,

the same contour plot for the fake pairs which had passed all other cuts (see Fig. 2) is seen to

peak away froln what now becomes a Y2 = Y1 valley line. ]n Fig. 3 is shown the projection

of these respective contour plots along the Y2 .... Y1 __xis. _l:tle true a/_/, pairs tlave a width of

1.1 (t:{MS) on this axis, and fall remarkably well wit.bin a. window left v_.('.ant by the fake p_drs.

Such a cut had been previously recognized by ti_e working group _s particularly eff('_ctive, _md
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the present results give independent confirmation of that conclusion, For reference, Fig. 4

shows the contributing partners to the fake background before the rapidity difference cut.

The particle lD numbers are those of GBANT (5=/_ +, 6=#-, 8=7r +, 9=w-). For further

elucidation, the muon particles originating from inter-absorber pion decay are designated by

5.5 and 6.5. lt is seen that about 10% of the fake pairs have at least one such decay partner.

The background level is now simply 0 from this set of sources. Hence, one would conclude

in this particular regard that the experiment is feasible. (Of course there will be other

background sources such as Drell-Yah production and Open Charm semi--leptonic decay

combina,torials, but these are expected to be smaller than the J/_ yield and are intrinsically

interesting in themselves.) The remaining rows in the table shows the resolving power of

various sub-combinations of these four cuts. lt is seen that removal of the time or the vertex

conditions, while keeping the rapidity difference and second absorber conditions still ailows

_dequate background rejection, or equivalently the proposed quadruple background rejection

scheme is powerfully redundant.

Naturally, such background rejection would be worthless if the true J/_ yield were itself in-

ordinately reduced. This is not the case. As seen in Fig. 3, the integrated J/# efficiency is 44%

after the kinematic cuts, and this goes straightforwardly to 42% after the 2 sigma rapidity

difference cut. The differential efficiency, as a function of rapidity and transverse momentum

of the reconstructed J/# particle is shown in Fig. 5 for 0 < Y < 4 and 0.3 < PT < 8.0 OeV/c.

lt is seen that the efficiency is at least 20% in all the bins, and this increases to unity with

increasing transverse momentum and rapidity.

Summarizing, simulations made with the GEANT program indicate that there will be

suffcient kinematic cuts available to reduce drastically, perhaps even to negligible amounts, the

combinatorial backgrounds arising from absorber leakage in the RHIC Di-Muon experiment.

Such background rejection is completely compatible with very respectable true J/9 detection

efficiency and resolution. It should be emphasized, however, that all of these results are in

the realm of simulation, and that a vigorous detector R&D program is required to verify the
_

output of the codes and correct inadequate or even wrong physics assumptions made therein.

The author thanks the members of the RHIC Di--Muon working groul for their helpful

_. comments and suggestions, especially Glenn Young, Sam Aronson, and Surrender Saint.
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1. "Minutes o_fthe Third RHIC Di-Muon Workshop" (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak

Ridge, TN, May 21-23, 1990, ed. @lenn 1%.Young and Felix E. Obenshain)

2. RHIC R&D Proposal 10, "Calorimeter/Absorber Optin'lization for the RHIC Di-Muon

Experiment", S. Aronson, et ai., Brookhaven National Laboratory, September, 198e
b

3. "Status of the RHIC Di-Muon Experiment", S. Aronson, et al., in Proceedings of the

Second Workshop on Experiments and Detectors for a Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (Brook-

haven National Laboratory, May 25-29, 1987, ed. Hans Georg Ritter and Asher Shot)

4. "A Detector for Di-Muons Produced in the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider", S. Aronson,
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(Brookhaven National Laboratory, April 15-19, 1985, ed. P.E. Haustein and C.L. Woody)
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Figure Captions

1. Contour of rapidity Y1 vs. rapidity Y2 for true J/%b muon pairs after cuts V + H t- _I'

(see Table 1).

2. Same contour as in Fig. 1 except the points are for fake J/%b combinatorial pairs.

3. a) Projection along the Y2- Y1 axis for the true J/%b muon pairs shown in Fig. 1;

b) projection along the Y2 -- Y1 axis for the fake J/_ combinatorial pairs shown in Fig. 2.

4. Contour of particle identification for the fake J/%b combinatorial pairs shown in Fig. 2

(key' 5=/_ +, 6=/_", 8=7r +, 9=7r-; 5.5=/_ + from inter-absorber pion decay, 6.5=/_- from

inter-absorber pion decay).

5. Efficiency for true J/%b muon pair reconstruction as a function of rapidity and transverse

momentum (note scale is logarithmic).
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Study Groups

Contents:

I The Collision Regions at RHIC, Beam Crossing Geometries, Layout of Experimen-

ta] Areas.

....... ... convenor: A.Stevens

II Monte Carlo Simulation of Interactions and Detectors.

.......... convenor: O.Hansen

III Proton-Nucleus Interactions at RHIC.

.......... convenor: R.Ledoux

iV The Physics of Strong Electromagnetic Fields in Collisions of Relativistic Heavy

Ions.

.......... convenor: M.Fatyga



STUDY GROUP I

The Collision Regions at RHIC

Beam Crossing Geometries

Layout of Experimental Areas

Radiation Environment

Convenor:

A.Stevens
=

Brookhaven National Laboratory

Contents:

" s A list of participants

• RHIC Workshop Study Group on Collision Regions. A Pedestrian Guide To Col-

lision Regions at RHIC, Including Information on: Layout of Experimental Areas,

Radiation Environment, Beam Crossing Geometries.
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Collision Regions - List of Participants

D.Beavis,A.Etkin,K.Foley, S.Y.LeelD.Lissauer,M.Saki_,A.S_evens

Brookhaven National Laboratory
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' RHIC WORKSHOP

STUDY GROUP ON COLLISION REGIONS

A PEDESTRIAN'S GUIDE TO

COLLISION REGIONS AT RHIC

, Including Information onr:

Layout of Experimental Areas

Radiation Environment

Beam Crossing Geometries

D. Beavis
A. Etkin
K. Foley
S.Y. Lee

D. Lissauer
M. Sakitt

A. Stevens



LAYOUT OF EXPERIMENTAL AREAS

I. Liaison Mike Schaeffer

II. Simplified Drawings

III. Key Parameters

IV. Concerns/Issues/Recommendations
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II. DRAWINGS

8 O'Clock

(Facility Hall)
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II. DRAWINGS

6 O'Clock

(Wide Angle Hall)
.,
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II. DRAWINGS

2 O'Clock

(Narrow Angle Hall)
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II. DRAWINGS

4 O'Clock

(Pad _Only at Present)
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III. Key Parameters

Facility Wide Angle Narrow

(8 o'clock) (6 o'clock) Angle 4 o'clock
(2 o'clock)

Crane Capacity
40 20 20 --

(to_s)

Hook Height
37 32 20 --

(ft-above floor)

Floor Loading
Limit 6000 6000 6000 6000

(lbs/sq ft) ., ,,,

Counting House Std. Std. Std. --

Apron

Assembly Bldg Yes No Only --

Notes:
,

1. 6 o'clock has rail capacity for second 20 ton crane and

"thin wall" for Assembly Bldg addition

2. Standard Counting House -47' x 25' but easily

expandable

3. Assembly Bldg at 8 o'clock separated from Expt. Area

by shielding blocks
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IV. CONCERNS/ISSUES/RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Space Occupied by Machine Utilities
(restrictive)

1. Trenches at 2 o'clock, 4 o'clock

2. Ring-outside wall space at 8 o'clock,
6 o'clock

B. Counting Houses (size, locations)

1. Too small in general

2. Distance too far from crossing point
if fast signals required (see especially
8 o'clock plan view)

C. Shield wall between assembly area and
experiment at 8 o'clock
(awkward for access)

D. Dump upstream of 6 o'clock
(noise spikes, shielding questions)
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E. Recommendations _

1. Do not use trenches
q

2. Maximize use of vertical space --

rather than lateral space -- for
machine utilities where required

3. Put machine utilities passage as far
a rway as practicable for undeveloped

areas (10 o'clock, 12 o'clock), and

use bIoeks for shielding here ,for

ease of future hall development

• ._1 O"ll • je4 Pursue poss_l_les of counting
houses on hall roofs and/or movable

shielded counting rooms (see also
"RADIATION ENVIRONMENT"

section of this document)
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RADIATION ENVIRONMENT

I. Liaison ?? [A. Stevens, acting]

Ii. Method of Calculation

III. Radiation Damage

IV. Shielding Requirements

V. Questions Left Unanswered
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II. METHOD OF CALCULATION

A. CASIM

Pick p,n as primaries according to
Z/(A-Z) ratio. Weight primary by A.

B. HIJET + CASIM _

Primaries read from file created by
HIJET run.

C. REFERENCES

1. A. VanGinneken, Fermilab FN-272

(1975)

2. A.J. Stevens, AGS/AD/Tech Note
296 (1988)

3. T. Ludlam, A. Pfoh, A. Shor,
BNL 51921 (1985)
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IIi. RADIATION DAMAGE

Calculate rads vs. angle in cavity

using HIJET + CASIM for

beam-beam collisions at a point.

Results given below for Au on Au

at _ = 2 X 10 26 cm -2 s ec-_. [Worst

case for "Day- 1" luminosities

about 5 times greater]
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IV. SHIELDING REQUIREMENTS

A. CRITERIA

DOE DESIGN CRITERIA

1. 0.5 mrem/hr in "continuously
occupied areas"

2. Less than 100 mrem in an hour for
"Radiation Area"

3. Less than 1 rem/year (probable in
near future. N. Rohrig)

PROPOSE THE FOLLOWING

1. 0.1 mrem/hr for known loss

(beam-beam + beam-gas + dump)

2. 100 mrem per full beam loss fault

3. Possible higher criteria for close in,
low occupancy places?

PROPOSED CRITERIA 1 AND 2 ARE

CONSISTENT AT - 1 FAULT/YEAR.
["FAULTS" ALWAYS A PROBLEM]
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B. CALCULATIONS

1. Beam-beam

2. Comment on beam-gas

3. Transverse shielding required for
fault. (Full beam loss near
experiment.)

4. Forward shielding required for fault.
(Full beam loss at upstream high
beta location.)
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1. BEA1VI-BEA1VI

• , , i,

11_

HIJET + CASIM

Result for Au + Au at L = 2 x 1026 cm-2/sec.

0.61 • e-s/.195
mrem/hr =

RT 2

where s (thickness), RT in meters

35 cm. Fe sufficient at lM for 0.1 mrem/hr

BUT not determining factor
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2. COMMENT ON BEAM-GAS

a. RtIIC gas mixture gives A (effective)~ 3.55

b. Scale air to 10-1o Torr

p = 4 x 10-17 g/cc

c. Derive:

Int/cm,-sec = 0.088 (Au)

d. For 100 m. illuminating hall
880 Int./sec

comparable to
1328 Int./sec Au + Au @ 2 x 1026

CONCLUDE:

1. Serious Exp. Bkgd, but CDR promises
10 -li Torr

2. But SMALL compared to loss of full beam
in fault

|
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3. TRANSVERSE SHIELDING

REQUIRED FOR FAULT

Geometry - Force Interaction
on Beam Pipe

Result (see next page)

/

For Day-1 Intensity (6.27 x lOiO Au ions)

6 x 104. e-s/. i88
torero/fault =

RT 2

Conclude:

1. Need 0.5-1.0 M Fe equivalent

2. Dominates beam-beam
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4. "FORWARD" SHIELDING REQUIRED

a. Geometry - see next page
Magnetic field neglected

b. Result - see following page

CONCLUDE:

1. Fault criteria dominate shielding
requirements

2. For people at 4 M transverse distance,
e.g., need

0.7 M Fe equiv, transverse
- 1.6 M Fe equiv, forward

3. More realistic calculations required -- these
results a useful guide
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V. QUESTIONS LEFT UNANSWERED

A. What is radiation from dump at 6 o'clock?

B. What muon calculations need to be done?

C. Can Counting Houses be put on top?

D. Is higher allowable dose for low-occupancy

(close in) regions acceptable?

E. What else?
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BEAM CROSSING GEOMETRIES

I_1 _! Ul e_t 141 _1 IIII _1 i + .._.-,.'--
_ m.......,_,mmu u,_ ..... _. ....... .-- . IMO)f..._

1411 ,_I0 III0 m IU II+ mml _ o_ mm m_ J

Fig. 1V.2-3, RHIC half-insertion al 6 o'clock,

° I. Liaison S.Y. Lee

II. Space

III. Diamond Size

IV. Luminosity
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II. SPACE AVAILABLE FOR DETECTORS
'i _

, .,

A. PRESENT CONFIGURATION

I. Free space _ 9 m

2. B = 57 (number of bunches)
_> At = 224 nsec.

3. "Mini-beta" possible *

BUT reduces space to +_ 4.5 m
J

B. FUTURE POSSIBILITIES

I. Moves BCl, BC2 closer to crossing point

a. Permits greater _ ,

b, Reduces space to _ 7 rn

2. Special Insertion (example next page)

a. For small angle tracking/calorimetry

b. Reduces space to ± 6 rn

_ Some possibilities for greater _ reduce space
(See Section IV below)

_
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Iii. DIAMOND SIZES

A. TRANSVERSE & LONGITUDINAL EXTENT

Au P

CN
60_ 20Jr

(mm-mrad)
.__ ._ , ,,, ,

(FH 0.45 .i58

(mm)

a_ 22 5.7
(eta)

where

aH = beam size (at ft* = 2 m)

ai = interaction length (at 0o crossing angle)

Note:

CNis time-averaged transverse emittance

More RF ca_ties could make smaller CN

possible for Au where in trabeam
scattering is large
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B. EFFECT OF FINITE CROSSING ANGLE ON

INTERCTION LENGTH (Au.)

a Cmrad) ai (cre)

0 22 1,0

Probable -_ 1 16 O. 75

Fair Chance -_ 2 11 0.50

?? -_ 3 7.8 0.35

Uncertainty due to effects of synchrobetatron instability
(longitudinal- transverse coupling)
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IV. LUMINOSITY

-"1 I 1 , , :/'I I I I

F /, .

I '/ ' • RHIC
I COLUDER

- 6
10

10"31 _ ONS 5

CD
i _D

1030 i////////// - 10 "_

(/3
Z

I 29 _ PROTCN-GOLD 104" 2"- -- (/3

_JlD

|FIXED TARGET 'CON o
JE 10 28 _ AGS -,,--RHIC--,- - 103-- _j

<

_ D, ,_
Z

_ GOLD

oz 26 - 10'10 - .
STORAGETIME_ 2 HR

10 25 _
i 1/2 HR

24 1 I [ 1 , ,,

10 1".0 1.5 2.5 7 ,30 100 250
+ + + + + + +

1.0 1.5 2.5 7 50 100 250

EQUIVALENTCOLUDERENERGY(GeV/u)

The design luminosity, for various ion masses, as a function of collision energy over

the full range accessible with AGS and RHIC. On the righl-hand scale, central

collisions correspond to an impact parameter less than 1 Fermi.

/
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A. FORMULA FOR Au AT I00 GeV/ainu

L = 1.1x 10 27. (Ns 109)2(B/57) (t = O)
([B'/2)(CN/ IOn)

BUT performance limited by:

AvsB(inj) -- 2,4x 10 -3. (N _/109) < 0.025/Nc
(SN/10n)

(NB/109)
= < 0.03

ZXVsc 0.018' (EN/ 10n)

Where:

NB = Particles/Bunch
B = Bunches/Ring

/3" = Beta at Crossing Point (M)
_N = Normalized Transverse Emittance

(mm-mrad)
AvBB = Beam-Beam Tune Shift

Nc = Number of Crossings

AVsc = Space Charge Tune Shift

Note:

1. _ above at injection emittance (10_)
time-averaged _ much less

2. AVBBlimitation less for fewer crossings

3. For Nc = 4, limition is space charge, but .03
value is uncertain
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B. WAYS TO INCREASE
J

(given working machine)

1. Instantaneous _ value

a. Increase NB (X 4 in _ possible with source

improvements)

b. Reduce _*

i. Mini-beta (x 2 possible)

ii. Move BCl, BC2 (x 1,3 possible)

iii. Recall these options reduce space

c. Increase B

i. B = 114, 171 (x 2, x 3 possible with
hardware improvements)

ii. But At shrinks and

iii. B = 171 _> reduced space everywhere to
. ±71VI
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2. Problem of time dependent

(intrabearn scattering)

a. Increase RF voltage (- x 3 in _ possible)

b. Stochastic cooling (~ x 3-4 possible)

i. Longitudinal only

ii. Does NOT reduce diamond length
'L

iii. Addresses same problem a_ RF

(longitudinal emittance growth with
time)

C. ULTIM.ATE _ FOR Au = ?

Calculations indicate tune shift limitations and

EM losses will limit Au time-averaged _ to about

x 10 beyond "day-1" value of 2 x 1026 cre-2 sec -_, but

uncertainty large
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REPORT FROM THE SIMULATION
WORKGROUP

Flemming Videbaek
and ' '

Tom Throwe

Physics department
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Upton,NY 11973

1 Introduction

Ahead of the RHIC workshop a Simualtion Group was formed to make available to the
participiants a set of events from some of the commonly used event generators. The
group also met once during the workshop to discuss some of the common problems
regarding event and detector simulations.

First, this r%_ort discusses how the event format implemented, and how it can be
utilized and a_cessed. Next some comparisons between FRITIOF, VENUS and HIJET

are presented. The last section has a summary of the luncheon meeting.

2 Event Generator Format

This section describes the event format implemented for the RHIC workshop used for L
data files from the event generators FRITIOF, VENUS and HIJET. It also describes
the routines needed to read these data files and how to access the programs via
DECNET. This document describes in short how these event files can be read without

knowing the detailed implementation.
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2.1 Event format

It was recommended at the previous RHIC workshop (BNL 1988) that the events

should be stored in a ZEBRA bank format. The present layout is somewhat different
than was defined then, but was chosen as a practical starting point for an imple-

mentation. Each event file has one data record defining the event generator and the

reaction kinematics. This is followed by a model dependent record and the event

records. The latter are independent of the model. The ZEBRA output format can be

either the socalled binary exchange format which will allow data files to be transferred

between computers, or the native format, which allows files to be read faster on the

local computers.

2.2 Implementation of a sample reading program.

A sample skeleton program and utility subroutines have been set up and are available

to read files written in the chosen eventformat. The user supplies three subroutine (or

entries), namely an initialization subroutine (AN!NIT) which can define histograms,

accept input , an event subroutine (ANUSER) used to analyze each event, and a
termination routine (ANFIN) which can output results. The general routines will

manage the ZEBRA calls and unpack the information. The access to the description

of the particles is done through a common block defined below. The primary param-

eters stored on tape/disc are the four-momentum ,particle ID and parent/daughter

information. The reading routines will (optionally) calculate a set of useful derived
kinematic parameters.

The co_nnon block has the following information. The complete listing can be found

in eg$source:event.inc.

maxptl : maximum number of particles pr event.

nptls : number of particles in event

nnproJ # neutrons spectators (,inproJ)

npproJ : # protons spectators (in proJ)

naproJ : # spectators (in proJ)

nntarg : # neutron spectators (in target)

nptarg : # proton spectators (in target)

natarg ' # spectators (in target)

ntry • # of tries to get an interaction since last call

This number is needed to get a cross section from

the number of attempts + the impact parameter

ranEe.

" px(i) • 4 momentum of each particle
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py(i) :

pz(i) :

energy(i)

idptl : ID for particle (as given by eventgenerator)

ioptl : Parent sequence number ( 0 if no parent0negative if not

present)

y : rapidity

pt : transverse momentum (GeV/c)
mass : mass in GeV of particle

theta : polar angle theta in radians

phi : azimuthal angle in radians

gtype : GEANT particle ID.

Reaction description

atarg : Target Mass Number

ztarg : Target Charge Number

aproJ : Projectile Mass number

atarg : Projectile Charge Number

Nbeam : Number of beam particles thrown into the

area defined by bmin->bmax

_ The four-momentum information can alternative be stored in an array p4vec defined

in the following way

p4vec(l,i) : px for particle i

p4vec(2,i) • py for particle i

p4vec(S,i) : pz for particle i

p4vec(4,i) : energy for particle i

This storage way is convenient when using certain CERN library routines in the

analysis of the four momenta. The two way are mutually exclusive, and is selected
when running the analysis programs.

2.3 Availability of programs.

The programs can be found on the central Brookhaven BNLCL VAX cluster and on
the BNL802 VAX cluster. The :oot directory is presently $2$DUA0:[rhicwork] on

the BNLCL cluster and bnlhi0$dub2:[eventgen] on the BNL802 cluster. This direc-

- tory and descendents will contain data flies, source codes , command procedures and

examples needed to run the event generators and to read the data files.
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The source code and the include files are in $2_DUA0:[rhicwork.eg.source], object code

in $2$DUA0:[rhicwork.eg.library] and command files in $2$DVA0:[rhicwork.eg.commands].
These files are world readable and can be accessed via the HEP DECNET.

2.4 Data files

Several Datafiles were generated for the workshop, but these will not be available on

the BNLCL and BNL802 cluster for extended periods.
r

As mentioned earlier, the ZEBRA files can be written in a couple of different formats,

namely in native mode or in exchange format. The user program controls the selection

by means of a namelist input read from the file EGZPAR.PAR.

2.5 Sample reading program.

Two sample user program can then be found in hi0$event:[eg.examples] (eg$examples)

namely adummy.for and dndy_ana.for. These programs can, be linked using _he com-

mand file given in eg$commands. If you have a program in your directory named

myana the following commands are needed to compile link and run the program

$ formyana

$ ©eg$commands:link_read myana

$ define z_tape egSrhic_data:auau_rhic_central.N_zdat_lund

$ create egzpar.par
$ZPAK

Z_DOUBLE_OUT = F.

Z_BLOCKSIZE = 3600.

Z_FZ_OPTION_OUT = '0 '.

Z_FZ_OPTION_IN = 'I '.
Z_FZLOGL = -2

SEND

$create USEKPAR.PAR

$UPAK

NEVENTS = 100,

P_IN_2D_AKKAY = F

SEND
,$ run myana

The standard link command will link the user routines with the standard reading

routines and with the CERN libraries npacklib, genlib, and kernlib. If other libraries
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and routines are needed a local copy of the link routine should be made and modified.

The USERPAR.PAR input file controls the number of events to be analyzed, and the

storage of the four momenta. The example will read 100 events and store the event
data in the arrays px,py,pz and energy. If the file was generated in exchange format
the data definitons would look like

$ define z_tape eg$rhic_data:auau_rhlc_central.N_zdat_lund

$ create egzpar.par
$ZPAR

Z_DOUBLE_OUT = F°

Z_BLOCKSIZE ffi 3600.
Z_FZ_OPTION_OUT = 'TXO '.

Z_FZ_OPTION_IN = °TXI '.

Z_FZLOGL ffi -2

SEND

$ run myana

2.6 Event generators

2.7 FRITIOF

The FRITIOF 1.7 code is available in $2$DUA0:[rhicwork.lund] as lund_model.exe.
This directory can also be accessed by eg$1und_dir once the setup file is executed. A

sample input command file is in runJund_model_examplel.com.

2.8 VENUS

The VENUS 3.07 code is available in $2$DUA0:[rhicwork.venus] as venus_zebra.exe.

This directory can also be accessed by egSvenus_dir once the setup file is executed. A

sample input command file is in run_venus_model_examplel.com.

2.9 HI JET

The HIJET 3 code is available in $2$DUA0:[rhicwork.hijet] as hijet.exe. This directory
can also be accessed by eg$hijet_dir once the setup file is executed. This version of

HI JET contains rescattering, but this feature should not be used at RHIC energies.

A sample input command file is in run_hijet_model_examplel.com.
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3 Selected results

In this section a few comparisons between the event generator codes are presented.
The histograms were generated using the same analysis program. The first set of
pictures show the dN/dy distributions for r +, K +, P and P. The VENUS calculation
shown as the dotted curves does not include rescattering, an option available in version
3.07. The HIJET results are shown a_ dash-dots while the FRITIOF results are shown
with the full drawn curves. All calculations are for central collisions. The overall rates

are quite similar for the three codes, while substantial differences exists for the shapes
and the particles ratios. The three models represents extremes in terms of stopping.
FRITIOF predicts a baryon free central rapidity region, while HIJET with the largest
amount of stopping give rise to a substantial baryon density at central rapidities. In
figure 2 the momentum distributions predicted for the three codes are presented.
HI JET and VENUS only include the very soft pure exponential distributions while

FRITIOF seems to include parts of the hard scattering processes giving rise to a high
pt tail.

4 Workshop discussions

The simulation group held a two-hour luncheon meeting on July 3. The issue of
software support from BNL was discussed. The general impressions as summarized
by Ole Hansen are

• There was no large demand for having BNL keep banks of events from event-
generators. Most groups thought they preferred to create their own events.

• There was a wish for BNL to transfer blueprint information for hardware in the
beam crossings to a list of numbers, which can be used in generating a GEANT
description for a given detector.

• There was a fairly stong desire to have BNL maintain and document the most
commonly used heavy ion event-generator codes, and be a clearing house for
such codes.

• There was a strong demand that BNL create a central software group to ob-
tain, maintain, document, and distribute major software libraries and codes in
common use in the high-energy heavy-ion field.

The local group has since met and discussed these impressions. It was fel_ that item
2 could be dealt with fairly easily. Item 3 can be dealt with in a limited way by the
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COMPARISON OF FRITIOF, VENUS and HIJET
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Figure 1' Rapidity distributions for 100GeV+I00GeV Au Au central collisions
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Figure 2: momentum distributions near midrapidity
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existing in-house structure as described in the following paragraph. This is partly
what caused the specific setup for event-generators described in the second section of

this document. Items 3 and 4 are much more than the existing experimental groups

can handle in a reasonable way and it will be up to the USERS of RHIC (and AGS)
to discuss/recommend how such an infra structure may b_: created. Clearly there is
a strong demand for such a support.

In order to save some duplications of effort, if potetential users of the RHIC machine
have written programs (Event generators, jet algorithms, etc) which they feel can be
useful to others and which they are willing to share, then they are encouraged to
provide a copy of this program with documentation to the simulation group at BNL.
The simulation group will then provide copies of the code and documentation to any
user requesting it. The simulation group will not convert the code to run on machines

other than those for which the author provided code, but rather will collect the codes
and make them known and available to others.
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Report of the Rhic Workshop p+A
SubGroup

M.A. Bloomer, R. Bellwied, A. C_trroll, J.13. Costales, S. Gavin,
M. Kramer, R. Ledoux, P. McGa, ugllcy, M. Muthusw_my,

A. Samba.lnurti, X.N. Wa.ng

August 10, 1990

There were two medn purl)oses for the pA sllbgroul). Tlm {irst was to iden- ,,,

tify the design requirements for detectors so t,Jlal, they could be used with as

little modification, as possible for both 1)' A a.lld A+A collisions. The second

was to determine if there were physics iss_les tllat could be pa.rticula,rly wel !

addressed in p+A experiments at RItlC. Botl_ of these topics are di,'_cussed

in this document. We begin, however, with a. brief description of how the

accelerator operates in asymmetric collision,s.

1 Colliding Laurel and Hardy at RHIC

In the collision of beams of unequal species, tl,e bealns must have tlae same

velocity (i.e., the s_me E/A), 'I'lfis results in _ rota.tion of tlle line of lmad-

on collisions with respect to the Iollgitudillal center axis of the magnetic

ol)tics (beam rotation angle) due to tile ,lse of a. siva.red dipole after the

intersection region. The bea.l_l optics [1] iii _,1_("i_ltetse(:tion regioll is s]iown

in Figure 1. The lunlinosities [2] for I_+A collisions a.,c obl,a,illed by sca.ling

the number of pa,rticles ii_ a bu,,ch (i.e., L(1,/I) = [L(1,p)* L(AA)] '/2 ). 'l.'ho_

beam-beam scattering is large for Au-Ali ('()llisiolls a,ld sigtlificantly reduces

the luminosity witll time. 'l'llcreforo, tilt a vc,agc of tile illitia.I axld 10 lmur

luminosities for Au w_s used. I;k_r ali ot.ll(.,r I_,a,,is, t,l,c illitial lllll_inosity WaS
used.
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Table 1. Luminosities and beam rotation angles for 100 A.GeV/c beams.
The luminosity for p+p collisions was taken to be 1.4 • l03_/(cm2scc).

....

Heavy-Ion Heavy-Ion Combined Beam Rotation
Beanl Luminosity Luminosity Angle (mrad)

,,,,, , , ,,, ,,,, , t

O 9.8 * 1028 1.2,1030 2.62
,,,

Si 4.4 • 1028 7.8 * 1029 2.62
., _ _._ .... _

Ctt 9.5 • 1027 3.6,10 _9 2.96

I 2.7 • 1027 1.9,1029 3.25

[ Au 2.0 • 1026 5.3 • 10_s 3.40

2 How to make p+A and A+A measure-

naents compatible

There a.re several considerations which must be carefully a.ddressed if the
same detector is to be used in p+A and A+A measurements. Some of these
are:

1.) The change in the laboratory angles for the p+A 'center-of-ma,ss'.

2.) The higher luminosities in p+A measurements.

3.) The large dynamic range in detector response and fill factors.

4.) The be_tm rotation angle.

2.1 Angular Coverage

\Ve begitl by considering the necessary coverage in labot'atory a,tigle alld mo-
luep.tuiu itr.p+A collisions. There is no unique definitiot_ of a. ceuter oi -_a.ss
frame iii I)+A collisions. However, _t useful definit,ioll, which also serves ,_s
a liJllitiJlg case, is t,o consider the kinematics for a. collisioll ill w]lich LIle
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proton 'coherently' illteracts witll tile nucleons alollg its l)_th tllrougll _ nrl"
cleus. Rapidity distributions froln the event Monte Carlo VENUS [a] are
shown in Figure 2. The rapidity of the center-of-lnazs is shifted to yt=b_ 0.8
in the Au beam direction. (This can be obtained simply by noting that
V_,,,,-.m0.5,h_.(M/m.), where M/m _ 5'for minimum bias p+Au.) Pions with
a < pt >= 0.4 GeV/c and this rapidity are emitted at 40° in the la.b frame.
A proton with the same y and p, is emitted at 20° . The lnain impact of
the shift in the center-of-ma,_s rapidity in the laboratory is that a detector
which is designed to measure a. similar region of phase space in p+A and
A+A collisions must be able measure a,t more forward angles thaJl may be
necessary in A4-A collisions alone.

2.2 Luminosity

Tile inelastic cross sections for p+p, p+A and A+B collisions are a,pprox-
imately 4.5/m 2 (extra.pob_ted from ref. [4]), 4.5A°'6°fm 2 and 6.8(Al/a +
B 1la- 1.6)2fm 2, respectively. Table 2 lists tile inelastic cross section, ill-
teraction rate, n_ea.n time between collisions (< t_ot >), and the number of
interactions per crossing for p+p, pf Au and Au+Au collisions. There is a
factor of 500 decrease in the interaction rate in going from p+p to Au+Au
collisions. From a point of view of analog and digital electronics, Au+Au
interactions occur at a very low rate . However, if the same electronics are
to be used for Loth A+A and p+A me_urements, the electronics must be

designed to handle a two orders of magnitude increase in rate (with a possible
reduction in optimization for A-t.A collisior_s)or the proton luminosity must
be reduced.

Table 2: Interaction rates for p+p, p+Au and Au+Au collisions.

cr;,,_ (mb) Rate (sec -_) < t_ot> (sec) Intera, ctions/Crossing

P+t) 45 6 * lOs 2 * 10-6 1 * lO-1
....

1)-t-All 1740 S * 10" 1 * 10-s 2.10 -'2
_ ....

Au+Au 6850 l * 1():_ 1 * l0 -3 3 * 10-4
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2.3 Dynamic Range

Generally, a detector for which one wishes to preserve tile same precision in
both p+A and A+A collisions must have _ la.rge dyna.mic range. The mean
multiplicity and dn/dy for different pa.rticle sl,ecies for 100 A.GeV/c p+p,
p+Au, and Au+Au collisions a,re given in 'l'ablcs 3a-c. lhere is an incre_e
in the negative particle rapidity density a,t Yt,,_ = 0 by over two orders of
magnitude from minimum bi_ p+Au to central Au+Au. Therefore, if the

precision of a measurement is to stay fixed for ali mass systems then the
electronics must be designed with either the necessary precision over the full
dynamic range or the fullsca.le ra,age of the electronics must be programmable.
This is particularly true for detectors whicll litre fill fa.ctors of 10 - 100
particles per central Au+Au collisioixs.

Tables 3a-c: Mean multiplicities a.nd ra.pidity densities at
yt_b = 0 fox' 100 A.GeV/c p+p, p-t-Au _l,lJclAu+Au collisions.

3_
,,,

P+I) minimum bias
i i| i i ,,,,| , ,,, , ,

VENUS 3.07 Fritiof 1.7 Hijet

<,,>
_r+ 8.31 1.2 7.65 0.9.9 9.08 1.23

..,

r- 7,75 1.2 7.05 0.95 8.40 1.20
.....

K + 0.80 0.11 0.75 0.1 t 0.67 0.09
,,,

K- 0.70 0.10 0.64 0.090 0.67 0.09
.,

p+ 1.71 0.076 0.079 1.56 0.06

p 0.38 0.058 0.43 0.065 0.30 0.04
........

¢ 0.0086 0.0015
,,.

I ;i i
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3b

p+Au minimum bias
,,,,,,,

VENUS 3.07 Fritiof 1.7 Ilijet
,,

Particle < n > dN/dyy=o < n > dN/dy:j=o < n > dN/dyv=o

7r+ 20.8 2.8 19.9 2.6 22.9 3.I5
,,, i , , -,,,

Tr- 21.3 2.9 20.0 2.7 22.6 3.20
-,

K + 2.1 0.29 2.0 0.30 1.61 0:22
,L ,,

K" 1.8 0.28 1.8 0.25 1.59 0.21
,, ,

p+ 0.17 0.19 0.18

15 0.88 0.13 1.2 0.19 C.70 0.12
......

¢ 0.020 0.003
.....

3c

Au+Au VENUS

Average Central

Particle dN/dyy=o dN/dyy=o
,,,

neg 250 800

p+ 13 30

IO 20

2.4 Beam Rotation Angle

The beanl rotation angle should have very little effect, on molnentunl a.nd
energy nmasuremevits of particles excel)l, for tllose at tile lllOSt ['orwa.rd a.ngles.
For p+Au collisiolts, AO = :3.4 rnrad whicll results in a _71 = 0.2 a.t 0 = 1°

(zS,I = (1/si,_ 0), AO). Even if tl_e reconstruction of t.racks does ,,or 1,a.kei,,to
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account tile bea.ln rot_.tiOll a.tlgle, tile uncertainty in l.)t is only 350 MeV/c

for a beam nlolnentunl particle. The greatest impact will be on experiments

with a zero-degree calorimeter after BCl, which is 10 m from the intersection

region (see Figure 1). The beam in p+Au collisions is approximately 3.4 cm

off center of the front face of DC1 whicl has an aperture of only +8.5 cre.

Careful consideration iii the design of s_ch a zero degree calorimeter will be

necessary Lo accomodate the beam rotation and the space constraints behind

BCl. (It should be noted that ii_ the present layout of the beam optics the

two BC2 magnets are touching behind BCl.)

3 Physics of p+A Collisions

There are as m%ny po_" ;hie mea.surements in p+A collisions a_s there are ii:

A+A collisions. In this section we have selected from the many possible topics

four specific areas o1' I>+A measurements which we considered of interest

themselves, as well as being vi ta.l for a, compariaon to A+A collisions. They.
are:

1.) Baryon distributions,

2.) Identica.l particle interferometry.

3.) d/¢ and Drell-Yah production via measurements ot7dileptons.

4.) Jet production.

Many of the measurement.s we describe here a,re similar to those which

are contemplated for A+A collisions. We will only highlight expel'imenta.l

issues which are relevant to cllanges incurred in going from A+A to I_+A

collisions. The reader is encouraged to examine the proposa.ls from various

collaborations in tl_ese proceedings.

3.1 Baryon Distributions

Th_' available energy iii t,lm Jlucleoil-nucleon cent, er-of-i_lass of 200 (;e\" for

p+A collisiolls a.t 1/III(: is fi\,r_ t,lnms ]ligher ttlan the celll,cr-of-jllass e.'.llel'g5,

presently available ai, I"NAb (x',,llicl_ is t,he llighest energy lixe<l l,argc, t, ta.cil-

ity). It is CXl_<.,cCed1,1Jalat, l(lll(: energies the central regioll will I)(, re_lat,iv¢'.ly
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free from tile 'contalnination' of projectile fragllmnts, tha.t is, tile nel baryon
number should be close to zero. This exI)ectatioll is hazed oll the few mea-

surements [5] of baryons within approximately 2 units of tile beam rapidity
taken at substantiMly lower energies. These measurements are consistent
with a mean rapidity loss of 2 - 2.5 units for prot,olls colliding with a heavy
nucleus such as Au. lt is very importeml, to directly rne,_sure tlm rapidity
loss of the beam rather than assume it is invariant with energy. For these
measurements, there are fewer a.mbiguities in p+A collisions than A+A col-
lisions, since t,he intAal baryon ht,rebel: irl tlm proton beam direction is known
without reference to a specific trigger or model.

The distribution of protons and anti-proto|is from the event Monte Carlo
VENUS is shown in Figure 3 for mir.imum bias p+hu collisiona. 'File dif-
ference between these two distributions is proportionM _o tile distribution
of the proton fragments. The rapidity distributio,_, in the proton fra,gmen-

tation region is similar to that from lower energy measurements. VENUS
predicts that tile ratio of protons to a,nti-protons is 1.3 a.t yt,b = 0, which
represents _ 30% contribution to the ba.ryon nunaber from beana fragments
at mid-r_pidity. Examination of TRI)le 3b reveals tiler this ratio is 1.5 for
Hijet and 1.0 for Fritiof calculat, ions. 'l'lmse dil[crellces a.re presuz_lably re-
lated to the dynamics used in eacli model for Imatn frag|uent, ation. Tl_erefore,
measurements of baryons, even at mid-rN_idity alone, will strongly constrain
these models. To obtain a more detailed tt,_dersta.llding of the ellergy loss
mechanism it is necessary to make measurements in a region where the beam
fragments actually dominate over ba,ryoll l_a.ir l_roduction. VENUS suggests
that this is true for Yt,_b> 2. This corresponds to measurements a.t angles
forward of 5o in the laboratory. These are very difficult measurements and

would probably only be performed with a. sma.]l a.perature forward spectrom-
eter.

The study of the transverse nlonlelltUlll distributions for ali pa.rticles and,
in particular, for baryons is a.lso very important. Tlm systematics of tlle pt
distributions for dilferent pa.rticle species as a. fuJlcl,ion system m_s, ob-
tained by either changing the ma_ssof tlm l_uclea.r beam or gating on central
collisions, will form tile baseline for colnpariso31 wit,li tllose frown A+A colli-
sions. The compa.rison between p+A slid A+A collisiolls will be p_rticularly
important for exl)eriinel_ts wltich will Sl,ll¢ly lJigll ?_t l_lmllolllnella, sucll as
jet productioil, sillce presuJnably, tl_e 1)t _listributi_ls from I_+A collisions
contain the effects of _nultiple sc_d,t, eti_g o1 I,l_(.'.I)ca._ and rescattering of
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secondaries, but llot a.ny 'coherent' effects wllicll lllay be l)resellt izl A+A
collisions.

There exists a, single measurement [6] of tile < Pt > of lea,ding baryons in

p+A collisions at _ = 20 GeV. Tile < Pt > w_ found to illcre;Lse with

incre_ing ra.pidit, y loss of the leading ba.r.yon. Mea,surements of p+A and

Si+A collisions by E802 a,t the AGS [7, 8] lla,ve shown tlla, t the < Pt > for

ba,ryons is: much higher tha,n for pions and kaons, dependent on rapidity, and

increases with increa.sing system inass. The rela.tively la.rge sepa.ration be-

tween the beam fragmenta.tion and mid-re_pidity regions a,t RHIC should help

cle,rify the roles of init, ia.l a-hd final sta,te scatteril_g of par/,icipa.nt baryons in
p+A collisions. A further comparison with A+A collisions should determine

if thel e a,re collective effects in the ba.ryon dist, ributions for nuclea.r collisions.

3.2 Identical Particle Interferometry

Identica,l p_rticle interferometry h_ been used to infer I,]le spa.ce-t, ime extent

of pion sources in ha,dronic collisions. The bulk of tile existing measurements,

mostly from A+A collisions a.t the Bevelac, a.17econsisteljt with a. l,ransverse

source size a.pproximately equal Lo the ra,dius of the smaller colliding nucleus.

A compila,tion of da,ta. [9], including recent measurements l'rom CERN a_nd

the AGS, is shown in Figure 4a.

A transverse radius of about 8 fm (wllicll is twice tile ra.clills of the oxygen

projectile) has been obta.ined by NA35 [10] for central O+Au collisions by

selecting pa.irs a.t the effective center-of-mass. III a, simple nmdel [i0], the

freeze-out ra,dius of the pion source should be proportiona.l Lo x/A_. An

increase in tile pion source size with the event inultiplicity ha,_ also been

reported by Akesson el at. [11] for p+p, p+i3, a.nd c_'+ o intera_ctions. The

only existing p + hea-vy-nucleus mea_sureme,_t (p+Xe) [12] did _ot observe a,n

increase in source size with pioll Inultiplicity. A conlpila,tion [13]of sources

sizes a,s a functiol_ of charged p_rl, icle rapidity dmlsity (dT_./dy) is sllown in
Figure 4b.

The use of Iaea.ms with different enelgv a zld zna.ss number iii p+A col-

lisions a.t RHIC will allow for a systelnatic iilvesl, igal, iojl of tile' Sl);_ce,tilne

ex_,ent of particle sources a_sa tuJlctioll of t)arl, icle n_ultiplicit, y. If tile centra.l

rapidity region is rel_ttively balyo_l free, tl_eJl Lilt ij_l,erl_v('.t;_l,i()_ of inl,erfer-

omet, ry results sl_ould also be l_lore sl,ra.igl_l,lolwa._(I at, I{.IIIC. 'l'lle e×l)ccted

c]_azged l_aaticle r_q_idity densities _,t, i_li(1-r;,l_idity ill l_.t-A_ collision,s a.re al)-
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proximately 7 and 10 iii minimun_ bias and central collisions, respectively.
As can be seen from Figure 4b, tlmse are very interesting rapidity densities
to investigate in p+A collisions since the expected source size is 3 fm based
on rapidity density scaling as compared to the proton radius of 1 fm. The
relatively high multiplicities should also allow for the measuremeilt of ka.on
source sizes. The coml)arison of sources for pions and kaons gated on evcnt
topology should help elucidate the dynamics involved in particle production
iri p+A collisions.

3.3 J/¢ and DY Production

The measurement of the A dependence of dileptons in p+A collisions at
RHIC is important for a variety of reasons. One of the foremost motivations
is that the suppression of J/_b production in nuclei has been proposed [14] as
a signature of a QGP in RHI collisions. This cannot be quantified until the
details of p+A reactions are understood. Since J/¢ production is seilsistive
to the gluon structure functions in nuclei and possibly initial and fina.l state
scattering effects, it is importa.nt to study die production as a funct_ion of
both Feynmann-x (xF) a.lld Pt to qua.ntify these effects. The study of higher
mass dileptons resulting primarily from Drell-Yah pair production (DY) also
probes the quark and antiquark structure functions of nuclei, as has been
recently shown [15] by E772 at Fermilab.

Recent results from E772 for high mass dilepton producLion as a (uncLion

of target lllass at X/TSNN= 39 GeV are shown in Figure 5 for d/_b a.nd Drell-
Yan production. The cross section for J/¢ production is proportional to
A °'92, which deviates significantly from the A 1'° dependence expected for
hard processes without initial or final state interactions. The A-dependence
for DY is very close to, but not exa,ctly equal to, A 1'°. It is import, ant to
note the high statistics needed to measure the A-dependence of the lligh
mass dileptons, particularly above 4 GeV. Strong A-dependencies in d/¢
production as a fullctioll of Xr: and Pt have been observed iii fixed ta.tget
p+A experiments [16, 17]. The origin of these effects is not yet qua.ntil, atively
undersl,ood. In addition, D lneson production is also strongly A-depelldent,
indicatillg tllat tlm Imavy quark productioll process (a,nd llot just resona.nce
production) may I)e sensitive to the nuclear medium.

Measure_nents at I/.II IC will provide data at a sigllifica._ltly lligher center-
of-mass elmrgy and will a,lso allow for _neastlremeJlts at low ral_idit,y (xF < 0)
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for tile first time. Tile luminosity should be adequate to obtain high statistics

for both J/_b and DY production. For exah_p!e, assuming for p+Au collisions

a luminosity = 5.102s/(on2sec), a:/¢, = 10b :,b/u and CyDlf "-- 0.3 nb/GeV/u

at 4 GeV, yields production rates of 50K/day and 2K/da.y for J/¢ and DY,
respectively.

There is very limited data [18, 19] on the production of lower mass dilep-

ton pairs in p+A collisions. The available data for the cross section of p and

¢ production yields an A-dependence of approximately A °'7 at _ _ 20
GeV. This large deviation from an A 1"° dependence is presumably related

to the greater importance of initial and final state interactions for low mass

resonances. Itowever, there are predictions tha.t the production cross sections

and widths of these resonances may be modified in a QGP or hot hadron

gas. Given the limited data and theoretical guidance presently available on

the effects due to rescattering, it is prudent to study nuclear effects in p+A

collisions before looking for collective effects in A+A collisions.

3.4 Jet Production

Jet production in e+ e-, pp and pp collisions has been studied extensively now

for over a decade, lt has been shown conclusively that jets from hadronic

collisions are the result of hard scattering between the parton constituents

of the hadrons [20]. Perturbative QCD (pQCI)), in conjunction with pa.rton

models, has been successful in describing the characteristic features of jet

production, such as production rates and angular distributions. Most exper-

imentM studies of jets have concentrated on relatively large Pt jet production,

but it has been suggested that minijet production [21] becomes increasingly

important at Sp'_S energies and higher. The exact p_ scale at which pQCD

can be used to predict minijet production is still a matter of intense debate,

but there is experimental evidence of the existence of mini.iets [22] , and itis

believed that minijets will be responsible for about half of the total particle

production in central Au+Au collisions at RHIC [23].

In contrast, jet and minijet production in p+A collisions remains ex-

perimentally and theoretically a.lmost ulmxplo,'ed. Fixed-target experiments

[24, 25, 26, 27, 28] have been performed at x/'YsN-7= 20-30 GeV on a variety
of ta,rgets; some results fro,n the Fermilab E557 Collaboratioll are sllown in

Figures 6a,-b. Tile nuclear depelldence of tl_e "jet-like" clllster prod,lotion

cross scctioll, ajet, is I_lotted in Figure 6a a.s a, fullctioll of ]5'T [26] . 'l'lle
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jet-cluster cross section is pararneterized as crib, = croA_(zn'), where A is the
target mass number and c_(ET) is a function of Ig'T. These data were taken
with a small aperature trigger, which requires a large value of ET in a sma.ll
region of a calorimeter, as one might expect for jet production. As ha.s been
observed in high pt production of ha.drons at similar beanl energies, such as
by Cronin et al. [29], there appears to be a nuclear enhancement of jet-cluster
production for la.rge values of ET, signaled by a(ET) > 1. Figure 6b is a plot
of the transverse momentum flow in. azimuthal angle q_,where 4, is defined
relative to the jet, cluster axis [28] . These data correspond to events con-
t,aining "back-to-bazk" (BB) jet clusters with a combined transverse energy
ET > 15 GeV. It appears that, jet clusters from p+A collisions a,re broader
than those from p+p collision_.

These dc*.a represent the state-of-the-art p+A measurements for jet pro-
duction. However, several problems still exist:

1.) The be_m energies of p+A experiments to d,_te are still too low for a
proper study of jets even for p_ collisions, much less p+A; a.nd

2.) Unlike collider experiments, jets in fixed-target experiments a.re difficult
to identify uniquely. Commonly used triggers in p+A jet experiments
may enhance the selection of jet events but it is not certain whether or
not tlley pick out jet events unambiguously.

In contrast, jet production at R}tlC energies (v/TON = 200 (;eV) should
be relatively abundant when compared to ISl( energies. Jet production a.t
mid-rapidity is more easily measured in ,_collider experiment than in a fixed-
target experiment. Hence, jets at RHIC will offer a new a.nd essentially
unexplored probe of nuclear matter iii p+A and A+A collisions. The study
of jet production in p+A collisions can be easily incorporated into detectors
designed to measure jets in A+A collisions.

Jets iri p+A collisions merit their own study, and not just in relation to
A+A collisions, for the followiltg reasons. A jet is l,roduced in a p+A collision
during the brief time that the highly Lorentz-contra.cted proton and nucleus
overlap (when observed in tlJe ilucleoll-lluclcotm cewlter-of-lnass frame). 'i?lle
tilne scale ([tlriiig wllicll .-_,lta.t'<{scattet'illg tak_'s I,la.cc goes as I/Q, wllct'c Q
is tl_e X110_l_ClltU_ntra.llsfer, llet_ce, for la.vgc /_t .icl,s, til(', sca,l,l, eved Im,Vi,ol,s

nle_telia.lize very qllickly. Tlmse l)a.rtons thcll I)rOl)aga.t,etllrougll tlm _ltlclca.r
ina.tl,er as riley 1)egil_to fra,glnent into fiila.l-state pa.rticles. '['he nucleus caa_
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be regarded as a filter which can effect tile parton's dynamical evolution.
One can ch_mge the filter by substituting targets with different masses. For
jet production, p+A collisions have an advantage over A+A collisions ill
that jets in A+A collisions will probably be difficult to identify event-by-
event. However, the "background" in p+A collisions is small enough that a
precision measurement of jet production and jet characteristics can be ma.de.
Moreover, the amount of nuclear ma.tter traversed by the jet can be well
determined on an event-by-event bases by gating on the distribution of other
secondary particles.

A number of interesting effects have been predicted for jet propagation in
nuclear matter. One is that a jet loses a considerable amount of energy (_ 1
GeV/fm of nuclear m:,,f;ter traversed) due to the "string" flip mechanism
[30] . Such "jet quenching" may be a,lready been observed in e'A collisions
performed _tt SLAC [31] . It has also been suggested that this quenching will
be greater for gluon jets than quark jets. Gluon-gluon scattering, as well as
minijets, occurs at lower PL, a.nd hence requires large beam energies, such as
at RHIC, in order to be studied efficiently. Itowever, it ca.n a.lso be a.rgued
that in the absense of this attenua._ion, jet production may be enhanced for
nuclear targets at large Pt beca.use of the scattering of the initial proton
beam, as well as the rescattering of the jet partons, and the particles they
fragment into (i.e.,, the Cronin effect). The discrepa.ncy between these two
predictions for jet production ca., only be resolved by a,measurement.

As a result of the lluclear lnediuln, one migllt expect that not only the jet
production rate changes, but characteristic fea.Lures of jets, such as the jet
multiplicity a.nd fragmentation function, well-established by p+p mea,sure-
ments made at the SppS a.nd the Tevatron, will also be different. Differences

between the p+p and p+A data lllight reveal interesting features of the
hadronization process that are difficult to measure any ottmr way.
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A note from the convenor

This summary report is comprised of several separate sections reflecting a variety of

activities related to the subject which took place before and during the workshop.

The workshop entitled Ga, ttfllg Be Used to Test QED f was held at Brookhaven in April

of 1990. This workshop was organized by M.Fatyga, M.J.Rhoades-Brown and

M.J.Tannenbaum. Its purpose was to discuss the present status of theory and to iden-

tify most interesting areas of investigation in the physics of strong fields which could be

explored at RHIC. Perhaps the greatest emphasis was put on non-perturbative aspects

of the e+e - pair production in a collision of high energy heavy ions, but other aspects

of two photon physics at RHIC were also discussed. Two experimental groups presented

their current and planned efforts in measuring the yields of _+e- pairs produced in heavy

ion collisions at CERN, LBL and BNL. The summary of the workshop (prepared by its

organizers) is the first item in the report of this study group.

During (and prior to) the R]_IC workshop in July 1990 two separate efforts were under-

taken. First, the question of e+e- pairs as a background in a search for new phenomena in

central collisions of heavy ions has been addressed quantitatively by M.J.Rhoades-Brown,

J.Wu et.al. Second, a feasibility of the ezperimental study of strong field phenomena at

RttIC has been investiga _ t by M.Fatyga and J.W.Norbury. Results of these two efforts

are summarized in separate contributions. Ali the members of the study group (listed

below) contributed to discussions on these two subjects. Individual reports however, are

authored by the people who directly contributed to a particular effort.

Finally, I would like to turn the attention of the reader to one more contribution in this

issue of the proceedings which is very relevant to our subject but not included in the sum-

mary report of this study group. Namely, S.U.Chung at.al discuss a conceptual design of

en experiment which is intended to measure a production of low mass mesons and reso-

nances in extremely peripheral collisions of relativistic heavy ions. This subject has also

been identified during the April workshop as a very promising field of investigation. Since

none of the authors of the paper participated in the QED study group, their contribution

has been placed elsewhere in the proceedings.
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CAN RHIC BE USED TO TEST QED

Workshop Summary

Mirek Fatyga
Mark Rhoades-Brown

Michael Tannenbaum

The two day workshop entitled "Can RHIC be Used to Test QED"

took place on April 20 - 21 at Brookhaven National Laboratory.

It was attended by approximately 50 physicists from both the U_S.

and Europe. Although most of the attendees were theorists, a

large portion of the second morning was devoted to pending

experiments and the experimental difficulties associated with

strong field electromagnetic phenomena. The workshop was

remarkably multidisciplinary in nature, attracting elementary

particle, nuclear and atomic theorists and experimentalists.

We note that at RHIC, fully stripped Au ions will be

accelerated to beam energies of 100Gev/u in a collider mode. At

these energies the S-matrix for single e++ e" pair production

violates unitarity bounds, thus i_plying that multiple pair

production will occur. The theoretical language for

investigating this phenomena is contained within the so-called

virtual two photon representation of the heavy ion

electromagnetic fields.

Three general subjects were addressed during the workshop.

These subjects were:

i. To understand the validity of the best available

descriptions of e' e" pair production in peripheral heavy

ion collisions, especially for the domain where this process

is known to be non-perturbative.
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2. To understand the prospects for using relativistic heavy

ions to produce Higgs Bosons or Weak Bosons (Z0, W+, W-).

This production mechanism proceeds through the virtual two

photon representation of the heavy ions, and is considered a

reason for accelerating heavy ions in both the LHC and the

SSC.

3. To study the interference mechanisms between the two

processes for hadron production in peripheral heavy ion

collisions. These two processes are two photon exchange and

two pomeron exchange.

e _ e" Pair Production in Heavy _oD collis_oDs_

In addition to 'che fundamental questions regarding e. e"

pair creation and non-perturbative QED, it is important for both

detector design and collider performance to understand the pair

creation mechanism during the heavy ion beam crossing. The

cr¢,ated pairs could be a source of background in the detectors at

heavy ion colliders. Of equal importance to the detectcr

background is the so-called capture problem, associated with a

heavy ion capturing one of the produced electrons in an atomic

orbital. Changing the charge state of the heavy ion by one unit

will eventually cause the ion to be lost from the beam. This

mechanism is a major component in determining the luminosity

lifetime in a heavy ion collider.

As discussed by Brodsky and Strayer, the e+ e" pair

production cross sections in the lowest order perturbative limit

was shown to be 33.7K barns for Au beams at top energy in RHIC.

This number came from both exact Monte Carlo evaluation of the

perturbative matrix element, and by applying the analytic formula

due to Racah (Nuovo Cimento 14 (1937) p. 70). Since the
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workshop, it has been shown (C. Bottcher, private communication)
.

that the Racah formula and Monte Carlo calculations for e e

pair production agree extremely well for Lorentz gamma values

spanning nearly 4-orders of magnitude (beginning at 7=2).

Strayer showed that with modern computers, the

multidimensional integrals associated with pair creation can be

efficiently evaluated using a million or so Monte Carlo points.

Detailed Monta Carlo calculations with nuclear form factors

showed that the form factors act to suppress the PT momentum

dependance of the differential cross sections da/dPT. The total

cross section for electron pair creation is not affected by the

nuclear form factor. Calculations for the single e. or e"

distribution da/dp T showed that most of these particles are

produced in the forward(or backward) direction along the beam

axis, with the perpendicular component of the singles momentum

f_lling several orders of magnitude as PT grows from 0 to 100Mev.

Thus, most of the singles or pairs may be considered soft in

nature. Further calculations of the energy distributions and the

angular distributions of the singles and pairs are expected to be

performed at the forthcoming RHIC workshop (July 1990). Strayer

also showed his calculations for mu-pair production, including

the irteresting result that for invariant mass values M<4Gev, the

coheren_ differential cross section da/dydM from beam crossing is

larger than the Drell Yan background.

For a certain class of detectors at RHIC, the total

integrated cross section may not be the most relevant quantity.

If the detector gates on a limited range of impact parameters,

the pair production probability for these impact parameters might

be more relevant. Further studies are needed on this impact

parameter question.
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The fact that e. e" pair production at RHIC violates

unitarity was clearly shown by Brodsky and Baur, the latter

stating that the probability for producing a single pair at an

impact parameter corresponding to the Compton wavelength is 2.5

for Au beams at top RHIC energies. This result clearly suggests

that higher order QED effects, most notably multiple pair

production, could be observed at RHIC. Estimates for the number

of e. e" pairs per ion interaction varied greatly. Brodsky,

using an argument based on counting the number of equivalent

photon-photon interactions per unit of rapidity interval for each

heavy ion, gave an upper limit of 2000 pairs per interaction at

RHIC. Baur, using an analogy of exciting harmonic oscillators by

a time dependent force, schematically sums multiple pair diagrams

to arrive at a Poisson distribution for the probability of

producing pairs of multiplicity N at a given impact parameter.

This technique suggests only a few pairs are produced, but after

intense discussion, it was suggested (Muller) that the accuracy

of neglecting the time ordering in the perturbation series needs

to be explored in more detail.

Two theories for understanding non-perturbative QED

phenomena were presented. Bottcher described a promising

technique for non-perturbative electron pair production, based on

the light cone representation of the Dirac equation. This high

energy representation takes advantage of the weak coupling

between the longitudinal and transverse momenta of the produced

pair. For Au beams at RHIC, calculations based on this method

indicate a factor of two reduction in the total electron pair

cross section from the perturbative result. In contrast, Schied

described a coupled-channels calculation for non-perturbative
.

e e pair creation. This calculational technique is difficult

to implement at RHIC energies, but at lower energies (7=10), two

orders of magnitude enhancement over perturbative estimates were
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claimed for the pair production cross section. Enhancements of

this order were also shown for the electron capture cross

section.

The striking mismatch between theories for the effects of

higher order QED was not resolved at the workshop. The light

cone approach is probably not applicable at lower energies

(7=I0), and the coupled channels technique is technically

difficultto implement at higher energies. However, it is

important for both RHIC luminosity lifetime questions, and heavy

ion collider detector design, to address the questions on "just

how important are higher order QED effects?". As discussed by

McLerran, this will require evaluation of higher order diagrams,

including box diagrams, as well as detailed comparison with

experimental data.

Datz and Belkacem described their experimental procedures

for measuring pair production and electron capture at CERN

(S beams) and Berkeley (U beams) respectively. Although these

fixed target experiments are at energies considerably below what

will be achieved at RHIC, they will be an essential component in

helping to understand some of the above theoretical

discrepancies. Within two years, Au beams will become available

at the AGS (7=i0), and thus could provide another set of

experimental data.

After the workshop, it was suggested (Fatyga) that the

impact parameter dependence of the non-perturbative e. e°

production could be studied through a coincidence experiment of
. - . -

_ pairs with e e pairs. It is expected that perturbation

theory will be accurate for the production of the
.

_ pairs. This concept will be further developed in the July

1990 RHIC workshop.
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Producing Higgs Bosons and Weak Bosons in Heavy Ion Colliders

Mueller, Couture, Brodsky, Strayer and Smith discussed in

detail the 7-7 physics that would be accessible at the proposed

heavy ion colliders (RHIC, plus heavy ions in LHC and SSC). Of

particular interest was the probability of producing a Higgs

particle or W+ W- pairs via the virtual two photon spectrum of

relativistic heavy ions. This mechanism is out of the question

at RHIC, because the nuclear size imposes a cut off in /the energy

of the virtual photon spectra at 3Gev. At LHC or SSC this cutoff

extends to 100Gev or 250Gev respectively.

Much of the focus of discussion at the workshop was the then

recent preprint of Cahn and Jackson (LBL 28592, 1990). In

contrast to the earlier work of Drees, et al (Phys. Lett B223

[1989] 454), Cahn and Jackson used a cutoff in impact parameter

space to exclude the finite size of the nucleus. Drees, et al,

included this effect through an elastic form factor. Cahn and

Jackson showed that for Pb-Pb collisions, production of a Higgs

Boson with an intermediate mass of 100Gev is reduced by a factor

of 0.14 from Drees' estimate for SSC energies, and reduced a

factor of 0.037 at LHC energies. These are discouraging rates,

and the workshop left on a pessimistic note that the production

rate for Higgs Bosons, using heavy ions, is too low to be

experimentally useful.

Since the meeting, preliminary calculations on the Higgs, as

shown by Strayer, have been completed. This preprint (Wu, et al,

ORNL preprint ORNL/CCIP/90/02) suggests that the results of Cahn

and Jackson based on the Weissacker-Williams method were too

pessimistic. The Weissacker-Williams method assumes the

transverse nomentum of the produced pair is zero, an assumption
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that is not realistic in this case. Using a Monte Carlo

evaluation of the impact parameter dependence of the Higgs

production matrix elements, Wu, et al, show that the original

calculations of Drees, et al, are reduced by only a factor of 1.9

at _IC energies and a factor of 1.4 at SSC energies, if the

constraint that the heavy ions remain intact is imposed. At this

time the prospects for producing intermediate mass Higgs Bosons

from coherent two photon production appears more promising than

at the time of the workshop. At the SSC, Wu, et al, now

calculate up to 500 Higgs a year, if a luminosity of

i0 _ cm "2 sec "I can be achieved. We note that this value of the

luminosity is nearly two orders of magnitude beyond initial RHIC

operation values.

Hadron production from Peripheral Heavy Ion Collisions

Mueller and Brodsky discussed the hadron resonances

available through so-called 7-7 _ physics. Of particular interest

at RHIC energies are the T0, f(1270) and _c(2980) resonances. As

indicated by Brodsky, heavy ion colliders make good 7-7

factories, particularly in the low mass region. It was also

pointed out by Brodsky that a heavy ion collider can be very

competitive with e. e" machines, if the luminosity can be

increased to 1028 .

As part of this discussion, Mueller and Brodsky raised the

question of a background to photon photon reactions from Double

Pomeron Interactions. For intermediate nuclear A and Z values,

the 7-7 and p p amplitudes are comparable, resulting in an

interference that needs to be taken into account. For very heavy

nuclei, the 7-7 interactions will dominate. Thus, an experiment

designed to measure hadron resonance production as a function of

the mass and charge of the colliding nuclei could, in principle,
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study this interference effect _. This ability to conduct such a

set of comprehensive measurements using the same apparatus and

minimal change to the experimental acceptance is a unique

capability of RHIC.

Conclusion

The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collide_ at Brookhaven will be a

machine offering some special capabilities in the areas which

were discussed during this workshop. One should be able to do

comparison measurements of various electromagnetic phenomena with

a variety of beams, thus varying the strength of electromagnetic

fields in a well-controlled manner. These measurements can be

done with a single apparatus and at a fixed value of the

Lorentz 7, eliminating many systematic errors due to acceptance

corrections or different beam energies. As an example, gold

beams can be used to study non-perturbative phenomena in e. e"

pair production, with lighter beams providing a reference

measurement in which no strong non-perturbative corrections are

expected. A search for possible anomalies in the production of

hadrons (q q pairs) by strong electromagnetic fields can be

conducted in a similar manner.

A study of electromagnetic phenomena in extremely peripheral

collisions of relativistic heavy ions can become a rich and

exciting field that will complement studies of central

collisions.
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Introduction

At the Brookhaven Relativistic Heavy I0n Collider 1 (RHIC), fully stripped heavy ions

will circulate in each of two rings up to beam energies of 250 (Z/A) GeV/u. During

the beam crossing, the peripheral electromagnetic interaction between the heavy ions is

sut_cient to induce copious production of di-lepton pairs. These pairs are a potential

source of background for the detectors at RHIC.

In this paper we discuss the expected number of e+, e-pail _,given the accepted initial

luminosity value L of the collider. More importantly, we also calculate the differential

cross sections for the angle, energy, rapidity and momentum distribution of the leptons.

Using the luminosity L of the collider, these differential cross sections are normalized to

the expected number of leptons per second. We restrict ourselves to e +, e-production,

a discussion of/z+# - and r+r, distributions will be published later. The results are

presented for the expected worst case, namely 107Au79+ions at abeam kinetic energy of

100 GeV/u. This is forseen to be the heaviest ion for high luminosity experiments at RHIC.

We note for a given energy, the cross section tor e +, e-production scales as Z4, ' where Z is

the atomic number of the ions.

The calculated cross sections correspond to a lepton energy or momentum range up

to 1 GeV. For this range the differential cross section falls over many orders of magnitude,

and should be adequate to estimate how many leptons will enter the RHIC detectors. On

this note, it is expected that the calculations shown here will form the basis of a future

peripheral collision event generator for RHIC. In this way, the final angular geometries of

RHIC detectors can be used as input parameters to the event generator, thus enabling a

selected binning for the differential distributions of the leptons.

Production rate qf e+, e-pa.irs

For 197Au79+beams at top RHIC energies, the total cross section cre for e+, e-production

has been confidently calculated to be 2,3 33Kb. Tiffs value of cre corresponds to the per-

turbative two photon diagram shown in Fig. 1, where tlfis diagram has been evaluated

exactly using Monte Carlo techniques 2, or via the analyt;c expression due to Racah 4. The
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remarkable agrec,nent between these two approaches is shown in Fig. 2 for beam 7 values

spanning nearly four orders of magnitude.

For the 197Au79+bearn luminosity values at RHIC, the production rate of e+, e-pairs

is given as La c sec -1 , where

Lac = 2 x 1026crr_-28ec -I x 33 x lO-21Cr_2 _ 6.7x I068ec -I.

It is also important to note that at top RHIC energies for 197Au79+bearns, the perturbative

calculation corresponding to Fig. 1 violates the unitary bound for the pair production S-

matrix element. The amount by which the S-matrix element exceeds unity depends on

the choice of impact parameter between the heavy ions. One estimate 5 for 197Au79+beam s

at 7 -100, gives the probability for producing an e+, e-pair at an impact parameter of

one Compton wavelength (386 fm) as 2.5. It seems clear that multiple pair production

will play a role at RHIC, that is for top RHIC energies non-perturbative Q.E.D. effects

such as multiple e+, e,pMr production will be present. The exact nature of these higher

order effects is still under " _vestigation, and is one of controversy 3,5. Ai this time it Would

srm that the number of pairs may be a few (3-5) times larger than the ,,_ 107 sec -1 value

aboveS, 6.

Differential Cross Section for e+, e-production

In Figs. 3-12, the differential cross sections for the electrons produced from beam

crossing are plotted as a function of various independent variables. The perturbative

calculations were performed with a modified version of the Monte Carlo code 2 used to

estimate the total cross section for e+, e-production. In all the following calculations,

the :differential cross sections have been scaled with the luminosity value L - 2 x 1026

cm-_sec -1 for 197Auvg+beams at RHIC. Thus, for example, the perpendicular momentum
,

p± is_,rescMed as

dec (see-' GEV-'
dcr__5__(b/Gey ) _ dN (sec_lGeV_l) = n_pl ),dp± dp±

where N is the number of pairs per second. Because of the problem of multiple pair

production through higher order Q.E.D. effects, the distribution functions discussed in

this section should be considered lower limits on N.
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Figures 3-4 show tile all importtmt dN/dp±as a function of p± in GeV (velocity of

light c put equM to 1). For the pair curve, p± is the perpendicular projection (relative to

beam direction) of the total momentum of the produced pair. For the singles, p± is the

perpendicular projection (relative to beam direction) of a single lepton momentum value.

The nuclear form factors play an important role in the transverse momentum differ-

ential cross sections. Figure 3 shows that thenuclear form factor severely attenuates the

differential cross section for Pl >- 100 MeV. This attenuation is very evident for the pair

distribution. For values of p± < 100 MeV, the nuclear form factor has a small effect on

dN/dp±, however for completeness the results shown in Fig. 4 were calculated with a

nuclear form factor. The nuclear form factor used throughout this manuscript corresponds

to a Fourier transform of a radial Woods-Saxon density distribution that was fitted to

electron scattering data. 7

Figures 3-4 show how soft the produced electrons are. As p± increases from 0 to

100 MeV, dN/dp±falls nearly six orders of magnitude for the pairs calculated including

a nuclear form factor. In spite of the general rapid fall of in dN/dp±, some care must

be taken with any detector design for the absolute value of dN/dp±is still of considerable

magnitude.

In Figs. 5,6, the differential cross sections dN/dpuare plotted as a function of the

longitudinal momentum Pl[" Once again for the pairs, Pl[ is the longitudinal projection

(along the beam direction) of the total pair momentum, and for the singles PU is the

longitudinal projection of a single lepton. Tile nuclear form factor has been included in

the calculations, but is of negligible importance for this variable. Of course, the curves

are symmetric around PU = 0 :for this variable. Analogous results in Figs. 7-8 stlow the

differential cross _ction for the energy variable E.

The angular distributions of the pairs and singles are shown in Figs. 9-10. The

angle 0 is defined relative to the beam direction. The differential cross section dN/d(cos 0)

is symmetric with respect to 0 = 90 °, and is independent of tlm azi,nuthal a,,@c. The

results show the leptons tend to travel in the forward (or backward) direction, but tlm total

integrated cross section still has contributions for the approximate theta range 0 < 0 < 60°.
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The rapidity spectrum is shown in Fig. 11. lt ca: be seen that beyond y = 4- 4 units

that dN/dy falls exponentially with increasing y.

Discussion

At relativistic energies, the Lorentz contracted Coulomb field between heavy ions in

a collider will induce copious amounts of lepton pair production. In _this note we have

calculated differential cross sections for the produced e+, e-particles using exact Monte

Carlo evaluation of the perturbative two photon diagram in Fig. 1.

There is some uncertainty in the exact number of pairs that will be produced, because

traditional non-perturbative Q.E.D. violates unitarity bounds at RHIC energies. Work

is continuing on this more fundamental problem of calculating and summing the Q.E.D.

perturbation series. 8

On a related note, some of the produced electrons (approximately 1 in 440 for 197Au79+beams)

can be captured in a K-orbital of the ion9. This mechanism will cause the ion to be lost

from the beaxn, and hence reduce the overall beam lifetime. While reliable perturbative

estimates _have been made 9, work also continues on this important subject.

This research was sponsored by the Division of Nuclear Physics of the U.S. Department

of Energy under contract No. DE---AC02- 76CH00016 with Brookhaven National Labora-

tory, under contract No. DE--AC05-84OR21400 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems,

Inc.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of perturbative two photon diagram, including exchange

term.

Fig. 2 Comparison of full Monte Carlo evaluated cross section and Racah formula as func-

tion of beam 7 value, ao is a scaling parameter that takes the value 165b for

197Au79+beams.

Fig. 3 Comparison of dN/dp±a.s function of Pi, for both pairs and singles, with and without

the nuclear form factor.

Fig. 4 Same as Fig. 3, but for smaller Pi scale. Both pairs and singles include the nuclear

form factor.

Fig. 5 Plot of dN/dPllaS function of PlI, for both pairs and singles, with nuclear form factor.

Fig. 6 Same as Fig. 5, but for smaller Pll range.

Fig. 7 Plot of dN/dE as function of energ2 E, for both pairs and singles, with nuclear form

factor.

Fig. 8 Same as Fig. 7, but for smaller E range.

Fig. 9 Plot, of dN/d(cos0) as function of opening angle 0, for both pairs and singles, with

nuclear form factor.

Fig. 10 Same as Fig. 9, but for smaller 0 range.

Fig. 11 Plot of dN/dy as functi,m of rapidity y, for both pairs and singles, with nuclear form

factor.
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1. Introduction.

When two high energy heavy ions approach one another to a distance comparable to

their nuclear radius, electromagnetic fields of high intensity will be created. The presence

of these fields will result in a wide range of electromagnetic processes, involving both the

production of particles and photoexcitations of nuclei. The significance of such phenomena

for a physics program at RHIC is threefold: first, the production of particles by electromag-

netic fields will naturally accompany ali central or semi-central collisions. Electromagnetic

processes must be carefully considered as a possible background in some investigations

of central collisions. Second, two very abundant electromagnetic processes constitute the

primary limitation to the lifetime of stored beams at RHIC. One of them is a nuclear decay

following the electromagnetic excitation of the giant dipole resonance, and the second one

, is a creation of an e +e- pair accompanied by the capture of an electron in the atomic level
i

of one of the ions. 1 Third, (last but not least) it is of significant interest to study the

physics of particle production by strong electromagnetic fields. Even conventional QED

calculations indicate that collisions of heavy ions at RHIC will produce unique electro-

magnetic phenomena which cannot be studied by any other means. Of particular interest

seems to be the production oi" e+e - pairs by energetic heavy ions. This process can no

longer be described by perturbative methods, since the S-matrix for single e+e- pair pro-

duction violates unitarity bounds. 2 Non-perturbative approaches to QED can be studied

in this system through measurements of the pair multiplicity (as well as other properties

of pairs) in collisions with small impact parameters. Finally, one must not exclude the

possibility that new, as yet unknown phenomena due to strong fields can be observed in

collisions of heavy ions. In the remainder of this paper we will present an outline of some

experimental concepts which can be used to study the physics of strong electromagnetic

fields with relativistic heavy ions.



d

2.4 Controlling the impact parameter.

The dependence of electromagnetic cross sections on the charge and the energy of a

beam is a powerful tool with which one can study some aspects of non-perturbative QED. _

This tool is likely to be insufficient however, if one wants to search for new phenomena

induced by strong fields. Since the electromagnetic interaction is a long range interaction,

processes like the production of particles or photonuclear excitations occur within a wide

range of impact parameters. To be more quantitative, let us consider again an example of

the e +e- pair production. In fig.2 we show the dependence of e +e- cross section on the

impact parameter in U+U and p+p collisions. 4 The impact parameter scale is expressed

in the units of the compton wavelength of the electron (385fm). We observe that the

calculated cross section in U+U collision is nearly flat (slightly decreasing) in the region

15fm-385fm, while the maximum field intensity must vary by nearly three orders of magni-

tude in the same interval of b (with weaker fields favored by the phase space). Hence, if one

would like to look for effects of strong £elds which go beyond the present QED predictions,

some method of selecting collisions with a small impact parameter seems necessary.

Conceptually, the most direct method of tagging a collision with its impact parameter

would be to measure the transverse momentum transfer to both ion_.. Since relativistic

heavy ions follow essentially classicM Rutherford trajectories these two quantities can be

related to each other. Unfortunately, a measurement of the transverse momentum transfer

in an elastic collinion of heavy ions appears to be extremely difficult (probably impossible).

The maximum momentum transfered to each ion in gold on gold collisions is approximately

1.1GeV/c, while the incident momentum of each ion is nearly 20000 GeV/c (at relativistic

energies the transverse momentum transfer is nearly independent of the incident, energy).

This means that the maximum deflection angle due to the Rutherford scattering is less

than .06mrad, too small to be measured. Some other, more indirect method of tagging

collisions with the impact parameter must be found.

In tkis paper we will discuss an indirect method of measuring an impact parameter which

is based on the measurement of a cross section for a coincidence between two electromag-

netic processes. Such measurements are not feasible at presently avallabie energies due

to prohibitively low coincidence rates. The situation will be far more favorable at RHIC
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energies however, as probabilities for some electromLjnetic processes approach unity. As
i

a first example let us consider a measurement of the coincidence between #+#- pairs and

e+e - pairs in a collision of two gold ions at 7 = 100 (a collision without a nuclear contact).

Suppose, that we trigger the experiment on a single pair of muons and measure its invari-
q

ant mass. Having established a trigger, we detect ali electrons which were produced in the

same event. We can now vary the invariant mass of a muon pair, observing that massive

pairs can only be created in a collision with a small impact parameter. To illustrate this

point quantitatively, let us assume that we detect a pair with mass M at the rapidity

zero. Using the Weizsacker-Wiliams approximati.on one can estimate the range of impact

parameters within which this pair could have been created. The upper limit of this range

is given by:

27hc (2.1)bmaz = 27fM

If one sets a detection threshold for the minimum mass of

Mmin = 4M0,v

where M0,g is a rest mass of a muon, the maximum impact parameter bmaz is equal to 95fm.

Hence, a trigger pair with the invariant mass equal to 4M0,g would span the 14fm-95fm

range of impact parameters. The lower limit of this range is determined by the requirement

of a collision without the nuclear contact. Through the same approximation one can esti-

mate the maximum mass of a/z +g- pair to be 2.9GeV/c 2. A trigger on suchmassive pairs

will therefore select collisions with the smallest impact parameter (brain = 2R, where R is

a radius of an ion). One should stress, that by requiring a trigger pair of a given mass one

does not select a single value of the impact parameter, but a range of impact parameters

from the minimum (brain = 2R) to the bma. which was defined in Eq. (2.1) .

As a second example let us consider an experiment in which/z +#- pairs are measured in

coincidence with beam rapidity neutrons on either side of the interaction diamond. Beam

rapidity neutrons can be emitted in a process of a decay of an excited beam ion. An exci-

tation can be induced electromagnetically or through a nuclear grazing collision. For the

purpose of this discussion we will assume that electromagnetic and nuclear components

can be accurately separated. Implications of this assumption will be discussed later.
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We present calculations concerning two types of events which include beam rapidity neu-

trons. First, an event in which only one neutron is detected on either side of the interaction

region, with no neutron oll the complementing side. This type of an event will be denoted

as T(ln,0n), Second, an event in which two neutrons are detected, one on each side of the

interaction region. This type of an event will be denoted as T(ln,ln). In fig 3 we show
\

probabilities of the both types of events, P[T(ln,0n)] and P[T(ln,ln)], plotted against the

impact parameter. We observe two features of these distributions: (a) in collisions with

a small impact parameter both P[T(ln,0n)] an d P[T(ln,ln)] are large, 50% and 20% re-

spectively. Consequently_ these two channels are suitable as an element of a coincidence

measurement. (b) Both probabilities depend very differently on the impact parameter.

1
P[r(ln,On)] changes roughly like _, while P[r(ln,ln)] changes like g.

A measurement of #+#-T(ln,0n) and #+#-T(ln,ln) channels can be viewed as a first step

in a separate study of a dependence of the #+/z- pair production and electromagnetic excl-

ration of nuclei on the impact paran_eter. Since both these processes should be calculable

within a perturbative formalism, we do not select (or declare) any of them as a trigger pro-

cess. It is a consistency cheek_ which can nevertheless reveal new phenomena in case a dis-

crepancy is observed. One can go further and study channels T(2n,0n),T(2n,ln),T(2n,2n),

ere ...... These channels will introduce even stronger bias towards collisions with a small

impact parameter_ albeit at the cost of introducing growing experimental problems. First,

the absolute value of a probability of inducing a more complex decay will be decreasing,

which will decrease the coincidence rate. Second, as the probability of an electromagnetic

excitation decreases one must worry more about the background due to the same decay in-

duced in a nuclear grazing collision. These problems should be addressed in future studies

(calculations) in order to examine the feasibility of a more extensive program.

2'5 Quality of a trigger.

Several times in the preceding discussion we have referred to possible problems with

the quality of a trigger. Before proceeding to describe an experimental apparatus, we will

discuss the problem of a trigger quality in more general terms.

A trigger for an electromagnetic process must consist of two parts, the first one to select

the desired process and the second one in the form of veto detectors which attempt to
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discriminate against hadronic interactions. For example, in the case of/z+/z-e+e - mea-

suremen_, the primary trigger would be defined as two and only two penetrating tracks in

the muon region. Veto detectors would probably consist of crude multiplicity detectors

covering forward and centralregions. The quality of this trigger rests on the identification

of muon tracks and a completeness of veto detectors. Although various tests of the perfor-

mance of such a trigger can be devised, the final test of its quality must be accomplished

by measuring the dependence of a trigger rate on the charge of a beam and/or its energy.

A precise calculation of the Z dependence of trigger rates should be possible, as long as

the rate of a trigger process can be calculated with perturbative methods.

A similar test can be applied to the emission of nucleons from excited ions. The calculation

of the dependence of a cross sect.ion on the charge of a beam is not as straightforward as

in the case of particle production. The main difficulty lies in the fact that the change in

the charge of a beam implies simultaneous changes in the nuclear structure which must be

taken into account in all calculations. These difficulties are less severe when cross sections

are measured as a function of the beam energy, rather than the beam charge. Hence, the

dependence of a cross section on the beam energy seems to be the most appropriate test

of a trigger quality in this case.

In summary, the issue of a trigger quality definitely requires further study, mainly through

Monte Carlo simulations. We note however, that direct experimental tests of this quality

can (and should) be performed. Once again, it is apparent that the ability to study the

same process with beams of different charge and energy is a very important feature of

RHIC.

3. An outline of the apparatus.

The apparatus which will be sketched in this section is designed to perform three

basic measurements which were discussed in previous sections: massive _t+# - or e+e -

trigger pairs, low energy e+e - pairs and beam rapidity nucleons. The actual design of

an experiment requires far more work th_n has been done thus far. In most instances we

will simply outline problems which must be studied further, rather than provide ready

solutions.
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3.1 Low energy electrons,

We begin with a discussion of what seems to be the most diftlc _lt task, namely detecting

low energy electrons. The kinetic energy spectrum of electrons (positrons) which are

produced in a heavy ion collision peaks at energies between I and 2 MeV. Hence, a complete

measurement of non-perturbative QED phenomena in a heavy ion collision requires a

serious effort to detect electrons and positrons down to very low energies. Two features of a

collider make it a pazticularly complicated task at RHIC. First, the length of the interaction

diamond (22cm RMS) complicates the geometry and the acceptance of a detector. This

length combined with the absence of a tazget constra.int ma_ke_ tracking of low energy

electrons very difllcult. Second, due to the stringent vacuum requirements inside the beam

pipe (10-1°Tr) it is very d_fl_eult to put detectors directly into the beam vacuum. A

silicon strip detector is perhaps the only presently available type of a detector which does

not cause a conflict vith vacuum requirements. A._ an alternative solution one can use a

thin beam pipe made of a low Z material and position a detector immediately outside the

beam pipe. Although the latter choice is probably more praetic_ both solutions should

be studied seriously. In fig.4 we show a schematic view of an electron detection region. It

consists of an interaction diamond and two adjacent regions of a magnetic field in which

more energetic electrons are bent away from the beam and a_a]yzed. One may also consider

. applying a weak magnetic field to the region of the interaction diamond. The purpose of

such a field would be to bend all electrons and positrons out of the beam. Since low

energy electrons (positrons) have quite broad angular distributions, it is not clear whether

this field is really needed. This question must be studied further. Angular distributions

become more focused with respect to the beam axis as the energy of an electron (positron)

increases. Hence, one needs two regions of the magnetic field (one on each side of the

interaction diamond) to bend more energetic electrons (positrons) out of the beam. The

magnetic field will also provide some opportunity for the momentum analysis, albeit an!

uncertainty due to the absence of a target constraint.

The primary objective of the low energy region should be to measure the multiplicity of

e+e- pairs and energy distributions of electrons and positrons. It is obviously desirable

- to measure other kinematic variables like an invarmmt mass distribution oi e+e - pairs
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or transverse momenta of singles and pairs. The feasibility of measuring an invariant

mass spectrum depends to a large degree on the actual multiplicity of pairs. If it is true

that multiple pairs are created in a collision, any measurement of the invariant mass will

be difficult due to a combinatorial background. It will also be very difficult to measure

transverse momenta of electrons (positrons) due to problems which were described above.

A detector which is chosen to meet these objectives should have a good granularity as

well as a capability to measure the total energy of individual electrons. A simple range

detector composed of layers of scintillator tiles (perhaps separated by thin absorber plates)

would seem a good choice in the low energy region. Crystals of CsI can be used to detect

energetic electrons above 100MEV or so (a trigger pair). The choice of a granularity depends

on the expected multiplicity of pairs which is still an object of some controversy (and may

remain so until the measurement is done). Consequently, it is difficult to say at this time

what granularity is really needed. In fig.5 we show a schematic design of a simple range

detector. The design of the low energy electron spectrometer requires much more work

than has been done thus far. One of the issues which must be carefully looked at is the

feasibility of tracking in the intermediate energy range (5-10MEV). Some less conventional

designs of the spectrometer should also be considered.

3.2 A trigger pair.

A trigger pair can be a massive e+e - pair or a p+/z- pair. There are some technical

advantages to the use of an e+e- rather than a p+/_- pair. These advantages are partially

offset by a potential for a combinatorial background when multiple pairs of electrons are

produced. This ambiguity can be reduced to an arbitrarily low level however, by imposing

a lower limit on the invariant mass of a trigger pair. The probability of producing two

massive pairs in a single event will then be very low. The technical advantage of an electron

pair is in the fact that the total energy of an electron can be measured in a shower detector.

The detector can be relatively small, since electromagnetic showers are both short and nar-

row. This facilitates both the total energy measurement and a particle identification. The

electron can be tracked prior to entering the total absorption detector, giving one more

complete and precise information about its kinematic variables _han a muon would. It is

obviousl_ very interesting to have a capability to trigger both on electron and on muon
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pairs and compare the two results in the limit of a high invariant mass of a trigger pair.

In f _6we show a scheme for a combined measurement of a trigger pair and low energy

electron-positron pairs. This design is based on the assumption that the transverse mo-

mentum of a high energy muon or electron is small when compared to its longitudinal

momentum. A high momentum electron (muon) propagates nearly undisturbed through

the first region of a weak magnetic field and is analyzed in the downstream region with a

stronger field. The detection of an electron should involve tracking backed by a small elec-

tromagnetic calorimeter. Muons must be identified by a range detector, perhaps coupled

with a detection of a muon decay. At the limit of the invariant mass range of a trigger

pair one expects two back to back electrons (muons) with the momentum of the order of

1.4 GeV/c. The identification of an electron above a few hundred Mev poses no problems

if one uses a suitable total energy detector (eg. CsI crystals) to identify its electromag-

netic shower. A positive identification of muons in this energy range (and particularly

their separation from pions) may be difficult. Even so, the suppression of a background

due to hadronic interactions should be feasible by requiring two and only two penetrating

tracks, one on each side of the beamline. According to our earlier discussion the quality

of the trigger can be examined experimentally. One should also mention the fact, that the

increase in the invariant mass of a trigger pair is coupled to some broadening of angular

distributions of single electrons (muons). Consequently, one may be forced to modify the

simple design which is shown in fig.6 to avoid losses of experimental acceptance for high

mass pairs. As with most other experimental issues in this paper, the detection of a trigger

pair requires further study.

3.3 Detecting beam rapidity nucleons.

Detecting beam rapidity nucleons mt RHIC should not be particularly difficult. Neu-

trons can be detected at zero degrees behind the first bending magnet, while protons will

emerge from the beam at twice the bending angle of the beam, also after the first bending

magnet. If one assumes a maximum transverse momentum of a neutron to be 400 MeV/c

(a conservative assumption), then at a distance of 20 meters from the interaction region

all neutrons are still confined within a circle 16cre in diameter. Hence, beam rapidity neu-

trons remain well focused even at large distances from the interaction region. The most
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appropriate technique for detecting a neutron with an energy of 100GEV is a hadronic

calorimeter. The main purpose of this calorimeter should be to count the number of neu-

trons in an event. Even if an overall energy resolution of such a detector is about 20%, one

can still count beam rapidity neutrons without much trouble. A two neutron peak would

be separated from a one neutron peak by more than five standard deviations, quite enough

for a reliable classification of the event. In reality, one should expect the energy resolution

to be better than 20%. A good hadronic calorimeter (available today) can offer an energy

resolution of 5% at an energy of 100GEV. The fermi momentum distribution will broaden

the laboratory energy distribution of a neutron to about 12% of its average value. Hence,

even if one assumes that the instrumental energy resolution is a factor of three worse than

the 5% quoted above, one still arrives at the overall width of the energy spectrum equal to

19% of tile average value. The separation can be further improved if one uses a segmented

calorimeter, so that a simple pattern recognition can be used. A sinSlar discussion applies

to beam rapidity protons.

3.4 Event rates and multiple interactions per bunch crossing.

The cross section for producing a #+#- pair in an extremely peripheral collision of

two gold ions at 7 = 100 is approximately 300 mb. At the design luminosity of 2.

1026cm-2aec -1 one expects 60/z+# - pairs per second. Triggering on the invariant mass

interval which corresponds to 1% of the total cross section one still expects .6 pairs per

second, a respectable trigger rate.

Since the cross section for producing e+e - pairs is very large, one mus't worry about the

possibility of multiple interactions per one bunch crossing. The geometric cross section for

a passage of two ions within a distance smaller than 385fm is of the order of 5kb, which

corresponds to .22 of an interaction per bunch crossing. Hence, the probability of two

interactions of this kind in a single bunch is of the order of 5%. In this simple estimate

we assume that coherent effects in a crossing of two beam bunches are not important (this

assumption needs some further investigation). One should also say, that the 5% estimate

is probably somewhat low, since e+e - pairs can be produced at impact parameters which

are larger than 385f_m. The probability to produce a pair drops quite rapidly with the
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impact parameter however, making this region of impact parameters less significant. More

theoretical work on the impact parameter dependence of the e+e - pair production may

be needed to improve our estimates. In practice, it will be quite important to compare

measurements taken with beams of varying luminosity, to make sure that no significant

contamination due to multiple interactions is present.

4. Summary.

4.1 Summary of the experimental program.

In this section we will summarize the experimental program which was outlined thus

far.

1. A measurement of the ft+p-e+e - channel can provide an insight into non-perturbative

aspects of e+e - pair production_ as well as allow one to search for new phenomena in

strong fields. All QED calculations predict that the multiplicity of e+ e- pairs depends

very weakly on the impact parameter in a collision, as long as the impact parameter is

smaller than 385fm. This result can actually be tested by measuring the multip]icity of

e+e - pairs as a function of the invariant mass of a ft+p - pair. Any significant variation

(particularly an increase) in the multiplicity of e+e - pairs when the mass of a ft+ft- pair

increases would point to the possibility of new phenomena in e+e - pair production. We

note, that massive e+e- pairs can also be used as a tI4gger. It would seem very worthwile

to repeat, the same measurement with ft+ft- and e+e - pairs as a trigger. In the limit of a

large invariant mass of a trigger pair both measurements should produce identical results.

Any strong field phenomenon should depend very sensitively on the combined charges of

beams. Hence, it is essential to repeat this measurement with a variety of beams and study

its results as a function of the charge of a beam.

2. A measurement of the coincidence between ft+ft- or e+e - pairs and beam rapidity

nucleons can be viewed as a trigger study for the previous experiment, or as an independent

study of the dependence of dilepton production and electromagnetic excitation of nuclei on

the impact parameter. A coincidence measurement provides a consistency test between the

two processes. The failure of this test can be interpreted as a signature of new phenomena

in either one of the two processes. Further measurements would be necessary to understand
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such a failure, lt is again essential to do the experiment with a variety of beams and at

several beam energies.

A measurement of the coincidence between two electromagnetic processes provides one

with the equivalent of a minimum bias, indirect trigger on collisions with small impact

parameters. One can interpret a #+#- pair as a minimum bias trigger for the study of

e+e - pairs. Using this trigger one can study properties of the average e+e- pair created

in a collision with a small impact parameter. If one searches for rare events due to strong

fields, this experimental method becomes insu_cient. One must then construct a trigger

which explicitely searches for such events. Events with an abnormally high multiplicity of

e+e - pairs can be an example of a rare event.

4.2 Other possibilities.

There are other experiments in the general area of extremely peripheral collisions of

relativistic heavy ions which are of interest, but have not been discussed in this paper.

It has been suggested by E.Teller s that strong magnetic fields which are created in heavy

ion collisions without the nuclear contact can lead to the enhanced production of mesons.

His suggestion was motivated by the earlier work of J.Schwinger, 6 who speculated that

quarks can have a magnetic charge in addition to their known electric charge. Best can-

didates for such studies would probably be simple non-flavored mesons like _r°,_,_c. An

anomalous dependence of cross sections for producing these mesons on the charge of a

beam could then indicate a new mechanism of meson production due to strong fields. The

measurement of a coincidence between mesons and e+e - pairs (and/or electromagnetic

decays of nuclei) can provide further insights into the impact parameter dependence of

meson production.

4.3 Conclusions.

We have discussedsome possibilitiesofstudyingthe physicsof strongelectromagnetic

fieldsin extremely peripheralcollisionsof relativisticheavy ions. A physicsmotivation

for these studiesranges from confirmingalreadypredictednon-perturbativephenomena

in QED processes,to searchesfor new phenomena due to strongelectromagneticfields.

Because of the long range nature of the electromagneticinteractionitseems necessaryto
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find a way in which an experiment can be triggered on collisions with a small impact pa-

rameter. One such method which is based on the coincidence between two electromagnetic

processes has been presented in this paper.

It seems that the general area of the physics of extremely peripheral collisions of relativis-

tic heavy ions has a potential to develop into an experimental program at RHIC. This

program is quite distinct from the study of central collisions both in terms of its goals

mad instrumental requirements. Peripheral event.s have a relutively low multiplicity, wi h

accurate triggering as the main experimental I_,_oblem. In contrast s triggering is not a

problem in studies of central collisions. Backgrounds due to high multiplicities of pro:

dueed particles are the greatest obstacle in these experiments. Some of the measurements

which relate to peripheral interactions can be done parasitically_ using detectors which are

designed with central collisions in mind. Given the differences in essential requirements

however, it would seem most effective to construct modest_ dedicated experiments for the

study of peripheral interactions rather than attempt parasitic measurements with large

detectors. For example_ most detectors avoid particle tracking in the immediate vicinity

of the interaction diamond due to the background of charged pions. This is a nonexistent

problem in peripheral collisions, where some form of tracking close to the interaction region

is actually very desirable. For the same reason of enormous charged particle multiplicity,

most detectors tend to have high granularity and be located at large distance from the

interaction diamond (to reduce the occupancy rate). Again, from the point of view of

peripheral interactions such a design is needlessly complex and expensive. Last but not

least, physics goals of both programs are quite different, and one probably should avoid

mixing them in a single experiment.

We hope that the area of extremely peripheral collisions of relativistic heavy ions will be-

come an integral part of the physics program at RHIC.
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Figure Captions.

Fig.1 A perturbative calculation of the probability for e+e- pair production in a collision

with the impact parameter 385fm (Ref. 3).

Fig.2 The cross section for e+e - pair production as a function of the impact parameter

in U+U and p+p collision at RHIC. Colliding beams at _' = 100 (Ref. 4).

Fig.3 Probabilities of removing a neutron from one ion only ( P[T(ln,0n)] ) and removing

one neutron from each ion ( P[T(ln,ln)] )in a collision of two Au nuclei with

V = 100 (colliding beams). Both probabilities are plotted against the impact

parameter.

Fig.4 A schematic view of the low energy electron region.

Fig.5 A schematic view of the low energy electron detector.

Fig.6 A schematic view of the combined measurement of a trigger pair and low energy

electrons.
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Research and Development Projects Related to
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RD-I
R&D Summary

A Real-Time Expert System for July 1990

Experimental High Energy/Nuclear Physics

S. Clearwater12, W. Cleland1, F. Provost'2,E. Stern1, Z. Zhang1

lD:partment of Physics and Astronomy 2Departmentof ComputerScience
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA 15260

We are developing a novel real-time expert system to monitor the performance of a triggering system in a high
energy/nuclear physics experiment atBrookhaver,NationalLaboratory (Experiment 814). The system runs on an
80386 processor that is completely independent of the data acquisition computer for the experiment. Artificial
Intelligence techniques are seen as especially importantfor the diagnostic capability of the system. In particular,a
separation of the diagnostic knowledge firomtheconlrol proceduresfacilitates modification of the expert system and
hence the diagnostic _'apabilityof the oventll system. This is highly desirable as changes inthe trigger conditions
often occur during the course of a phymc_run. In additioct,one of the objectives of tl_ re,sea_h is to develop a
system which is capable of detecting fault conditionsin a serial trigger_ and to aidin locatingtheircause.

I. Introduction

In large physics experiments based on elecnonic detectors, such as the ones carried out in high

energy or nuclear physics, there arc two problems whichoccur frequently:

(1) the systems are sufficiently large that faults which occur with a relatively low probability

happen often enough that some form of automatedtest procedures are needed; and

(2) the durationof an experimentexceedsthe lengthof time than many individuals can commit to a

project, so that valuable expertise on a detector or subsystem disappears during the course of the

expcTitl_nt.

We are carrying out a research project which _;'7 provide some help in solving both of these

problems. Our approach is to develop a rca!-time expert system for a particular subsystem (the

trigger) of an experiment, which will both perform immediate online checks of the trigger logic and

will serve as a repository of informatioi_obtained by the human experts working with the system.

One goal of this project is to determine to what extent useful diagnostic information about an

experimentalsubsystemor detectorcanbe enteredinto a knowledgebaseby the humanexperts in the

courseof developing the system. Ina laterstagewe planto also applymachine learningtechniques
to aid in faultdetection.

2. Expert Systems

Artificial Intelligence (AI) iaa branchof computerscience that seeks thcorcticaJand experimental

solutions to problems requiruagintelligence to solve.It deals with symbolic, nonalgorithmicmethods

of problem solving. The problem-solving methods themselves are usually qualitative reasoning

techniques rather than mathematical or data-processing methods. AI methods involve heuristics

i
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(e.g. rules of thumb) that, while not guaranteeing a solution like an algorithm would, can reduce the

solution time enormously when they workl). An expert system can be defined as2):

"a computer program that (a) reasons with domain-specific knowledge that is symbolic as well as

mathematical; (b) uses domain-specific methods thai arc heuristic (plausible) as well as algorithmic

(certain); (c) perform s as well as specialists in its problem area; (d) makes understandable both what

it knows and the reasons for its answers; and (e) retains flexibility."

Components of a typical expert system are an interface to the external world (including users),

knowledge acquisition system (way to get knowledge), knowledge base (place for storing

knowledge), and an inference engine (applying the knowledge). Expert systems have been applied

for numerous problems such as data interpretation, monitoring, design, equipment diagnosis,

troubleshooting, configuration, medical diagnosis, equipment tuning, network diagnosis and

accelerator beam-line fault-finding3-9).

3. Development of a Workstation for the E814 Trigger Processors

The E814 trigger system, shown diagramatically in Fig. 1, consists of four CAMAC crates, which

C- U/Scinrillator _ _'_

Calorimeters ) Processor

(_ ScintillationCounters ) _ Periph_ _"_

(_ilicon Multiplicity-"_ _1 " _/ff-J' Computer_terrupt

I i
4 'q'rigger" CAMAC Cxates

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the E814 'trigger system. Information for four major detector systems
is digitized by Fast Encoding ADCs (FERAs) and presented to digital arithmetic processors which
decide whether to interrupt the computer and read the event. The four CAMAC crates containing the
FERAs and the processors provide the data for the real time expert system.

are normally read by the data acquisition VAX, along with the other data for the event. These four

crates also contain auxiliary crate controllers which are interfaced to an 80386-based PC (12 MByte

RAM, 60 MByte disk) running at a clock speed of 25 MHz. This monitor workstation is organized

as a real rime expert system. Due to the stringent time constraints from the experiment, certain
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tradeoffs in the generality of the software were made in favor of processing speed. This is discussed

in more detail below.

3.1 Architecture

The structure of the software for the workstation is shown in Fig. 2. There are two modes of

operation of the system: (1) a data collection mode, in which events are read in at high speed and a

validation of the trigger decisions is made; and (2) a diagnostic mode, in which anomalous events,

' I_e)

....? . 1
] IE  Hannd  ( )[GraPhics1

f -I

I i
Handler(c) _

i ..J

Figure 2. Diagram of the software of the real time expert system. The data are obtained by reading
the CAMAC system. Upon receipt of an interrupt, data from the event are placed in a ring buffer.
The event handler then calls the trigger checking inference engine (tie), updates the histograms, and
writes data out on one of two data streams according to whether the events are normal (trigger
decision is consistent with the data) or anomalous. The mcn_ general inference engine (DIE) is used
to diagnose faults. The files "IKB (Trigger Knowledge Base), RIKB (Run Information Knowledge
Base) and DKB (Diagnostic Knowledge Base) are used to store information about the trigger system
for use by either tie or DIE.

those which fca"some reason fail the vaiidation criteria, are examined to understand the source of the

failure.

l'he reading of the data is accomplished through an interrupt-driven CAMAC handler, which writes

events into a ring buffer. In the data collection mode, subroutine MAIN performs display functions,

indicating the state of the system (showing the number of events collected, the fraction of d_fferent
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trigger types, the number of failures detected, etc.). During this process, it continuously examines

theringbufferpointerstosearchfornew data.When dataareavailable,controlispassedtothe

EventHandlersubroutine,wherethetriggerquantitieswhichwcm calculatedinthetriggerhardware

arerecalculatedinsoftware.Thesequantities,alongwiththetriggerdecisionwords,arethenpassed

tothetriggerinferenceengine(tie),whichexaminesthedata,usingthelogicand parameters

containedintheTriggerKnowledge Base (TKB) and theRun InformationKnowledge Base

(RIKB).The triggerinferenceenginereturnsa simpleYES/NO flagindicatingwhetherornotthe

dataareself-consistent.Eventscanbe writtentotwodifferentstreamsdependingon whetherthe

triggerdataareconsistentwithexpectations,i.e.,oneforNormalDataandtheotherforAnomalous

Data.Botheventstreamsareavailableforhistogrammingordia_,c'nosticpurposes.Bothfilesarc

writtenontoRAM diskstructures,inordertooptimizethespeed(ftheprogram.

Once asampleofanomalouseventshasbeencreated,itispossibletoenterthediagnosticmode.In

thismode,theAnomalousDataandNormalDatafilesarereadbytheDiagnosticInferenceEngine

(DIE).ThisroutineusestheRLKB andTKB aswellasathirdfile,theDiagnosticKnowledgeBase

(DKB).Diagnosticsrulesforidentifyingfaultsaregeneratedby handfrompatternsofpreviously

foundfaults.TheserulesarestoredintheDK.B andusedby DIE tocomparewithpatternsinthe

data.Matchesbetweentherulesandthedataindicatethelikelysoumcofpproblem.

The su'ucturedescribedabovehasbeendesignedtopermittheworkstationtooperateinrealtime

withtheexperiment.We arcstrivingforasysteminwhichthisratecanbeashighas200Hz when

theAGS beam spillison.The averagespacingbetweeneventsisthereforeapproximately5 ms.The

CAMAC scanproceedsata rateofapproximately5 microseconds/word,and therecordsizewill

typicallybc200 words,givingareadtimeofaboutI ms.Thustheinferenceenginewhichverifies

triggerlogicmustbecapableofperformingitstaskinlessthan4 milliseconds.Forthisreason,the

codeinthea'iggcrinferenceengine(writteninC) mustbehighlyefficientandwillthereforebemade

onlyasgeneralasnecessarytohandlerulesofthetypethatarcimplementedinthetriggerhardware.

In thediagnosticmode, sincethecomputerwillbe workingonlybetweenruns,thereisnota

stringentspeedrequirement.Herewe wouldplantousea much more generalinferenceengine

(writteninLISP)tohandlethepossiblyverycomplexreasoningwhichmay occurinfaultfinding.

Theeventrateof200Hz isrr.alizedonlyinthetestrunsinwhichonlythetriggerdam arc:readinto

theworkstation.For normaldatatakingruns,themain dataacquisitionsystemreadsthe_ggcr

crate.%signalstheworkstationwhen itisfinished,andthencontinuestoscantheotherdatafromthe

detectors,whichiscontainedinFASTBUS crater.The workstationthenrcscansthetriggercrates

andperformsthetriggervalidationwhilethedataacquisitionsystemfinishesitsscanofthesystem.

A timingdiagramforthismode ofoperationisshowninFigure3.
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Figure 3. Approximate timing diagram of the reading and testing,of tri.ggerdata by the workstation,
which is carried out while the main data acquisition for the experiment ts carrying out the scan of the
rest of the da_a for the event.

3.2 Software

Verification of the consistency of the triggered data is en important function of the diagnostic ._.

system. It is convenient to have a database of conditions that each trigger must satisfy since thet_e '

change freqoendy, bl_t a "normal" rule processing system would be too slow to be applied for every

event. However, the trigger conditions can be reduced to conjunctions of several simple tests of data

against thresholds. In order to meet the time constraints and yet retain the desirable characteristics of

knowledge-based systems, such as the modularity of the knowledge end procedures that use them,

we have developed a fast rule-driven C program. At the start of each run, the list of rules is

translatedintoacompactformforusebytheprogram.Foreachdataevent,aC functionreproduces

thetriggercalculationswhichwereperformeddigitallyinhardware.The rule-applicationprogram,a

verysimpleinferenceengine,appliesthethresholdsandconditionscontainedirltherulelisttothe

resultsofthetriggercalculations,producinga binarydecision.To furtherspeeduptheC inference

engineitispossibletotakeintoaccountdependenciesamong varioustriggersandordertherules

accordingly.Forexample,ifsomesubsetoftherulesmake acommon testthenthattestcanbemade

fasttoseeiftheothersshouldbetested.Thisarrangementallowsformore complextriggerstobe

testedinlessprocessingtime,althoughthegeneralityoftheprogramisnecessarilyreduced.

The triggerprocessorworkstationwillrunwithinGoldworksII,an inexpensivedevelopment

environmentforthe80386processor,ltcontainsa LISP compiler,whichsupportsthecallingofC

subroutines.The useoftheC languageisimportantfortwo reasons:(I)thelatestMicrosoftC

compiler(version5.0)supportsinterruptroutines,and (2) forcalculationsconnectedwith

monitoring,thespeedofC isanimportentadvantage.ThedevicedriverforourCAMAC interface

canbecalledfromC.
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For the diagnostic task we developed a small LISP inference engine to provide a general means of

performing inferences on data using a separate knowledge base of rules, lt has the advantage over

commercially available "shells" that it is faster and that we have the source code. This inference

engine is a simple data-driven rule-based value prediction system, coupled with an evidence

gathering mechanism. The evidence-gathering mechanism is used when conflicts arise among the

consequents of rules that fire. The inference engine predicts the "best" answer based on one of

several user selectable conflict resolution strategies or one defined by the user. More sophisticated

reasoning combining data- and goal-driven multiple step inferencing is provided with a general

commercial inference engine shell such as Goldworks.

4. Current Status

The monitoring workstation has been installed in Experiment 814, and we have verified that the

mode of operation illustrated in Figure 3 works. The restart time for the CAMAC crates is about 2.5

ms, and the trigger checking requires a similar amount of time, so that the checking process is

completed before the FASTBUS scan is finished. The workstation also has one- and two-

dimensional histogramming capabilities, and it keeps track of the numbers of events, types of

triggers, etc.. A data-taking run for E814 is expected to occur irt June 1990, in which the

workstation will be used strictly for the purpose of monitoring triggering data and providing online

information about the triggering quantities.

The next phase of the project is the development of the diagnostic capabilities of the system. This

will be done, as mentioned above, using a slower but more general inference engine, and the input

data for this program will the the files of anomalous and normal events generated by the workstation

as it is operating in its real-time mode.

5. Discussion

The stringent requirements forced by high data taking rates resulted in several compromises in the

system arciaitecture. First, the need to make decisions within a beam spill on an event by event basis

means that only very simple inferences can be made. We found it useful both for simplicity and

modularity to use a knowledge-based approach but without the overhead (or necessity) of complex

inferencing mechanisms. The goal at this level is simply to flag anomalous events for analysis at a

later stage. The second step is a more soph.isticated analysis that occurs between runs and again uses

a knowledge-based approach but this time with much more of the machinery found in expert systems

such as forward (data-driven) and backward (goal-driven) chaining of inferences. With the present

level of expert system software and the hardware of the experiment this two-level approach to real-

time trigger diagnosis seems to be the only viable choice.
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In our case, it would also be possible to use a learning program, such as RIA9), to Icarn fault

conditions in the trigger processors and to locate their probablc cause. In the learning mode it may

be possible for the program to notice similarities between good and bad data by making various

manipulations of the data as it saw fitl0).
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1. Introduction

A frequentlystatedcommon goalofallrelativisticheavy ionexperimentsisthe ob-

servationof"quark-gluonplasma" (QGP). Thispostulatedstateofmatterresultsfrom

the QCD predictionoi'aphase transitioninhadronicmatterat sufficientlyhighei_crgy

densities.Severalspecificsignaturesindicatingthecreationofsucha statearctheoret-

icallypredictedand soughtinmany experiments.These includelargesoftphoton and

leptonproduction,thesuppressionofJ/% production,strangenessenhancementetc.In

additiontothesespecificsignaturesone orbothoftwo experimentalobservablesareused

by most experimentsfortheglobalcharacterizationofheavyioncollisions.These _rethe

totalproducedtransverseenergy(ET),and thenumber oftheproducedchargedparticles

(.NCb).Both observablesarecloselyrelatedtothermodynamicvariablescommonly used

intheoryto describethe conditionsnecessaryfortheformationofsuchstates.The first
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round of experiments with heavy ions both at the BNL Alternating Gradient Synchrotron

(AGS) and the CERN Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) have shown I a strong correlation

of these variables. Figure 1 shows a d_/dET distribution 2 for 160 - Pb interactions. In

Fig,2a are shown &r/dNch distributions for two pseudorapidity interwds, Fig,2b shows a

ET vs .Nch scatterplot a which,in spite of the slightly different pseudorapidity intervals,

clearly shows the strong correlation. Moreover, due to the large number of produced par-

ticles, the correlation is quite narrow even on an event by event basis. 4 For fixed target

experiments the total energy flow in the forward direction has also been used as a measure

of the produced E T.

The importance of these observables is further enhanced by the fact that it is relatively

simple for either one of them to be used at the trigger level in order to tag the "centrality"

of a given interaction. In this development project we are using silicon detectors to measure

the total number of charged particles produced in a heavy ion collision as well as to measure

their production as a function of pseudorapidity. Unless calorimetric coverage over a large

solid angle is necessary for other reasons measuring Nch instead of ET is clearly more

practical and less expensive.

2. The High Mean Occupancy Technique

Charged multiplicity detectors independently of the technology used are segmented

such that the mean occupancy per detector element for the process of interest does not

exceed 5-10%. In this way the probability of multiple hits is rather small and therefore

the uncertainty in the multiplicity measurement small. This is particularly important for

gas detectors where the large Landau fluctuations in the energy loss make it practically

impossible to distinguish between one or more minimum ionizing particles traversing a
i

detector element. Typical interactions at RHIC will produce multiplicities of the order of

1000-2000 particles per unit of rapidity. Assuming a mean occupancy of 10% this can lead

to a detector with 50-100k channels. The rather large size of the interaction diamond at

RHIC would increase this number by at least a factor of 3-5. Our experience, however,

with silicon multiplicity detectors in the HELIOS experiment at the CERN SPS shows that

in such a detector the Landau fluctuations are sufficiently low to allow one to distinguish
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between zero, one, or two particles traversing a detector element. The mean multiplicity

per element is measured and an appropriate correction based on Poisson statistics on an

event by event basis can be made. Figure 3 shows the pulse-height distribution of one

element of such a detector and for a small intervM of ET. The dashed curves represent

modified Landau distributions for up to four particles and the solid curve a fit to the sum

of these distributions with weights calculated from the mean hit probability using Poisson

statistics. A correction thus can be calculated for every element of the detector. Additional

corrections at the few per cent level have to be made due to particle decays (mostly K,)

and gamma conversions. This can be accomplished by Monte Carlo techniques using a

suitable event generator.

3. The Proposed Program

We have proposed an R&D progra,m which would lead to a multiplicity detector for

a RHIC experiment using this technique. Such a RHIC detector could have the following

features:

i The detectorshould be ableto coverpseudo- rapidityrange of/=2 unitsin the

c.m. (angular coverageof 8,q-60 degrees).Assuming a cylindricalgeometry

the detectorlength should be fourtimes the radiM positionplus the diamond

SiZe.

• The system should supply the following information offiine:

• total multiplicity in a given rapidity bin

• dh/dr/ , where 77is the pseudo rapidity

• dn/d¢

• Total multiplicity for a given rapidity bin should be obtained at level 1 trigger

( for example =t=1.5 units in pseudo rapidity). An accuracy of 5% for central

collisions is needed. The main problem is that because of the relatively large

diamond size we can not just add the totM pulse height in the detector but

need to vary the region of summing depending on the vertex position.

The Brookhaven Instrumentation Division has developed over the last few years the ca-

pacity to build Si pad detectors for applications in High Energy/tteavy Ion experiments.
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We have used these detectors very successfully in both experiments NA34/Helios at CERN

and in experiment E814 at BNL. 5 For the RHIC detectors we will build on the existing

experience but the detectors will have different requirements that need additional R&D

work:

• use of signals from the detector back plane for Trigger information.

• connection of pads to multiplex electronics

• solve the production problems of a large number of detectors

• radiation damage studies

The proposed detector for RHIC will have approx.imately 5000-20000 channels. Analog

information on individual channels is needed in order to determine the occupancy in each

pad. One needs to develop a readout that is compact, relatively cheap and can work in a

synchronous machine with 114 n-sec repetition rate. There are two major components to

such a readout system which need development.

• Front end electronics based on VLSI technology

The requirements for such a front end could include:

• a dynamic range of 8-9 bits

• 114 n-sec repetition rate

• radiation resistance

• packaging compatible with pad design

• A suitable read out system. We propose to start by developing a prototype

system that has been designed at CERN by E. Chesi et al. 6 and develop it to

a point where it can be used for a basis of a readout system of the multiplicity

de_ector at RHIC.

In addition the necessary tools have to be developed to allow detailed performance studies

and optimization of proposed detector configurations, In the following paragraphs we

describe the current status of the R&D work as well as plans for the immediate future.
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4. Current Status

We have designed and are currently constructing a 512-element detector to be tested

later this year at an AGS beam. This detector should demonstrate the practicality of such

a device in an environment similar to that which would be encountered at RHIC. To this

end we plan to use this detector with AGS Exp. 814 when Au beams are available. The
,f

design of this detector is shown in Fig.4. In part a) of this figure the segmentation of the p+

side (junction side) of the detector is shown whereas in part b) we show the ohmic contact

(back plane) of the detector. The optimization of this coarse segmentation which is to be

used at the trigger level requires considerable study. The number of segments should be as

small as possible but consistent with the required accuracy of the multiplicity measurement

at the trigger level assumed at the moment to be of the order of 10%. On the other hand

the use of large pads would cause large dead areas in the event of a detector fault. In order

to study these questions we have used finer segmentation than thought necessary (16).

Several segments can eventually be connected together using ultrasound bonding to form

a larger segment or cut off _,n e!ement of a group to isolate a fault. The technique used

to rollte these signals out of the silicon wafer and eventually to the amplii_er motherboard

is similar to the one we already used in several detectors for both experiment E_14 at

the AGS and NA34/NA44 at CERN. It consists of a fiber glass board overlay _ith traces

originating in pads on the perimeter of this board and ending on the periphery of small

holes appropriately located throughout the face of the detector and through which they are

bonded to the detector pads (Fig.5). The connection of these output pads to matchinz pads

on the preamplifier motherboard is done with a relatively new interconnection technique

employing a thin sheet of a polymer (made by Sinetsu Polymer Co. of Japan) which

is electrically conducting only in a direction transversely to the s arface. This technique

eliminates bulky jumper connections resulting in lower input capacitance and therefore

lower electronic noise.

For the readout of this prototype detector we will use the AMPLEX chip developed by

P. Jarron et al at CERN 7. Although unsuitable for operation at the RHIC environment

because of the lack of a pipeline and the relatively long occupancy times it is nevertheless

well matched to our present requirements. This ctfip built with 3/z n-well CMOS technology
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con_ mined 16 channels of low noise charge sensitive amplifiers followed by shapers with

integration time of about 500 ns followed by a storage element and multiplexing logic

providingone output forall16 channels.The schematicdiagram of one such channel is

shown in Fig.6and itsde'_ailedelectricalcharacteristicsareprovidedin TablesI and II.The

AMP LEX chip isfullydeveloped and in production.We have joineda recentproduction

run of thisdevice and already have in our possession250 chips (4000 channels). They

are packaged in surfacemounted devicetechnology(SMD) allowinga very compact and

lightweightreadoutboard. The amplifiermotherboard currentlyunder designwillcontain

allthe amplifiersnecessaryto read out 512 channelsin a circularband 2 cm wide and

about 15 cm in diameter,lt has only 5 linesprovidingpower, the singleoutput, and the

multiplexingcontrolsignals.For the readout ofthe multiplexedchannelswe areusing the

system alreadymentioned in the previousparagraph. T!_eblock diagram of thiscempac_,

,,./stemisshown in Figure 7. One single-widthCAMAC module can handle the output of

1024 channels,lt has an 8-bitdigitizer,and an 8-bitarithmeticlogicunit which can be

used to subtractprestoredpedestalsforeverychanneland alsoprovidezerosuppressionby

comparing the signalofevery channelwith a programmable t.llresholdlevel.The addressof

theelement with a oignalsatisfyingthe thresholdrequirementas wellasan 8-bitamplitude

are storein a memory which isthen read out by a conventionaldata acquisitionsystem.

The digitizationspeed is adjustablewith a maximum rate of about 2MHz. We have

alreadysetup a stand-alonesystem capableof reading1024 channelsin order to develop

the necessarysoftware.

In paralleland in collaborationwith theBNL InstrumentationDivisionwe have started

work on the developmen_ of the custom monolithic_.This isobviouslya difficulttask re-

quiringresourceswellbeyond the means of most detectordevelopment groups. We are

taking advantase of a microelectronicsdevelopment group being formed at the Instru-

mentation Div.{si¢,_,and in which some c[ us are participatingi_ similareffortsfor the

development of monolithiccircuitsforthe SSC and other RHIC R&D projects.The nec-

essarydesign and simulationtoolshay,:alreadybeen obtained and the designteam has

started working on these tasks. In addition BNL has urdertaken a systematic study of

neutron _nd ionizin_ radiation , fleets on such devices in collaboration with Argonne Na-

-_ tional Laboratory. Devices from severa' :adiation hard processes will be irradiated and
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measured. The failure mechanism, including the effect of radiation on noise, must be firmly

understood. Devices like junction field effect transistors, intrinsica!'_y much more radiation

resistant than MOSFETs can be built compatibly with MOS devices and may be employed

in critical areas of the circuit to improve its radiation resistance.

5. Future Plans

The prototype detector should be completed early this Fall and should be tested as

soon as the AGS starts runnin,_ :n FY 1991. In addition we intend to demonstrate the

feasibility of this technique in a realistic environment when Au beams are available at the

AGS as mentioned already in the previous paragraph. A detector like the one shown in

Fig.4 placed at a distance of about 5cre from the target should detect particles with an

occupancy rate approaching one.

For the longer term we are starting to consider the systems aspects of such a detector

in a RHIC experiment. To this end we have been discussing such a multiplicity detector

with a group (of which some of us are alrzady members) thinking of a RHIC experiment

employing a semi-open geometry (the Open Focussing Spectrometer). Our goal during

tiffs workshop is to arrive at a first order design for such a de,cice and use this to further

focus our long range objectives of the microelectronics development effort.
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TABLE 1

Filtering pa.,-,mnetersof AMPLEX

Poles Integratingtimeconstants

pl - gin1/2 n Cdiff '_l - (l/pl)(Cdet + Cf)/Cf

p2 = gm212_ Ch %2-- (1/p2)(Cdiff + Cfs)/Cfs
p3 = 1/2 _ Rfs Cfs %3= Rfs Cfs
p4 = 1/2 _ RSWH Ch _4 = RSWH Ch

Filter input resistance Differentiating time consta:,.t

Rdiff = (1/gin2) (Ch + Cfs) / Cfs '_diff-'-Rdiff Cdiff

Transconductances

gml = q Ibias (POTA) / n kT gin2 "q Ibias (NOTA) / n kT

TABLE 2

Summary ofcharacteristics ofAMPLEX

Gain 5 mV/fC for Cdct= 20 pF
18 mV/min, ionizing part. in 300 }.truSi d .ector (MIP)

Gain uniformity 2%within chip, 5%from chip to chip

GainversusC_ 0.6%gaindecreaseperpF

Noise ENC I000r.m.s,electronsforCdet= 20 pF

Linearity Bet,.er than 2% integral up to 70 fC input charge

(corresponds to - 20 MIP)

Ourput DC offset + 15 mV

Offset spread __.I0mV

Maximum acceptable
detector leakage

: current 450 nA

Power consumption 1.1 mW per channel for biasing conditions:
Ibias 0K)TA)--50. }.tA, Ibias (NOTA)= 10 }.tA

Peaking time 750 ns
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Introduction

The Physicsgoalsof most RHIC experimentswillrequiredetectorsable to

do particleidentificationand trackingin a high multiplicityenvironment.

In the searchfora quark-gluop,plasma, experimentsat RHIC willlook for

signaturessuch as stangcncssenhancement, J/¢ suppressionand shiftsin

the p mass[l,2,3].The experimentswillcombine trackingin magnetic fields

wi_h time-of-fllghtarrays,Cherenkov countersand calorimetry.Cherenkov

ring-imagingdetectorswillbe a usefuladditionto theparticleID system of

any RHIC experimentbecauseoftheirabilitiesto operateinhighmultiplicity

environments and do particle ID over momentum ranges difficult for either

TOF or calorimetry.

For small impact parameter Au-Au collisions at RHIC wc expect mid-

rapidity charged particle multlplicites of 0.02/cm 2 at 1 m in the momentum

range of 0-2 GeV/c [3]. Many QGP signatures will require that the exper-

iments have the ability to separate leptons from hadrons, and pions from

kaons and protons over a large momentum range. Research by other groups
have shown that it is possible for a carefully designed CRID to do K/_/p

separation up to 30 GcV/c and c/= separation up to 5 GcV/c [4]. The par-
ticlc identification power of a CRID will be a valuable inclusion in a 1"rHIC

experiment.
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ACRID may be employed in combination with other detectors for mea-

surements of K/Tr ratios, HBT of 7r's and K's, measurement of the p mass

and detection of J/¢ :_ e+e - sign_tl. The CRID's design would be optimized
for either K/z'/p separation or electron-hadron separation.

Goals

Our group's intention is to build a Cherenkov ring-imaging detector as a

prototype of one which could eventually be used in a I_HIC experiment. Our

prototype will utilize VLSI electronics which will have future applications

with both CRID's and Pad tracking detectors. The prototype will be a

K/w/p CtLID that uses a liquid radiator and is proximity focussed. We, hope

to accomplish the following through our prototype program:

A) Gain experience using VLSI chips mounted directly on the cathode pad

plane. The E814 pad detectors use a preamplifier, shaping amplifier and
ADC on each channel. As the number of electronics channels increase

for RICH experiments the electronics costs could become enormous. A

multiplexed VLSI chip containing the preamplifier and the shaping am-

plifier could greatly reduce the electronics cost/channel. Such sch_:mes

have been used successfully elsewhere [4,5,6]. The initial VLSI chips

used on the prototype will be commercially available AMPLEX chips.

B) Continue to develop and improve Pad detector technology for eventual

use in vertex detectors or tracking spectrometers at RHIC.

C) Employ segmented cathode pad planes to readout UV detector part of

the CtLID. The cathode pad planes would be based on the successful

designs of the tracking pad detectors used in experiment E814 at BNL

[7,8].

D) Build up local expertise in the construction, testing and operation of

CtLID's in anticipation of their eventual use in R.HIC experiments.

E) Design and manufacture VLSI chips specifically for RHIC applications.

The chips will have 8-9 bit accuracy and be designed for synchronous

. machines with 100 nsec crossings. Pad detectors, CRID's and silicon

detectors all ,:ould employ VLSI chips.
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Status

Progress has been made in the design and det_illng of the CI:LID prototype,

Testing has begun on the segmented pad cathode used in the UV detector of

the CtUD. The VLSI AMPLEX chips have been ordered and the design of
their motherboard has started. Software tools needed for the design of the

dedicated VSLI chips have been purchased.

Prototype Design

The initial prototype design and engineering is finished and draftsman should

complete the detailing on the detector in early July 90. The Ct_ID is designed

for K/_r/p separation. It is proximity focussing and uses a liquid radiator(

Fig. 1). It has a 0.39" thick radiator region filled with G'eF14, a 7.9" thick

transmission region containing only helium and a UV detector filled with

TMAF_+He+quencher gas. The outside shell of the CKID is a roughly cylin-
drical aluminum structure with ,Lradius of 12" and a thickness of 9.75". The

: entrance to the CtLID is a I0" diameter mylar window followed by the freon

radiator and then a 3/8" thick quartz window also 10" in diameter. After the

quartz window is a He filled transmission region and then a second quartz

window, 17" in diameter by 1/8" thick, which serves as the entrance to the

UV detector. The UV detector ends with the cathode pad plane where the

VLSI chips will be mounted. Finally there follows the exit window made

of .020" mylar. The O-ring seals between the UV detector and both the

transmission region and the outside will be made of Kalrez which is resistant

to deterioration by TMAE. The structures in the UV detector are made of

G-10. The quartz windows are Suprasil-II(or equiv_dent) fused silica.

We expect the machine shop work and purchase of materials for the pro-

totype construction to commence in July.

The UV Detector

The UV detector is the most challenging part of the CI_ID to make work

properly. The UV detector accepts the Cherenkov photon light, converts the

UV photons to photoelectrons and drifts the photoelectrons into a detector

region with enough gain to make detection of single photoelectrons possible.
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The di_culty in detector operation comes because the UV detector must

contain both a photosensitive gas such as TMAE and have high gain, and

this combination greatly increases the likelihood of electric breakdown in the
detector.

Our UV detector combines a multi-step avalanche chamber[9] similar to

one used by A. Breskin et al. [10] in the GRID in NA45 at CERN, with a
segmented cathode readout adapted from the successful designs used in E814

a_ BNL [7,8](Fig. 2). The UV detector starts with a quartz window followed
by a 3 cm conversion region where the Cherenkov UV photons are converted
to photoelectrons. The electrons drift to the preamplification region which

consists of 2 parallel stainless steel meshes separated by 3mm. The gain here
is of the order of 10s.

The electrons then travel through a 3 cm long drift region into the fnal

amp lifcation region. The 3 cm drift region contains a pair of parallel stainless
steel meshes that are used to electrically gate the drift region closed when
photoelectrons from the preamp region are not passing through. The gating

technique has been shown to impede the photon feedback process [11].

The final amplification region contains another stainless steel mesh that
acts as one cathode plane, a plane of anode wires, and a segmented cathode
pad plane. The two cathode planes and the anode wire plane are parallel to

one another with the anode plane located about half way in between the two

cathode planes and separated from each by approximately 3mm.

The segmented cathode pad plane is a copper-clad multi-layer printed
circuit board with a double chevron design etched into the copper cathode

(Fig. 3). Anode wires spaced every 2mm run parallel to the direction of the

peaks in the chevron shape. The double chevron, shape is 4mm wide and
1 cm peak to peak. The 50cm x 50cre cathode plane of the prototype will
contain over 6000 indivdual pads.

Our group has constructed a prototype pad detector that has a double
chevron pattern etched on the cathode pad and have studied its properties.

Using a collimated X-ray beam we have measured the detector's resolution

in the anode direction, the reconstructed position error, and the differential

non.llnearity(Fig. 4). The resolution along the anode wire was found to be
on the order of 100#m RMS which is much better than the lmm resolution

we require in our CRID prototype. We have not yet measured the pad

detector resolution in the direction perpendic flar to the anode wires but we
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believe it will also be better than 1 mm RMS. Our group will continue to

study resolutions and linearities of the double chevron shape as well as other

cathode pad designs as part of our ongoing pad detector R & D effort.

CRID Performance and Design Specifications

Our CPdD prototype, designed as specified above, should have some of the

following characteristics:

® Based on TMAE quantum ei_ciency, transmission of Suprasil quartz

windows _d C6F1, production of Cherenkov light we expect _ 20 pho-

toelectrons/ ring for a particle above threshold (Fig. 5)[12].

• The Cherenkov ring radii will saturate at 14 cm for particles above

threshold. The K/_r separation will be better than 3ct at 3 GeV(Fig. 6).

• Based on temperature vs. absorption length curves for TMAE one ex-

pects 95% conversion of transmitted UV photons for a 3 cm conversion

region and 3S° C TMAE(Fig. 7).

• With the UV detectorfilledwith 95% He + 5_ C_Hs+TMAE one

expectsa drifttime of 50 nsec/mm in the 3 cm conversionregion[13].

Operated thisway the CRID can toleratean eventrateof 600 khz. As

one raisesthe temperature of the TMAE above 35° C the event rate
increases.

Electronics

Based on the design of our CRID prototype we would expect a full scale

RHIC CRID to have a pad density of 25,000 channcls/m _. Bringing sucb

a large number of printed traces outside the active area is not a desired

solution. The high stray capacitances associated with these traces would

degrade the pad detector resolution which is proportional to the total input
capacitance. A monolithic chip mount directly on the cathode plane would

greatly reduce the stray capacitance problem. If the chip additionally was

used to read out many channels through a multiplex.ing scheme we could also
ease the problem of many cables coming into the detector.
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Initial work by our group foresees a 16 or 32 channel front end circuit that

mounts on the back of the cathode pad plane and contains the charge sensitive

preamplifier, the shaping amplifier and, the first level analog storage (Fig. 8).
Any additional multiplexing'would require excessive power dissipation in a
region where cooling is difficult. Pedestals could be supressed and events

could be selected by the first level trigger at the first analog storage. The
sparsified data would then be driven to the next stage of electronics located

on the periphery of the detector. Analog storage for the second level trigger
as well as the driver that would send the data to the ADC's could be located

in this stage of electronics.

Placing the front-end electronics on the cathode plane will virtually elim-
inate all stray capacitances at the input. The system performance will im-

prove and can fully exploit the small detector capacitance(< 2pf/10 cathode

pads) despite the poorer noise performance of MOS integrated devices. We
expect pad detector spatial resolution of _ _ lO0/_m will be possible with
VLSI electronics.

Vie have purchased some commercially available AMPLEX chips to incor-

porate into our early CKID testing. The design of the motherboard to hold

these chips has begun(Fig. 9). Our eventual goal is to a VLSI specifically for
s RHIC detector with a dynamic range of 8-9 bits and the ability to operate

_vith a synchronous machine at approximately 10 MHz.

Our effort to develop VLSI chips for RHIC detectors will have considerable
overlap with the SSC VLSI P_& D project also being worked on by members

of out group. Much of the design and development equipment purchased for

one project will be able to be used for the other. Some of our funds have
already gone for computer workstations, CAD software for circuit simulation

and physical layout, and IC tes_;ing equipment.

Schedule

1990/91:

- Construction of CKID prototype with a Pad chamber readout using

existing multiplexed VLSI chip.

- Continue research on Pad detectors
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- Continue design and development of VLSI chips for CRID and Pad

tracking detectors

- Test CRID at the AGS. With existing VLSI chips.

1991/92:

- Testing of CILID prototype with more advanced VLSI chipIone with an

analog buffer).

- Continue VLSI design and development program.
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Figure 3: Double chevzon pattern as seen on CRID cathode pad plane. The

pads are copper and are etched into the surface of a G-10 P.C. board. The

dark lines denote the separation between the copper pads. The thin horizon-

tal lines are the anode wires located above the cathode plane.
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Ring Rad for Part. in RICH ProtoLype
15,0

Figure 6: Ring radius vs. particle momentum curve for our prototype CRID



TMAE UV Absorption Length vs Temp

30 40 50 60 70 8_

Temperature (C)

Figure 7: TMAE UV absoprtion length vs. temperature. We expect the

prototype to initially run between 35 and 40° C.
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We have identified eight areas of progress and goals, they are:

1. We have found and tried a method of interconnect that will allow a piggy-back assem-

bly of the several stages of front end electronics described in our proposal This method

also provides interconnect to the TPC pads. Our goal is to produce multi-layer printed

circuits suitable for mounting the custom IC's for this front end electronics.

2. We have produced the first cathode pad end cap assembly for a test TPC. The goal
is to assemble and evaluate the TPC.

3. A gas system has been designed and components ordered. The completion of this gas

system will allow a systematic study of gases suitable for a RHIC TPC.
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4. We are developing a 3 dimensional electrostatic field simulation software program. We

have purchased a 386SX and MATttCAD software to aid in this developement. The

execution of this software will require a large dedicated disk connected to the ACP

computer farm. The disk has been ordered and we expect soon to start running this

simulation program, lt is important for us to design the appropriate field shaping

structures near the beam pipe.

5. A laser system is under study. This laser-multiplier will allow a critical measurement
of field distortions in the TPC.

6. We have been in communication with Dave Dorfan at UC Santa Cruz who is developing

a 64 channel amplifier IC suitable for our requirements. The first samples should
become available to us in mid July. It is our intention '_o test these circuits and if

necessary, provide input for modification to Dave. The goal is toproduce an amplifier-

shaper system according to the objectives given in our proposal.

7. Our collaborators in both this R &: D project, and the forthcoming RHIC experiment

proposal, Kleinfelder and Nygren from LBL, have developed a 16 channel 256 sample

analog memory IC that will be used on the HISS TPC. It is our intention to modify

this device to become a segmented analog memory to satisfy the requirements stated
in our proposal.

8. We have designed an IC test facility to evaluate the custom IC's mentioned in items

6 and 7. We are awaiting funding to acquire the necessary equipment. Attached is

a partial indication of the set of parametric measurements we intend to do with this
system.
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Typical Test Requirements for an Analog Memory for a TPC

1. Transfer gain and linearity

2. Offset and stability

3. Rise and fall response times

4. Memory decay time
5. Noise

6. Dynamic range
7. gross talk

8. Clock to data acquisition timing

9. Sensitivity to supply voltages

10. Sensitivity to temperature
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i. INTRODUCTION

Detectors for colliding beam experiments at RHIC will provide 4pi

coverage and are expected to contain from 10".5 to i0"_6 channels•

As the 2 to 5usec required to generate first-level triggers is long

compared with RHIC's ll4nsec beam crossing interval, there will be a

need not only to deal with signals from a great number of channels

but also to store and tag these signals over many beam crossings.

We are concentrating our efforts on developing the swltched-capacitor

(SC) analog memory as the generic mechanism for storing detector
signals. Switched-capacitor circuits can be implementedusing metal-
oxide-semiconductor (MOS) technology; and, for development work, we

have relatively easy access to a number of foundries running different
MOS processes the choice of which would depend on the exact nature of

, our application•

Since _he late 1970's, MOS SC technology has been dominated by filter

applications which in turn have been driven by the telecommunications

industry. Only in the last six years or so has there been any interest

in applying this technology to storing analog samples, and that mainly

for scientific data acquisition. In fact, the development of SC memor-

ies has drawn heavily on the large body of literature and engineering

practice generated for SC filter applications.

In terms of memory applications, several MOS-based designs have

been reported in the literature. Of these, we note three examples:

• A development effort by H.H.Williams and collaborators at the

University of Pennsylvania, AT&T Bell Laboratories, and the Catholic

University of Leuven, Belgium [I]. This work is directed towards

readout systems at fast colliders like SSC and LHC.

A pipeline SC store developed for calorimetry at Zeus by W.Buttler

and collaborators at DESY, Hamburg, and the Fraunhofer Institut IMS,

Duisburg, Germany [2].
• The work of Stuart Kleinfelder and collaborators at the Lawrence

Berkeley Laboratory on transient digitizers [3].

The second and third examples are more relevant to the development

efforts for RHIC detector electronics: the beam crossing time at

Zeus is comparable with that at RHIC: 96nsec vs ll4nsec; therefore,

the tradeoff between speed and precision in the Zeus electronics

would be appropriate for the RHIC situation. Indeed, very impressive

results have been reported by Buttler et al.: a 13-bit dynamic range

has been achieved over a linear range of 4V, at a sampling rate of

10.4Msps. Also, Kleinfelder et al. have achieved the same 13-blt

dynamic range in their transient digitizer when s _npllng at 10Msps.

MOS technology is generally considered to have advantages over

charge-coupled devices in terms of lower power dissipation, lower

noise, better linearity, better radiation hardness, and lower cost:
all desirable characteristics for a device to be used in a particle

detector. However, we have recently learned of new developments in

CCD technology at MIT's Lincoln Laboratory, and we find that the

advantage of MOS technology over CCD technology, at least in terms

of the parameters mentioned above, may not be as marked as once

thought. Since CCD's have some interesting features which make them
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potentially useful for pipeline trigger applications, if not for the

more general storage applications we are considering here, we intend
to keep in close contact with this work.

2. GOALS:

Our development work is aimed at providing analog memories specific-

ally tailored for calorimetry and particle identification applications
at RHIC. This work will be concentrated in two areas:

• Microarchitecture -- here we are experimenting at the circuit level

with different configurations of the switched capacitor array. We

expect to achieve at least the 13-bit dynamic range reached by others
as mentioned earlier, and we hope to further improve on this. For

example, if we improve the dynamic range by another factor of 4, we

would be close to the 15-bit dynamic range considered desirable for

calorimetry[4]. With such a dynamic range, we could avoid the trad-

itional dual-range solution and reduce the electronics up front by
almost a factor of 2. We expect to reduce the systematic sample-to-

sample gain and offset variations so that the callbration load is
reduced for the more demanding calorimetry applications and perhaps

even eliminated for applications like pad chambers and scintillation

counters. In this development, we shall be taking full advantage of

RHIC's ll4ns beam crossing interval in making the inevitable trade-

off between speed and accuracy.

• Macroarchitecture -- in this area, we expect to configure analog

memory architectures specifically for the physics and particular'-
detector needs at RHIC. While we have given this aspect of our work

only preliminary consideration, further work in this area will be
undertaken once we have the problems at the circuit level more in hand

and the physics and specific detector needs are known in more detail.

By 'macroarchitecture', we mean the manner in which the first- and

second-level memories are each configured; the way they interact; the

degree of multiplexing involved; and so on. For example, for the pipe-

line storage required at RHIC, there are two approaches to operating

the first-level storage. The first is represented by the 'peristaltic'

pipeline ([2], for example) in which the writing process is momentarily

stopped if the flrst-level trigger requires that data be read out to the

second-level storage. The second is the 'steady-state' pipeline in which

samples can be read (transferred to second-level storage) without having

to stop the writing process. Which of these two approaches is used

depends on a number of factors including the expected interesting event

rate. While the steady-state pipeline requires a more complex bus

structure and puts msre demands on the bandwidth of the read circuitry,

the approach in our opinion has advantages which merit consideration:

To obtain the ultimate performance from a switched-capacitor memory

requires calibration on a cell-by-cell basis; this in turn requires
that each sample which is read to second-level storage be tagged not

only with a beam crossing number, but also with a capacltor/cell number.

In a peristaltic pipeline, the cell tag (5 bits or more)must be carried

through the second-level storage to the point where the calibration can

be performed; in addition, the beam tag in this case must be generated

and stored commencing with the first-level memory. In a steady-state

pipeline, the beam crossing tag can double as the cell tag, and this

one piece of information is generated as the associated sample is passed

from first- to second-level storage. Also, since there is a fixed delay

through the steady-state pipeline, some of the systematic errors intro-
duced in the pipeline are more amenable to calibration.
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3. CURRENT STATUS:

• Personnel: We currently have approximately 1.8 person-year equiva-

lents(pye) assigned to this development project. Starting 16 April 90,

a full-time design engineer (Konstantinidls) has been working on the

layout of the first designs we plan to send to the foundry by 25 July•

Two others, Uadsworth and Ross, are spending 25% of their time on

circuit design issues and preparing test fixtures. An MIT UROP* student
has been hired for the summer to work on the evaluation of two analog

circuit simulators, Spice and CAzM.

. Workstation= and 6AD tools: For lC layout and simulation, we are

presently uslng a VAXstation II/GPX system with two 19-inch color

monitors, 16MB memory and 230MB disk tO run public domain tools

supported by the Massachusetts Microelectronics Center (M2C). The tools

include Magic and OCt' for schematic capture and layout, and Spice and

CAzM for analog circuit simulation. For logic simulation, fault grading

and test vector generation, we have been llcensed by GenRad to run HILO,

a simulator widely used by industry. For printed-clrcuit board (pcb)

design for test fixtures, etc., we are using PCA/) Master Designer on a

PC(386/25MHz). An hp7595A 8-pen plotter provides color plots of pcb

designs and small lC layouts. Larger lC layouts can be produced on a
Versatec CE3224 color electrostatic plotter at M2C by transferring files

over the network between MIT and the Center. For lC testing, we _ave

a Tektronix LV511 which can be used to evaluate digital IC's in essent-

ially any package style with up to 68 pins.

• lC Fabrication: For foundry services, we have a number of options:

At MIT, the Microsystems Technology Laboratory has recently brought

on line a 2um BiCMOS baseline process.

At the Massachusetts Microelectronics Center, we have access to a 2um

CMOS, n-well, single poly, double metal process suitable for digital

logic. The chip size is approx. 4.6mm x 4.6mm; and, for the present, the

standard package is a 40-pin DIP. The tum_around time is about 6 weeks•

We have recently signed an agreement with MOSIS -- MOS Implementation

System -- a foundry brokering service funded by DARPA and operated by

the Information Sciences Institute at the University of Southern Cal-

ifornia. MOSIS provides access to several different processes from

various commercial foundries. The process of particular interest for

our initial work is a 2um CMOS, n-well, double poly, double metal

process optimized for low-noise analog designs• Four different chip

sizes, ranging from 2.22mm x 2.25mm(the so-called 'Tiny Chip') up to
7.9mm x 9.2mm, are available. Turnaround time is 8 to i0 weeks•

• FY'90 Goals and Time -Table: In the time remaining in FY'90, we

expect to initiate two foundry runs through MOSIS, one scheduled for

25JulygO and the other scheduled for 19Sept90.

For a number of reasons, we have decided to make use of the Tiny Chip

option offered by MOSIS. For 550S/design, we get 4 chips of a given

design, each in a standard 40-pin DIP package. The packages are deliv-

ered with the lids taped in position so the lid can easily be removed

to allow internal probing of the chip. Since this is the first time

we are using foundry services, we regard this as a very economical way
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for us to get started: to become familiar with the protocols involved

* UROP -- Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program.

in the design-fabrication-test cycle; to evaluate some test structures

on the chip so that we can characterize some of the process parameters

for our own benefit; and to test some individual circuits such as pad

buffers and operational amplifiers which will be useful in later chip

designs.

Using this Tiny Chip approach, we plan to submit twodesigns for each

foundry run. In July, Chip i w_ll carry test structures for character-

izing the process; Chip 2 will carry two operational amplifiers

including an output pad driver. In September, Chips 3 and 4 will carry

examples of various switched-capacitor cell configurations, eight cells

of a given type per bus. Unfortunately, because of the 8-week turn-
around, we will not be able to feed any information learned in the first

run into the design submitted for the second run; experience gained can

only be folded in at A_month intervals. Given the present size of the

project team, the length of this 'experience cycle' is n_t considered to

be a major problem.

During the summer, we plan to make a critical evaluation of our two

circuit simulators, Spice and CAzM. Spice is said to have a number of

problems; the most serious of these for our work is the problem of non-
conservation of charge. CAzM is advertized as solving this problem;

in addition, it is said to be less susceptible to convergence problems

and _o execute somewhat faster than Spice. We will be testing both

packages and expect to gain some level of confidence and facility in
the use of CAzM so that we can explore various options in our designs

before they are submitted for fabrication.

In parallel with the above work, we are preparing the test fixturing

which will be required by the time the chips from the first run are

delivered to MIT in late September.

4. PLANS FOR FZ'91:

Tn FY'91, we will continue with the MOSIS Tiny Chip approach by

submitting designs at 2-month intervals for fabrication. Using these

particular chips, we will characterize the performance of various bus

structures and circuit designs intended to minimize the effect of

parasitic capacitances. By June 1991, we will start the design of

a larger chip (MOSIS 4.6mm x 6.8mm) which will carry a fullscale

single channel memory with the appropriate control and tagging logic.

We expect to spend considerable effort in FY'91 designing and assembling

the test fixtures requi;ed for evaluating and proving the performance

of analog memories with 15-bit dynamic range -- a non-trivial task
in itself! We plan to use our Tektronix LVSII tester as the major

component of a test fixture which will include a CAMAC-based analog

instrumentation system composed of commercially available modules.
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R&D STATUS REPORT

I. GOALS

Thisprojectaddressesthequestionofthefeasibilityofdimuon measurementsatRHIC.
The prindpal areas of effortare:
(a)a determinationoftheleveland charactcristlcsofthebackgroundbehindthehadron

calorlmeter/absorberina dimuonexperiment
(b)thedevelopmentoftrackingchamberssuitableforuseina dimuonexperimentatRHIC
(c)thedevelopmentofa muon identifierforusebehindthetrackingsectionofa dimuon

spectrometer,
The resultswillbe ofusefordesigninghadroncalorimeter/absorbersand muon identi-

£crsforthevariousexperimentsinwhichtheyhavebeenproposedforRHIC. The ultimate
goalofthepresenteffortistobe ableto designa workable,dedicateddimuon spectrom-
eterforRHIC, To datetheprojecthas.concentratedon itenn(a)above,measuringthe
backgroundbehinda model hadronabsorber.

Muons havethepropertythattheycanpenetratea quark-gluonplasma,whilehadrons
do not,Muons can alsopenetratethickdetectors,whilehadronscannot..Thismakes it
possibletodesigndetectorsoflargeacceptanceconcentratingon thispromisingdlag_xostic
ofthe quark-gluonplasmawithlittleint_-ferencefrom thenumerous hadronsproduced_

duringthetransitionback toa hadrongas. Thislargeacceptancema_cs a dlmuon e.x-

perimcntparticularlyattractiveforstudyingthepredictedsuppressionoftheJ/_ and of
higher-massvectormesonsinthequark-gluonplasma.(I)

The possibilityofperformingdlmuon measurementsatRHIC h_ beenstudiedatthe
threeRHIC detectorworkshops.(2,_,4)The use ofmassivephotonstodetecttheexistence
ofa quark-gluonplasmaand subsequentlytodeduceitspropertieshasbeen discussedin
Rc4s.2 and 3 and inotherpapersrdercncedtherein,Possibledesignsofdimuon detectors
werealsogiveninRefs.2 and 3. ltisthe purposeofthepresentwork toobtainbasic
informationaboutbackgroundsinvolvedin a dlmuon experiment.Thisinformationwill
be usedintheactualdesignofsucha detector,ltisfullyexpectedthatthisfuturedesign
willevolveconsiderablyfromtheschematicdesignspresentedintheearlierstudies.

The goalofa RHIC dimuon experimentistodetectdimuonsovera reasonablybroad
rangeofmassesand transversemomenta,PT_thatareinthecorrectrangefordetectlngand
diagnosinga quark-gluonplasma.The relevantkinematicalrcglmeisquitedifferentfrown
thatstudiedin#+ - #- experimentsatlargep-p colliders.The conclusior_from recent

theoreticalconsiderationsarethatthe greatestinterestiscenteredin their_termed_ate-
mass regiorx (1 < M < 5 GeV) and that a broad PT acceptance, from PT = 0 up to
p_ = 5 GeV/c, is essential. (3) Events at the high endof the mass range can be studied
easily at low rapidities since the relatively energetic muozas can penetrate an absorber thick

enough to suppress the "sail-thzough" background. For small values of transverse mass,
Mw, dimuons can only be measured at large rapidities so that t.he muons will have boosted
laboratory momenta mad be capable of traversing the absorber. In this case, however,
angular resolution is very important. Thus, in this region, a_ absorber with a small ratio
of interaction length to radiation length must be used in order to minimize the effects of
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multiple scattering on _resolution. Problems associated with angular resolution are most
severe in the forward regions, Problems associated with tracking a large number of particles
and identifying which are muons are also most severe in the forward regions because of
the large background of relatively energetic particles and the sharp rise in dNcp/d.fl with
decreasing a_gl_. One must then optimize among competing requirements of low multiple
scattering vs. depth to contain hadron showers.

In contrast, in the central rapidity region the problems associated with dynamic range
are most severe because the muons receive only a small boost (low rapidity). In this region,
a relatively thin absorber shell will help the dyuamlc range. The general softness of the
spectrum of secondaries produced at midrapidity at RHIC makes it feasible to consider a
thin absorber, although detailed information on the spectrmn of p,mch-through products
islacking,p_'-t;.cularlyforthelow incidenthadronenergiesthatwillbe encounteredin
thecentralregionatRHIC. Thisabsorbermust stillpresentseveralintcractlonlengths,
however,to guard againstsail-thruhadrons.This requirementmotivatesthestudyof
absorberswithlow Z,becausetheycausesmallerenergylossperlambdathando highZ

,absorbers,

Thereissome informationintheliteratureconcerningpunch-throughprobabilitiesfor
incidenthadronsintherangeof5-150GeV/c. Most ofthedataareforpionsand protons
incidenton eithersteelor tungsten.The measurementsareattimesrestrictedtosimple
countsofthenumber ofexitingchargedparticlesthatcanfire.-.wirechamberpcrincident
hadron.Inmany cases,enoughinformationisprovidedto"allowcutstobemade onposition
and anglematchesbetweentheincidentand exitingpa.,'ticles.Most measurementswere
made fora rangeofabsorberthicknesses,thoughrarelyatlessthan5 interactionlengths.
Thisisa significantomissionforthedesignofa RHIC dimuon detectorbecau_ absorbers
oflessthan5 interactionlengthsthicknessmust be considered,particularlyfor!/< 2.
Absorbersof mean Z much lessthan thatof steelmust be investigated.In addition,
informationon showerleakageforincidenthadronsofE < 5 GeV is_relyneeded,since
suchincidentparticlesfarand away donfinatcthespectrumatRHIC. Informationon the

momentum spectrumoftheexitingparticlesisusuallynot available,withthesignificant
exception of a series of measurements by the NA3 group, who also used their spectrometer
to provide particle- ID. A very hellpful review is given by Bodek. (s) The lowest energy data
he quotes are from Harris ct al. (6) The measurements were perfo_-zned at SLAC with the
20-GEV spectrometer and were made with pions inddent on steel at 4.7, 7.7, 10.7, and
15.8 GeV/c.

The initial setup which we have prepared to investigate the background behind a
hadron calorimeter/absorber seeks to answer to following questions:
(a) WImt are the punch-through probabilities for pions, "kaons, and protons with incident

momenta in the range of 0.5 to 10 GeV/c striking a specific absorber?
(b) How do these probabilities vary a.sa function of the absorber composition, e.g., _arbon,

alurrdaum, concrete or marble, stceI, lead, when interleaved with a second material
which is suitable active material for a s,_mpling c',dorimcter? How do the results x_xy
with absorber title,less?

(c) What fraction of the exiting particles can penetrate a second shield and cause a "muon"
trigger? How many of the punch-through particles will be rejected by pmition and
angle cuts appropriate to a muon finding analysis program?
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In this first round of measurements, the interest is to determine the number and spatial
distribution of the leakage particles, with httle or no information on the momenta or parti-
cle type. This phase is being studied using the detector equipment which was prepared this
past year as described below in Section II. The layout of the setup is shown schematically
in Figure 1. In this phase the ratio R = (number of particles exiting absorber) / (number
of incident particles) will be investigated as a function of the momentum and type of the
incident particles (ranging from 0.5 to 10 GeV/c in the AGS A2 test beam line) and as a
function of the thickness and composition of the absorber material. Initial tests are being
made with a steel-scintillator sandwich absorber/calorimeter. Further tests will be made
varying the inert absorber/scintillator thickness ratio and the type of inert absorber (steel,
carbon, al,_n-m, lead). These studies will indicate whethe_ the Monte Carlo calculations
which are bring made using GEANT or CA LOR provide reliable first-order estimates of
the leakage and whether a dlmuon measurement is _echnically feasible at RHIC.

It is expected that much of the apparent punch-thxough background behind the ab-
sorber/caloriraeter arises from showers that start "late" in the absorber/calorimeter, i.e.,
after 2-3 interaction lengths. We will be able to inv_tigate this because each depth layer
of the absorber/caloriraeter sandwich is read out separate!y. Thus, the location inside the
stack where a shower "begin.z," deemed as the layer in wbhch the observed signal exceeds
that expected for a miniraum-ionizing particle, can be determined for each inddent hadron.

IL SUMMARY OF WORK UNDERTAKEN AND Pr'_ESENT STATUS

A. Absorber/Calorimeter

We have installed an absorber/calorimeter in the A2 beam line. It allows us to study
the shower development and leakage f_ _ra va_ous materials as a function of beam energy.
An engineering drawing of this devic_ is shown in Figure 2. The absorber/calorimeter is
constructed from 120 cm x 120 cmx 1.27 cm steel plates and 1-centimeter-thick sheets of
plastic sciutillator. There are two different scintillator plate designs:

1. The first design consis'Ls of 11 slats, each 120 era x 10 cmx 1 cre, with photomultiplier
readout on each end. The strips _e stacked up along their 120-era sides, forming, in
effect, a hodoscope between two sheets of st_cl. Sixteen such "slat arrays" have been
install,ed_ with alternating z- and y-orientation. Two are placed at the downstream
end of the absorber/calorimetex to give hit information as the shower secondm'ies leave
the stack.

2. The second type of scintillator pIate is 120 cmx 110 era x 1 cna in size. These sheets
will be read out using 4 lightguides on eaz.h of two opposing sides. The scintillator and
support frames have been procured and machined. Prototypes of the new lightguides
have been built and tested with the large sheets, and acceptable light collection wa.s
observed. Part of the work for FY91 will consist of procuring and installing the new
lightguides, followed by installation of the large sheets into the absorber/calorimeter.

The absorber/calorimeter was assembled such that layers of steel and scintillator al-
ternate. Presently there axe four 1.27cm thick steel plates for ever?' scintillator array, for a
total thickness of 71,1cre of stee]. In the final design, every fourth sch_tillator position will
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be of the "slat array" type, as described above, while the other three will be large sheets.
As the large sheets are not complete, all scintillator presently installed is in the form of
the slat arrays. Successive slat arrays are rotated by 90 degrees with respect to each other.
When the large sheets are ready, the scintillator/steel ratio can be doubled. This will be
done after a first program of measurerneats is completed with the array as it is presently
set up. All of the slat arrays have been calibrated in beam before being installed.

The total length of the a_gembly is variable, to a maximum of three meters. The sup-
port frame ensures that the plates and scintillator are kept ia tight compression to avoid
air gaps. This structure was developed to keep the cost of the readout to a minimum
while providing periodic information on the transverse profile of the shower in addition
to hnformation on the depth at which the shower starts. Even with this arrangement, the
structure requires 352 photomultipliers and ADC channels just for the slat arrays. Thi-_
will increase to 592 channels when all large plates are installed. The absorber/calorimeter
is presently read out using a LeCroy 2280 ADC system borrowed from CERN experiment
WAS0. This ADC system must be returned to WA80. We mas_ therefore find a replace-
ment from the HEEP pool or obtain funds to replace it with a new system, wtfich for cost
reasons would be a FASTBUS system. The PMTs used have been recuperated from the
liquid sci_ttillator tanks of the calorimeter of BNL experiment E734. Each tube will have
the gain stabilized with the light from a pulsed laser system. The laser system is quite
similar to one which we use in the CEPaN WAS0 experiment. The laser has been delivered
from P RA and brought into service. Light fibers will be purchased next year and the laser
system installed.

B. Proportional Drift Tube Array

A first, set of tracking chambers has bee_ obtained from BNL experiment E734. The_
are 4 m x 4 m proportional drift tube arrays. We have installed four double plane._ of
these tubes. Each plane has an z and a y layer. A new support structure was designed for
these chambers and installed. Commissioning work to bring the planes back into operation
has begun. The custom electronics associated with the chambers has been installed and

exercised this spring: this includes the chamber cards, plane controllers, and readout
scanner electronics. Some work remains in completing the addressing chains so that the
plane controllers can address all the chamber cards. A new readout interface is being
implemented to form the data into Ethernet packets which will then be sent to the on-line
system. Software development for this has begun.

C. Hodoscopes

Fourhodoscopearrays(markedTI, T2, Ml, and M2 inFigurel)havebeeninstalled

and commissioned. The MI_ M2 and T] acray_ were constructed using nrl existing ho--
doscope array from _m earlier experiment clone by LLNL a,t SLAC. This setup included ali
PMTs, ba._es, cables, HV supplies and readout electrorfics. An LED pulsing system is used
to monitor the_ three hodoscopes. The T1 array consists of 15 horizontal slats and 15 ver-
tic'al slats mounted in a square array just belSnd the exit face of the ab.vorber/cMorimeter.
The T2 ac'ray is placed ju._t down.strea.m of the PDT arrays, lt con_i_ts of 24 sl_t._ oriented
vertically ",.rod2 acts of ]5 _._]atsoriented horizoi_ta.llv with their fr<_ ends abuttin_g at the
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vertical centerline of the rectangular array. The M1 array is similar to T1 but is 12 ×
12 slats in size and is placed just downstream of a 20cre slab of steel which has a larger
transverse size. The individual slats in T1, T2 and M1 are all similar and are each 120 cm
long x 10 cm wide by 1 cm thick and axe read out by fast 2" photomultiplier tubes on one
end only. The M2 array was built from existing paddles from Pdverside. !t consists of 9 of
these 120 cm long by 15 cm wide by 5 cm thick paddles oriented horizontally. It is mounted
just downstream of the A2 beam lin,e aump, whlch consists of three feet of steel followed
by three f_t of concrete shielding block, lt is read out with two photomultiplier tubes per
paddle, one mounted on each end, again using the photomultiplier tubes recuperated from
E734. All the four hodoscopes are interfaced to the online data acquisition system using
con:,:rational CAMAC ADCs and TDCs.

D. On-line Data Acquisition System

Our present on-line system is a hybrid put together from three separate entities in order
to use existing hardware. The T1, To. and M1 hodoscopes are read out using local PDP-11
microprocessor_ housed in the two CAMAC crates housing the ADCs and TDCs for these
hodoscopes. Control and diagnostics are provided by video display tezzni "nals connected
to the PDP-11s. The absorber/calorimet_.er, M2 hodoscope and all beam-hodoscopes and
taggers are read out from three CAMAC crates under the control of a CERN VALET-Plus
system. Tkis is based on _ 68020 microprocessor in a VME crate with VME interface cards
for CAMAC and Ethernet. A Macintosh Plus provides local control and disk storage for
the 68020. The PDT arrays will be read out using their existing minicomputers interfaced
to Ethernet cards

All these subsystems transwSt their data to a m]croVAX-II via Ethernet. The
microVAX-II is responsible for overall synchronization, coordination, run control, logging
of data tc tape and error messages to disk and console, and tran_nittal of data to a VAXs-
tatlon 2000 via Ethernet for histogram filSng and display. This system is straightforward
in philosophy and has proved adequate for modest data rates. The present bottleneck is
the CERN Remote Proceedu.re Call software used to handle trangerrlng data via Etherne_
between the VALET and microVAX-II. This limits us to no more than 10 events per second
(14 per spill during SEB running), which is not a severe lirrHtation for runs triggered only
on leakage from the calorimeter backff_ce, but will be a troublesome limitation for runs
examining al] showers starting in the absorber/calorimeter. The Ethernet link alone has
proved capable of 6-]0 times greater rates. This will be addressed next year by replacing
the VALET software with a much better package from CES Systems that reduces basic
cycle times and provides a direct hardware link from the VME crate to the microVAX-II.

This (upgraded) system should be "adequate for the early measurements planned for
FYgl but will present an increasingly serious limitation for the more e×ten_ive readout
planned for the new detectors. Accordingly, we plum to set up a more ambitious system.
based either on the new WAS0 arrangement or the OPAL-type system offered by CES.
Both these systems are ba.¢_d on multiple microprocessors in '_T_,rEwith dircct DMA con-

LI Tnectionstoa hostVAX. The VM]_ rrgcroproce.ssorsareresponsiblefor n_,o_dingCAMAC
az_dFASTBUS cratesand forprepaxin_eventstreazas_whiletheVAX isu_d forrecording
totape,forfilestorage_and forhu:n;_nint_:-_acing.We havefoundtheoffloadingoft}_e
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histogramming and display tasks to "satellite" graphics workstations to be a workable so-
lution that permits easy expansion as it becomes possible to acquire more and/or improved
workstations for this experimental program. We plan to use much of the software already
developed for the parent system we decide to emulate. Code will, of course, he required
to match the particular configuration of our test setup.

E. Installation and Operation in A2 Test Beam

The absorber/calorimeter, hodoscope arrays, PDTs and andllary equipment such as
the beam hodoscopes, tagging paddles and veto counter were inst_lled in the A2 test beam
area at its north end between December 1989 and April 1990. With the exception of the
PDTs, the detectors were brought into operation and tested and/or calibrated with the A2
secondary beam. The online system has b_n exercised, test data written to and re-read
from tape, and online histogrannning and monitoring programs tried out.

Unfortunately, operation of the setup to take data fell victim, to the AGS interruption
to investigate radiation safety faults. An attempt to parasite off of a production target
instal.led in the A-line during heavy-ion running for experiment E858 was not successful
due to a factor of 104 lower count rate than during normal A2 running with proton primary
beam. Data-taking will therefor have to await the FY91 SEB cycle.

F. Tracking Chambers for Background Measurements

We proposed last year to replace the PDT arrays with more suitable trar_king chain'
bets as a part of the initial measurement program. We Mso argued that we needed to
employ a set oi" chambers better m_tched to both the size of the absorber/calorimeter
and to the acceptance of a dipole to be used during the second major phase of t.his mea-
surement program. In order to determine the momenta of the particles exiting from the
absorber/calorimeter, it will be necessary to track the particles through a dipole magnet.
This cannot be accomplished with the PDTs due to their large size and large wirespacing.
We propose to locate the magnet just downstream of the flint hodoscope (marked ':TI" in
Figure 1). We will p_ .ce the chambers in 4 packages, two each upstream and downstream
of the dipole. A starting point for this work is the (projective geometry) drift chambers
built by the MIT group for E802/859. We have begun construction of 32 planes of 100 cmx
100 cm chambers. These are grouped in 4 sets of 8 planes, with each set having z, z,z °,
y, y, yi, u and v planes. Design of these chambers has begun, following the successful design
of d._t chambers used in ES02/E859. The wire spacing (a_ud thus drift cell size) is taken
as 4 era; each chamber will have 25 sense wires, giving a total of 800 sense wires for the 32
planes. Field-shaping wires and the wire preamplifier plus discriminator electronics will
follow the E802 desi_, l:_eadout a,ill be via multihit TDCs, such a._ the FASTBUS TDCs
made by LeCroy.

The design of these chambers has begun. Chamber frame construction, wire stringing
and crimping, and electronics construction will continue through the rest of tbgs fiscM year
with _.hemajor effort occurring in the last three months of the fiscal year. Commissioning
of" the ¢haznbers and preparation of support frames and insta.lltion into the A2 area will
occupy severM months at the begi:ming of next fiscM yeax. \Ve plaz_ to have the cheanbers
running hl the test _tup by the e_ly part of the next AGS $EB period.
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1 Introduction

In the construction of a RHIC detector one of the most important efforts is

to develop a powerful tracking and particle ID system. During FY90, the

present group is focusing on the construction of a highly segmented particle

ID device based on time-of-flight (TOF). In later years, we intend to develop

a new tracking system to handle high,multiplicity density events.

A typical event in a central Au + Au collisions at RHIC energieswill

have the following general characteristics:

• dMch/df'l _ 300,

• Momentum of majority of particles < 1.6 GeV/c.

In order to achieve particle ID for these particles, we concluded that

a TOF wall with time resolution of cr < 100 ps with a segmentation of

-_ 4cre × 4cre at a 3 meter distance from the interaction point would do a

reasonable job. A straightforward solution is to mount a scintillator directly

on a phototube window, as shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Schematic of a mounting scheme for a segmented TOF wall con-
figuration.

However, this configuration, which we call a "flash-light type" readout
scheme, contains a serious problem in that Cerenkov light from the window
of the phototube is superimposed on the scintillation light, thereby inducing
a timing shift. The outstanding problem then, is to reduce or eliminate this
Cerenkov light. One interestingmethod would be the construction of a new
type of phototube which contains a mechanically separated photo-cathode.
Before ordering the construction of this type of new phototube, however, we
thought that it is important to measure quantitatively the contribution from
Cerenkov light so that we clearly specify to the company the thickness of
the material on which the photo-cathode should be coated. A Monte Carlo
calculation was performed to determine the optimal separation of the photo-
cathode from the phototube window. This design is now being fabricated as
a prototype by Hamamatsu, Inc.; delivery is scheduled for August 1990.

2 Present Investigations

Before beginning the design a new phototube configuration, we performed
a series of measurements on the nature of the Cerenkov light emission in
the window glass of the phototube. We have measured the light yield and
timing characteristic of the light from the window together with many sam-
pies of both scintillator and additional Cerenkov radiators. (Other possible
mechanisms are a scint.illation light emission, knock-on electron from dynode
structures etc.)
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2'1 Experimental setup

These tests were made at the AGS A-2 test beam channel, using the experi-
mental setup shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 3 demonstrates the intrinsic problem found in a "flash-llght type"
scintillator-tube configuration. A 2cre thick plastic scintillator is mounted
5 cm away from the surface of the tube. For CASE 1, in which the beam
hits the center of the tube, the time-of-flight shows a gaussian distribution.

(Time-of-flight is obtained from TEST-(ST1 + ST2)/2.) However, in
Case 2, where the beam hits the edge of the tube, a two peak structure was
observed in the TOF distribution. The peak with faster TOF corresponds to
the beam hitting the tube and scintillator, while the other case corresponds

to the beam hitting the scintillator only. (In CASE2, because of the finite
size of the beam defining counter, half of the beam hits the tube and the

other half misses the tube.) There is about lns timing difference between
these cases. It should be noted that this timing jump could not be solved by
changing the discriminator threshold levels.

In Fig. 4 , the TOF is plotted as a function of the hit position. The _
timing jump which occurs when the beam misses the tube can be clearly

seen. The effective size of the tube measured by the timing jump agrees very
well with the outer diameter of the phototube, Since the dynode structures
and photo-cathode has a smaller diameter than the observed distance, we can
eliminate the hypothesis that knock-on electrons in the dynode structure are
responsible for the shift.
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Figure 2: Experimental setup.
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Figure 4: TOF as a function of hit position on the tube.

3 Design of the .Prototype

3.1 Light Yield and Width

To study the light emission from the phototube window glass, relative the

that from the scintillator, we placed various samples, as listed in Table 1.

directly on the tube andmeasured the ADC and TOF distributions as well

as the pulse height (the latter with an oscilloscope). The ratio of ADC's

for BC404 and Tube Window respectively is, after normalization to unit

thickness, about 20. This value is roughly consistent with the known ratio

of Cerenkov to scintillation light emission under these circumstances.

The ratio of ADC value (proportional to the area of the pulse) to pulse

height is a measure of pulse width. The pulse width from the Cerenkov light
is observed to be a factor of 2-3 times shorter than that from scintillation. We

also see from Table I that the Cerenkov light is trapped inside the window

glass material if it is placed on the phototube without any optical grease,

indicating that total internal reflection provides a possible approach towards

suppression of this light.
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'FABLE 1

Sample Thickness Contact PulseHeightt ADC value:_ ADC/

(mm) (mV) (Channel) Pulse Height

Tube by itself - - 30 9.3 0.31

Window glass *1 2 grease 50 25.4 0.51

Window glass '1 2 no grease 25 13.2 0.53

Lucite 10 grease 75 44.5 0.59

Lucite 10 no grease 40 .20.4 0o51

BC 408 3 no grease 240 266.2 1.11

BC 404 6 no grease 420 370.4 0.88

BC 404 6 ' grease 800 836.8 1.03

tPulse height reading on (300MHz) scope after transmission through
200 ft of foamed RG-58.

_:Charge sensitive (current integrating) ADC
q

3.2 A New Tube witha Separate Photocathode Win-
dow

An obvious way to suppress the production of Cerenkov photons in the tube's

window is to make it thinner. Also, when the inside surface of the window

is flat, virtually all of the Cerenkov light will be reflected from it, as the

radiating particle comes in more or less perpendicular to the window and

emits its light in a cone with an opening angle that is larger than the critical

angle for the glass/vacuum interface. At the same time only part of the

. scintillation light will be reflected since it comes in from marly directions.

However, in e:dsting phototubes the inside surface of the window is curved.

The idea for a new tube window i,; sketched in Fig. 5.

From the study described irl Section 3.1,, if we use 6mm of BC40,1 scin-

tillator at a distance of 5cre from the phototube window (similar to Fig. 3,

then the expected yield will be o[order 100-200 mV. If the Cerenkov pulse

height can be reduced to roughly 5% of this value we can avoid the corre-

sponding timing shift. This requirement of a .1 mV pulse height (maximum)
corresponds to a window thickness of 0.3mm.
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The second parameter in the prototype design involves the distance be-

tween the phototube window glass and the photocathode. Since the refractive

index rr of glass is 1.5, Cerenkov light emitted by particles normally incident

to the window material will undergo total internal reflection. However, t}'is

convenient elimination of the Cerenkov signal is spoiled by non-normal inci-

dence, whicl, is of course to be expected in any realistic detector application.

Figure 6 shows the result of a calculation of this effect as a function of the

separation d between the window glass and the photocathode. It is clear that

a separation of 20mm extends the allowed range of incidence to 0 -_ 10 - 15°,

which should be adequate for most trajectories encountered at RHIC. Thi_

is the value t_ t was selected for the construction of the prototype.

. 4 Current Efforts and Future Plans

First, a postdoctoral scientist has been hired (T. Nayak), who will.concen-

trate his efforts on the RHIC R&D program at Columbia. He will begin by

performing a test cf the prototype phototube immediately upon delivery.

One current project involves the development of a constant-fraction dis-

criminator to be mounted directly on the phototube, thereby eliminating the

requirement for additional ADC cables in order to perform off-line slewing

corrections. This design work in in progress; initial testing will be done with
radioactive sources.

A second i_,ue is driven by the question of operating a high-resolution

TOF system in a high magnetic field environrnent. While we attempt to

pursue conventional shielding techniques for photomultipliers, we are also

investigating alternative systems such as Pestov or multi-chauuel plate coun-

ters that are insensitive to the local magnetic field. These new efforts to-

gether wiZh our new initiatives on the electron identification system and a

new tracking system will be described in a separate RHIC R&D proposal for
FYgl.
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We report progress on the three goals set forth in our proposal: 1.

the development of a fast photo-array; 2. the development of a spectrum-

splitting mirror; and 3. the development and simulation of fast parallel

algorithms for ring finding.
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I. Motivation

Experiments which require a large sample of relatively rare events need

am eitlcient (low dead time) trigger that does more than select central col-

lisions. We propose to develop a trigger that will permit sophisticated

multi-particle identification on a time scale appropriate for the interaction

rates expected at RHIC. The visible component of the ring-image produced

by an appropriate Cherenkov-radiator-rnirror combination is focussed onto

an array of fast photo-detectors. The output of the photo-array is coupled

to a fast pattern recognition system that will identify events containing

particles of specified types and angular configurations. As a parallel effort,

we propose to develop a 'spectrum-splitting' mirror that will permit the

ring-image from a single radiator to be used both in this trigger (the visible

component of the image) and in a TMAE containing gas detector (the UV

component). The gas detector will provide higher resolution information

on particle ID and direction with a delay of a few microseconds. This tech-

nique will enable nearly optimal use of the information contained in the

Cherenkov spectrum.

A fuller statement of the goals of this program is contained in the orig-

inal proposal, which is attached as an appendix.

II. Progress Toward Stated Goals

We have made a rather slow beginning at the project, in part because

of trying to fine tune the administration of the contract to give us the most

return for the given number of dollars. Although this effort was successful,

we have thus only recently been able to actually spend money. Turning to

the individual topics for which support was received -

1. The Development of a Spectrum-splitting Mirror

We have now received reflectance/transmittance curves for three pro-

duction trials from Acton Research Corporation, and from the last

trial we have received two 6x6" sample mirrors. Examples of these

curves and comparisons are shown in Figure 1. To date the achieved

'effective reflectivity' is about 66% with some hope for further im-

provement. 'Effective reflectivity' is the reflected fraction of those



Cherenkov photons which would be detected in a system limited only
by a quartz window (at low wavelengths) and by TMAE's quantum

efficiency (at long wavelengths).

The curves from the sample mirrors show some shift toward lower

wavelengths at the edges of the plates, probably caused by the source-
plate geometry during the deposition process, and thus presumably
correctable by using a larger oven. On the other hand it may indicate
that mirrors making more more efficient use of the short- wavelength
component of the Cherenkov light could be made by tilting the blank
during the deposition or by tilting the mirror during use. (These mir-
rors were designed to be used at incident/exit angles of 45 degrees.)

We will pursue the work with the mirrors in two ways. We will
contract for the production of mirrors of even higher effective reflec-
tivity. (We have received indications of interest in this project from a

group at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory which specializes
in multi-layer dielectric coatings.) We will also carry out a_rnore ex-
tensive characterization of the properties of the sample mirrors that
we receive- measure the diffuse reflectivity, the variation of specular
reflectivity with position, the figure, etc. We also plan to carry out a
test of at least one mirror sample as a part of an operational system
with our prototype RICH.

2. The Development and Simulation of Fast Parallel Processing Algo-

rithms for Ring-finding

Progress toward this goal has been both material and intellectual. On
the one hand we have ordered the Vaxstation 3200 that we will use

both for simulating various pattern recognition schemes and for data
acquisition when we are testing the fast photo-array and prototype
RICH - delivery is promised on or before July 24. On the other hand
we have significantly improved our knowledge of the field of rapid
pattern recognition or "fast classification".

Rather than focus at the outset on a narrow, specific implementa-

tion of a pattern-recognition algorithm, we have chosen to first get
an overview of the work being done by others in the field, and then
to choose for specific investigation one or more techniques that seem
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applicable to our specific problem. Although reading has provided
the introduction to the field, we have benefitted most from direct

contact with people working full time on pattern recognition. An af-
ternoon spent with the machine vision group at the IBM Almaden
Research Laoratory was particularly helpful. In preparation for that
meeting we prepared a generalized, low-tech description of our par-
ticular problem in order to focus the discussion. This material will be
expanded so that we can use it in forthcoming meetings with other
specialists.

The survey phase is coming to an end without having found any can-
didate classification technique that is clearly better than ali others,
for our specific problem. The general conclusion of the survey is that
choice of an optimum technique depends in a highly non-linear fash-
ion on the details of the problem. Even though certain problems have
been solved 'adequately', this does not mean that these solutions (or
'similar' ones) are adequate for problems that are superficially simi-
lar. One thing that has become quite clear during this investigation
is that there is a clear separation between the choice of formal classifi-
cation technique and its embodiment in hardware, even though some

formal techniques may be more easily adapted to particular hardware
systems. Also of particular interest to those new to the field is the

recognition that 'trainability' is not limited to neural-net implemen-
tations but applies to a much wider category of classifiers. Gish and
Blanz x have made a comparison of three trainable machines for two

real-world pattern recognition problems. One of the machines was a
'connectionist' classifier, while the other two were implementations of
classical statistical decision analysis methods.

Our plan on how to proceed is to begin with one or more implemen-
tations of a modified Hough transform, 2 and then perhaps to try a

,_ connectionist or neural-net approach after we have developed some
familiarity with those techniques.

3. The Developme_,_ of a Fast Photo-array.

Heuristic arguments have convinced us that phototubes of approxi-
mately 1" diameter will best serve the needs of the tests that we will
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be doing, and we are presently arranging for delivery of samples of these
tubes that have low noise and good pulse height resolution for single photo-
electrons. Some preliminary discussions have been held with the shops
about ways of constructing the honeycomb reflector, and this, as well as
the bases, will be put into construction as soon as the photo-tube is chosen.

III. Participants

• UCLA -

J. Carroll, G. Igo (_ 0.5 FTE)

• UC Lawrence Berkeley Lab-

H. Marls, C. Naudet, P. Jacobs, L. S. Schroeder, P. A. Seidl

(,,_ 1.5 FTE scientific staff; ,,m0.5 FTE engineering and technician
effort)

• Johns Hopkins U.-

L. Madansky, T.J. Hallman (_ 0.5 FTE)

• (3 FTEs TOTAL)
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lt is the purpose of our Work to develop a _omplete chain of highly
integrated electronics for a RHIC TPC detector. Our long term goal is
the production of single integrated circuit that contains several
channels consisting of a preamplifier, a shaper and an analog store
(switched capacitor array). We proceed by developing and optimizing
the individual components separately, using the same process for ali
three elements so that the integration can be done later.

The RHIC R+D effort has been stimulated by our work on the EOS TPC
electronics. For this detector we have developed a preamplifier and
a switched capacitor array, components that will be integrated in
the RHIC effort, whereas the work on the integrated shaper is funded
by the RHIC effort alone. In addition, we can profit from SSC funded
development on the switched capacitor array.

Preamplifier
The integrated low noise preamplifier (4 channels per chip)
currently being developed for the _EOS TPC is the first step towards
a completely integrated electronic chain. The noise of each channel
is about 700 electrons equivalent rms. lt is equipped with a built in
channel by channel switchable pulser system for both calibration
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and diagnostics. This feature will be included in the fully integrated
system.

After several iterations of submissions to MOSIS and subsequent
tests and improvements we have established that the preamplifier
works and will m3et design specifications. We expect to have a
production run for the EOS TPC within three months.

Y. Ye is analyzing and studying the design and is preparing a parallel
submission to MOSIS with the goal to reduce power consumption and
noise.

Analog Memory
During the last year great progress has been made in the
development of a switched capacitor array. Prototype chips have, .

been studied and measured in great detail. Since ali the
specifications for the EOS project have been met, we have gone into
production and just received 20 wafers that will be tested
extensively. Important device parameters are listed below:

16 signal channels with 256 memory cells each
16 individual outputs plus multiplexed single buffered output
Output impedance 8k_
Output swing for positive output 3V
Noise: 0.6mV max

Spatial noise: odd-even effect 25 mV typically, odd-odd or even-
even variation <0.6mV rms
Dynamic range: >2000:1
Response to input signal: 16ns
Non-linearity: <10%
Crosstalk: <1%

Write frequency: 10MHz
Output response time: 3.51_s for each channel
Power supply current: analog 20mA, digital 20mA typically
Dynamic shift registers

However, the present design needs improvement, namely the gain
bandwidth of the output amplifier could be improved in addition to
some modifications to the auxiliary circuits for reset and read-out.

In parallel, development work on the switched capacitor array is
being done for future SSC detectors. One project is to modify the
shift register so that individual cells can be addressed randomly and
to increase the read out speed. Of potentially great benefit for the
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RHIC application is another project with the aim to add a,_.ADC to
each individual channel.

Shaper Amplifier
The design of a shaper amplifier is complicated since discrete
component circuit techniques are not directly applicable to lC
design, lt is difficult to achieve the precision and consistency for
the resistors and capacitors needed for uniformity of the time
constants in ali channels. We have decided to solve the problem with
a simple approach: in parallel to the main capacitors we will use
auxiliary capacitors that are switchable via a digital register. This
will allow adjustment of individual time constants and to
compensate for variations in the process parameters. A simple one
stage wide band amplifier, schematically shown below, has been
simulated, laid out and submitted to MOSaS. Once this principle
works, we still have the choice to design a shaper with ali the
appropriate poles and zeros or to do only rudimentary shaping and to
correct the pulse shape digitally.

!
J. ..L .... .1.

7 I

i. i i I

I I

I t t ....
" i Register i
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This S"llmma.[_hia_Llg]:ll;S accomplishments in RHIC detector electronics development
activities conducted at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory since February 1990.

Specifically, this work represents the be_nning elements of a monolithic readout system
that ultimately will betargeted toward readout of streamer tube pads found irt the outer
muon identifier of the proposed RHIC dimuon experiment. The funding level for this

project was $40K. The goal of _ work has been to lay the foundation (in temas of
system specification, front end circuit development, fabrication process selection,
radiation hardness requirements, etc.) for follow-on work that wiU result in the fig1

implementation of a monolithic readout system, peflaaps, applicable to a number of
RHIC detector systems. Work has been concenlrated ha the evaluation and development

of appropriate preamp/shaper topologies. A nominal amount of effort has been spent
identifying candidate analog memory and ADC topologies for the readout system. The
following accomplishments ,are treated iu more detail below:

1.) Fabrication and testing of a CMOS ptemmp
2.) Design and submission for fabrication of a CMOS preamp with shaping

network (submitted on June 27, 1990)
3.) Design of a bipolar preamp using Harris Semiconductoc's dielectrienlly

isolated bipolar process (the design is complete, Harris has scheduled the
fabrication mu in late July)

4.) Evaluation of an existing bipolar preamp for use ha RHIC systems
5.) Investigation of candidate analog memory and ADC circuits
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I. D_RRIGN,_FABRICATION AND TE.CrING OF A CMOS_PREAMP

ORBIT Semiconductor is offering, through MOSIS, a new "low noise" mmlog C_[OS process for

use in non-rad hard pmtotyping. In order to evaluate this proc_s for R--_C a_liauions, we

designed a fast charge sensitive pre2m_ for our pad rt_adout ¢Iectronics. For a cmlcularr_ pad

of nominally 10 pF, the _ noise was targeted at under 1500 ¢- P-MSfor a 65 ns

CR-RC peaking _ ,Thefatxicaz_ ptvamp had a mmsm_ noise of ~5000 e- RMS. This noise

avpea:mto be due to a,ve_"ylarge I/f no/.scconu_ut/on (the noise acumlly had a noise power

speuu'um of 1/f 0 g), _risedmc was 3,3 ns andpower dissipation was ttLder3 mW. We

have containedboth OF,BIrmidMOSL_andarepresemlydiscussingthe noise problemwith the=.

Unt_ tiffsis resolv_ no farther fabricatiom will be done using this process.

II. DEg[qN ANl) FAeRTCA'T_rONOF A CMOS I_RAMP wrrH $_APER

Our sign_ _g chain will most l_ely consistof a charge-sems_ve preamp,shapingnetwork

(dme-invariant),peak detect, analog storage, aud ADC together wkh trigger electronics suitablefor

t the RHIC crossirtg frequency and trigger de.c_ons. We have designed a preamp/shaper

combination as a stgp towm'd this eventual cottfigamtzion. The shaper topology is that of a CR-

(RC)3 shaping amp_ with a system charge gain of 0.65 volts/pC, a peaking time of 50 ns, a

dynamic range of 10,000, a noise of <2000 e- RMS for a pad capacitance of 10 pF, and a power

dissipa_on of-4.7 mW (+/- 5 volt SUl_Iies). This ckczfit is being fabricated in ORBITs 2 micron

P-well CMOS technology. The presto intent is for a single chip to include four channels of

prem=plifier, shaper, peak detector, and analog memory with a single ADC servicing all four

channels. One four channel CMOS chip will sit at the comers of tour pads, process data from

those four pads, and send the information out of"the detector to the next leveI of electronics This

cimmt was submin_exlfor fabrication on June 27. Parts are expecT_xtback in mid to late August.
i
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III. DE,_IGN OF A HARRIS BIPOLAR_PREAMPLI'FI'ER

Wc haysb_cncv',tluadngthe'HarrisanalogdesignsoRwareforthepastfswmonths.As pa__of

thisarrangementws arcgoingtopart£cipatcinarunusing_ch:rad-hard,diclcctricallyisolatsd,

bipolarprocess.Sincewc hadaccesstothisprocess,wc dcsigne,d a bipolarpmamp naxgctcd

towardRIIICsignalprocessingcl_ctronics.This_lificr wouldbs_.._iina somewhat

diffe._nt_ach d_n our all-CIV[OSdcsigllinth_ _ pre,_mp,loc_e_lonthepadsliketheall-

CMOS version,woulds_nditsrawsignaloutofthe_c vicinityofthed__ toaCMOS

shaper,peakd_t_or,memoryandA.DCchipwhichwouldb¢1ocar.cdexternalto_c dst_'tor.

Comparisonswillb¢made between_hcbipolarversionandth_all-C.MOSversionm texznsof

noise,powerdissipation,andz_,sponsetime.Thisd_vdopm_n_isofparticularint_ since_c

bipolar_ is supposedlyrad-haxd.Th_d_signgoalsincludeachargegainof0.5volts/pC,a

risctim_of~Sns,andnois_axapcak_gli.mcof50nscx:[_.lto1770¢.ILMS.The simnlafionsalso

pzediczapowerdissipationof12.6mW (+/-5 volts).The designiscompleteandH.az_has

sch_l_vd the fabric_ion nm in lat__'uly.

_V. EVALI_'ATI,QNOF AN EXISWTNG_VT C PREAMP FOR_ILISEl_ RF[I'C SYSTEMS

S¢'v_mlmonthsagowe designeda bipolar_ using_v VTC VJ900high-frequency

_Icmcnmry bipolar$a'ocess.Aspartofourcvaluat_nofvariousprocurersendtopologies,wc

configure.ztthatcitcukasa chargesensitivepre,amp suimblvforRHIC applications.This

conffgtration had a cbaz_ gain of 0.5 volus/pCwith a nmasurcda risctimb of 5 ns using a citer

capacitanceofI0pF.UsingCR-RC shapingrkisconfigurationl_:_duccdanoiseof 5400 e-RMS

witha peakingtimeof90 ns.Thepowerdissipatio_was7.5_W (+/-3.5volts).Testsfor

,_ rad_zxioneffectsandhighmmpcrat-urcannealinghave also _ l:X_fozzned.T¢_ dam.isavailable.
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V. _IhWl_.g_C;,ATIONOF _ANDm#.TE .ANALOG MEMORy AEFOADC CIRCUITS

We h_.vc sm'vcycd some of the available litemazre on analog memories and have concludcd that no

major d_clopmcnt is ncccssa._y at r.hisdme. Wc will use some vea'sion of a previously published

memory that will be custom_cd for our particular system. In particular, the analog pipeline

designed for the ZEUS calorimeter apptmrsattzagtiv¢ duc to the similar clock _ and technology

choice. We are also invvsdgatiag a pa.,-allcl run-down (W'dk:Mson)ADC _rrnq,r to that be,ing

d_e, loped for the BVX _sttip detector readom chip. The versioa used for RHIC would have a

clock ram of approximately lOns and a dynamic range of 10 bits which would result in a

conversion time of approximately 10_. Development of the BVX chip is a joim proje,c_ between

ORNL and FNAL with the ADC development being in an early stage.
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